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I.

PROGRESS AND POVERTY.

THE title of Mr. George’s well-known work is enough to explain

its popularity. It is not only an inquiry into the cause of in-

dustrial depressions and of increase of want with increase of wealth,

but it purports to have found the remedy. A medical student, when

leaving college, is often told to have faith in himself, not to look

perplexed or doubtful when he has made his diagnosis, but to give

his prescriptions with an air of cheerfulness and assurance. Your
patient is likely to have faith in you if you have faith in yourself,

whereas if you tell him that there is nothing wrong with him, or

that there is no remedy for his trouble, he is not unlikely to betake

himself to the first quack who comes along, laden with sympathy and

a panacea. Undoubtedly, Mr. George has faith in himself and in

the remedy he prescribes, and he has succeeded in inspiring his

followers with a like faith. His views have been subjected to criti-

cism from many sides, but he would probably say to-day what he

said in 1880 in the preface to the fourth edition of “ Progress and

Poverty.”
—“There has been nothing in the criticisms they have

received to induce any change or modification of these views—in

fact, I have yet to see an objection not answered in advance in the

book itself.” The language of his followers about the book is even

more extreme. “ To the law and to the testimony” is their cheer-

ful watchword on every occasion. Start a difficulty or submit a

case, and the answer is, “ Read * Progress and Poverty.’ ” When
this has been done, and still light does not appear, “ Read ‘ Progress

and Poverty ’ again,” is pretty sure to be the next prescription, and

the next. A gentleman who undertakes to answer criticisms made
12
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by Professor W. T. Harris, the editor of the Journal of Speculative

Philosophy, in an address before the National Social Science Associ-

ation at Saratoga, says : “If I may refer to the town in which I

live,* ‘ Progress and Poverty ’ is now being read with the sort of

zest which accompanied the reading of ‘ Uncle Tom’s Cabin ’ so

many years ago. . . . When Henry George’s book was issued to

the world six years ago, from that moment in my mind human
destiny was changed. Let us call the millennium a day. I say it

is here, and we are in it. We are in the morning of it !’’ The faith-

ful, too, in this case have not only an inspired text, but in the

Standard, Mr. George’s ably edited and conducted paper, they have

an inspired commentary, issued weekly. “ Let us have the Sta?idard

in the form of a book,’’ writes a New York correspondent in the

issue of December 17th last, “ that we may place it side by side

with the family Bible, where it belongs.’’ It may be said that

laughter is the best answer to these and to all extravagances. Well,

the men who address Anti-Poverty meetings will not be offended.

Laugh, if it will do you any good. It is certain not to hurt them.

They are too much in earnest even to take offence. They calmly

cite what they consider historical parallels. They tell you that all

the wits and wise men of Greece and Rome, down to the very

moment of the conversion of Constantine, poked fun mercilessly at

Christianity
;
that its doctrine is still an offence to selfishness

;
that

no astronomer over the age of forty could be brought to accept

Galileo’s conclusions, or even to look through his telescope
;
that in

England, where free trade is now considered to stand on the same

platform of truth as the multiplication table, Cobden was at first all

but universally ridiculed, or as universally denounced as a public

enemy
;
and that William Lloyd Garrison was hunted for his life

through the streets of Northern cities. In their deep sincerity these

men use biblical language to denote the work in which they are

engaged, and adopt the methods of proselytism that have been

found effective by the most ardent sections of the Church. They
have “ taken up the Cross of a New Crusade ;’’ they are engaged in

“ spreading the light and they write cheerful accounts of “ how
the Gospel is spread.” They circulate tracts along with their busi-

ness letters
;
enrol volunteers as missionaries

;
distribute the Stand-

ard gratuitously
;
give Sunday evening lectures and addresses, inter-

spersed with music and stirring choruses sung to popular airs, in

public halls, theatres, and Academies of Music
;
make passionate

appeals to those who halt between two opinions, or to the Nicode-

* Concord, Mass.
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muses who come to them by night, to decide at once or to come out

openly, and appeals almost as passionate on behalf of “campaign

funds’’ and “ recruiting funds.’’ Above all, they show themselves

thoroughly in earnest by sacrifices for the cause, such as that which

Dr. McGlynn, for example, has made. For what hotter furnace of

trial in our day can be conceived than the one which this eloquent,

high-souled man has gone through ? Ministering at the altars of the

Church of Rome till he had passed middle age
;
a pastor whose

abundant labors witnessed to the sincerity of his profession
;
an Irish

Celt, whose kith and kin had always regarded an apostate priest as

a creature abandoned of God and man, utterly hopeless for time and

eternity
;
a believer who still clings to every doctrine of his vener-

able Church, who appreciates all the subtle beauty of her ritual, and

craves for the spiritual sustenance or comfort of her sacraments,

—

this man submits to excommunication,—that is, to something which

in his case means the tearing asunder of soul and spirit, of joints and

marrow, rather than be untrue to his American citizenship or renounce

what he believes to be truth that he had learned from a heretic. I

admit that in the furnace he has not had “ the martyr’s greatest

trial—the doubt whether he is right.’’ But, none the less, all honor

to the brave man, whether we call him dogmatist or agree with his

views or not ! And what can be said of Protestants who indolently

acquiesce in the pretence that he was punished simply for refusing

obedience to the Church ! Is the obedience which priest or min-

ister has promised to his church absolute ? Then either may be

ordered to commit a little or a great sin, to be a traitor to country

or to the Head of the Church, and on refusing may be promptly pun-

ished. Why ? Not because he refused to be a sinner or a criminal.

It would never do to put it that way. No. He has refused obedi-

ence ! He is punished for insubordination ! Thereupon every

rightly constituted mind preaches homilies on the necessity of dis-

cipline in every organization, and points out. in the spirit of candor
itself, that a man should not “ join a church’’ unless he has made
up his mind to obey its authorities.

Nothing but a profound conviction that they have truth which
others will accept if it is only pressed upon them with sufficient

earnestness can explain such facts as those to which I have referred.

Nothing short of remarkable qualities in a book would give rise to

such bibliolatry. For Progress and Poverty’’ is as truly the Bible

of the United Labor Party as Karl Marx’s great book upon Capital

is the Bible of the Revolutionary Socialists in Europe. The men
who surround Henry George have that profound conviction. “ Prog-
ress and Poverty’’ is a remarkable book. It convinces the impulsive,
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especially if they are ignorant of the works of the great political

economists, or—what means pretty much the same thing—if they

have only a second-hand knowledge of them. And it suggests when
it does not convince. Its political economy can, it seems to me, be

shown to be based on unproved, fallacious, or one-sided theories.

Its fervid rhetoric comes at times perilously near rant. But it is

saved from actually falling over the precipice by the inspiration of a

high and tender sympathy for humanity, and the conviction that

there is a remedy lying ready to our hands for all its grievous sores.

Mr. George is essentially a dogmatist rather than a critic. With a

true instinct, in both the jest and the earnest, the Duke of Argyll

called him the Prophet of San Francisco, and the Labor Party

accepted the name. He himself professes to be an economist pure

and simple, who proposes “ to beg no question, to shrink from no

conclusion, but to follow truth wherever it may lead.” Dogmatists,

however, do work quite as useful as critics. We need prophets

—

even when their inspiration is defective—quite as much as we need

economists, and there is no reason why they should not come from

Chelsea or San Francisco as well as from Inverary.

“ There are no questions now but social questions,” Gambetta is

reported to have said. If that is true on the Continent, where it has

still to be decided if the world is to be Republican or Cossack, and

where France may at any moment be hurled upon its fate by a re-

sistless popular cry for "Revanche," how much more true must it be

in the New World, where there are no standing armies and where

there can be no political questions ! The difficulties that give rise

to Socialism press upon existing institutions more vehemently in

Europe than in America
;
but in America there is comparatively a

free field, and there is little else—money-making always excepted

—

to occupy men’s minds. A solution for the great social unrest

which is the characteristic of our century would be a notable contri-

bution for America to give to the progress of humanity. At one

time it was thought that an easy solution had been found in the

boundless areas of good land that the great West offered to the

landless. No matter how numerous the immigrants, you only needed

to say, “ Go West” to all. But the day when it was proclaimed

from the house-tops that “ Uncle Sam had a farm for every man”
has gone by. The strife between capital and labor has extended to

the United States and Canada, and it has come to stay, till the terms

for a permanent treaty of peace have been agreed upon. Tenement-

houses are more overcrowded in New York than in any other capital.

The rich have become so rich that the contrast between them and

the poor is or appears to be sharper. The tramp has arrived
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among us. The wage-earning classes are dissatisfied. Many of

them believe that they are suffering from injustice, and free men
will not stand that long. They feel it none the less keenly because

they are unable to formulate their grievances or to agree upon

either cause or remedy. But, at all events, they have ceased to trust

in the ability or willingness of Church or Legislature to find or apply

a remedy. Those old recognized organs of society have been too

much in the habit of denying the evil, or—it may be lazily, it may
be piously—have declared the evil to be incurable.

There is a problem. Personal liberty received its charter at Runny-
mede. By the battles of the Reformation men gained religious

liberty. In that, political liberty was involved. Knox expounded

it to his astonished sovereign, though it required the struggles of

the Puritans, the Thirty Years’ War and the Peace of Westphalia,

the Revolution of 1688, the rise of the American Commonwealth,

the writings of the French philosophers, the French Revolution, and

other events of lesser magnitude before the lesson was really learned.

Only in our day has the democracy come to be frankly acknowledged

everywhere in Western Europe and America as the real fountain of

all political power and honor. Of necessity another question now
arises. Is not social freedom involved in religious freedom ? Is

it not involved in Christianity—implied even in the first chapter of

Genesis—in the declaration that man is made in the image of God,

with dominion given to him over the earth and whatsoever it con-

tains ? All men are now recognized as free and equal in the sight of

God and of the State. Every man’s vote counts alike. Must not

that eventually involve freedom all round ? But can men wholly

dependent on daily wages be really free ? They may be told at any

moment that there are no more wages for them. Of course they

are free to sell their labor elsewhere. But they may not be able to

go elsewhere, or they may go only to find that they are too late.

The land and the instruments of production belong to the capital-

ist, and he may not require “ hands” at present. Or it may not suit

him to give employment to more than he has already, or, for that

matter, to any. He can afford to wait. But his political equal,

with wife and children depending on the poor daily wage, cannot

wait. The old political economy, with its doctrine of laissez faire,

with the State an organization simply for the protection of the

liberty of the individual, with labor treated as an ordinary commodity,

can hardly be said to be adequate to such a social condition.

Here further is the problem as stated by Mr. George. Formerly

it was hoped that with the progress of society all classes would be

bettered. But progress has not brought the expected improvement.
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There has been an increase of wealth out of all proportion to the

increase of population, yet the poor still remain with us, and are

worse off than ever. The rich complain that they cannot find invest-

ments for their money, while armies of unemployed complain that

they cannot find work. Thousands can hardly get enough to eat,

clothing to cover their nakedness, or coal to keep them from freezing.

What is the cause ? Over-production, we are told. Can mockery
be more bitter? A hundred men can make more cloth than a

thousand used to make. But formerly the thousand had clothing

of some kind. Now some of the hundred have none.

And, according to Mr. George, things are not only getting worse,

but under the present order there is no possible cure.* “ Where
the conditions to which material progress everywhere tends are most

fully realized—that is to say, where population is densest, wealth

greatest, and the machinery of production and exchange most highly

developed—we find the deepest poverty, the sharpest struggle for

existence, the most enforced idleness. . . . This fact—the great

fact that poverty and all its concomitants show themselves in com-

munities just as they develop into the conditions toward which

material progress tends—proves that the social difficulties existing

wherever a certain stage of progress has been reached do not arise

from local circumstances, but are in some way or another engendered

by progress itself.” If this be true, it is indeed the enigma of our

times, as well as a terrible indictment against the present order, and

the man who has not only probed the evil, made a correct diagnosis,

found out the cause, but has also found out the remedy, is a bene-

factor of society to whom it will be impossible to assign too high a

place.

The evil, we are told, is that poverty persists amid advancing

wealth,, and “ that material progress does not merely fail to relieve

poverty—it actually produces it.” And what is the cause ? Not

the will of God that it should be so, nor any laws of nature or of a

true political economy
;
not temptations of the devil, nor sin bound

up in the heart of man or inherited from ancestors. God is all-good

and all-wise. His purposes are beneficent. Nature is bountiful.

But human contrivances have baffled the divine purpose. Poverty,

with all its dismal attendants of miseries and crimes, lies at the door

of the man-made system of private ownership of land. That is the

sole cause. Remove the cause and you remove the effects. Abol-

ish private property in land and the Millennium will come. There

need be no violence, no outward revolution. Let the individuals

“ Progress and Poverty,” pp 9, 10, 11
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who now fancy that they own land continue to live on it, if they

wish. Let the forms of buying, selling, and bequeathing land be

continued, only let there be an annual tax on it equal to what is now
known as rent. That value has accrued, not from the labor of the

owner, but from society. Society should get its own. What is

mine is mine
;
what is yours is yours

;
but what both of us have

made should belong to both. Such a tax on land values would

enable the State to dispense with all other taxes, direct and indirect.

There would be no more customs or custom-houses
;
no more ex-

cise
;
no income tax, with all its encouragements to evasions and

other immoralities. The tax on land values would supply more than

all the others that now worry us so much. The large surplus could

be used for an amazing variety of beneficent public purposes : for

free schools, colleges, gymnasiums, libraries, and parks
;

for free

telegraphs, telephones, horse-cars, elevated or underground rail-

ways—in a word, for anything that an intelligent public could desire.

More
;
this system of taxation would put an end to speculation in

land. Who would not welcome the utter abolition of the hateful

class that holds lands until their value has increased enormously, at

other people’s expense—at the expense, it may be, of the very

people the speculator has inconvenienced and kept poor all their

lives ? The new system would encourage men to build good houses

and improve their property, to the great benefit of rich and poor.

Now we fine a man for putting up a good house, and we fine him
double if he makes it twice as good. Then, nothing produced by

human labor would be taxed, and the consequent development of

industry would be incalculable. Something like confiscation is

indeed proposed, but it would be gradual, and those who are now
dependent on rents would not feel it very much. Besides, they

would be advantaged so greatly in other ways, in common with the

rest of the public, that they ought not to murmur. They ought to

reflect that no great public improvement is brought about except at

some cost. At any rate, they are now robbing the public, and they

should no longer take the wages of iniquity or ask for compensation.

Should that question be pressed, society may ask, as Abolitionists

did in the ante-bellum days, Whom do you propose to compensate, the

slave-holder or the slave ? Or, as ardent Prohibitionists now put it,

If there must be compensation, should it be given to the distiller or

to the drunkard, to the saloon or to society ?

When we hear for the first time what, in Mr. George’s opinion, is

the cause of the evils that afflict society and what the remedy, we
perhaps wonder that no one had ever thought of it before. Well
may Dr. McGlynn say :

“ The remedy is so simple that it actually
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strikes the average hearer as too simple. They cannot believe that

the remedy for such multitudinous and all-pervading evils can be so

wondrously simple.” Little wonder that they cannot believe !

That they cannot help asking, Would the poverty that has been the

destruction of the poor from time immemorial
;
would the unspeak-

able suffering, degradation, and crime that have been the long entail

of humanity
;
would the overwhelming sins and sorrows of the great

cities of Christendom and heathendom have all been escaped, if only

this simple remedy had been discovered sooner? Their first im-

pulse is to refuse to argue with men who entertain a notion so pre-

posterous. Or if they argue, like the Duke of Argyll, it is with an

apology and a sneer.

Others revolt at the apparent immorality involved in the remedy
proposed. To them the answer seems to be contained in the com-

mandment, Thou shalt not steal. They use strong language on the

subject. Dr. Goldwin Smith, in his “ False Hopes,” after stat-

ing that ” it is proposed to confiscate either openly or under the

thin disguise of a predatory use of the taxing power every man’s

freehold,” and that ‘‘it is emphatically added, with all the exulta-

tion of insolent injustice, that no compensation is to be allowed,”

goes on to express the wonder “ that such views can be propounded

anywhere but in a robbers’ den or a lunatic asylum, still more that

they can find respectful hearers.”

I venture to submit that Mr. George cannot be disposed of so

summarily. He states his case clearly, goes into it fully, and appeals

calmly to men’s reason. We must meet him on the same ground.

He is always courteous, and the subject is a very wide one. It is idle

to think that anything is gained by calling him Anarchist or Socialist.

He is neither the one nor the other. A most convincing argument

on the sufficiency of the evidence that condemned the Anarchists of

Chicago, and on the justice of the sentence, was by his friend, Judge

McGuire, in the columns of the Standard. His own editorials were

to the same effect, though he considered that in the public interest

it would have been wise to commute the sentence. He continually

declares that in America there is no excuse for anarchy or violence.

The people themselves are to blame for any evils that may exist.

The cure is in their own hands. Convince a majority of the people

that a proposal is right, and it can be almost immediately enacted

into law. The Socialists are now his most bitter opponents. In-

deed, he might take, perhaps has taken, the position that his pro-

posal is the only way to avoid the Socialism that has gained such

headway in Germany. For convince the masses that the doctrines

of the orthodox political economist are the whole truth, and Karl
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Marx’s conclusions will be accepted by them. If there is constant

pressure of population upon the means of subsistence, the former

increasing more rapidly than the latter, then there must be a keen

competition, there must be a struggle for existence between men
and the survival only of the strongest. It can also be shown that

in this competition for wealth the capitalist starts with an advantage

that makes the competition apparently unfair. He has the laborer

at his mercy. The price of labor is kept down by the pressure of

population to the starvation point. The capitalist is thus enabled

to rob the laborer unceasingly, by giving him only the exchange value

for the use value of his labor. Thus of necessity the rich are ever

becoming richer and the poor poorer, and the only cure for such a

state of things—a cure that the poor would be fools not to embrace

when it is within their power—is to put a stop to the accumulation

of property in private hands. All capital and all the instruments of

production must be taken over by the State, and Socialism must

replace Individualism. If the positions from which Marx starts are

the whole truth on the subject, and if labor is treated as an ordinary

commodity, the masses will, sooner or later, come to the conclusion

that the case for Socialism is irresistible. But Mr. George, as we
shall see, disputes the old positions. According to him, wages do

not come from capital and cannot be diminished by the increase of

laborers, while population does not increase more rapidly than the

means of subsistence. Given only the nationalization of land, and

the most absolute freedom may be allowed to individualism. Thus
the spectre of Socialism is laid. Every one is permitted to accumu-
late for himself all the wealth he can produce. The Socialists per-

fectly understand this now. They voted for Mr. George as Mayor
of New York, but before the State election was held their eyes were

opened. They then declared that he had side-tracked the labor

movement, substituting for the great party something, on the one

hand, like a church, and, on the other hand, like an ordinary political

machine. They contend that his system is not only insufficient to

solve the social and the labor questions of the day, but that, if con-

sidered alone, it will be productive of results which will be more hurt-

ful to labor than beneficial, simply because the capitalists would
absorb all that had been taken from the land-owners. Then, in a

few years, the condition of the laborer would be the same as it is

now
;
but, to use the words of Mr. Sergius E. Shevitch, the leader

of the New York Socialists, in his public debate with Henry George
last October :

“ What will not be the same will be this—by that single land tax you will have given

to the Government a tremendous power which it does not possess now. Mr. George
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likes to accuse the Socialists of desiring a paternal government. I tell you, Mr. George’s

scheme is a much more horrible paternal government than the Socialists ever proposed.

To the Government will belong a vast amount of land, and the Government will have

the possibility of determining the height of the rent for that land. It will furthermore

—and that is perfectly right—have the railroads, the telegraphs, and all the means of

communication. Think of the power that government will have ! The great indus-

trial corporations, the machinery of industrial production, remains just as it is now.

Capitalists will have the same powers over the Government officials as they have now.

The Government will fall into the hands of the monopolists of industry just as it does

now into the hands of the monopolists of industry and land combined.”

Nothing, then, is gained by labelling Mr. George as a Socialist or

a semi-Socialist or a quarter-Socialist. It is very difficult to label

him, partly because he holds contradictory positions which, it seems

to me, he has never quite reconciled in his own thinking. The only

way to deal with him satisfactorily is to deal with his positions in

detail. There is need, too, that this should be done, and more fully

than can be attempted in an article. For while it may be that his

scheme “ involves an unconscious recourse to the old weapons of

Godwin, Sadler, and other opponents of Malthus,” and that

Progress and Poverty ’ does not contain any argument not to be

found in these writers,” still, the public does not know Godwin or

Rousseau— from whom he drew his inspiration—or even Jefferson
;

but it does know Mr. George. He offers to bring about a social

millennium, and to restore faith to men well-nigh desperate. As we
have seen, intelligent men believe both in him and in his remedy.

Seventy-three thousand voters stood up last November to be counted

on his side in New York State alone, although they had no expecta-

tion of victory. These men are full of the enthusiasm which is sure

to make converts, and which may be adequate to the creation of a

great political party. Dr. McGlynn’s Sunday evening addresses in

the Academy of Music are sufficient to keep up the enthusiasm.

He is a force that cannot be ignored. He burns with the convic-

tion that all that is needed to right the wrongs under which society

groans is justice, and that justice simply means land nationalization.

He feels that he is doing God’s work now as truly as when he

preached in St. Stephen’s
;
yea, more, that he has grown in spiritual

strength since he was driven from the altar to the platform. Two
or three brief passages from his addresses will give the key-note that

he is always striking :

“ We of this Anti-Poverty Society have come together in older to do what we can to

hasten the coming of that blessed day when men hungering and thirsting for justice

shall begin even here to taste somewhat of that fulness which they must hope to attain

to the perfect enjoyment hereafter. We are saddened, we are disappointed, and at

times a few of us are made angry by witnessing the terrible distortion of God’s will in

civil society, by witnessing the practical denial of fraternity, the almost universal accept-
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ance as a matter of practical politics, of practical political economy, that human society

is not a brotherhood, but that it is a brutal competition between so many wild beasts,

or slightly tamed, condemned to live together in one pit, the object of each one being,

by scrambling, by getting ahead of his brother, by overreaching his brother, to get more

of the few things that were cast, as it were, in contempt into that pit that the brute ani-

mals might snarl and fight and tear one another in order to enjoy a little more of the

good things.”

At another time he declares with enthusiasm :

“ It is the religious spirit that is in this movement that clearly marks it out for vic-

tory. It is that which gives to us the same calm, unquestioning, undoubting confidence

with which thousands of martyrs, men, women, and children, of every age and con-

dition, have gone smiling to their deaths. The unselfish love, the clear conviction of

religious truth that we feel, make our efforts, our words, our troubles, our sufferings,

inestimably precious, because they are helping in the enacting of a wondrous drama,

the plan and the plot of which are not of our making, but came from God, and must

have their solution and their end in God.”

Again he protests :

‘‘He would be a poor specimen of a man who could stand here as I stand and see

your upturned faces, see your immortal souls peering at me through the windows of

your eyes, eager to hear the words of truth and justice—he were a very poor specimen

of a man who could stand thus here and not feel himself impelled to strive and pray to

be more worthy of the cause. He were a poor and an unfit messenger of God’s blessed

message of peace and justice to men—he were like the ass in the fable carrying the

mysteries— if he did not profit in mind and heart by the message of which he is made
the medium to men

;
if he did not preach to himself while preaching to others

;
if he

did not feel the magnificent enthusiasm of humanity which he is awakening in the minds

and hearts of his brethren.

“ It is an unspeakable consolation for us to feel that we are primarily talking of justice
;

and, while charged with being politicians, are really but bringing men back to God.”

Hundreds more of the same tenor might be quoted, but I content

myself with an extract from a speech made on August 13th last, at

the first grove meeting of the society, which caused some owlish

critics to blink and to scream out loud enough for all the world to

hear that McGlynn was at last putting himself on a level with the

Saviour :

“ At the very moment that men, ignorant or malevolent, are charging us with irre-

ligion, it is an unspeakably great comfort to me and to other preachers of the blessed

truths that are the doctrines of this crusade, that our preaching, our practice, the objects

that we have in view and the means by which we seek to obtain them, are bringing

men back to God. Men who have been soured and embittered and made angry by the

absence of justice, even in the name of Christ, have been brought back to a reverent

and touching and filial sense of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of Christ.

I feel that I have been made a better man since I have gone into the highways and
byways and preached to large audiences, and on a broader field than ever before,

the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. I would be less receptive than

I have the humility to confess that I think I am, if, while being, under the provi-

dence of God, permitted to enjoy the unspeakable happiness of being in some
sense a messenger of God, of the glad tidings of redemption, of the dawn of a better

day of justice and brotherhood, I were not myself to take on not a little of the divine
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enthusiasm that necessarily attaches to the blessed message— if I myself should not feel

my stature to grow higher and my chest expand and all my nature exult and thrill in

God my Saviour.

" And does not this scene remind you, dear friends, of the scenes that took place

eighteen hundred years ago, when men and women followed the best of teachers from

the busy streets, from the haunts of want, and even from the house of prayer, to God’s

wilderness, hanging upon the lips of Him who, more than man, spake as man never

spake before of the blessedness of justice, and who, with a simplicity that made Him
understood to the little children, with a sublime philosophy that staggered the pride of

the self-righteous, preached of the blessedness of them that hunger and thirst after

justice, and with rapturous poetry of thought and expression, and with heaven’s music

on His lips, pronounced the benediction of His beatitudes upon the lowly of spirit and

upon the clean of heart.”

An extract from a letter to the London Church Reformer from the

Rev. J. O. S. Huntington, of the Holy Cross Mission, New York,

may be added as a testimony to the character of these meetings :

“ Yet even into the arena of politics the labor party carries a spirit of manliness and

integrity, of unselfishness and religious enthusiasm long unknown there. The growth

of faith, not merely in the correctness of principles or the honesty of leaders, but in

divine guidance and divine assistance, is very wonderful. As a nation we present a

strange spectacle to the student of history : we are a people without a religion. That

is an anomaly. One feels that a change must come. And in some of these Anti-

Poverty meetings one feels that the people as a mass are not only groping after, but

grasping the first principles of a national religion—very simple principles, but thor-

oughly fundamental and intensely Christian. To see an audience of four thousand

people in this greatest city of the New World, near the close of the nineteenth century,

listen breathlessly to the simple recitation of a few words from the Lord’s prayer, ‘ Thy
kingdom come, on earth as it is in heaven,’ and then break out into exclamations of

thanksgiving and voices of joy
;
to see such an audience hail with cheer on cheer the

declaration of the brotherhood of man and the fatherhood of God, certainly makes one

feel how deep a hold our blessed Lord’s words have on the hearts of men, and how
sadly He must have been hidden from them by the errors and selfishness and cruelty of

those who have borne His name. As a priest wrote to me lately, ‘ When it happens, as

last winter in Newark, N. J., that workingmen In convention assembled hiss each men-

tion of the word “church,” and greet with wildest enthusiasm the name of Christ, it

certainly behooves every churchman to know where the divergence comes, and why it

is the bride is not loved as her Lord.’
”

All I have written hitherto is introductory, but I could not in

fewer words state the problem, the spirit in which Mr. George seeks

for its solution, and the attitude that should be taken by every

Christian man who thinks that he is able to criticise “ Progress and

Poverty.” An answer to the work is not needed so much as a right

solution of the social and labor questions of the day. That is the

end to be aimed at by the right-thinking. Every one who offers his

contribution in the proper spirit should be welcomed. The final

solution will be found only as the result of free discussion. Of this,

too, we may be well assured, that of all cries none is so misleading

and so dangerous as the cry of “ Peace, Peace !”

In what remains of this article I shall simply indicate the lines
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along which it seems to me that a full reply to “ Progress and Pov-

erty” should be made.

First, is the problem correctly stated ? Is it true that under the

present system the rich are becoming richer and the poor poorer,

and that “ material progress actually produces poverty” ? Are the

masses in the countries of Western Europe and America, the coun-

tries that represent modern civilization, living on the " minimum of

subsistence” ? These are the points to be proved first, but Mr.

George simply assumes them. He offers no proof, and when statis-

tics to the contrary are given he ignores or parries them. One or

two of his followers have attempted to answer Mr. W. T. Harris’s

address, which has been reprinted in a pamphlet entitled “ The
Right and the Ownership of Land.” But the answers pretty much
amount to showing that statistics cannot be had or cannot be relied

upon. If so, there can be no proof of the positions taken. The fact

is, that so far as statistics have been adduced they prove the very

opposite of that which Mr. George has assumed. The report of the

Commission on Trade Depression in Great Britain shows that the work-

ing classes are steadily getting a better share of the good things of life.

Mr. Goschen’s inaugural address as President of the Royal Statistical

Society proves, further, that wealth in the same country is being

more evenly distributed, and that the great central body of society

is being re-enforced both from below and from above. He sees in

this an “ automatic socialism,” the development of which the most
ardent individualist will welcome. Other statistics, such as the

enormous deposits in savings-banks, benefit societies, co-operative

undertakings, and similar investments lead to the same conclusions.

Indeed, the statistics are all on one side. They lie ready in abun-

dance to my hand, but at present I am only indicating lines of inquiry.

So far as America is concerned, the state of the case is quite similar.

Mr. Harris points out that the United States now produces as a

nation 40 cents daily per inhabitant. The average rate in 1850 was
only 25 cents, and the 40 cents now purchases more than 42 cents

did in 1850. While the income has thus increased 15 cents per day,

the average rental per inhabitant has increased only three fourths of

a cent per day. According to the census, each person enrolled in a

gainful occupation supports on an average 2T
9
7 persons. It follows

that if all production was distributed pro rata to the wage-earners,

nothing whatever going for interest, for rent, for superior skill or

wages of superintendence, each could receive only $34.80 per month.
But we know that in most of the States skilled labor receives much
higher wages. ” If some persons get more than the average sum of

$34.80 per month, it is clear that others must get less. What
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laborers get less than the average annual product? It is easy to

reply : it is the farm laborer, who gets only $22.29 without board,

etc.
’ ’

To speak of our laboring classes as getting only a bare subsistence,

the mere necessaries of life, or—to use the language of Lassalle and

Marx—a “ minimum of social necessaries,” is to use ambiguous lan-

guage. Such expressions denote what is really not “ a fixed but an

expanding factor.” Our ideals of life expand, and what was a

luxury yesterday is a necessary to-day. Quite right that our ideals

of life should rise. But how can they be gratified in the case of

all ? Evidently only by the exercise of the moral virtues, especially

of thrift all round, and by the invention of still better labor-saving

machines than those which have already added so much to the gen-

eral comfort. Every new invention is a new force. It costs nothing

for food, clothing, or social necessaries, while it is the equivalent of

horses and able-bodied men added to our service. If we wish to get

examples of people living on bare necessaries, we must go where land

is held in common, among Digger Indians or Cannibals
;

for “ canni-

balism itself was at first due to extreme want, though what occa-

sional hunger had begun hate perpetuated in a custom.” Every

historian tells us that among almost all savages “ servitude is a name
too mild to describe their wretched state.” If we wish to get ex-

amples from civilized countries, we must look to Ireland as it was

when it depended on the potato, to English factory-hands, not as

they are, but as they were before the repeal of the Corn Laws and

of the whole system of protection, so-called, or to the Hindoo ryot,

whose only luxury is his heavily taxed salt.

Be it observed, I am not contending that laboring men, skilled or

unskilled, are contented with their lot, or that they should be
;
nor

that their wages are sufficient or their hours not too long
;
not even

that they get a fair share of the wealth they do so much to produce.

These points are not before us. They are not the points to be

proved. All that is now contended is that Mr. George has not

taken the trouble to prove his primary thesis. Statistics point in

the opposite direction. Poverty persists, but, so far as can be ascer-

tained, it is not true “ that the rich are growing richer and fewer,

and the poor are growing poorer and more numerous
;
the middle

class are growing poorer and fewer.”

Secondly, Mr. George, in proceeding to examine why wages tend to

the minimum of a bare living, lays down as his fundamental propo-

sition “ that wages, instead of being drawn from capital, are in

reality drawn from the product of the labor for which they are paid.

Here, too, it can, I think, be made plain that he is the victim of a
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theory, and that facts patent to every one, as well as the accepted

principles of political economy, are against him. There is this

merit about his theory, that he sets it forth again and again, so that

there is no mistaking his meaning. He declares that the “ mainte-

nance and payment of labor do not even temporarily trench on cap-

ital, but are directly drawn from the product of the labor * again :

“ That wages are the earnings—that is to say, the makings of labor—not the advances

of capital, and that the laborer who receives his wages in money (coined or printed, it

may be, before his labor commenced) really receives in return for the addition his labor

has made to the general stock of wealth, a draft upon that general stock, which he may
utilize in any particular form of wealth that will best satisfy his desires

;
and that

neither the money, which is but the draft, nor the particular form of wealth which he

uses it to call for, represents advances of capital for his maintenance, but, on the con-

trary, represents the wealth, or a portion of the wealth, his labor has already added to

the general stock.”

He repeats these assertions over and over again. Dealing with

the cases of great works the construction of which required years,

“ during which no return could be hoped for, while the men em-

ployed had to be paid their wages every week or every month,” he

admits that it will be said, here ‘‘ wages do actually come from

capital, are actually advanced by capital, and must necessarily lessen

capital in their payment ! Surely here, at least, industry is limited

by capital, for without capital such works could not be carried on !”

But even in these cases he boldly answers, No. For, he says, “ the

creation of value does not depend upon the finishing of the product
;

it takes place at every stage of the process of production, as the

immediate result of the application of labor, and hence, no matter

how long the process in which it is engaged, labor always adds to

capital by its exertion before it takes from capital in its wages.”

And, he sums up, “ the payment of wages in production, no matter

how long the process, never involves any advance of capital, or even

temporarily lessens capital.”

These extraordinary propositions, an ardent follower has recently

declared, have ‘‘never been gainsaid by one single antagonist.”

Gainsay Don Quixote ! Every political economist laughs at them.

Every man with his eyes open must see that they are inconsistent

with fact. Take one of Mr. George’s own illustrations—the build-

ing of the Great Eastern. Could the giant steamship have been

built without capital ? Or, when it failed to realize the expectations

of its projectors, and almost ruined every man and company that had

anything to do with it, where was to be found the wealth or the

value that every day’s labor expended on it had produced ? The

* “ Progress and Poverty,” pp. 21, 24, 25, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52.
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laborers had received their wages. What had the capitalists re-

ceived ? An annual burden. M. de Lesseps has drawn hundreds

of millions of francs from industrious Frenchmen to build the

Panama Canal. Skilled engineers tell us now that the money has

been wasted, and that the work cannot be completed unless the

French Government guarantees indefinite additional capital. Ac-

cording to Mr. George, there has been no waste. What kind of

consolation will it be to the thousands of poor people who have lost

their savings to tell them that the laborers, skilled and unskilled,

among whom their money was spent were all the time adding to the

value of the ditch ? Before the Suez Canal was constructed various

attempts had been made, all of which ended in failure. What did

the failures produce ? On the other hand, Mr. George must know
that since Thornton exposed the fallacy no political economist

believes in “ a Wages’ Fund that Mill gave it up, just as Adam
Smith gave up his defence of usury laws, and Malthus every position

he was unable to maintain. We know perfectly well that wages
“ are always meant to be paid out of the gross returns, and in every

sound business really are so.” * But Mr. George’s position is very

different from that of the economists. He must surely be aware

that no capitalist can be certain when he is employing labor that he

will realize his expectations. We do not need to go for illustrations

to vast undertakings like Great Easterns, Panama Canals, or pro-

jected tunnels through the Rocky Mountains. Who has not seen

chimneys standing bare, untenanted houses, roofless factories ? In

every case the laborer got his wages. Because of flood or fire,

change of trade, new inventions, lack of capital, or other causes,

the capitalist got nothing.

It may well be asked, What induced Mr. George to take up such a

position with regard to the production of wealth ? It was necessary

to his whole theory. Everything else flowed from it, if only it could

be established. In the first instance, he was probably led astray by

the importance which his philosophy attaches to the individual. On
this subject Rousseau, Condorcet, and their pupil, Jefferson, are his

teachers. Their conceptions of society are crude in the extreme.

Society, according to them, is not an organism, but a collection of

units. Each individual unit stands by himself and must be a creator

of value. Let us understand clearly that the individual can do no

such thing. Society alone gives value to labor, whether it be labor

of hand, voice, or brain, just as it gives value to land. What is the

use of your labor if you do not produce what society will accept, or,

* “ Malthus and his Work,” James Bonar, p. 271.
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in other words, what is exchangeable? No matter whether your

production can be put into permanent forms, such as gems, pictures,

palaces, or perishes almost immediately and needs to be reproduced,

it has no value except through exchange.

Thirdly, according to Mr. George’s position as just stated, “ the

more laborers, other things being equal, the higher should wages

be.” He admits that he has to prove that other things are equal,

or that increasing population may not be fatal to his position. Here

he is confronted by Malthusianism, and for nothing is he so much
lauded by his followers as for his disproof of that bugbear of the

ignorant. And here again the facts are against him. He is evi-

dently but superficially acquainted with the writings of Malthus.

Not that he is to be much blamed for that. Until the publication

of Bonar’s book in 1885, Malthus was almost unintelligible to

ordinary readers, because of the form of his famous essay. He had

gradually amended and expanded it to keep pace with the searching

criticisms of thirty years, till with new facts, new arrangement, new
emphasis, only a careful reader could understand exactly his position

all round. Every one knows the mathematical simile that he used

to denote the respective tendencies to increase of food and popula-

tion, the one being to the other as an arithmetical to a geometrical

ratio. He admits the risk of this simile. The important point to

notice is, that the one increase is greater than the other. It is

probable,” he wrote, “ that, having found the bow bent too much
one way, I was induced to bend it too much the other, in order to

make it straight.” His book was a protest against tendencies that

had been stimulated by the French Revolution. Godwin’s dreams

alone might not have induced him to write, but Pitt’s proposal in

1796 to encourage the growth of population showed that the danger

of increasing mouths without increasing meat was imminent. No
man has been so much maligned, and with so little cause as Malthus.

Bonar says truly that “ his work was like that of the light-house—to

give light and to save life.” But while Mr. George has not studied

Malthus carefully, his followers, taking their knowledge from their

master, display an ignorance that is simply ludicrous. Thus, Mr.

Foxall, in an address delivered in Australia, and filling more than

ten columns of the Standard of December 24th, represents him as

teaching that the human race increases faster than the animal or

vegetable kingdoms, and as a sufficient answer, he triumphantly

points out that sheep have increased much more rapidly in Australia

than men ! But Malthus’s position is that all livitig things
,
animal

and vegetable, tend to increase more rapidly than the means of sub-

sistence. He himself shows that sheep double their numbers in two
13
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years, while man doubles only in twenty-five years ! Of course, this

ignorance on the part of Mr. Foxall does not prevent him from de-

scribing Mr. Malthus as the “ scarer of humanity and the slanderer

of God.” He lets us know, too, that Malthus was a clergyman

(though “ he had hardly more of the parson than Condillac of the

Abbe”), as a sort of introduction to a general onslaught on the

clergy because their attitude toward the Queen’s Jubilee was, ‘‘to

put it mildly, one of approval, expressed or implied ”
!

If his critics would only imitate Malthus in thorough work and

candor, it would be well for their readers and better for themselves.

No writer, Darwin perhaps excepted, was ever more careful to verify

views to which he had been led by long discussion. He was so

ready to confess an error or to modify a one-sided statement that he

exposed himself to De Quincey’s taunt—” Supposing that his opin-

ions have not altered within the last twelve months.” This, how-

ever, has not saved him either from stupid attacks on his personal

character or from criticisms by men who never read a line of his

writings. Few of these have the frankness of “ Nassau William,

Sr., perhaps the most distinguished professor of political economy
in his day, who confessed with penitence that he had trusted more

to his ears than to his eyes for a knowledge of Malthusian doctrine,

and had written a learned criticism, not of the opinion of Mr. Mal-

thus, but of that which ‘ the multitudes who have followed and the

few who have endeavored to oppose ’ Mr. Malthus have assumed to

be his opinion.” * Believing Mr. George to be frank, I would like

him to read Bonar’s work carefully. If he does— unless the exigen-

cies of his present position as the leader of a party forbid—he will

assuredly modify his views.

The fact is, that though “ it rained refutations for thirty years,”

Malthus’s main position was found to be simply incontrovertible.

Mr. George admits that there may be small islands, such as Pitcairn’s

Island, ” cut off from communication with the rest of the world,”

in which poverty and want can be fairly attributed to the pressure of

an increasing population. To come to the right conclusion from

this admission, as he knows well that no place, large or small, is now
cut off from the rest of the world, he has only to read Malthus’s

calm words :
” There is probably no island yet known the produce

of which could not be further increased. This is all that can be said

of the whole earth.”

But men cry loudly, Are you not libelling Providence in asserting

that people tend to increase more quickly than their food ? We

* “ Malthus and his Work,” pp. 3, 4.
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need not be eager to vindicate the ways of God. As old Friedrich

Wilhelm would say, “ What doomed dog questions them ?” In the

long run the best vindication will be found to consist in a thorough

knowledge of them. They alone are the libellers who refuse to

investigate, who will not take the trouble to be accurate, who declare

that they will not submit. Surely we can see that the law of popu-

lation insures that men shall be roused to save themselves from

suffering, that they shall be induced to develop their intellects and

to practise moral restraint. “ The impressions and excitements of

this world,” says Malthus, ‘‘ are the instruments with which the

Supreme Being forms matter into mind.” And ‘‘the necessity of

constant exertion to avoid evil and pursue good is the principal

spring of these impressions, and is therefore a sufficient reason for

the existence of natural and moral evil, including the difficulties

which arise from the principle of population. . . . Absolute re-

moval of all these Malthus does not promise
;
but, while believing

in science and reason as strongly as Condorcet or Godwin, declines

to regard an earthly immortality as a reasonable hope, and points us

instead to a future live and to another world for perfection and happi-

ness. ” Even when the voice of the Almighty breaks in on the

windy clamor of Job’s friends, it is not to reveal to Job the mystery

of his sufferings, but to ask. Will you, who know not why I made or

how I control even the stars and the brutes, presume to question

that I may use poverty, bereavement, and pain as ministers of good

to man? And Job, who had rightly maintained his innocence

against the loud-mouthed dogmatism of traditionalism, learns his

place. In adoring awe and filial confidence he answers, “ I repent

in dust and ashes.”

Fourthly, looking for a solution of his primary assumption that

‘‘with material progress wages fail to increase, but rather tend to

decrease,” and not finding it in the laws of production, he seeks for

it now in the laws which govern the distribution of wealth. He
finds it where he had determined that it should be found. But here,

again, it can be shown that the facts are against him.

His inquiry occupies Books 3 and 4 of “ Progress and Poverty.”

Substantially his position is that, no matter how great the advance

of wealth may be, all the benefit is reaped by the land-owner. In-

crease in population and improvement in the methods and powers of

production tend constantly “ to increase the proportion of the aggre-

gate produce which is taken in rent, and to reduce that which goes

as wages and interest.” It would take a volume to do justice to the

whole of his ingenious argument and to point out the ambiguities of

language and thought that have led to his conclusions. But as the
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facts are on the other side, it is really unnecessary. Land increases

in value in the circumstances referred to. So does wealth of every

kind. Any one who is acquainted with the facts of the case in

Europe or America knows how absurd it is to say that all the in-

crease goes to the land-holder. It would take far too much space

to give details. Wealth has increased enormously in England and

Scotland during the last quarter of a century, but the vast propor-

tion of it has gone to the masses of the population, and to the classes

who hold little or no land. Land in many districts has depreciated

in value, and rents have had to be lowered to such an extent that

the condition of the land-owners is almost as bad as it can be. The
Premier declares that it excites in him a feeling akin to despair,

because he can suggest no remedy that will be at all adequate. Of
course men lucky or far-sighted enough to own land in and about

London or on Manhattan Island and other spots of limited extent

to which population is flowing from all quarters, have had their

wealth indefinitely increased. But if the State proposes to rob the

lucky and wise, it must compensate the unlucky and stupid. In

how many towns, cities, and villages are land values stationary or

even on the down grade ? So with the value of farm lands, because

of the fall in the prices of agricultural products. Some land-owners

are wealthier than they were. So are many manufacturers, iron-

masters, owners of telegraphs, telephones, and railways, bankers,

brokers, lawyers, doctors, orators, singers, artists, engineers, and

mechanics. In every case the increase is due to society. In no

case would it be possible to distinguish what proportion is due sim-

ply to the labor of the individual.

Mr. George next comes to the remedy, and finds it in the common
ownership of land. This he proposes to secure by confiscating rent

and abolishing all taxation save that upon land values. He is led

to this conclusion not only by his premises, but by his crude views

on the constitution of society, to which I have already referred.

It is unnecessary to say much on this proposal. In most cases

society at first received from private individuals what was then con-

sidered an equivalent for land, and these lands have since undergone

so many divisions and transformations, and passed through so many
hands, all the time, too, treated like other commodities, that it is

simply impossible to consider the proposal, except as a breach of

public faith of which no civilized people will ever be guilty. Mr.

George scouts Mr. Mill’s proposal to seize upon only the future

“ unearned increment.” He says: “ The anti-slavery movement in

the United States commenced with talk of compensating owners,

but when four millions of slaves were emancipated the owners got
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no compensation, nor did they clamor for any.” They did not

clamor ! No. It only cost ten times as much to abolish slavery by

war as compensation would have cost. That one lesson ought to be

enough for one generation. If men would fight in such a case,

when the general reason and conscience were against them, and on the

bare suspicion that their property might be interfered with, what

convulsions would ensue if a mere majority actually proceeded to

rob them of that which they owned with the sanction of civilized

humanity ! Such a majority may be obtained in countries where

the land is in few hands, and where morality may be temporarily

overborne by the greed of the many, or long-endured oppression and

sense of wrong. Never where a “ territorial democracy” is free.

We are told that the land is from God. So are we, and all things

that are or can be made. When Mr. George prefers to use language

not theological, we are told that land gets its value from society.

So does every product. We owe to society what we are and every-

thing we enjoy. Therefore were men sinless and unselfish, Socialism

would be the right state for men. We are told that the land is

limited in extent. Then the question to be asked is, Will it produce

more under a system of private ownership, or when owned in com-

mon ? Hitherto wise men have answered that question only in one

way.

It will be seen that I am constrained to differ from Mr. George all

the way through. I am prepared, therefore, to be counted as “ one of

the bond-slaves of the ruling classes.” None the less do I consider

Mr. George a benefactor to society. And this not because I agree

with him in regard to such reforms as, among others, free trade, the

taxation of land speculators, and even a single land tax as probably a

good substitute for our present system of municipal taxation, each of

which reforms can be argued on its own grounds apart from his

fundamental theories, but simply because he is calling attention with

a trumpet voice to the social evils of our times. How these evils

can be gradually remedied any one who reads the life of the late

Lord Shaftesbury may see. The whole tendency in Christian coun-

tries now is not to treat labor as a commodity, but to raise the

status of labor
;
not to abolish property, but to make it possible and

as easy as possible that every man shall possess property. Work in

this direction is going on, and the more it is accelerated the better.

But we must use and encourage a great variety of means—trade-

unions, conferences between employers and employed, boards of

arbitration, co-operative undertakings, education—meaning thereby

the development of character and not mere instruction in vocables,

training in political and social questions, ceaseless improvement in
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the laws of every country to meet every evil or shortcoming proved

to exist, and in the widest sense the preaching of the Gospel unfet-

tered by pew-rents or patronage. The tendency of the times is all

in the direction of complete equality. The triumph of democracy

certainly means this. But the work cannot be done by one stroke.

There is a long stairway to climb, to the top of which we shall get

most surely by taking one step at a time.

In the mean time the enemies of society are not men like Karl

Marx and Henry George. Its enemies are those selfish rich men
and women who owe all they have to society, and who refuse to

acknowledge the debt. I have met in my day with rich and poor,

and I have come to the conclusion that if comparisons are to be

made, the rich as a class are worse than the poor. They are cer-

tainly more to be blamed. Agur was right. Poverty is a danger to

character, and the possession of wealth is a greater danger. For it is

a greater evil to deny God than to steal. The degraded poor threaten

society, but the degraded rich are the real source of danger. After

telling us what it meant to be a sans-culotte or a sans-potato,

Carlyle says :

*

“ Wherefore . . . among the first inferences this—that if the gods of this lower world

will sit on their glittering thrones, indolent as Epicurus’ gods, with the living chaos of

Ignorance and Hunger weltering uncared for at their feet, and smooth Parasites preach-

ing, ‘ Peace, peace, when there is no peace,’ then the dark chaos, it would seem, will

rise—has risen
;
and, oh Heavens ! has it not tanned their skins into breeches for itself ?

That there be no second sans-culottism in our earth for a thousand years, let us under-

stand well what the first was, and let Rich and Poor of us go and do otherwise.”

George Monro Grant.
Kingston, Canada.

* “ French Revolution,” p. 388 of vol. iii.



II.

DIVINE LOVE IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

THE statement that God is love is the climax of Scripture. This

fact is supposed by many to be a doctrine of the New Testa-

ment rather than of the Old. The latter has been thought to give

quite a different notion of God. This is not true. The Testaments

are one in this particular. The Old as well as the New witnesses to

a God of love. To present this testimony is the object of this

article.

That God is love may be found in suggestion in the very record

of creation.* This work culminates in man. With him it ceases,

and to him all else is secondary and subordinate. He also could not

have been created higher, for his pattern is God himself. Why,
now, is this? Why is one of the divine image and likeness brought

into being? The answer is not far off—that God might have an

object of affection upon whom might be lavished the creations of

divine power and goodness, and who might thus bring to light the

inmost quality of his being. God, in other words, created in order

to love and to be known as love. This, then, is the outlook at the

beginning. The whole plan of the world’s history, which includes

that of redemption after sin entered, is here indicated. This fact

may be regarded as recognized in the striking parallel which Paul

draws between Christ and Adam.f In the Epistle to the Hebrews
also the eighth Psalm, ^ which is an echo of the first chapter of Gen-

esis, is applied to Christ. What man was in destiny at the beginning

he becomes through the Son of Man. His renewal is a restoration

of his original character in purpose, if not in fact.§ His redemption,

then, is a necessity to accomplish the original design of his creation.

Brought thus into existence, he points to a being of love as his

Creator. The angels give no such testimony. They are the mes-

sengers of his Jehovah, the instruments that do his bidding, who

* Gen. i.

\ Rom. v. 14-19 ;
1 Cor. xv. 22.

Heb. ii. 6-8.

§ Col. iii. 10 ;
Eph. iv. 24.
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tell us of power and glory, but not by themselves of love. Not so

is man. His welfare is ever the object of special divine care and

oversight. Ruler of the created earth, a home is provided for him

in a garden. He has also the power of free choice, and the oppor-

tunity of development. By obedience or disobedience he can in-

crease in knowledge, and thus in one sense become more divine.*

He chooses the downward course, and falls. Punished he must be,

and hence is driven out of Eden
;
but his comfort is not overlooked,

for God himself clothes him.f In the midst of condemnation is

given the promise of redemption.^; His wife finds divine assistance

also in her first travail, § although its pain had been pronounced the

consequence of sin
;
and the eldest son, even when a wandering

murderer, is not forgotten. He is spared the vengeance demanded
by the later law, and prosperity is given to his descendants. Truly

loving and benign is the God who thus deals with the human race

at its start.

When, also, the deluge comes the divine attitude is still the same.

This catastrophe proceeds from no vindictive spirit. The earth had

corrupted itself, and was full of violence.il As far as possible is re-

moved from the narrative the thought that God had created men in

order to destroy them, or that their condition was in any way of

divine causation or purpose. He is represented as being grieved

and sorry, as though from disappointment, that he had made man ;^[

hence, for love’s sake, as it were, must he destroy, in order to make
a new start. Better would it be to have heroic treatment now than

worse condition hereafter. Following this judgment, in full recog-

nition of man’s habitual sinfulness, is the beautiful promise that seed-

time and harvest, summer and winter, day and night, shall not cease.**

The world also, one may be sure, was bettered by the flood.

Eight souls never again, in all probability, represented all the

righteous.

This brings one to the call of Abram with its promise, the real

centre about which all Old Testament Scripture revolves. The pur-

pose of this is simply blessing, wide and far-reaching to all people.

Wonderful, also, is the picture here given of the intercourse with

God. There is fellowship between him and the patriarch. They
are friends. This is almost an ideal of paradise. Generally the

human side of this walk is emphasized, while the divine is over-

looked—that God was seeking faith, belief in him, the only bond

* See Gen. iii. 22.

I Id., iii. 21.

X Id., iii. 15.

§ Id., iv. 1.

[
Id., vi. 11.

Id., vi. 6.

** Id., viii. 22.
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which can unite two loving hearts anywhere. Not simply is God

gracious toward the patriarch, for if only ten righteous are found in

Sodom he will forbear to destroy it.* God’s loving character was

recognized at that time also, for Jacob felt himself unworthy of the

least of the mercies and the truth that he had experienced.

f

But the God of the Old Testament is emphatically Jehovah, the

Redeemer of Israel from Egypt. This deliverance is the central

point of his dealings with his people, corresponding to the redemp-

tive work of Christ in the New Testament, and likewise is the central

exhibition of his character, which may be said to be focalized here.

This act now was regarded as one of pure disinterested love, of free

grace. The sacred writers dwell repeatedly upon the low and mean

condition of Israel, how there was nothing in her to call forth divine

favor. She was the least of all nations,;}: and had so little to recom-

mend her that she was likened to an unwashed and uncared child

abandoned in filth, an object of loathing.§ The people of Israel

never commended themselves by deeds of war, or wisdom, or even

morality to Jehovah. They were almost always represented as stiff-

necked and rebellious. Their choice, then, since the whole earth

was the Lord’s, was that of love.

Love also is presented in their treatment, after being chosen.

God deals with them as a Redeemer, asking for obedience on the

ground of their redemption. They had seen what he had done.

He had brought them out of the land of Egypt and the house of

bondage, and had manifested such great love toward them, therefore

shouldtheyobeyhim.l This is strikingly significant, because here

in the Old Testament is the model of a Gospel appeal
;
the model

also of the way in which the divine character should be presented

to men. Divine sovereignty, it is true, is mentioned in connection

with God’s dealings with Israel, but it is introduced to bring out

divine grace rather than to show that God arbitrarily does what he

pleases, or that men must obey him simply because they are the

creatures of his will.

In this connection also may be noticed that remarkable statement

of the second commandment, where “visiting the iniquity’’ is set

in comparison with “ showing mercy” in the ratio of three or four

to a thousand, which seems to imply that the punishment of sin

might extend only for a brief period, while the reward of righteous-

ness might be of exceedingly great duration—God delighting not to

do the former, while the latter was after the pleasure of his loving

* Gen. xviii. 32.

\ Id., xxxii. 10.

X Deut. vii. 8.

§ Ezek. xvi. 4.

||
Ex. xix. 4, 5 ;

xx. 2.
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heart. This same statement is repeated when, like music down the

mountain-side, came that wonderful declaration of the divine name :

“ Jehovah, Jehovah, a God full of compassion and gracious, slow to

anger, and plenteous in mercy and truth
;
keeping mercy for thou-

sands of generations, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin
;

although he does not altogether clear the guilty, visiting the iniquity

of the fathers upon the children, and upon the children’s children,

unto the third and fourth generation.”* This last statement un-

happily rendered in the A. V. in its first part, “ and that will by no

means clear the guilty,” f means that although God is of this

gracious character, yet he does not remove all of the consequences

of sin, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children. This

visitation is a fact of universal experience. It is the law of heredity,

both moral and physical. “The evil that men do lives after

them.” The consequences of sin are entailed, and no sweeter, fuller

declaration of divine love can ever in this present world nullify this

fact.

The divine love is also most strikingly set forth in the figures used

to illustrate God’s affection for his people and his relation to them.

The divine fatherhood, of which so much is made by many as a New
Testament doctrine, is here revealed. Moses is bidden to say to

Pharaoh :
“ Israel is my son, my firstborn.” % Hosea and Jeremiah

use the same expression of Ephraim. § The former, moreover, not

only speaks of sonship, but represents God as having taught his son

as a little child how to walk,|| a picture of love and tenderness only

equalled by that, which it suggests, of Christ taking little children in

his arms and blessing them. This latter, indeed, is very nearly given,

for from their birth has God carried his people, and this will con-

tinue.1 He is also the tender Shepherd, gathering the lambs with

his arms, carrying them in his bosom, gently leading those that are

with young.** The divine sympathy of the Old Testament is that

of the intensest love. The woes of Israel are God’s woes. In all

their affliction was he afflicted. ff His people also are his bride, upon

whom he lavishes the choicest gifts of nourishment and adornment.^

Indeed, the strongest love of earth was too weak to mirror the divine

love, for a mother might forget her sucking child and be without

* Ex. xxxiv. 6, f.

f The rendering of the A. V. and the one given are both grammatically equally

admissible. The one to be preferred must be determined by the context. See com-

mentaries in loco.

t Ex. iw 22.

§ Jer. xxxi. 20 ;
Hos. xi. i.

|
Hos. xi. i.

Tf Is. xlvi. 4.

** Id., xl. II.

ft Id., lxiii. 9.

tt Ezek. xvi. 8, ff.
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compassion toward the fruit of her womb, yet God would not forget

his people.*

God’s love toward his people is also an everlasting love, uncondi-

tioned by the character of its object. Hence the people of Israel,

no matter how much they might sin, cannot dissolve and annul the

covenant relation. The choice once made was not to be abrogated

on account of their unfaithfulness
;
the promise given was not to be

recalled by reason of guilt
;
the gracious purposes for which Israel

had been chosen were still to be carried out.
“ Hath he said, and

shall he not do it ? hath he spoken, and shall he not make it good ?”f
Though man may be unstable and changeable toward God, there is

no change in the divine purpose of love. “ I am the Lord, I change

not
;
therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.” ^ Though in

justice God might be compelled to scatter and punish his people for

their great and manifold sins, yet he would not cast them off for-

ever^

This fact of God’s wondrous love and faithfulness, a love that knew
no limit, a faithfulness whose compassion no wandering could ever

annul, is the golden thread running through the whole Old Testa-

ment, binding it all together. The prophets, in warning, rebuking,

and threatening, ever have this in mind. The outline of all their

writings is guilt, judgment, and redemption. This redemption

is a proof of the unwavering love of God. Language in this

connection seems almost inadequate to convey the intensity

of the passion and yearning which Jehovah had for his people.

Hosea lived in a time when there was no regard for truth or mercy,

and no knowledge of God
;
when the grossest immorality, even violent

deeds of bloodshed, was most common. Yet even to the people of

such an ungodly character he brought a message from God full of the

tenderest love and feeling, declaring that Jehovah’s heart was turned

within him and his compassions were kindled together, and that he

would not execute the fierceness of his anger, he would not destroy

his people, for he was God and not man, the Holy One in the midst

of them.
|

He would heal their backsliding, he would love them
freely.Tj

Divine love, as may be seen from the passage mentioned above,

belongs also in the divine holiness of the Old Testament. Primarily

the term holy denotes separate, apart, and it is applied to God as

the One separate, apart. Now, God was not thought of when called

holy as simply separate, apart from sin, one who could do no wrong.

* Is. xlix. 15.

\ Num. xxiii. iq
| Mai. iii. 6.

§ Lev. xxvi. 44.

||
Hos. xi. 8, f.

1 Id., xiv. 4.
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That idea did not exhaust or fill up the conception. God was

thought of as separate, apart, in mercy, in deliverance. Such is the

meaning in the first application of the term in the song of Moses.*

Thus, also, does it appear elsewhere, f All redemption lies wrapt

and promised in this term so common in the Old Testament. Well,

indeed, is the trisagion taken up as a refrain by the Seraphim, who

are vehicles and media of the fire of divine love.

We turn also again to Hosea, the minne-singer of Israel, to find

in the parable of the unfaithful wife the most beautiful and tender

declaration of divine love in the Old Testament, equalling, one can

say, if not surpassing, that of the parable of the prodigal son in the

New. The form of Hosea’s teaching I prefer to regard as founded

upon the story of his own life, although the same lesson is conveyed,

whether the narrative is purely symbolical or exactly real. The
prophet, to my mind, had had a most bitter experience.^; His wife

had proved unfaithful. Her children were not his. And yet, with

love almost unparalleled, he seems to have concealed her shame,

acknowledging her children as his own, burying his own bitter sorrow

in his heart. But even this long-suffering tenderness was of no

avail. The woman left again her husband, became again profligate,

but still he loved her, and when she fell into a state of misery,

following her with compassionate affection, he rescued her, pur-

chasing her at the price of a slave, brought her to a place of safety,

and though he could not restore her to the rights of a faithful wife,

shielded her from harm and temptation. Truly a man of such a

character, whose heart could thus be knit to the choice of his youth,

and whose affection no infidelity could extinguish, might well be

chosen by Jehovah as the mouth-piece of his love. Out of his own
bitter experience, out of his own compassion and love, Hosea was

taught by the Holy Spirit the love of Jehovah. In the likeness

of his own unfaithful wife he saw unfaithful Israel. Jehovah

chastises his people and puts them away from him for a season,

yet he restores them unto himself
;
and how wondrous is the love

with which he does it ! In infinite tenderness and compassion, in

complete, perfect forgiveness, Jehovah says :
“ I will betroth thee

unto me forever
;
yea, I will betroth thee unto me in righteousness,

and in judgment, and in lovingkindness, and in mercies. I will even

betroth thee unto me in faithfulness : and thou shalt know the

* Ex. xv. n.

I Ps. xxii. 4, xxxiii. 21, ciii. 1, et al. Compare in Isaiah the constant use of expres-

sion, “ Holy One,” with “ Redeemer.”

t See W. Robertson Smith’s ” Prophets of Israel,” p. 178, ff.
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Lord ” (Hos. ii. 19 f.). This, indeed, is marvellous. This woman,
who represents Israel, has played the harlot, has basely wronged her

husband—far more so than the prodigal had his father—and yet she

is taken as though she had never sinned, as though she was the pure,

chaste, and loving one to whom had been plighted the troth in the

beginning
;
thus is the fallen profligate received, for the old word is

used, I will betroth thee. Such is the divine love in the Old Testa-

ment.

It may now be thought that a one-sided presentation of the facts

and statements of the Old Testament has been given, and that in

such a discussion should be considered all those dark appearances of

God’s character about which many have so much difficulty
;
that,

for example, the cry of the slaughtered infants of Jericho should be

heard. But I think not. The notion of divine love which has been

given is found in the Old Testament, along with these hard things

which God permitted, yes, which God is said to have commanded
;

and these are no more to cloud our vision of the love and character

of his inmost being than is the existence of evil, of sin in the world

to-day. This cannot be fully explained, and in our present short-

sighted vision cannot be wholly reconciled with love
;
and yet faith

lifts and carries one over and beyond the facts of sin and evil, and

in spite of them the New Testament declaration is accepted that

God is love.

But this wondrous divine love of the Old Testament does not

equal that of the New. It is a love limited to Israel. The relation

of Israel to God was peculiar. He had known them only of all the

families of the earth.* The One who fought the battles of Israel

was far from being recognized as the loving father of all men. This

is the limitation of the divine love of the Old Testament in its

extent. By this we are not to infer that God is pictured as having

no love toward other people. His general benevolence extends

toward all his creatures, even to the brutes, for he is the provider

of all.
J-

There is also an endeavor to break through the limitation of this

special love toward Israel. This is shown in the book of Jonah
where God has compassion on the people of Nineveh. It is shown
also in that remarkable passage of Amos, where the question is asked

whether the children of Israel are not as the Ethiopians unto

Jehovah, and whether, as he had brought them out of the land of

Egypt, so had he not brought the Philistines from Caphtor and the

* Amos iii. 2. f Ps. civ. 21
;
Job xxxviii. 41.
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Syrians from Kir.* Still more strikingly is this shown in the prom-

ises of the future, when Egypt and Assyria are to be united with

Israel as recipients of the divine blessing, f and even the wretched

Sodom will have a restoration along with Jerusalem.^; These state-

ments are premonitions of the fuller revelation of the New Testa-

ment, where God’s love toward Israel broadens into love toward the

world
;

for God so loved, not simply Israel, but the world, that

he gave his only begotten Son. For God sent not his Son

into the world that Israel should be saved through him, but the

world.

§

This is beautifully intimated also by Paul. The Lo-ammi and

the Lo-ruhamah of Hosea, who applied the terms specifically to

Israel, are declared by the apostle to refer to the Gentiles,
|

“ so

that Israel,” to quote Alford, “ in this was the prophetic mirror in

which God foreshowed on a small scale his future dealings with

mankind.” And one may add also, his feeling toward mankind.

The divine love also of the Old Testament, so intense toward

Israel as a people, we find in the New, not only broadened out so

as to extend toward all men, but also in a sense narrowed, so as to

be born in all its intensity toward the individual. While in the Old

Testament there are many passages, such as the twenty-third Psalm,

for example, showing that individuals felt themselves, as such, to be

the special objects of divine love, still the statement of Schultz is

undoubtedly true that “ the single individual, according to the pres-

entation of the entire Old Testament, is the object of the divine

love only as a member of the covenant people, for the sake of the

love in which God holds his firstborn Israel.” In the New, how-
ever, it is different. God’s love there is presented as extending

toward the single individual with all the intensity with which it ex-

tends toward the whole human race. The lost sheep is an individual

sinner. The prodigal son is not a race, not a class, but an indi-

vidual. Christ died not for the world only, but for each individual

in the world. Had there been but one single sinner, for that one,

we may believe, Christ would have died.

And, finally, the divine love of the Old Testament falls short of

that of the New because it lacks the depth of love shown in the

incarnation : the Word, Jehovah, becoming flesh and dwelling among
us, bearing our infirmities, sharing our sorrows. This has no par.

allel in the Old Testament. The suffering servant of prophecy,

* Amos ix. 7.

f Is. xix. 25.

X Ezek. xvi. 53, 61.

§ John iii. 16, f.

||
Rem. ix. 25.

If Schultz, “ Altestamentliche Theologie,” p. 301.
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though God-like, is not God. He is still man. The nearest ap-

proach to this is found in a passage already mentioned
—

“ In all

their affliction was he afflicted, and the angel of his presence saved

them.” * Yet in spite of these limitations the revelation of the Old

Testament, as well as that of the New, testifies that God is love.

Edward Lewis Curtis.

Chieago.

* Is. lxiii. 9.



III.

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE WEST.

I
T should not be inferred from the above heading that the West
has a system of education peculiar to itself, or different from that

found in the East. It is an unquestioned fact that neither of these

geographical divisions can boast of what is known in Germany or in

Britain as a national system of education. Both, however, have a

large number of excellent schools, academies, and colleges that

compare favorably in their courses of instruction and discipline with

similar institutions across the sea. This is especially true of our

public schools. Bishop Fraser, of England, who devoted much
time to the study of our educational institutions, declares that
“ the Americans, as a whole, are the most intelligent and best-

educated people on the globe.” Dr. Scheib, of Germany, on the

other hand, pronounces “ our school system an utter failure.”

These statements are not absolutely contradictory. The learned

Teuton looked at what wre call our System of education in the

light of that known to him in the Fatherland, while the Anglican

prelate dwelt more upon its results as noticed by him in men’s talk

on the streets, in the railway cars, and in society. That our schools

and colleges have lifted the masses and laid the foundation of the

education of a large number of statesmen, ministers, judges, authors,

and soldiers of the highest grade, no unprejudiced man can deny.

They have also laid and confirmed the political principles on which

our Government is based, and prevented the formation of wide, if

not ruinous, social distinctions among the people. But all this has

been accomplished in spite of gross ignorance of pedagogical prin-

ciples and of the utter want of a national system. Conceal it from

the other nations as we may, it must be confessed among ourselves

that we have no Natiotial system of education. We have a

National Bureau of Education, which probably presents to other

nations the semblance at least of a national system, but in reality

its vocation is to collect items of information regarding education,
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reduce them to a system, and publish the results for the benefit of

the whole country. That Bureau has no control over the States,

and no authority to introduce a plan or to correct a fault. In fact,

‘
‘ the universal sentiment of the country,

’
’ says Principal Levi Seeley,

“ is against the principle of national education
;
and the great size

of the Republic, the vast diversity of interests in the various sec-

tions, the differences in taste and in the wants of the people, make

a national system impracticable. Each of the thirty-eight States

and the ten Territories insists on having its own independent school

system. Massachusetts and the other New England States were

the first to adopt it
;
New York, Pennsylvania, and the other

Middle States followed.” Fortunately for the West, the new States

and the Territories have, almost without an exception, introduced

the system regarded as the best in the East. Hence, the common
schools in Illinois, Iowa, and Kansas are unquestionably the peers

of those of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York. If we
should venture to institute a comparison between the common
schools in the East and those found in the West, candor and justice

would compel us to affirm that there is more enthusiasm, if not

more real ability, to teach among the principals and teachers of the

latter than among those of the former, and greater willingness on

the part of State legislators to furnish them with the newest and

best appliances for their work.

If it can be truthfully said that we have no national system of

common schools, it can be affirmed with ten times the emphasis

that we have no national system of high schools and colleges. In-

deed, no attempt has ever been made to reduce those institutions

into a system, and it is extremely doubtful whether it can be done

in the present condition of things in the West. We do not think,

however, that it will be impossible to do it in the future, when the

people have become more settled and their educational needs are

more thoroughly understood. The object of this paper is to furnish

the reader with some idea of the materials out of which such a

system may be constructed, and to indicate, in a general way, how
this much-needed but difficult task may in time be successfully

performed.

The institutions which furnish the West with higher education are

of two kinds—namely, those established and supported by the State,

and those founded and aided by the Church. Both alike draw
largely from, if they do not mainly depend upon, the common
schools for their pupils. There are also in our large cities a few private

schools that furnish the universities with a small number of students

from the families of the rich, but they are not sufficiently important

14
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to demand the briefest notice in this connection. Those which are

of a higher grade than the public schools may be divided into two

classes—to wit, the high schools supported by the State, and the

academies or grammar schools which are aided by the Church. The

former are supported by taxation on the principle that it is the duty

of the State to qualify men and women to fill all its important politi-

cal offices. Consequently, a considerable number of the pupils who
pass the required grade in the common schools are allowed to pass

through the high schools free of charge. The course of study pre-

scribed for them in these higher institutions is theoretically, if not

practically, intended to give some all the training required to fill the

lower offices, and to prepare the others to enter the universities in

which they are to be trained for the higher ones. The object in

view by the State in educating these youth shapes to a great extent

the whole course of instruction. It is made necessarily more or less

technical, since it directly aims at qualifying men for a calling. The
courses of study differ, however, in different States. In most of

them no Greek is allowed, but scientific studies and modern lan-

guages are substituted for it. In other States, the amount of Latin

taught ranges from the rudimentary principles of the language to

the full preparation required for entrance into the most advanced

Eastern colleges. Except here and there through the personal

influence of certain members of the school board or of the instruct-

ors, there is scarcely a study in any of these institutions specifically

adapted to cultivate the moral nature of the men and the women
who are here undergoing the course of training that is to prepare

them to conduct the affairs of the State. Religious instruction does

not form any part of the system, though it is sometimes given by a

conscientious Christian teacher without remonstrance on the part of

the powers that be.

The omission of religious instruction in the common schools may
be readily tolerated on the ground that at this stage the scholars live

at home, where religious instruction is given to those who have par-

ents capable and willing to impart it. But to neglect moral and
religious instruction in the high schools and the universities in the

case of youth at the most impressible age, and away from the relig-

ious influences of home, is not only making the course of instruc-

tion criminally defective, but it also keeps out of it the most impor-
tant elements fitted to qualify men to be acceptable officials of a

Christian State.

Church and State being united, it is claimed, in Germany and
Great Britain, and rightly too, that it is the duty of the State to

teach religion, which, we believe, is the general practice. It is not
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our belief that the State in America, in which the Church and State

are independent, is under obligation to teach religion in its public

schools. Nevertheless, it is our decided judgment that the State is

in duty bound to make provision for its own stability and prosperity

by introducing studies on morality for its embryo citizens and

officials. This is certainly in keeping with the spirit and the letter

of our American institutions. The perpetuity and power of a nation

governed by the people lies in the moral character and the intelli-

gence of the individuals who constitute it. It may be affirmed that

the Church, which seeks to lead men to religious experience and

lives of piety, is doing this indirectly. In America each branch of

the Church endeavors to accomplish that end in the best way it can,

but multitudes of persons are not thus reached by the Church, and

hence they are not taught at all the principles of morality and virtue.

Is it, then, not the duty of the State to furnish this large class of

citizens with the principles of right and wrong? What can be

better adapted to secure good citizens than a thorough drill in the

foundations of loyalty and obligation ? In our judgment, it is the

most solemn duty of the State to do this for its own safety. And
since the foundation of all true morality is found in the ethics of the

great Teacher, we are unable to see why our public schools should

shut out the New Testament and allow the Republic of Aristotle to

remain ?

The number of these high schools is very large. As a matter of

fact, they are not limited to what is supposed to be the demands of

the State. The idea formed of their character and object is perhaps

somewhat undefined. Many look upon them as important means

of filling gaps in regions of country in which there are no intermedi-

ate schools to prepare students for college. Each of the States has

very nearly enough of these high schools to furnish with the neces-

sary preparation all its citizens who desire a college education. But

they are defective for this purpose in their courses of study, as well

as wanting in their moral tone and instruction to meet the views of

the majority of parents who have children to be liberally educated.

The last and the highest grade of State institutions is the Univer-

sity. This is theoretically the culmination of the State system of

education, and it is intended to qualify men and women to fill the

highest offices in the State. It has an undergraduate and a post-

graduate, or professional, departments. The undergraduate depart-

ment consists of what is understood as a college, with college studies

and regulations. It has ordinarily no dormitories or refectories, the

students not being furnished with such accommodations by the

State. The college curriculum, except, perhaps, in one or two
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States, is low in grade and very defective. It has to be so in order

to take into the freshman class the graduates of the high schools, in

which no Greek and only a very moderate amount of Latin is

taught. Many of the regents and the members of the faculties of

these universities are far from being satisfied with their courses of

instruction, but they are helpless in any efforts to improve them on

account of the interference of politicians. To make the matter

worse, the general sentiment of State legislators and largely that of

their constituency is that Greek and Latin belong to the Middle

Ages, and should be relegated to monasteries and the fossilized

institutions of the East. Modern languages and scientific studies

are substituted for them. In consequence of this, the collegiate

department of the State universities in the West tends strongly to

reduce, or to keep low, the standard of higher education.

The post-graduate or professional departments of these State

universities are one-sided and wanting in method. Even in the

best of them the medical department, to say nothing of the theo-

logical, which, like that at Ann Arbor, is struggling for bare exist-

ence, is not in a very satisfactory condition. It may not be the

fault of the trustees or the faculty of these institutions, but that of

circumstances. For the convenience of the citizens, the State uni-

versities are usually located at the capital, or in some central town

that precludes by its surroundings the possibility of having a flour-

ishing law or medical department. In such places there is very

little or no opportunity for clinical work and hospital practice.

What is still worse, there is a doubt existing in the minds of many
in regard to the propriety and even the justice of taxing all property

owners to educate a class who seek .wealth and fame in the profes-

sions. This, we are told, is beginning to affect the appropriations

necessary to make the State universities first class. The evident

tendency of affairs in nearly all the States, and the opposition to the

principle of taxing the people to educate a class, threaten in the near

future to reduce the grade of, if not to utterly destroy, the high schools

and reduce the universities in the West. At any rate, their future

success is so doubtful that this vast and growing part of our country

cannot afford to depend on them alone for its higher education.

The second class of higher institutions in the West running par-

allel with those just considered is that called academies, intermedi-

ate or grammar schools, colleges, and universities supported by the

Church. Their name is legion. The designations given them are

so confused and mixed as to defy all rational classification. In

many places an institution that is hardly worthy the name of an
intermediate school is called a college, and sometimes a university.
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Many a small college that has not a single characteristic of a univer-

sity has for its chartered name a university. This confusion has

arisen in a variety of ways. Ambition has given some of them the

highest title that could be found. In other cases the founders

intended in time to make them what they were pleased to christen

them. It is plain that those who named many of our Western insti-

tutions had no well-defined ideas what they were eventually to be—

•

high schools, academies, colleges, or universities. In educational,

as in many other matters, the beginnings in a new country are more

or less tentative. It is hardly fair, therefore, to ridicule what is

often called the pride, if not the stupidity, of the West in not

observing the rules of propriety and decency in naming their institu-

tions of learning. A youthful town, city, or State, like a youthful

person, is very apt to have a florid style and indulge unduly in

strong expletives. Surely such an insignificant fly should not render

unsavory the sweet ointment of higher education in the West.

The number of well-established and creditably endowed interme-

diate schools and academies is very small in the West. Outside the

large cities and the centres of population they are hardly found at

all. The people of the rural districts and the small towns are com-

pelled to content themselves with the State high schools. This is

not to be wondered at. If even in New England and the Middle

States the Eatons and the Rugbys, or the German Gymnasia, are

few and far between, what must be expected in those sections of

country where the great struggle is for bare subsistence, and not

for luxuries
;
where the great majority of the people are thankful

for public-school instruction, and never expect to furnish their sons

and daughters with the luxury of liberal education ? Such educa-

tion comes only with the growth of wealth and the accumulation of

fortunes. Still, the different branches of the Church have made a

commendable beginning in this direction. They have found here

and there a friend of education who has been able and willing to lay

the foundations of good academies and colleges. If all the schools

thus established were put together, the aggregate number would be

quite large. If the extent of territory they are intended to cover

were not prodigious, the supply would not appear very meagre.

The scarcity of such schools in the West interferes materially with

the ability of the colleges to raise their standard of scholarship.

They are compelled to condition the majority of those who enter,

and to supply them with “ coaches” to carry them, often with diffi-

culty, to full membership in the class. This, of course, must tend

largely to discourage the student and to increase the expense of the

institution. But, with all these drawbacks, the onward and upward
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movement in the direction of higher education in the West is com-

mendable and encouraging.

The colleges under the care of the Church are very numerous.

We have seen the simple mention of Western colleges create a broad

smile. More than one of our foremost educators has pronounced

their number a great evil, ruinous to education and Christian be-

nevolence. Many have an impression that there are no colleges

West that give anything worthy the name of education, not to men-
tion discipline and culture. This is a great mistake. In spite of

their multiplicity, meagre endowments, small faculties, and poor

appliances, a goodly number develop in the students the sturdiest

kind of manhood, the greatest energy of purpose, and the most
prodigious ability to carry out such a purpose in practical life. In

proof of this it is sufficient to call attention to many of the most

influential of our Congressmen, a considerable number of the ablest

of our instructors and original investigators, and to not a few of the

most gifted of our preachers.

The number of the Western’ colleges is not, as many suppose, the

sole result of zeal not according to knowledge, nor of bad judgment,

but largely of circumstances which no one could control. If the

Church were a single body like the State, it is possible that the col-

leges under her care would not be more numerous than those under

the care of the State. But every branch of the Church feels called

upon to furnish the educational facilities necessary to perpetuate its

ministry, and to prepare its gifted youth for the professions. These

denominations oftentimes select the same general locality for their

higher institutions, because there is no one to counsel them against

the possible evil arising from it, much less is there any one with

authority to put an injunction on unwise crowding of colleges in one

region of country. In addition to this, a rich man offers a plot of

ground and thousands of dollars toward the erection of a college in

the same district, because he had amassed his wealth there, and no

one is able to persuade him to select another location. This

accounts for the overstocking of certain favorable parts of a State or

contiguous sections of two or three States with colleges.

Though the aggregate number of colleges in the West be very

great—possibly too great—yet it is not, as some suppose, an unmiti-

gated evil. Even the old colleges in the East are patronized largely

by the States in which they are located and those adjacent thereto. It

would be a matter of surprise to many who have paid but little atten-

tion to the subject to be told that about three fourths of the students

of Harvard University are from the little State of Massachusetts.

Only a few outside the States in which they are located attend our
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Western colleges. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of our most gifted

youth would not be liberally educated at all if there were no colleges

in their immediate neighborhoods. There is scarcely one out of the

two or three hundred Western colleges that cannot point with pride

to a number of graduates who have distinguished themselves in

some department of life. If the planting of colleges and the power

to decide where students should go for their training were vested in

the Government, as it is more or less in England and Germany, in

which Church and State are united, it is possible that we should

have fewer colleges, and they more largely endowed, and conse-

quently capable of doing better work
;
but as the fundamental prin-

ciples of our Government require the separation of Church and

State, we are compelled to submit to whatever inconvenience or

waste of money may arise from that condition of things.

It is supposed by many that the multiplicity of colleges in the

West renders them powerless to secure suitable accommodations or

give thorough instruction. This is not the case. A college may be

very thorough in its drill and complete in its course of instruction

without being able to boast of superior accommodation, to claim large

endowments, or to point to palatial halls. In Germany, not the college

buildings, but the reputation of the professors, make the univer-

sities. Comparing small things with great, it can be truthfully said

that there is scarcely a college of any size or age in the West that

cannot point to one or two professors who have had a thorough

training in the East or in Europe, and who have subsequently

acquired some reputation in their departments. It may be true

that they are generally young men, but they are young men of

ability and ambition to make for themselves a name. A number of

them have prepared the best classical and scientific text-books in

use to-day in our largest Eastern colleges. A few have distinguished

themselves as original investigators in biology, zoology, and other

departments of science. Nearly every one of the colleges in the

West, numerous as they are, can boast of at least one man in its

faculty of considerable distinction which ought to give it a standing.
“ Arnold alone,” says another, “ made the name of Rugby known
over the world. Jowett rendered Baliol distinguished among the

colleges of Oxford. Horace Mann, single-handed, lifted little Antioch

into notice. The genius of the elder Pierce of Harvard gave a

charm, says Higginson, to the study of mathematics which for me
has never waned. President Bartlett confesses his debt to the

‘ powerfully educating influence ’ of Professor Park, of Andover.

President Dwight says of Dr. Nathaniel W. Taylor, of New Haven :

‘ To me he was inspiring in a degree beyond my power to describe.
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I felt that I must at the earliest possible moment take up the sub-

ject, whatever it might be, on which he was speaking, and make it

a matter of special investigation.’ Dr. Wayland reproduced some
part of himself in the character of almost every one of his students.
‘ His robust personality,’ says President Angell, ‘ was felt through-

out the whole life of Brown University.’ By one ten-minute speech,

at the only time the young man ever saw him, he fixed the line of

President White’s whole career. Dr. McCosh has put new blood

into every artery of Princeton College. The grand old educator,

whose body was recently put at rest in the Berkshires, impressed

himself through his students upon our national life.” The West
can count among her educators a few men like the above, who will

leave their impress upon the millions of men and women that shall

at some future day inhabit the widely-extended plains and moun-
tains which are yet without inhabitants.

The curricula of the majority of our Western colleges are nearly

the same as those of the Eastern colleges when they trained the

statesmen, the judges, the authors, and the preachers of the last

two or three generations. By this is meant that they contain the

disciplinary studies of the past, with a small sprinkling of the polish-

ing ones of the large and wealthy colleges in the East. They have

not as yet introduced largely the elective system of Harvard, Yale,

and Princeton, for the reason that they feel that they have not the

facilities necessary to teach them well. There is an impression in

the West that it remains yet to be seen whether or not the dilution

and undue expansion of the course of study are conducive to mental

training and the ability to use our faculties for the accomplishment

of great tasks. The people are not fully convinced that the loose

system of Harvard, that affords, doubtless, greater facilities for the

acquisition of knowledge, is better adapted than the narrower one

of the past to produce such writers as Hawthorne and Hodge, such

poets as Longfellow and Bryant, such statesmen as Webster and

Calhoun, and such preachers as Joseph Addison Alexander and

Henry Ward Beecher. “ The acquisition of knowledge,” says one

of the ablest of Americans, “ is not the chief end of a collegiate

education
;
but to secure vigor and discipline of mind, and the ele-

ments of knowledge as the foundation of future acquisition and use.

The amount of knowledge, however, inseparable from the preceding

course of training, will be greater than can be acquired by any other

course of study. For not only have habits of attention and method
and precision and investigation been acquired, but the knowledge

which has been gained is elementary, accurate, and imperishable.

That which is committed to the memory may be forgotten
;
but
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that which is seen and handled of truth is inseparable from the

mind’s being, and is the ground of its future and eternal progress.”

This is the prevailing view of educators and the general practice of

the majority of the best colleges in the West. Some of the more

advanced of them have introduced electives, but very sparingly.

They are acting on the principle that the large and wealthy colleges

in the East are better able than they to experiment in educational

matters.

Religion occupies an important place in all the Western colleges

which are under the care of the Church. It is more or less incor-

porated in their courses of study, and urged upon the attention of

the students in a variety of ways. A great difference in this regard

is observed between the State universities and the colleges and uni-

versities under the supervision of the Church. In the former relig-

ion is simply tolerated out of regard to the views of some of the

regents or members of the faculty or the Christian community
;

in

the latter, it is looked upon as indispensably necessary to thorough

education, if it does not form its very basis. It is true that even

the trustees and faculties of the colleges under the care of the

Church differ in their views of the place to be given to religion in

the curriculum, and the amount of it that should be required.

Statistics clearly show that the number of professed Christians

among the students varies according to the prominence given to

religion in college instruction. The smallest number is found in the

State universities, where it has no recognized place, and the largest

number is in those under the care of the Church. Very few candi-

dates for the ministry come from the State universities, while very

many are furnished by such institutions as Lake Forest, Marietta,

Beloit, and others. Some of these colleges are visited almost yearly

with powerful revivals of religion.

From what we have seen, the West is already in possession of

some of the best elements of higher education. If the high schools

and the academies, the colleges and the universities, could only be

unified so as to aid each other in advancing the standard of scholar-

ship and realizing the best results of education, we should at once

be in possession of all we could desire. In order to bring this

about, important changes will have to be made, and extensive con-

solidation effected. Since in this country the separation of Church

and State is believed in, and likely to be cherished to the end of

time, it is not likely that the State universities will ever be changed

so as to meet the views of the Church
;
nor is it likely that the

Church will ever regard them as being the best adapted to furnish

the country with the right kind of higher education. Judging from
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general principles and the trend of popular opinion, at least west of

the Alleghanies, those institutions which give higher education than

that furnished by the common schools will be poorly patronized, if

they do not fall into decay. The conviction, we are informed, is

rapidly growing in the West that it is not right to compel men to

pay yearly larger or smaller sums of money toward educating a

Class
,
who seek wealth, high standing in society, and influence in

the Government. Since the State does not undertake to clothe and

feed the gifted students who are allowed to enter its high schools

and universities, it follows as a matter of necessity that the children

of the well-to-do alone can enjoy that privilege. Those of the poor

are compelled as soon as they leave the common school to find a

situation for making their living. Thus a distinction between its

citizens is made by the State itself. It compels many of the com-

paratively poor to furnish professional training to the sons and

daughters of parents in comfortable, and oftentimes affluent, cir-

cumstances. If it be reaffirmed that the State is in duty bound to

provide suitably trained men to fill its civil and military offices, and

not to depend on outside institutions for its supply, the answer is

at hand. Only a few of the men educated by the State ever become
office-holders in it. If it were in the power of the Governor, the

Secretary of State, or the Legislature to fill all the offices, the facts

might be different
;
but our form of Government forbids this. The

majority of State officers are elected by the people, who pay not the

slightest attention to the institution in which they received their

training. Besides, if the theory of education in the State could be

carried out, and only those educated in the State universities were

eligible to office, it would soon give rise to serious trouble. The
high schools and universities of the State give, as we have seen, no,

or very little, religious instruction to their students, consequently

four fifths of the citizens who are believers in religion would be com-

pelled to accept State officers that are indifferent, if not hostile, to

religion, and who are made so in many cases in institutions sup-

ported in part by them. It is very doubtful, in our judgment,

whether any higher education than that given in the common schools

will be given long at the expense of tax-payers.

Leaving out of consideration the high schools and the universities

of the States, we shall confine ourselves to the way it is possible to

unify the academies or intermediate schools, the colleges, and the

universities under Church patronage. Since the church is divided

into a number of branches having separate, individual educational

interests, it will be difficult to unify, co-ordinate, and locate them
where they can be most useful to the country. In order to indicate
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our meaning, we will take as an example the higher education in the

Presbyterian Church. We are clearly of the opinion that the com-

mon-school education should be at the basis of the higher educa-

tion, by whomsoever given. It should therefore be conserved, pro-

tected, and made as efficient as possible in the training of our youth

to become intelligent citizens. To provide for the Christian min-

istry, the other professions, and the offices of the State, higher

institutions should be established. It should be made the duty of

the Presbyteries to see that each of them, if the members of the

churches and the population of the district should demand it, had

an academy or an intermediate school to prepare their youth for

business and for entrance into college. These academies should be

well endowed, thoroughly equipped with scientific appliances, and

permeated with the spirit of religion. A large number of these are

now needed, and a still larger number will be needed in the near

future. To all of them a number of scholarships should be secured

to aid students of promise. The Synods, if sufficiently large and

strong, should each have a wisely-located, ably-manned, and well-

endowed college. It is immaterial, as far as our plan is concerned,

whether the college is under the immediate care| of the Synod or

under that of trustees who are Presbyterians. The Church should be

taught that it is apart of her great mission in this country to superin-

tend the cause of higher education, not for the purpose of supplying

her own pulpits merely, but also to supply the professions, and

afford liberal education to all who may desire it for its own sake.

The General Assembly, also, should be encouraged to establish a

few universities in which all the graduates of the colleges under

the care of the Synods could be trained for the learned professions.

These should occupy central positions, that the candidates resorting

to them might not have a great distance to travel in order to reach

them. They should be put in localities in which facilities could be

obtained for professional studies. They should be, perhaps, in or

near the large cities, where the law students could attend the courts

of justice, the medical students find bodies for dissection and hos-

pital practice, and the theological students find opportunities to

teach Sabbath-schools, hold prayer-meetings, and preach on the

Lord’s day. One such university should be in the East, say in

Princeton, another in the valley of the Mississippi, in the North-

west or the Southwest—perhaps one in each—a third in the Rocky
Mountains, and a fourth on the Pacific coast. Such an arrangement

would reduce our higher institutions, which are at present in a

chaotic state, into a system
;

it would save a large amount of

money, or secure thousands of dollars that are now wasted for those
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institutions that are at present waning. The other branches of the

Christian Church should do likewise. Then, a general plan should

be adopted by which a complete system of co-ordination and sub-

ordination of all the schools could be effected. For example, one

branch of the Church should have intermediate schools, colleges,

and universities of similar grades with those of other branches of

the Church, and all of them should be open to students of every

name. They should be without denominational rules in their gov-

ernment or denominational teaching in their courses of study.

It may be asked, Why may not the different branches of the Church

follow the example of the Episcopal Church in Ann Arbor, and

establish a theological school in connection with the State univer-

sities ? In answer to this it may be said, first, that they cannot

afford to let all the professional men be educated without some
religious instruction. Second, the State institutions furnish but few

candidates for the ministry—not enough to supply the demand.

Third, experience has demonstrated that the higher education of the

universities of the State have failed to meet the needs of society.

“One thing is certain,’’ says ex-President Porter, “that all the

experiments which have been tried in this country to conduct insti-

tutions of learning without Christian worship and Christian influ-

ences have failed
;
that all the so-called State colleges have, in some

sort, been forced to adopt, either directly or indirectly, the same

methods of religious influence which are employed in the Christian

college
;
that, in the choice of their officers, they have largely given

the preference to men of positive and earnest Christian faith, for

their greater usefulness as teachers and their greater acceptableness

to the community. ’’ It is not probable that they will continue to

be thus forced to that which is opposed to their views and principles

for the sake of meeting a sentiment in the community.

If that cannot be done, why may not all the branches of the Chris-

tian Church unite in an effort to consolidate their colleges and uni-

versities ? To this question the following from Dr. Porter is very

satisfactory :

“ A college in which several denominations have a partial interest will inevitably be

divided and dishonored by ignoble sectarian strife. The several denominations which

hold it in common will regard each other with that eternal vigilance which in such cases

easily degenerates into perpetual suspicion
;
its officers \vill be elected and its policy will

be determined with a judgment divided between the interests of the sect. In the pres-

ent divided condition of Christendom, there seems to be no solution of the problem,

except the one which has been accepted in this country— namely, that the college should

be in the hands of some single denomination, in order to secure unity and effect to its

religious character and influence, and that it should be preserved from sectarian bias

and illiberality by its responsibility to the community which it undertakes to mould, and

the enlightened and catholic influences of the culture to which it is devoted.”
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The supervision which the Church gives is the best possible guar-

antee for the economical and proper use of the money given or

bequeathed to the cause of higher education. Individuals die,

political corporations become corrupt
;
the Church lives, and the

presumption is that she will see that the interests committed to

her keeping are honestly administered and steadily advanced.

Whether or not our higher institutions of learning can be reduced

in the near future to anything like a system, the Church cannot

afford to pause an instant in her work of establishing colleges in the

new States and Territories of the West. The Board of Aid and

similar agencies in the other denominations must follow close on the

heels of the Home Missionary societies, if this broad land is to be

possessed for Christ, or the nation to retain its present liberty and

political privileges.

“ The colleges of a republic are eminently the guardians of liberty and equality, and

the great practical equalizers of society. So great is the wealth of this nation and so fast

is it accumulating, that were it not that by collegiate education the children of the poor

can hold competition with the rich, the entire cultivated intellect of the nation would

soon be in the families of the rich, and the children of the poor doomed to an iron cast

of hopeless inequality of intelligence and influence. Moreover, in a republic, where

the whole people legislate and public sentiment is the supreme executive, the intellectual

and moral culture of the nation must become universal and elevated, demanding an in-

crease of colleges and professional men proportioned to the elevated standard and uni-

versality of education. A nation can no more educate itself for a republican govern

ment without colleges and academies, schools and professional teachers, than it can feed

and clothe itself without agriculture and manufactories. The enemy of colleges is,

therefore, the enemy of civilization, of republican institutions, of liberty and equality,

and is especially the enemy of the poor, who have far more to lose by their absence

and more to gain by their multiplication than any other class which the republic can

possibly have.’
’

William C. Roberts.
Lake Forest

, Illinois.



IV.

ORGANIZATION IN CHURCH WORK.

I
N the Book of Chronicles, a lengthy and detailed account is given

of the enthronement of David, as king over all Israel. That event

marks a turning-point in the history of the chosen people. It was
the end of a period of strife, division, and weakness, and the begin-

ning of an era of conquest and extension. After describing how it

was brought about, and recording the names of the various tribes who
proffered their allegiance, the historian adds these significant words :

“ All these, men of war, that could keep rank, came with a perfect

heart to Hebron, to make David king over all Israel.” They were

not only loyal in heart, but they were all trained soldiers, men who
could keep rank. “ And all the rest of Israel were of one heart to

make David king,” and there was “joy in Israel.” No wonder
that under such circumstances, there came a new era of advance-

ment and conquest. The story has its lesson for those who desire

the advancement of the kingdom of David’s greater Son. Especial-

ly does it teach the necessity and power of organization in church

work. It is not enough to be ” of one heart” to make Christ king

over all the earth, though that loyal purpose must underlie all true

effort
;
there must also be wise organization. The Church to-day

needs men of war who can “ keep rank,” not a mob of ardent work-

ers swayed by the excitement of the hour or led by some sudden

impulse. No doubt there is abundance of personal loyalty to Christ.

Never before in the history of the world were there so many sincerely

desirous to make Him king over all the earth. The resources also

in the possession of the Church are greater than ever before. It re-

quires no wide vision to see that if they were all wisely combined, and

the Christian forces drilled to keep rank like a Macedonian phalanx,

their power for conquest would be irresistible. So many are begin-

ning to see this, that there comes from all sides the demand for the

healing of needless divisions among Christians, and for more efficient

co-operation in Church work. The time is critical. Christians are

at least beginning to be ashamed of tribal strife and alienations.

May we not hope that the period of internal dissension is closing,
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and that with a more clearly manifested unity the day of advance-

ment and conquest for the Church will come ?

As to the necessity of organization for efficient Church work, there

can be no question. All life implies organization, and the higher

the life the more complete and manifold is the organization. Organi-

zation does not belong to the realm of death. A living, acting

church will be an organized one. It is interesting to observe how
the instinct of organization manifests itself in any church, when the

Spirit of God has been poured out in quickening power upon it.

The life in a seed does not work more strongly or directly to em-

body itself in an organized form under the warmth and genial powers

of spring than does the spiritually awakened church. Its members,

as if moved by a common impulse, present themselves in the ranks

for service
;
societies, prayer-meetings, mission-schools, and bands

of workers are established. New forms of activity break forth on

every side. Not only is this so in the local church, but it is a signifi-

cant fact that those great organizations which are the glory of our

modern church work, such as the American Bible and Tract Societies,

and the various Boards of home and foreign missions, have sprung

directly out of the life of the Church, when quickened by gracious

outpourings of the Holy Spirit. The tendency to organize in the

living Church is strongest when it is most truly alive, and to thwart

its attempts in this direction is to destroy its life. Carelessness or

opposition under such circumstances has often led to a stunted or

malformed growth. Many of the malformations in ecclesiastical life

can be attributed to unwise attempts to suppress this tendency to

organized growth. Because it would not be restrained by old forms,

or grow according to the preconceived notions of those in authority,

it was condemned as evil.

Another fact is equally plain
;

it is that there is a wonderful power
in wise organization. It draws out and multiplies force. All this

has so often been said that it has become commonplace, but it is

none the less sadly overlooked in practice in the church. The world

understands this power, and accordingly organizes in politics, com-
merce, and trade. Men in the same business overlook their rivalries

and combine
;
they pool their issues, and become a hundred-fold

stronger. Workingmen, no longer distracted by jealousies, are learn-

ing how to “ keep rank,” and thus combined wield a power that en-

forces their demands. The Church can here learn a lesson from the

wisdom of the men of this world. There are passages also in its own
history that are rich in instruction on this point. It was the com-
pact organization of the Jesuits, so thoroughly military in its char-

acter, that stayed the progress of the Reformation and saved to the
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Papal Church its supremacy in Europe. And it is that same organ-

ization that constitutes Rome’s most potent aggressive force to-day.

The great movement in the Protestant world inaugurated by John
Wesley owes its wonderful progress and success more to its organi-

zation than to any other one thing. No one can study the history

of Methodism without being impressed with the wonderful genius

of Wesley for organizing. The class-leaders in the Church, the

rotation in the pastorate, by which the fortunes of the ministers be-

come involved in the success of the Church as a whole rather than

in any particular local church, and the system of presiding elders

and bishops—all tell of a compact military organization, disciplined

and officered for aggressive warfare. Again, the wonderful results

produced by the combined efforts of Christian people in a commu-
nity, when organized and led by some wise evangelist, emphasize the

same truth, and show what could be done through proper organiza-

tion in Church work. The last few years have furnished another

illustration of this power, in the rise and growth of the Society of

Christian Endeavor. Young people’s societies in the churches

were not novelties
;

they had been a long time in existence

with various degrees of success. But their power was limited
;
they

would grow with vigor to a certain degree and then decline. Many
of them existed in a languishing condition, like a. prisoner in his cell.

Then came the idea of combining them in one organized host, and

no sooner were they enrolled and standing side by side than a new
life and enthusiasm spread through all. Again was confirmed the

old adage, “ In union there is strength.” Enthusiasm and devotion

are mighty forces and essential to success, but in warfare the best

disciplined and organized army wins. The little Macedonian phalanx

was more than a match for the countless hordes of Persians. The
disciplined Roman soldiers who could “ keep rank” were easily vic-

torious over the reckless and death-defying bravery of the undisci-

plined multitudes of the barbarians who opposed them. Organiza-

tion reacts upon enthusiasm and devotion, and makes them stronger

and more steadfast. It begets confidence
;

it sustains the weak and

faltering, and makes the brave man doubly brave. He moves for-

ward with the strength of a host. It is a patent fact that the tre-

mendous power of the Church of Rome lies chiefly in its organiza-

tion. Destroy that, and it would be like Samson shorn of his locks.

It has authority and discipline. The dominant idea controlling

its life is authority, and with this comes its corollary—obedience.

But in Protestantism the dominant idea has been liberty, and with

it impatience of all human restraint, and consequently a strong ten-

dency to individualism. In our recoil from ecclesiastical despotism,
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resulting from the abuse of authority, we need to be on our guard

against the opposite extreme. The next step beyond individualism

is into disintegration and anarchy. In looking over the history of

the past, and marking the conditions of greatest strength and weak-

ness in the Church, one cannot but wish that it was now more thor-

oughly pervaded with a military spirit—that is to say, with the idea

of authority, discipline, and drill for aggressive work. The Church,

indeed, still calls itself the Church militant, but the military con-

ception of it is not the chief or controlling one. We think of it as

organized for worship, or charitable purposes, or as a teaching body

concerned in moral or social reforms, or as a witness for the Truth.

Our ideas control our conduct. If the scriptural conception of the

Christian life as that of a soldier, and of the whole Church

as an army under the leadership of Christ, could become domi-

nant, there would be a consequent shaping of organization in con-

formity with the controlling idea. In this connection the existence

of the Salvation Army is very significant. Sober-minded men may
look upon it as an excrescence, an abnormal growth destined soon

to wither. But may not the Church at large learn a lesson from it ?

With a thorough military organization, it presents the idea of the

Church militant in its grossest and crudest form. Yet with no cul-

ture, with little or no doctrinal knowledge, without wealth, and with

its recruits gathered from among the humble and illiterate, it has

made itself felt as a power in the midst of the most intelligent nation

of the Old World. It is a growth within the Church, and however

perverted and unsightly, is still the manifestation of some divine in-

stinct in the life of the Church. At least it gives us a hint of the

power that lies in the Church, to be brought out through appropriate

organization. Surely the dullest can see that if the Church was

thoroughly pervaded with a martial spirit, leading it to organize its

forces for service at home and abroad, so that every one stood in his

place in the Sabbath-school, the prayer-meeting, and mission-school,

as well as in the sanctuary, it would have an aggressive power such

as the world has never seen.

These principles, which are so plain as to be axiomatic, have a

twofold application. First to the local church. Every pastor should

be an organizer, and his ability to set others to work will be the

measure of his success. It can be accepted as a rule, that the most
successful church is the one that is the best organized. The fault

with many pastors is, that they seem determined to do all the work
themselves. They have a vague idea of doing the Church good by
incessant preaching and visiting, yet complain that it does not flour-

ish and grow under their administration. There is no way of mak-
15
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ing a working church save by setting it to work. To do this there

must be a plan, a method of action. Fervent appeals, eloquent

sermons, and visiting from house to house by the pastor will not be

enough
;
he must organize the people. What the special organiza-

tion will be, the wise pastor must determine. It must be suited to

the denominational life and the various gifts of the people. It must

not be something theoretical, a novel contrivance by which he ex-

pects to run the Church. The difference between mere machinery

and true organization lies in this : one is mechanical, an attempt to

work the Church from the outside
;
the other is a proper and natural

growth, a genuine form of life. In the Presbyterian Church we have

an organization which we believe to be scriptural and natural. It

is true to the genius of our life. We have our elders and deacons,

each with their appropriate functions in the administration of the

Church, with the pastor as bishop or overseer. Instead of ignoring

these or fettering their power, as is sometimes the case, they should

be honored and used in their divinely appointed functions. Elders

and deacons have as much to do in the successful working of the

church as the pastor. Instead of trying to absorb their functions in

himself, a wise pastor will set them to work, and find in them his most

efficient colaborers. The roll of every church should be divided

among the elders for the work of household visitation and oversight,

and the care of the poor and the distressed laid directly upon the

deacons. It ought to be a disgrace to any Presbyterian church, with

its board of elders and deacons, that it should ever be less carefully

shepherded than the Methodist Church, with its class-leaders. But

the officers are for the Church, and not the Church for the officers.

Organization must go further, before the Church will be working

efficiently. There will be Sunday-schools, aid societies, mission

bands, children’s bands, young people’s meetings, visitors, and tract

distributors
;

in short, a natural arrangement and assignment of

work to each and all, a discipline by which all shall be brought to

keep rank and move together. But may there not be too much
organization, which, like too much machinery, absorbs all the force

in running it ? Yes
;
organization, like redundant growth, needs cut-

ting and pruning. There is a tendency to multiply societies which

must be restrained. Nor must organization be carried so far as to

destroy individuality of action. Some men work best by themselves,

and as long as they work efficiently and without interfering with

others, it is best to let them alone. But whatever the plan proposed

may be, the pastor should be the recognized leader, and receive the

co-operation of the Church. No plan will run itself. Some opposi-

tion, misunderstanding, and friction must be expected and patiently
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overcome. Alas ! how many plans on paper have been presented to

the Church, only to be abandoned when the execution was attempted.

Dreams, theories, and good intentions will not answer. Leadership

and organization mean toil, endurance, self-control, self-sacrifice, and

perseverance. To guide the action of those who are at work, to

drill raw recruits, and to make a wise subdivision of labor, is a work

that will tax the best powers of the pastor and bring weariness to

mind and body. But it is none the less a blessed work and worthy

the doing tenfold over. There is a growing disposition to employ

more paid labor in connection with our churches, especially in our

cities. There is in many cases an urgent necessity for this, and the

employment of Bible-readers and visitors would not only be a great

relief to many an overworked pastor, but, better than all, would add

greatly to the efficiency of the Church. We need not less but more

trained laborers in the service of* the local Church. But it would be

a most serious mistake for any church to content itself with hired

labor. A man may properly multiply his power by sending a sub-

stitute where he cannot go himself, but there are some things in

Christian life that no substitute can do for us. We cannot give

proxies in calls to self-sacrifice, self-denial, sympathy, and personal

effort for the salvation of others. The disposition on the part of so

many to hold themselves aloof from active work in the Church, on

the ground that they are too busy in temporal affairs, and that they

give liberally to hire others, is a sure sign of decline in spiritual life.

Those are dark days for any church when there is nothing done in it,

save that which is done for hire. The most urgent need in many of

our strong churches is not more money, but more consecrated men.

more personal effort and self-denial for Christ’s sake. A truly

organized church implies that all its members are filled with the same
spirit, and that each member is ready to discharge his appropriate

part. Dead matter is cast out of the living organism, or, if it re-

mains, it is at the peril of what is alive.

But organization for Church work should extend beyond the local

church. Not seldom a particular congregation is well organized,

and as a consequence thrives and becomes strong. But' its organiza-

tion is unhappily subordinated to its own needs. It becomes selfish,

and seeks its own good exclusively. As a result, it has its decline.

What are called independent churches—and the church that practi-

cally isolates itself from its sister churches is such—generally die out

with the removal of the master spirit that organized them. Nor
were they during their vigorous life very helpful to others. They
were absorbents, not radiators. The utter selfishness of ''many
churches, and their jealousy of any movement which might seem to
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diminish their prominence, have often presented greater obstacles

to the advancement of the general interest of the Church in particu-

lar localities, than the unbelief and indifference of the world. In

our Presbyterian system, we maintain, through our Church courts, the

organic unity of the Church. We seek to organize it, not in frag-

ments, but as a whole. It is one body, under one government, hav-

ing one object in view. Theoretically considered, no form of gov-

ernment surpasses or even equals it in preserving true personal liberty

on the one side, and the supreme authority of a common life on the

other. We hold to the unity of the Church in its organized form

in the sense, that a smaller part should be subject to a larger part,

and the larger to the whole. While such is our theory, unfortunately

the parts often act as if they were absolutely independent of related

parts or of the whole. Individual churches decide for themselves in

utter disregard of Presbyteries, and Presbyteries obey the General

Assembly only so far as is convenient. Any one can see that, with

the weakening of the bonds of established authority, the work of dis-

integration begins. The relaxation of discipline in any army invites

defeat. A revival of the spirit of discipline in all of our Church

courts and a proper recognition of authority would be an immense
gain to us as a church. It is well worth serious inquiry in this cen-

tennial year of the organization of the General Assembly, if some
new adjustments cannot be made to make our ecclesiastical machin-

ery more efficient. We need no new principles. We claim to have

the scriptural form of government, nor is it an experiment. It has

stood the test of time and brought forth fruits by which we are will-

ing to have it judged. But we need new applications of our princi-

ples. There is a sense in which we must march with the age in which

we live and adapt our movements to its necessities. Arrangements

which were quite suitable one hundred years ago may not be the

best now
;
and as we stand at the threshold of a new century, it is

the part of wisdom to ask what changes are demanded in our eccle-

siastical organization, in view of the enlarged work before us. A
blind conservatism may fetter us with antiquated forms. The regu-

lations of the- old Continental Army which Washington led to victory

would not be helpful in modern warfare. In view of the experience

of the past and the demands of the present, it would be easy to

suggest changes that could be made without contradicting our

principles, which might make our organization more efficient. For

example, the hasty and voluminous legislation of our General As-

sembly should be restricted by statutory enactments. The utter

freedom with which all sorts of subjects are introduced, and the con-

tradictory actions taken through want of consideration, make obedi-
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ence on the part of the lower courts impossible. When the head is

distracted, what wonder that the action of the members is irregular !

It has come to pass that too often the action of our highest court,

even in regulative matters, is regarded simply as an expression of an

opinion, to be taken for what it is worth. It is plainly evident also

that our mode of representation in the General Assembly needs re-

vising, if we would adjust our organization to the necessities of a

church covering a continent. Along with this is the need of magni-

fying the functions of our Synods. They seem to have been of

comparatively little use in the past, or were in our system like some

nascent physiological powers in the body, awaiting their proper time

for development. That time has come for the Synods. They are

imperatively needed as provincial assemblies, for the thorough or-

ganizing and direction of the work of the Church in the various parts

of the country. The stream of Presbyterial life should henceforth

flow through them into the General Assembly, and not, as hitherto,

around them. In our Presbyteries also, we need a stronger adminis-

tration and more united action on the part of the churches under

their care. It is well worth asking if the time has not come to give

the Moderator of Presbytery more of authority and responsibility ?

Why not make him a presiding bishop not of order, but of office, for

a year, and hold him responsible for his administration? We as

Presbyterians have no patience with the notion of an “ historic Epis-

copacy” charged with “ the grace of orders” and divinely appointed

to rule over the Church. The parity of the ministry is not for a

moment to be questioned. But neither is the right administration

of authority to be questioned. The fact is, that the doctrine of the

parity of the ministry has at times been a hindrance to efficient

action, because no one stood forth as a representative of the body,

or was authorized to act for it. Jealousy of Episcopal domination

and a determination to guard our individual rights have led us, as a

church, to look with suspicion on any movement or regulation that

would seem to destroy our ministerial parity. But, at the same time,

we should not blindly oppose all movements toward a strong admin-

istration of law', which can be secured only through some subordina-

tion to proper authority. The National Government is not a

monarchy or in danger of becoming one, because we have a chief

magistrate or governors charged with the administration of law.

Nor would ours be less a Presbyterial form of government if some
one was for the time specially chosen and charged with the adminis-

tration of Presbyterial affairs. The truth is, that headless organiza-

tions do not amount to much. They may flutter around for a while

with the aimless energy of beheaded chickens, but they soon cease
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their struggles. Who does not know that too often our Presbyteries

are simply called together to ratify the decrees of prominent pastors

or churches, instead of being, as they ought, supervising and govern-

ing bodies, whose decisions should be administered by some responsi-

ble official ?

On the other hand, it is pleasing to notice that not a little progress

has been made, especially during the past twenty years, within our

denominational bounds in the way of higher and more widely ex-

tended organization. It is notably so in the case of Woman’s wrork

in the churches. The wealth of blessing that it has brought to the

Church at large, and the efficient aid it has given to the different

Boards, more than justify its existence. It is one of the most sig-

nificant movements in modern church work, a sure indication of in-

creasing life. Before it are the possibilities of still larger and more

abundant growth. The noble women who organized it “ built more
grandly than they knew.” They have developed a ministry of

Christian womanhood whose influence is felt throughout the world.

Nor must the patient and constant labors of the various Boards be

overlooked, in estimating the power and effects of organization in the

Church. Their direct labors in the home and foreign missionary fields

and in educational work have been fruitful in great results. They
have led the aggressive work of the Church with increasing wisdom
and efficiency. But in addition to this, their reflex influence upon

the Church itself should be considered. They have increased its

spirit of benevolence and self-sacrifice, elevated its aims, and multi-

plied its power. Imagine them destroyed or taken away, and what

a sad decline alike in spirituality and efficiency would surely come
to pass ! As much as our Church courts, whose agents they are,

they have helped to enlarge the spiritual life of the Church, and to

maintain its unity.

But however important organization in church work may be within

denominational lines, there remains a wider field for its operations.

Thoughtful men have observed the critical character of the times in

which we live, and have been proclaiming with urgency the impor-

tance of devising some method by which the forces of the whole

Church shall be organized for united effort. On the one side perils

that threaten our Christian civilization press upon us
;
on the other,

grand opportunities for the advancement of the kingdom of Christ,

such as no previous century has produced, invite us to prompt and

enlarged action. No one denomination of Christians, however well

drilled, is able of itself to meet the emergency. We must in some

way combine. We certainly need more intelligent and fraternal co-

operation among the various branches of the Protestant Church.
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We can no longer afford to oppose or ignore one another. Wise co-

operation is, if not organization, a step toward it, and a most impor-

tant one. It helps to secure results that no denomination, laboring

by itself, could reach. We are not asking for uniformity, a unity to

be seen in drill, uniform, and regimental organization. A great host,

saying daily the same form of words, repeating exactly the same

creed, and submitting to the same ecclesiastical government, is not

the true ideal of organized spiritual life. The law of organic growth

admits of an ever-varying variety of form. Life is no stereotyped

affair. But surely it is not too much to ask, that needless divisions

should be healed, and that the glory of the particular denomination

should be made subordinate to the greater glory of the kingdom of

Christ. It is doubtless true that we can do our best work within

denominational lines. We must, to be effective soldiers, be willing

to “ keep rank.” But through all and over all must be the great

controlling purpose to make Christ king. To this everything local,

sectional, and denominational must yield. With this purpose su-

preme there will come, sooner or later, a mutual understanding be-

tween the various denominations as to fields of labor and combined

effort. It will lead to systematic efforts to reach the unchurched

masses at home, and the unevangelized peoples abroad. Any one

who reads the history of the last fifty years of detiominationalism can

see that much progress has been made in this direction. The ten-

dency toward closer co-operation is becoming stronger every year.

Already in some of the foreign fields, as in Japan, it has produced

results for which the whole Christian Church should rejoice. The
decline of the bitter sectarian spirit of the past, the better under-

standing existing between the different divisions of the Church, and

the increase of intelligence are all preparing the way for future ad-

vances in this direction. Some may hold back glorying in the past,

and endeavoring to retain “ the former things,” but it will be in vain.

The great movement of God’s eternal purpose is toward the mani-

fested unity of the Church of Christ. Spiritual unity does, indeed,

exist, but it will ever strive to clothe itself in appropriate form. It

is the Spirit of Christ living in all His members. Certainly it is the

part of wisdom to carefully observe its movings and demands in the

Church at large. It is not the spirit of disorder or license. It seeks

to organize. It works to bring the whole body, with its separate

members, into harmonious action, and make it loyal to its divine

head, Jesus Christ. Happy will it be for our beloved Church if it is

ever most ready to yield to its promptings. What may occur in the

near future, in the way of enlarged organization or reorganization,

can only be a matter of conjecture. There are signs that seem to
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indicate that important changes are at hand. But of this we may-

be sure : they will not lead the Church backward or divide it into

warring fragments. They will in some way lead on to the predes-

tined end, when we shall “ all attain unto the unity of the faith, and

the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a full-grown man, unto the

measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ.”

Samuel T. Niccolls.
S/. Louis

,
Mo.



V.

PRESBYTERIANISM IN CANADA*

HICK darkness often covers the infancy of nations and of

churches. Events that are passing in the present do not

always seem so important to the actors as they do to their successors,

and for this, as well as for other reasons, they do not always find a

historian. Time is needed to make it clear whether any community,

secular or ecclesiastical, is to have a history that any one would care

to read, and when at last the time of memorable deeds arrives, the

earliest facts have often passed irrecoverably away, and are buried

in Cimmerian night. Yet the importance of committing events to

the custody of type before they have died out of the remembrance

of the living can scarcely be imagined. How many speculations

and angry controversies would never have occurred had some hon-

est man sat down and written the story of the introduction of Chris-

tianity into Ireland, within a century of the death of St. Patrick !

How precious would we now regard an authentic and detailed

account of Christianity as it existed in Rome, Carthage, and Alex-

andria within a hundred years of the time when the last apostle

died—an account which would help us to interpret the allusions of

Irenseus and Tertullian, and to estimate the value of the traditional

and meagre facts gathered together by Eusebius ! So long as the

present volume survives, no similar complaint can ever be made in

regard to Presbyterianism in Canada. Dr. Gregg has taken care

that we shall know it, so to speak, ab ovo. Another generation will

thank him for the thoughtful industry with which he has recorded

the facts of its early history, before they had entirely faded out of

popular remembrance.

The author of this goodly volume is a native of Ireland, whose

* History of the Presbyterian Church in the Dominion of Canada
, from the earliest

times to 1834 ;
with a chronological table of events to the present time, and map. By

William Gregg, D.D., Professor of Apologetics and Church History in Knox College,

Toronto. Pp. 636. 8vo. Toronto : Presbyterian Printing and Publishing Company,
1885.
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whole public life has been spent in Canada, first as a pastor, and

then as a professor. He has, therefore, had every opportunity of

knowing the facts which he records, and he has made full use of his

opportunity. His subject is Presbyterianism in the Dominion from

1763 till 1834—that interesting period during which the Church was

in course of formation. During the seventy years of which he treats,

settlers from European lands are constantly arriving, and making

for themselves dwellings along the great lakes and rivers and in the

dense forests of that vast territory. Naturally they desire to obtain

ministers of their own faith to live among them, but the inducements

they can hold out are so few, and the hardships to* be encountered

are so many, that this is found to be no easy task. After a time

one ventures to come, then another, then another. In course of

years these isolated pastors make an effort to combine in Presbyteries

with a view of encouraging and helping each other, and of providing

for the growing spiritual necessities of the people. But the diffi-

culties of intercourse in a new and extensive region are so great,

and the old home controversies, which so often divide good people

among whom there is no other difference worthy to be named, stand

so much in the way that these attempts at combination usually fail.

After repeated failures still they gradually combine, until at a period

a little later than that to which this history comes down they unite

at last to form the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in

Canada.

It will thus be seen that up till 1834—the year in which this vol-

ume ends—Dr. Gregg is writing not so much the history of an eccle-

siastical corporation as of the germ out of which it sprang, giving in

minute detail an account of the ministers who laid the foundation

of the Canadian Church, their distribution over the Eastern Prov-

inces of the Dominion, the congregations which they gathered, and

the various efforts, successful and unsuccessful, made to consolidate

these ministers and congregations into Presbyteries and Synods with

a view to the formation of a National Church. It is the genesis

of the ecclesiastical society rather than the society itself of which

he writes
;
should the author survive, the latter, however, may

become the subject of a second volume. This fact needs to be

known
;

it accounts for the material of the present volume no less

than for its form. Living, as we do, in a prosaic age, and bound to

take facts as we find them, we are not to expect in the history of

times so near our own descriptions of political movements, bloody

persecutions, cruel martyrdoms, or grand exploits, such as those

with which the older church histories are full. Such events lie en-

tirely without the range of the present writer. His theme is of a
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humbler kind. His subject is the religious condition of a people

thinly scattered over a vast and boundless wilderness, parts of which

had scarcely yet been trodden by the foot of man. He writes of

their slow conglomeration into small worshipping associations. He
speaks of the settlements of ministers who had come from a distant

shore to look after stray sheep in a foreign country. He does not

deal with an aggregate society already formed so much as with indi-

vidual men. The work is a series of short biographies grouped

according to the districts in which they labored, and stating in a few

words the most interesting features of their life and character. Both

the men and the events are too recent for us to expect that the

romance of antiquity should attach to any of them
;
but the mate-

rial is industriously gathered and judiciously used. Connected story

in the circumstances is not to be looked for
;
but the work supplies

full and reliable information on the subject of which it treats
;
and,

like every book which covers unoccupied ground, it will be quoted

in after times not only by the present generation of Canadians and

their descendants in centuries to come, but by all who inquire into

the early history of that Church.

The Dominion of Canada now extends from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, and from the boundary line of the United States far away

into the regions of ice and snow in the direction of the North Pole.

But it is only the Eastern Provinces of this wide region which come
under notice in this history

;
Dr. Gregg leaves it to some one else

to describe at a future day by whom Presbyterianism was planted on

Vancouver’s Island, Columbia, and the Rocky Mountains. The
provinces upon the Atlantic seaboard were first colonized by France

;

but Nova Scotia was ceded to Britain by the Treaty of Utrecht in

1713, and Lower Canada by the Treaty of Paris in 1763. At the

latter date, when both these provinces came first under English rule,

the estimated population of the whole was only 90,000, of whom
less than 10,000 were Protestants, and the remainder French Catho-

lics. But after the American Revolution many loyal Protestants not

accustomed to republican institutions passed from the States into

the British territory in Canada
;
and in course of time the number

of these settlers was augmented by immigrants both from the British

Islands and from the Continent of Europe. These strangers, many
of them poor and all belonging to the working class, were scattered

over the wilderness, making their homes at any inviting spot which

offered, but divided from each other often by seas and mountains,

bridgeless rivers, and dense and trackless forests. In these regions

the first effort was to live—to provide for themselves and their

families food and shelter
;
the next, to obtain for their children the
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advantages of education and religion. To secure these results it

was necessary to build schools and churches, and induce school-

masters and ministers to dwell among them. This was often a task

impossible in their circumstances. The difficulties which lay in the

way of achieving such objects, the labors and hardships of the first

pastors, the degree of success that attended the efforts of ministers

and people, and the position of strength and independence which

the Presbyterian Church now holds in the Dominion, are the points

which lend interest to the present history.

In 1784 it is estimated that there were some ten or twelve thousand

Presbyterians thinly dispersed over these Eastern Provinces. The
problem was how to plant among them Christian institutions, and

to keep them and their children from relapsing into Paganism and

infidelity.

Nova Scotia was the first place to make the experiment. To
conquer French disaffection and to render the province more amen-

able to the new rulers, the Governor, the Hon. Edward Cornwallis,

in 1749 induced a number of Protestant colonists, most of them from

England, but some of them from Germany, Switzerland, and Hol-

land, to settle there. They, however, and the French settlers, whom
they found in occupation, and who were of a different race and a

different religion, did not coalesce nor get on well together. The
French were disloyal to the British authority, and attempted to

drive the Protestant settlers out of the country. This led to the

expulsion of the French from Acadia, as they called the province

since known to us as Nova Scotia, and their removal by the Govern-

ment to the English colonies farther south, which was carried out in

1755, by an event that Longfellow has enshrined in the memory of

the present generation by his touching poem “ Evangeline.” This

measure of forcible removal, though no doubt harsh in individual

cases, was the best thing that could be done for the peace of the

province, and was soon after followed by an influx of Protestant

colonists from Britain, who came on the assurance of liberty of con-

science and worship being allowed them. The German colonists

settled at Lunenburg were the first to make an effort for their own

religious instruction. Having waited for sixteen years in hope of

obtaining a minister, and waited in vain, they gave a call to one of

their own number, a fisherman, Mr. Romcas Comingoe, a man of

good talents, who had developed gifts and graces in the direction of

the pastorate
;
they extemporized a Presbytery consisting of two Pres-

byterian and two Congregational ministers, and on July 3d, 1770, had

him ordained as their pastor at Halifax, in the presence of Lord

William Campbell, the Governor, and several other officials of the
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State. This was the first meeting of a Presbytery and the first

ordination of a Presbyterian minister ever held in Canada. Various

ministers, ordained before coming to America, had indeed previously

settled in the province, the first of whom was the Rev. James Mur-

doch, a native of the county Donegal, who had been ordained by the

Anti-burgher Presbytery at Newtown-Limavady, and had arrived in

Nova Scotia in 1766. He lived at Hoxton, on the bay of Minas, from

which for twenty years he itinerated through the province, disre-

garding the discomfort of want of roads, and setting at naught the

fear of Indians and of privateers, as well as of war and invasion at

the door. In 1786 the first regular Presbytery was organized in the

province, consisting of three ministers and two elders. Various

other ministers arrived soon after, and when, in 1817, they all

united in a local Synod it was found that of the nineteen ministers

on the roll fourteen were Seceders, three were of the Church of

Scotland, and two had been English Independents. There were at

that time four other ministers in the province not connected with

the Synod. In 1817, when the Synod was formed, the estimated

population of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Cape Breton, and Prince

Edward Island, taken together, was one hundred and sixty thousand,

of whom forty-two thousand were Presbyterians.

As we travel westward Presbyterianism is more feeble than in the

Eastern Provinces, and is later in attaining an organized existence.

The population of LOWER Canada in 1784 was about one hundred

thousand, of whom only four thousand were Protestants. The first

Presbyterian minister who settled in Quebec was the Rev. George

Henry (1765-95), who was an ordained minister of the Church of

Scotland, and had been previously a military chaplain. Montreal

was the only other place in the province where a Presbyterian was

located before 1817. The first minister was the Rev. John Bethune,

who came to the city in 1786 and organized the congregation
;
but

he had been in Montreal only a year when he removed to Glengarry,

and labored there till his death, in 1815. The church edifice in Mon-
treal was not opened till 1792, but while it was in course of erection the

Presbyterian congregation had the use of a Roman Catholic church

kindly lent them by the Recollet Fathers—an instance of religious

liberality so very rare that it ought not to be forgotten.

Upper Canada, now known as Ontario, became separate from

Lower Canada in 1791, and had at that time a population of some
twenty thousand. Individual ministers, nearly all from Scotland,

gradually fixed their habitation at various points, as they were

encouraged or as it was found there was a demand for their services.

In 1817 there were thirteen ministers at work in the two Canadas,
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who belonged to various races and nationalities, as well as to differ-

ent sections of Presbyterianism. But they were separated by im-

mense distances and by impassable roads, and had no Presbyterial

connection with each other. From this time forward, however,

their number and that of their people was constantly growing.

Time would fail to tell of the first settlements in New Brunswick,

Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, and the Red River, the last of

which, especially, from its strange vicissitudes, reads like a romance
;

all of which Dr. Gregg goes over in detail, naming the different

pastors who first labored in each locality, and the most remarkable

events of their personal history. He does ample justice to the vari-

ous countries which supplied these pioneers of Presbyterianism in

the Canadian forests
;
he is particular as to the various sections of

the Presbyterian family with which each of them previously claimed

connection
;
and he describes clearly the various associations, Pres-

byterial or Synodical, that they formed in their efforts to combine

their strength, threading his way through all with the precision and

accuracy of one who thoroughly knows his ground.

It is noteworthy that the great majority of the Presbyterian min-

isters who first made their home in Canada did not come from Eng-

land or Ireland, but from Scotland. Some few, indeed, came from

the United States, Germany, and other places, but the largest pro-

portion belonged to “ the land of mountain and of flood.” It is

also remarkable that the first ministers to occupy Nova Scotia

belonged, not to the Church of Scotland, but to the two sections of

the Secession, the Burghers and Anti-burghers. For a longtime the

Scottish Establishment sent across the ocean the largest part of the

Presbyterian people, but the smallest part of the ministers.

The difficulties lying in the way of those who attempt to set up

Christian institutions in a newly-inhabited region, few who have not

made the experiment are able to understand. It is second only to

the difficulty of planting Christianity in a heathen district. Chris-

tian people of limited means, building for themselves at wide inter-

vals huts in the dense forest, can hold out little hope of support to

the Christian pastor. He cannot attend to their spiritual interests

without maintenance, and for years in a new country it is a struggle

for the people to maintain themselves. Ministers obliged to work

for their living have little time to devote to that work specially their

own. For long years the colonists were unable to raise up ministers

among themselves, and for years were dependent on such as came

their way, and whom they could prevail upon to live among them.

Their appeals to the churches of the old country were frequent and

piteous, but often in vain. It was not till 1825, when the Glasgow
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Colonial Society was formed for the purpose of sending out min-

isters, catechists, and school-masters to British North America, that

anything effective was done
;
but from that time the supply of re-

ligious instruction in some measure kept pace with the growth of the

population. For a time that excellent Society discharged for North

America the work now done for all the colonies by our various

colonial missions. But in the mean time other workers were in the

field, and many people were lost to Presbyterianism. No stronger

argument was ever furnished for the necessity of a colonial mission

to aid in sending and in settling ministers in the destitute districts

of newly-inhabited regions than is supplied by almost every page of

Dr. Gregg’s history.

The first ministers who settled in Canada were a stout, hardy,

laborious race of men. Having in the first instance found huts to

shelter them from the weather, they itinerated through the district

which constituted their field of labor, often immense in its extent,

drew the people together at certain fixed places in order to engage

in Divine worship, and, when the numbers were such as to require

it, persuaded them to erect log churches. They visited periodically

these little congregations, preaching, baptizing, marrying, according

to circumstances. On such occasions the people for miles around

assembled at the spot and joined in the services of the Church, to

which since they left the old home they had grown unaccustomed.

One minister records that he married no less than three thousand

couples in the course of his ministry. The fatigues and dangers of

such constant travel can scarcely be estimated. When a minister

started on a land journey to visit the remote congregations of his

charge, it might be fifty or a hundred miles distant, he had to wend
his solitary way through the forest, ford the swamp, climb the

mountain, and often swim the river, which no bridge spanned and

upon which no boat floated. Where large commercial cities have

now grown up, the first minister who arrived often found trees grow-

ing down to the water’s edge. Beautiful and costly villas now stand

on the spot where a hundred years ago the Indian kindled his watch-

fire, or where the first settler camped in the open air until he was
able to construct a log-house. Still, through snow and storm, in

despite of fatigue and danger, the pastor’s work was carried on with-

out ceasing, until in course of years the advent of more colonists and

the settlement of more ministers shortened his travels and lightened

his toils.

There was, however, one comfort under the hardships of such a

ministry. Life beneath the greenwood tree is proved to be con-

ducive to health and longevity. Exposure in our home climate
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must, under the circumstances now described, soon prove fatal.

But vitality is maintained and encouraged by that pure Canadian air.

The fact has impressed us deeply in going through the pages of this

history. Dr. Gregg is careful to mark the dates of the ordination

and death of all the early ministers. Some, indeed, died young
;

but a very large proportion—we should say, indeed, a majority—of

the founders and Fathers of the Canadian Church reached more than

the allotted span of human life, not a few of them exceeding eighty,

and some of them ninety years of age. High civilization and wear-

ing labors are seldom favorable to length of days
;
but constant

activity in the bracing air of the primeval forest seemed to give these

men fresh life and to prolong their usefulness.

The problem which the Canadian Fathers had to solve was how to

use a small and insufficient staff of ministers so as to enable them to

do most good to a people thinly dispersed over a territory of very

many thousand square miles. There does not seem to have been

one unvarying system pursued
;
each man followed the methods

which most commended themselves to his own judgment and experi-

ence. No one method, we may be sure, would exactly suit the cir-

cumstances of every place. The usual plan adopted was for the

minister to occupy some central spot, within reach of a large body

of the people, and then to visit periodically the smaller congrega-

tions which he had gathered within the district that he attempted

to overtake. But there was, at least, one of the ministers who
made use of the Presbyterian system to provide for the spiritual

wants of the people in a way, as we think, very much to be com-

mended. Our historian describes him and his methods in the fol-

lowing words :

“ Beside the seven ministers of the Church of Scotland, who came to the Eastern

Provinces during the years 1817-25, and of whom notices have been given in this

chapter, there was yet another, who had been originally connected with this Church,

but who afterward occupied a singular position, and had a remarkable career in Cape

Breton and Prince Edward Island. This was the Rev. Donald McDonald. He was a

native of Perthshire, Scotland, born January 1st, 1783, educated at the University of

St. Andrews, and ordained in 1816 by the Presbytery of Aberlarff. He labored as a

missionary in the Highlands until 1824, when he came to Cape Breton. Here, without

any commission from any church, he commenced to labor as an evangelist with great

energy and zeal. For two years he remained in Cape Breton, and then passed over to

Prince Edward Island, where he prosecuted his evangelistic labors with unabated energy.

Multitudes flocked to hear him in school-houses, in barns, and in the open air. Before

commencing his sermon he usually gave an introductory address, in which he noticed

and commented on the national, political, and religious questions of the day. ‘ He
would begin in a rather low conversational tone ; but as he proceeded his voice would

become stronger. Then the whole man would preach—tongue, countenance, eyes,

feet, hands, body, all would grow eloquent. The audience would unconsciously become

magnetized, convicted, and swayed at the speaker’s will. Some would cry aloud, some
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would fall prostrate in terror, while others would clap their hands or drop down as if

dead.’

“His converts he parcelled into congregations, for whom he had thirteen churches

erected, of which he was the sole minister. It is said that he had the spiritual oversight

of more than five thousand adherents, distinguished for their exemplary character. In

every district he ordained elders to conduct services in the churches, among which he

made his circuit from Sabbath to Sabbath. Thus he continued to labor in Prince

Edward Island for upward of forty years. He died on February 25th, 1867, in the

eighty-fifth year of his age and fifty-first of his ministry. He was buried in Uigg,

Murray Harbor-Road Churchyard. His funeral, it is said, ‘ was the largest ever wit-

nessed in the colony. All classes united in paying the last tribute of respect to the

honored dead. The cortege numbered over three hundred and fifty sleighs. As the

great procession moved down through the country, at the roadside and at the doors and

windows of the houses might be seen old men weeping and women and children sobbing

as if they had lost a father
;
and in the presence of a vast assemblage, near the church

where his eloquent voice had so often melted listening thousands, and where he had so

often celebrated at the yearly sacrament the Saviour’s death, the remains of the Rev.

Donald McDonald were laid to rest.’
’’ *

This extract illustrates Dr. Gregg’s style and method as a his-

torian, and justifies not a few of the remarks suggested to us by his

book. But our main design in quoting it is to show the use that

Mr. McDonald made of the Presbyterian system to aid in his work.

He adopted the true apostolic method of church organization. Over
each of the little congregations that he formed he ordained elders,

and appointed them to conduct the public service in his absence,

and thus to feed the flock, as Paul enjoined the elders of Ephesus to

do. It was his business as pastor or bishop to make the circuit of

these little churches, instructing, comforting, encouraging, and help-

ing them in every way in his power. This was the true mode of

evangelization
;

it kept alive the religious spirit, gave each elder

spiritual work to do, and raised each little church above helpless and

abject reliance upon the services of one overburdened pastor. This

is the true episcopacy of the third century, from which many have

departed, but on which all may one day meet as a common ground.

No system was ever better adapted for a state of things where the

"harvest is plenteous and the laborers are few." There are few

conditions of the Church of Christ in which some such plan might

not with tact and wisdom be turned to account
;
but in the absence

or dearth of an educated ministry it seems the best available method
for the instruction of the people in the truths and practice of

religion.

The system pursued by Mr. McDonald does not, however, appear

to have been general. The people were always waiting for some
new arrival of Gospel ministers from the old land. To be absolutely

* History, p. 276.
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depending on foreign and distant countries for the supply of the

home pulpits puts a yourig and struggling church to great disadvan-

tage, as Canada soon found out. Under the circumstances it was

very natural to consider whether supplies could not be obtained

from within. This result could be realized only by the institution

of a theological college. At first there was expectation that a supply

of native ministers for the colonial pulpit in the Presbyterian Church

might be secured through the agency of King’s College, Windsor

—

a collegiate institution founded and endowed by the civil authorities

in 1789. But the expectation had soon to be abandoned. That

college was empowered to grant degrees and to make statutes for its

own internal government. One of the statutes which it made re-

quired a student to sign the Thirty-nine Articles of the English

Church preliminary to his reception of a degree, and another forbade

any member of the University to attend Presbyterian worship.

This turned the State college into an Episcopalian institution, and

unfitted it for training a Presbyterian ministry. The Archbishop of

Canterbury, it is true, annulled these sectarian statutes in 1806
;
but

this action must have been unacceptable to the college authorities,

who took no notice of the praiseworthy act of his Grace, and con-

tinued to enforce the annulled statutes down till 1821. The oppor-

tunity for education in common was by that time lost. The Presby-

terians had then determined to provide education for their ministry

in another place.

The seminary at Pictou, in Nova Scotia, was their first humble

attempt at a theological college. It originated in a kind of inter-

mediate school, designed by a local minister to give classical and

scientific instruction. The exclusiveness of the authorities of King’s

College suggested the addition of various classes to the Pictou

Academy, until it gradually assumed the dimensions of a little col-

lege. As such it opened in 1817 with twenty-three students. The

sum of ,£500 was granted by the Legislative Assembly, on the

recommendation of the Governor, Lord Dalhousie, to aid this new
institution, but he refused to grant it a charter and the power of

granting degrees. Halifax, as the Governor thought, was more suit-

able as the site of a collegiate institution, and at this commercial

centre Dalhousie College, of which he was the founder, in due time

arose. Even afterward grants were occasionally made to Pictou by

the Provincial Assembly, but the opposition of Lord Dalhousie pre-

vented the foundation by the Government of any divinity professor-

ship
;
such is the short-sightedness of sectarianism that at the very

time King’s College was drawing ^1400 a year from public funds,

Bishop Inglis, by his vote in the Legislative Council, of which he
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was a member, prevented in 1826 a permanent grant of ,£400 a year

which the Legislative Assembly had agreed to make to the Presby-

terian institution. The four Episcopalian members of the Council,

who constituted the minority, protested, to their great credit,

against the action of the five members by whom they had been out-

voted, and assigned their reasons, two of which are the following :

“ Because we think that the Dissenters in this province, who compose more than

four fifths of its population, have entitled themselves to the favorable consideration of

the Legislature by their orderly, steady, and loyal conduct, and the cheerful support

which they have so long given to his Majesty’s Government in Nova Scotia.

“ Because we think that when ^400 have been annually paid for thirty-six years past,

out of the revenue of this country, for the support of a college which confines its aca-

demical honors to members of the Established Church, who pay but one fifth of the

revenue of this country, the Dissenters, who pay the other four fifths, are entitled to at

least an equal sum to support an institution in which their children can derive the ben-

efit of a liberal education.” *

The want of State recognition proved in the end fatal to Pictou,

and although it rendered some good service to the Church during

its existence, it had eventually to be closed in 1842. But from 1824

the home supply of preachers began to reach the people, and at

present the whole supply, with the very smallest exception, is de-

rived from Canadian sources. Now the country seems, if anything,

rather overstocked with theological colleges. At present, says Dr.

Gregg,

“ There are in the Dominion six Presbyterian colleges in which ministers may be

trained—one in Halifax, one in Quebec, one in Montreal, one in Kingston, one in

Toronto, and one in Winnipeg. In these colleges there are fifteen theological pro-

fessors and one hundred and forty-four theological students, besides about an equal

number of students in literary classes in preparation for the ministry.”

The Church, however, ought not to part with any of these institu-

tions. The country is growing rapidly in wealth and population,

and long before another century has run its course there may, per-

haps, be need for more theological colleges than are yet in existence.

A growing Church must never retreat, but always go forward.

When Canada, by the Treaty of Paris, became a dependency of

Great Britain, in 1763, the French settlers were guaranteed their

rights, and the Roman Catholic Church retained her landed property,

which she holds to this day. But when the Protestant Church began

to rise in the province, it was soon felt that this treaty arrangement

put the Protestant clergy to a great disadvantage. In 1791 the

British Parliament passed what is called the Constitutional Act,

separating Canada into two provinces, Upper and Lower, and by
one of the clauses in that Act, the seventh part of the unceded lands

* Gregg, Book IV., ch. 2, p. 246.
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in both provinces was reserved “ for the support and maintenance

of a Protestant clergy.” In a few years it was ascertained that this

seventh amounted to a little more than three million acres, of which

2,395,687 lay in the Upper Province, and 934,052 acres in the Lower.

This allocation of land was for many years a fertile source of conten-

tion and dispute among the colonial churches.

The land thus set apart for ecclesiastical objects, being unculti-

vated and covered with wood, was for some time unprofitable, and

attracted little notice. About 1818, however, public attention was

directed to the subject. In that year Lord Bathurst, Secretary of

State for the Colonies, directed that the management of the reserves

should be vested in a corporate body, and, in the year after, this

duty was entrusted to the Episcopal clergy, a clergy corporation

being appointed in each province with power to lease the lands and

receive the rents, but not to alienate. This arrangement gave them

the advantage of appearing to own what they were appointed only

to manage. That same year the Presbyterian congregation of

Niagara petitioned Sir Peregrine Maitland, Lieutenant-Governor of

Upper Canada, for a grant of £ 100 out of the Clergy Reserve Fund,

to assist them in replacing their church, which had been burned

down during the late American war. This raised the question

whether “ a Protestant clergy,” for whom the original Act of 1791

reserved these lands, included any except Episcopalian ministers.

The Lieutenant-Governor referred the question to Earl Bathurst,

and he put it before the Law Advisers of the Crown in England.

The law officers gave it as their opinion that by the “ Protestant

clergy” the Act of 1791 meant not the clergy of the Church of Eng-

land only, but those of the Church of Scotland also
;
though, in

their opinion, it did not extend to all dissenting ministers. This

opinion was in due course communicated by the Colonial Secretary

to Sir Peregrine Maitland. But the Lieutenant-Governor, who all

through acted in the interests of the Episcopalians, withheld this

important document from the public, and it was years afterward

before the Presbyterians knew of the existence of this important

declaration in their favor. Meanwhile it was practically disregarded

by the Colonial Government.

A warm controversy forthwith arose upon the subject. The Epis-

copalians, in virtue of their representing in Canada the Anglican

Church Establishment, claimed the whole of the reserves, while the

Presbyterians, Methodists, and the other Protestant churches in the

provinces claimed their fair share. The Scotch ministers at Quebec
and Lochiel applied in 1823 for pecuniary assistance

;
but the appli-

cation was refused by the British Government on the ground, as
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stated by Lord Bathurst, that it would not be just to apply for a

provision for the Scotch clergy without proposing a support for the

English Protestant clergy within the province
;
the fact, however,

being that at the time the English clergy were drawing in Lower
Canada upward of £5000 from public funds, and that only four

Scotch ministers, two of whom acted as military chaplains, had a

grant of ^300 a year divided among them. Dr. Strachan, afterward

Bishop of Toronto, the month following petitioned the British Gov-

ernment, representing the superior position of the Anglican Church

in British America, depreciating that of all other Protestant denom-

inations claiming to be the Established Church in the provinces, and

deprecating “ the evils of disunion, competition, and disloyalty

which must result from setting up a new and rival religious estab-

lishment in Canada.”

In the December following the Legislative Assembly of Upper
Canada, on the motion of the Hon. William Morris, adopted a series

of resolutions favorable to the claims of the Church of Scotland
;

but they were rejected by the Legislative Council, which was still

kept in the dark as to the opinion given on the subject some years

before by the Law Advisers of the Crown in England. Governor

Maitland sided with the Episcopal party, and throughout aided them
in their schemes to gain possession of all and to exclude the Scottish

ministers. He and Dr. Strachan now proposed to the British Govern-

ment to sell off the reserved lands, with the exception of a parsonage

farm in each township, deposit the aggregate proceeds in the English

funds, and pay the interest, in the form of an annual endowment, to

the Episcopal clergy alone. Strachan also, in his unscrupulous zeal,

preached a funeral sermon on the occasion of the death of the Bishop

of Quebec in 1825, in which he made an unfounded and ungenerous

attack on the Methodists and other Protestant ministers in Canada,

and stated that as they “ come almost universally from the republican

States of America,” a “ very few respectable ministers of the

Church of Scotland excepted,” the effect will be that “ if the Im-

perial Government does not immediately step forward with efficient

help,” the mass of the population will soon be educated “ in hostility

to our parent Church,” and to the ‘‘political institutions of Eng-

land.”

The British Government henceforward leaned more strongly to

the Episcopalian party. It refused to comply with the Address of

the Legislative Assembly of Canada in 1826, asking for a more lib-

eral treatment of the non-Episcopal Protestant churches. It was
felt, however, that the wiser means of keeping all the reserves for

Episcopalian use was to give an endowment from other sources to
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those unendowed
;
so £750 was given to five ministers of the Church

of Scotland, and a similar sum to the Roman Catholic priests in the

Upper Province. But even here Dr. Strachan had influence enough

to secure the lion’s share for his own denomination. He succeeded

in obtaining ^iooo a year for sixteen years, and a grant of 225,000

acres of land for the Episcopalian University of King’s College. The
effect of this action was to place the whole Protestant clergy of every

sect and name in the colony in a position of inferiority to the Epis-

copalians.

The controversy now grew very warm indeed. Dr. Strachan sub-

mitted to the British Government a letter dated May 16th, 1827, in

which he depreciated the number and position of the Presbyterian

and Methodist ministers in Canada, exaggerated the position and

prospects of tha Episcopal ministers, stated that the tendency of the

Canadian people was toward Episcopacy, and demonstrated to his

own satisfaction that all the clergy reserves would supply no more
than a very small endowment indeed to the ministers of the Church

to which he belonged. When the contents of this letter became

known it excited great indignation in Canada. The Legislative

Assembly of the province appointed a select committee to investi-

gate the alleged facts. This committee reported to the Assembly in

due time, after examining fifty-two leading men of different denom-

inations as witnesses. The substance of the committee’s report was,

that Dr. Strachan’s statement that “ the tendency of the population

is toward the Church of England ” is completely contradicted by

the evidence, and that, notwithstanding many privileges in its favor,

still “ the number of members of that Church has not increased in

the same proportion as that of several other denominations.” The
committee farther reported in favor of the loyalty and usefulness of

the Methodist ministers, condemned the sectarianism of the newly-

endowed University, and impeached the accuracy of the statistical

chart with which Dr. Strachan accompanied his letter.

During the whole ten years that Governor Maitland held office in

Upper Canada he did all in his power to favor the exclusive claims

of the Episcopalian clergy, and to defeat the just claims and rights of

all the other Protestant churches. Other governors followed in the

same track. Even when a committee of the House of Commons
reported in 1828 that, while it was, in their opinion, the intention

of the framers of the Act of 1791 “ to endow with parsonage houses

and glebe lands the clergy of the Church of England at the discretion

of the local government,” yet that “ they are of opinion that they

sought to reserve to the Government the right to apply the money,

if they so thought fit, to any Protestant clergy” —still this made no
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change. Sir John Colborne, who succeeded Maitland as Lieutenant-

Governor of Upper Canada, followed in the same line. All Canada

was startled in 1836 when it was announced that Governor Colborne

in Council had created forty-four rectories, and had endowed them

with valuable glebe lands out of the clergy reserves. This act was

done without the knowledge of the Imperial Government, and in

opposition to the repeatedly expressed wishes of the Legislative

Assembly of the province. The proceeding was regarded in Canada

as a manifest breach of faith on the part of Government—an attempt

to settle a disputed question by force rather than by legislation, and

was one of the main causes of the Canadian Rebellion, which broke

out in 1837-38.

In 1840, after a hard struggle, the claims of the Church of Scotland

were recognized at last
;
the reserve lands were sold out, and after

allowances had been made to other Protestant clergy, the balance

was divided among the two principal Protestant bodies, in the pro-

portion of two thirds to the Church of England and one third to the

Church of Scotland. This state of things lasted for fourteen years,

down till 1854, when the Canadian Parliament, then left free by
Great Britain to manage its own affairs, passed an Act of Disestab-

lishment, alienating the reserved lands from religious to secular uses,

but respecting vested right, and enabling each incumbent to com-

mute his life annuity for the benefit of his denomination, in some
such way as was afterward carried out in regard to the Irish Estab-

lished Church. Thus it was that the great scheme for Episcopalian

supremacy in the Dominion was defeated, and Canada narrowly

escaped the inglorious position of being the Ireland of the British

colonies, governed in the interest of a party, and saddled with a

Church that was not its own.

The shock of the Scottish Disruption was felt in Canada, and
although the same causes did not operate there as in the home
country, yet from 1844 there was a Synod in connection with the

Church of Scotland, and one in connection with the Free Church.

But the healing hand of Time bridged over this chasm as well as

every other, and in 1875 all the different Presbyterian bodies in the

colony, with the very smallest exception, united together, and now
constitute the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of

Canada. At the time of the Union there were on the roll of the

Assembly 656 ordained ministers, missionaries, and professors. In

1885 the ministers were 714, supplying 873 charges.

According to the census of 1881, the total population of the

Dominion was 4,324,810. Of these the Roman Catholics numbered

1,791,982; the Methodists, 742,981 ;
the Presbyterians, 676,165;
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the Church of England, 574,818 ;
and the Baptists, 296,525. Thus

in less than a century a feeble party has sprung up into a great and
powerful Church, and the stern logic of facts has at the end of sixty

years refuted the allegation of the Bishop of Toronto that “ the

tendency of the population is toward the Church of England.”

The perusal of Dr. Gregg’s careful and accurate history suggests

the great advantage which in a new country belongs to the Church

that can contrive to be first in the field. The early settlement of

the Province of Quebec by the French makes the Roman Catholic

element dominant in the Canadian population to this day
;

in the

course of time, owing to the mighty inflow of new settlers, it may
be overbalanced in the Dominion, but in the Lower Province it is

likely to retain its numerical superiority for many a year. In a

similar manner the Church whose ministers are first in the field has

an immense advantage over any other. The Methodist and Baptist

people who settled in Canada were at first not numerous, but their

ministers and preachers were there early
;
they wrought diligently,

and no doubt gathered into their chapels many persons who did not

at their arrival belong to their denomination. In no other way is it

possible to account for the superiority in numbers that the Meth-

odists in Canada now possess over the other Protestant churches.

People, and especially Presbyterians, are not likely to turn their

back upon their Church, except they are left destitute entirely of

pastors of their own. Ministers at first were slow in finding their

way to what a hundred years ago was a thinly peopled and inhospit-

able clime. When they came they brought with them the memory
of old divisions, and often narrowly refused to co-operate and com-

bine with their own co-religionists. The difficulties and opposition

which they encountered at last taught them wisdom, and in self-

defence they were compelled to close their ranks and to unite their

strength. Tutored by experience, they have learned something

which a hundred years ago they did not know
;
and now a thor-

oughly united Church, and daily increasing in numbers, they stand

together on their own free soil, the Divine blessing beaming down
upon them, buoyant in spirit and ready for any good work.

Thomas Witherow.
Londonderry.



VI.

LEGISLATIVE RESTRICTION OF EVILS.

HOUGH all crimes are evils, all evils are not crimes. Gam-
bling, Sabbath-breaking, liquor-drinking, contempt of law,

habitual litigation, unwholesome bodily habits, bad diet, unsanitary

homes, fine-print newspapers, demagogism in politics, strikes and

lockouts, immature legislation, incompetent discussion in science

and theology, and a great variety of other things that one might

mention at random are evils
;
whether they are crimes, or in what

circumstances they become crimes, is another question. Probably

no one would dispute the reality of this distinction. It is not neces-

sary for the purposes of this paper to define it, but only to call

attention to it and fix it in mind.

Legislation has to do with evils as well as with crimes, and in

some cases has to do with crimes not only as crimes, but as evils.

This, too, would be admitted by every thoughtful person. So

would the fact that legislation concerning evils, as distinguished

from criminal legislation, on the one hand, and from mere regulation

of civil affairs, on the other, is now very much to the front among
public questions that are being discussed. Most clergymen are in

receipt, almost weekly, of communications asking their aid in pro-

moting or hindering legislation concerning the Sabbath, legislation

against bad literature and art, divorce reform legislation, legislation

on betting and gambling, legislation concerning the prisons, concern-

ing the public charities, concerning the public schools, concerning

labor and wages, concerning the suffrage, concerning the sale of

liquors, concerning truant children. Further, I suppose that all of

us who advocate different sides of these different questions find that

much of what our friends publish in regard to them, and most of

what our opponents publish, is either untrue, or at least crude
;
this

is itself a great evil, though one that cannot be reached by legisla-

tion. There is, therefore, plenty of reason for studying, even in a

somewhat informal way, some of the principles that underlie the

question of the legislative restriction of evils.

i. Testimony to truth and right is an important incidentalfunction
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of law. There can hardly be any difference of opinion as to this,

though important differences of opinion arise from neglecting to

observe the limits of the principle. The giving of testimony is not

the main purpose of a law, but, as a matter of fact, every law sets

the mark of public approbation on that which it prescribes, and of

public disapproval on that which it condemns. It follows that a law

is bad if it puts the public in the position of giving false testimony,

and especially if the false testimony consists in testifying that some
wrong is right. Most emphatically, every law which is of the nature

of a sanction of evil or of a compromise with evil is to be con-

demned.

But this applies, let it be remembered, to the testimony of a law,

as fairly interpreted, and not to somebody’s mistaken idea of its

meaning. Whether a license law is a sanction of the evils of the

liquor traffic is one question
;
whether a good many people will

regard it as such a sanction is another question. When a law, in its

proper meaning and intention, or in its actual and natural effect,

really amounts to a public approval of a wrong or a falsehood, it is

an immoral law
;
when it has that effect, however, only because it is

misrepresented or “misunderstood, the case is different
;

in this case,

all that can be required from the law-makers is that they take due

pains to avoid doing harm, even through a misunderstanding.

The value of law as testimony to what is right and true and good

may be broken not only by legislation that favors the wrong or

compromises with it, but equally by inconsiderate legislation in-

tended to favor the right. In our times, in America, at least, this

is an evil more prevalent than the other, and one that does vastly

more harm. To say nothing, as yet, of the effect of legislation of

this kind in diminishing our reverence for law and preventing the

enforcement of law, we are now noticing the different fact that

whenever, through the carelessness or prejudice or haste of the law-

makers, the law demeans itself by telling untruths in order to help

the cause of truth, it thus discredits every point of its own testimony

to the truth.

2. But lazv is mainly not mere testimony, but a rule of conduct to be

enforced. At this point the function of law differs from that of

preaching. It is the business of the preacher to warn the offender,

to reason with him, to entreat him to cease offending
;

it is the

business of law to lay hold of him, and compel him to cease, or

punish him for not ceasing. Religious teachers should speak with

authority, but they destroy their own influence when, as in the ages

of persecution, they rely upon compulsion instead of upon their

power to persuade
;
the law ought to appeal to reason and con-
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science, but it commits suicide if it ceases to compel for the sake of

trying to persuade. Laws which are a dead letter are themselves a

dreadful evil. They foster contempt for law. They train a people

to lawlessness. They weaken the power of every law that is not

itself a dead letter. Deliberately to pass laws with the expectation

that they will not be enforced is an immorality as far-reaching in its

disastrous effects as any that can be imagined. In these times of

alleged public corruption, and of anarchism and dynamite, the weak-

ening of law is, throughout the civilized world, the one public evil

that is more to be feared than any other. The drink curse, for

example, though monstrous, is a mere bagatelle compared with it.

If two laws were proposed against some evil, the one forbidding

certain forms of it, and likely to be enforced, and the other for-

bidding it more sweepingly, but very certain not to be enforced, a

thousand earnest men and women in our country would spring to

the front, advocating the second of these proposed laws in preference

to the first. Their argument would be that the second testifies

against the evil at points where the first does not testify against it,

and that we ought to testify to the truth though the heavens fall.

But, friends, consider for a moment the nature of the testimony

given by the law you advocate. It testifies to two propositions, and

not to one only. It testifies, first, that the evil in question is an

evil, and secondly, that the doers of the said evil will now be pun-

ished and the evil suppressed by the power of the State. But by

the supposition with which we started, your statute (since it will

not be enforced) tells a lie when it testifies to the second of these

propositions
;
who, then, will believe it when it testifies to the first ?

A dead-letter statute is worthless as testimony against the evil at

which it is aimed
;
and it is itself an evil and a menace to all good,

for it is a standing proof that law is not majestic, but may be

despised and disregarded with impunity.

Our statute books are burdened with well-meant legislation of this

kind. A library of it might be collected. The spirit of loyalty and

the public conscience have been deadened by it. It is a well-nigh

insuperable barrier in the way of every really wise legislator and of

every faithful magistrate who wishes to execute the laws. Thus to

sacrifice the central function of law in the interest of one of its

incidental functions is a damaging mistake. To testify against the

whole of an evil, as a substitute for suppressing a part of it, may not

be a crime, but its consequences have often been worse than those

of the worst crimes. No law ought ever to be passed or advocated

except for the purpose of being enforced, nor without some reason-

able prospect that it will actually be enforced.
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A different form of this error is committed when men so attack

evils that the attack is virtually an attack on law. Of course, legis-

lative sins, whether of omission or of commission, need to be con-

tended against
;
but he who contends against them should, above

all men, make sure that he is full of reverence for law, and that he

is not willing to discredit loyalty for the sake of hearing himself say

something smart. When a man, finding that most of his country-

men disagree with him as to the best methods of getting rid of some
evil, proceeds persistently to repeat that his country is in league

with hell, that its laws are articles of partnership with the iniquity

he is fighting, that its revenues are “ blood-money,” that all citizens

who reverence law are, in virtue of that fact, accomplices in wicked-

ness, that man should seriously ask himself whether he is not

engaged in the same sort of business for which the Chicago Anar-

chists were hanged. If he is a good man, a man of character and

gifts and influence, he will, of course, avoid following the example

of the Anarchists to the extent of actual criminality
;
but these very

facts will render his influence in favor of lawlessness far greater than

theirs. If any of us are tempted to indulge in indiscretions of this

sort, justifying ourselves on the plea of the purity of our intentions,

we may as well remember that, to some extent, God and men will

hold us responsible for the consequences that actually follow our

acts, and not merely for those that we would prefer to have follow

them.

3. For legislation to transcend its own proper limits is a most dan-

gerous evil. Human laws have limitations different from those of

the divine law. God is all-wise, all-powerful, all-just
;
no human

ruler or State is so. Human governments may do injustice or may
make mistakes

;
if they do, the evil is immeasurably greater than

when individuals do injustice or make mistakes—as much greater as

the vast power of the State is greater than that of the individual.

It is a more serious thing for an express train to run off the track

than for a child to slip on a sidewalk. The dangers from tyranny

are only second to those from anarchy. The civil history of man-

kind has been mainly the history of struggles against abuses per-

petrated by governments. The problem of advancing civilization

has been to prevent society from being ground into pieces by gov-

ernment, without allowing it to fly to pieces for lack of government.

The instinct of civil power is for destroying its own limitations and

becoming despotism. No truth is more trite than that eternal vigil-

ance is the price of liberty. The great way-marks of progress are

the Declarations of Rights, the Magna Chartas, the Constitutions of

the peoples of the earth
;
and these have often been wrested from
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governments by bloody conflicts. When government persistently

oversteps its just limits, the result is revolution
;
either successful

revolution, resulting in a depleted but gradually recuperating

national life, or unsuccessful revolution, followed by national decay.

We in America have, happily, known little of this by experience,

but we cannot expect always to avoid the common experiences of

mankind. The wise legislator will recognize the limits of the sphere

of legislation, and carefully keep within them.

All legislation that has stood the test of experience accepts this

fact—the fact of its own limited sphere. Morally, murder is cul-

pable homicide
;
but in this sense of the term, there are no laws

anywhere in civilized nations forbidding murder
;
there are only laws

defining certain forms of murder, forbidding these, and assigning

penalties for them. If a self-indulgent husband slowly crushes his

wife to death by unkindness, or an incompetent and ill-tempered

wife nags the life out of her husband, or a frivolous mother, in her

worship of style, sacrifices her daughter to consumption, or a merci-

less school board drives a percentage of nervous children into brain

disease or premature decay, these may be, morally, instances of

murder
;
but in these and a thousand similar cases the law recog-

nizes its powerlessness to prohibit the murder and enforce the pro-

hibition. What is true of laws against murder is true of laws against

most crimes, and is often yet more true of laws against evils as dis-

tinguished from crimes. Human law is compelled to accept the fact

of its own lack of power
;
the great bulk of human wrong-doing is

beyond its reach, is something of which it cannot lay hold
;
the

utmost it can do is to recognize the relatively few cases of which it

can lay hold, and define and prohibit these, taking care to maintain

its own majesty by enforcing its prohibitions.

Very important among these limits to legislation is its obligation

to avoid trenching upon certain personal rights of men. The leaders

in what is now known as the personal liberty movement have been

shrewd enough to give to their bad project the name of a great

truth. In America we have hitherto been so fortunate as not greatly

to feel our need of the protection afforded by certain principles of

personal right, principles that are defined in our Declaration of

Independence, in our Constitution, and in other similar documents

among the nations
;
but the principles are none the less important,

and the time will come when we shall be in a desperate state if they

lose their power to shield us. We cannot afford to batter down any

bulwark of human rights because some evil-doer may take shelter

behind the bulwark, and thus make it inconvenient for justice to get

at him. Every citizen has a right to demand that his government
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leave him free from unreasonable restrictions of his movements, or

espionage over them, from needless search of his premises, or seizure

of his person or goods
;
that it avoid subjecting him to loss of

liberty, property, or natural gifts, by way of penalty or otherwise,

without due process of law, including the opportunity to defend his

case
;
that if accused, he shall be tried by his peers, shall be pre-

sumed innocent till proved guilty, shall be convicted only on evi-

dence proving facts, and not on mere rumors or conjectures, shall

be confronted with the witnesses against him, shall not be required

to criminate himself. None of us would consent, for ourselves, to

waive any of these rights
;

if we would consent, any just court

would hesitate to allow the waiver
;
any letting down of the stand-

ard of personal rights is a step backward toward the substitution of

the arbitrary will of a tyrant for the decision of just and equal laws.

It is easy to say that Anarchists or dynamiters or dramsellers should

be outlawed
;
yet every reflecting man sees that outlawry can never

be just, save as a temporary remedy in the most extreme cases.

Permanently to deny to even the worst citizen his equal claim under

the law is the most high-handed crime a nation can commit.

Legislation has also its limits in the fact of the limited powers and

knowledge of those who make and execute the laws. In defining

offences for prohibition, law must confine itself to such acts as

ordinary human judgment can recognize, and such as human skill

can reasonably be expected, in most cases, to bring to account. In

the case of certain classes of evils this limitation throws especial

difficulties in the way of legislation. Liquor intended for purposes

of drunkenness may not differ chemically from liquor intended for

legitimate purposes. An apartment may be equally fitted for prayer

or for debauchery.

Especially under a popular government, as distinguished from a

despotism, the power of legislation to effect anything is greatly

limited by the question whether public opinion will sustain it.

There is no difficulty in enforcing ordinary laws against homicide,

or assault, or theft, or robbery, because ninety-nine per cent of the

people of any country see the importance of executing such laws,

and desire to have them executed. But how is it, anywhere on the

face of the earth, with laws against smuggling? There are plenty

of Americans returning from abroad who are too high-minded them-

selves to evade payment of duties
;
do most of them believe that all

their neighbors are equally high-minded? Just at present all our

political parties, except the doctrinaire portion of that headed by

Mr. George, are clamoring for the more rigid taxation of mortgage

notes and other indebtedness. In certain localities legislative action
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for this end has been recently taken. At the present time thousands

of reputable citizens have just been assigning their property of this

kind to persons in other States, or otherwise concealing it from the

assessor. Condemn these persons if you will
;
this paper has no

call to defend them
;
but it is a fact that when the average con-

scientious, law-abiding citizen regards a law as iniquitous, his obedi-

ence to that law will depend on a game of skill between the Govern-

ment and himself, and in this game the Government will generally

be the loser. This may very likely be a proof of human depravity,

but it is none the less a fact—a fact which a wise man should con-

sider in the legislation he makes or advocates. A despotism may
enforce any law. When some great crisis reduces a popular govern-

ment temporarily to a despotism, any law can be enforced for the

time being. But in ordinary circumstances a popular government,

or its people, will not enforce a law which a strong minority regard

as a violation of their rights
;
the only way for such a government

to secure the enforcement of such a law is so to frame it that many
men will have a strong personal interest in having it enforced.

Legislation should also be limited by the fact that it is folly to

attempt to go counter to natural laws. Unquestionably, for ex-

ample, it is an evil that a poor man, with his little farm heavily

mortgaged, should be compelled to pay double the rates of interest

paid by government, and, in addition, to bear the heaviest part of

the burdens of taxation. The customary attempt at a remedy is the

adding of the mortgage note to the assessment roll, with the idea

that the money-lender will thus be compelled to pay a share of the

taxes. The attempt has always proved a failure, and experienced

assessors know that it always will be a failure
;
but the public have

an infatuation for it, and demagogues, together with many politi-

cians who are not demagogues, are forever renewing it. If a man
has a farm worth two thousand dollars, and another man has a mort-

gage on it for eleven hundred dollars, and has assigned the mortgage

to a third man as security for a loan of nine hundred dollars, that

does not make the whole interest of the three men in the farm to be

four thousand dollars. There is no property there except the farm
;

the only difference is that the farm is really owned by the three men
instead of by the one. To tax the notes in addition to taxing the

farm is simply to make that piece of property pay a double tax. If

this be avoided by distributing the assessed value of the land among
the three owners, who doubts that the lender and borrower will take

this into consideration when they make their contract, so that the

borrower will either pay a higher rate of interest, or will, by agree-

ment, pay all the taxes ? And who doubts, further, that every
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attempt to tax indebtedness offers a premium on successful fraud,

and tends to drive sensitively honest money-lenders out of the

market, leaving borrowers (poor borrowers, especially) to the mercy

of those who are less scrupulous ?

This evil can never be obviated by thus trying to sweep water up-

stream with a broom. On the other hand, it would be effectually

done away with by simply recognizing the equity of natural law as

applied to the case. The fact that government bonds are exempt
from taxation is the most important of the considerations that

make the interest on them so low
;

the fact that our laws tech-

nically sanction the taxing of debts, and that every debt is subject

to the risk that the law may be made operative against it, largely

explains the fact that the farm mortgage pays double the rate of

interest paid by government. If it were permanently settled that

no debts are taxable, there is no reason why the farmer’s rate of

interest should not go down nearly to the rate paid by government.

It is simple equity that a property tax should be levied on property,

and on nothing but property. Real estate can afford to pay taxes,

if more than the amount has previously been deducted from the

interest it would otherwise have had to pay. Lenders, the good

and the bad alike, carry their share of the public burdens, when
divinely established natural laws collect this in advance, out of their

incomes. Natural law is here equitable, as it always is. The true

remedy for the existing evil is to accept the equitable natural law,

and abide by it. The present set of the tide of legislation is in the

direction of a reform against nature. As the result of it, we may
safely predict times of distress for honest lenders, times of far

greater distress for borrowers, and times of rich harvest for unscru-

pulous money-hawks.

What is true of this class of legislation is true elsewhere. There

are natural lines of remedy for certain evils. One can best learn

how to deal with evils by studying human nature and the nature of

things. The legislation which, instead of doing this, blindly

attempts to force the movement of remedy along unnatural lines, is

mistaken legislation.

In our fight against the grog-shops during the past forty-two

years, we have tried the experiment of about thirty State prohib-

itory laws or constitutions in more than half that number of States
;

of these, the present laws of Maine, Iowa, and Kansas have proved

a moderate success
;
most of the others have not only proved

failures, but have demoralized public opinion where they existed,

hindering all legal restriction of intemperance. We may as well face

this fact
;

it is of no use to deny it
;

it is of no use to explain that
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prohibition would have been a good thing if it had been properly

enforced
;

it is of no use to meet the case by reviling the moral and

religious people of the country, or by publishing pictures of Chris-

tian ministers drawing in the same yoke with grog-sellers. It is

simply a fact that this often tried and much urged experiment has

hitherto usually proved a failure
;
we may as well try to ascertain

the causes of the failure, that we may be wiser in our future

attempts. These causes lie largely in the neglect of prohibitory

temperance legislation to recognize the proper limits of the field of

legislation. In some instances the laws passed have been in viola-

tion of personal rights or constitutional principles, and have been so

declared by the courts, or have been for that reason promptly re-

pealed. In most instances, they have been laws representing the

opinion of a majority, but regarded by a strong minority as a viola-

tion of their rights, and have thus been without any sufficient sup-

port of public opinion to overcome the opposition they have met.

They have been so framed as to make it extremely difficult to obtain

evidence for securing convictions, except by processes dangerous to

human rights. A man who believes it to be morally wrong to drink

liquor in a saloon cannot consistently put himself or any other man
in a condition to testify, from personal knowledge, to an alleged

violation of prohibitory law
;
when such a law is so framed that

every person who is really competent to testify has an interest in

withholding the truth, the law is not easy to execute.

It is due to facts of this sort that laws prohibiting evils so often,

in highly moral communities, fail of even moderate success. Cer-

tain remedies, commonly proposed, can only aggravate the disease.

One of these is the passing of supplementary laws invading the rights

of the innocent, for the purpose of getting a better grip upon the

guilty. Another is the passing of constitutional amendments
;
as if

police regulations were any more likely to be enforced when called

by the name of fundamental law ! Again, it is urged that if we
would place in power a political party organized for the purpose,

laws of this sort would be executed
;
this has been tried, with the

very worst results, and for the evident reason that it gives to such

laws the outward character of purely partisan legislation.

The true remedy lies in a very different direction—namely, in the

recognition of the true limits of the sphere of legislation, and the

effort to make legislation effective within these limits. If thirteen

twentieths of our population regard all selling of liquors for bever-

ages as an evil, while six twentieths more protest against this view,

but recognize the fact that certain great evils attend the sale of

liquors for beverages, it is evident that laws against these attendant

17
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evils, which are regarded as evils by nineteen twentieths of the

population, are likely to be sustained by public opinion, and to be

enforced, whatever might be done with laws against the mere sale

of liquors. The very first step in wise legislation is to separate these

latter cases from the others and deal with them by themselves. If

the drinking-places were made fewer and compelled to pay the ex-

penses of putting themselves under surveillance, so that restrictions

upon them could be enforced, thus protecting the community from

the nuisance of drunkenness, and largely removing temptation from

boys and persons deficient in self-control, this would be a great gain,

whatever became of the remaining parts of the drink curse. Legis-

lation for this purpose ought to be had by itself, and ought to be

put in shape such as to command the respect even of men who
denounce prohibition as tyranny, and disbelieve in total abstinence.

As a second point, let laws for this purpose be so framed that the

men who submit to them shall have a direct and evident personal

interest in preventing others from evading them
;
only in this way

is it possible habitually to secure evidence that will make convictions

sure, without resorting to tyrannical devices. And thirdly, let all

such laws be framed with sensitive regard to the fact that he who
tries to suppress the rumseller has no more right to be unjust than

has the rumseller himself.

It is evident that in some of these respects a restrictive tax law

has great advantages over what is commonly called prohibitory law.

Let a man pay a heavy special tax, and place himself under restric-

tions, and he will have an interest to prevent other men from escap-

ing the tax and the restrictions. As a matter of fact, the United

States internal revenue collector in Maine has always been able to

find some hundreds of retail dealers there, many of them the same

persons for whom the local authorities search in vain when they are

trying to execute the local law. The license laws of fifty years ago

were generally executed.

4. No legislation concerning an evil is to be presumed to be a sanction

of the evil. Legislation is never to be fairly understood as approv-

ing evil, unless it approves it unambiguously. The presumption is

always against the interpretation that regards a law as favoring the

evil with which it deals. Law is to be presumed to be decent,

unless the facts actually prove it to be filthy.

I do not see how any reasonable person can doubt this principle

as a general statement
;
but, unfortunately, there is a very prevalent

public sentiment which denies it, when applied to particular cases.

It was so in the anti slavery conflict. Certain men persistently

asserted that the regulation of slavery by the national law and consti-
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tution was the sanctioning of slavery, and when the final crisis came,

the prevalence of this falsehood was a terrible element of weakness

in the national cause. As another similar instance, Jesus wrought

a miracle on a slave, in recognition of a slave-holder’s faith, and the

apostles gave directions for the conduct of both master and slave
;

and Jesus and the apostles did this without requiring that the rela-

tion of slave-holding should forthwith cease; further, the law of

Moses restricted slave-holding, polygamy, concubinage, blood-

revenge, instead of absolutely prohibiting these in all cases
;
these

things are not on record in the Bible as instances of the human
frailty of Moses or Paul or their contemporaries, but as things which

they did by divine direction. Infidelity alleges these instances in

proof that the God of the Bible is an immoral God, who sanctions

evil by regulating it, instead of prohibiting it. The true reply is

that such regulation as this is not a sanction of the evil. It recog-

nizes the evil, not as something to be maintained, but as an existing

fact, which God does not see fit to abolish by miracle, and which is

therefore to be dealt with wisely, and not foolishly.

The taxation of property which may be employed for evil, or of a

business which may minister to evil, whether such taxation be gen-

eral or special, is in no sense a sanction of the evil. This is still

true even if there be some peculiar connection between the property

or the business and the evil. Nothing could be more absurd than

the exempting of property or business from taxation on the ground

that it belonged to bad men or was put to bad uses. If no property

were taxed except that which belongs to the saints and is piously

used, the saints would be obliged to emigrate. And if a tax be

special, and be accompanied by restrictions, it may have the effect

of distinctly discriminating against the evil as an evil.

Probably, if this doctrine could be circulated without being con-

nected in thought with current temperance discussions, it would be

instantly accepted by all persons of sense. Unfortunately, however,

good men have been affirming the contrary doctrine now for fifty

years in the interest of the good cause of temperance. The idea

that to tax the liquor traffic is to sanction it is a conviction by force

of habit in the minds of many, so fixed that it has with them all the

force of an intuitive truth ora judgment of conscience. They think

of it as self-evident that only prohibitory legislation (so called) dis-

approves an evil, while all other legislation sanctions it. They are

oblivious of the evident fact that what is called prohibitory legis-

lation is only the prohibiting of certain forms of the evil, and that

every form of restrictive legislation is also the prohibiting of certain

forms of the evil. They also neglect the logical principle just laid
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down, and argue as if the rule were that law is to be presumed to be

filthy unless it takes special pains to mention that it is decent.

A notable instance of this is now before the public. Some
twenty-five years ago the United States imposed a tax on the manu-
facture of distilled spirits so high as to be practically prohibitive.

The result was that the Government received no revenue from this

source, while the country was flooded with whisky, which was
everywhere on sale at prices equal to about half the Government
tax. This failure was followed by legislation which fixed the tax at

the rate which was thought most likely to produce the highest

revenue. A majority, probably, of the men who were responsible

for these laws were in their own States advocates of prohibitory

legislation. They did not intend any approval of intemperance.

They disbelieved, however, in the idea that iniquity should be ex-

empt from taxes. They supposed they were testifying against the

evils of intoxicating drinks when they discriminated against these,

placing upon them a disproportionately large part of the burdens of

taxation. As a matter of fact, this legislation has been followed by
a steady diminution in the consumption of distilled spirits, the per

capita consumption having lessened something like one half. This

legislation was primarily intended not for the promotion of temper-

ance, but to raise a revenue for the nation in its hour of need
;
but

probably no other legislation, within the same period, has accom-

plished so much as this in restraining the evils of intemperance.

Yet many temperance advocates are in the habit of speaking of this

revenue as the “ profits of an unholy partnership
;
the nation’s share

for twenty years in the blood-money of the liquor crime.” There

is grave danger that this kind of talk will supply the liquor interest

with just the help it needs to secure the repeal of this most efficient

form of restriction.

The same fallacy appears in the following excerpt :

“ Will any candid man pretend that the State may first impose
and collect a tax on a business, and then proceed to suppress that

business as illegal or immoral ? The simple taxing of a business is

not only a legislative consent to its being carried on, but is a recog-

nition of its existence without the least suggestion of disapproval.”

It is true that ” the simple taxing of a business,” if it is possible

to tax a business simply—that is, without imposing restrictions upon

it, “ is a recognition of its existence without the least suggestion of

disapproval.” But it is also without the least suggestion of ap-

proval, and if the business be evil, approval is not to be presumed.

It is not true that the taxing is a legislative consent.” The taxing

takes the fact as it finds it, neither consenting to it nor the opposite
;
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it is not dealing with the business as an evil or otherwise, but simply

as a possible source of revenue. The assessor assesses
;
he has

nothing to do with consenting or refusing to consent
;
that belongs

to another department. If the business is something that ought not

to be consented to, no consent is to be presumed. If the writer of

that paragraph should happen to have a business plant that stands

in the way of some public improvement, or that comes to acquire an

unsanitary character, or that comes to include within itself an illegal

or criminal factor, he may find, to his cost, that the law has no

scruple in regard to suppressing a business as illegal or immoral

from its having previously imposed and collected a tax upon it.

Simple taxation is not sanction. Special taxation is not sanction,

unless sanction is specifically provided for as a part of the contract.

Special taxation accompanied by restriction and for purposes of

restriction, in the case of an acknowledged evil, is sharp condemna-

tion, instead of being sanction.

A good deal of fallacious reasoning is connected with the idea that

revenues raised by tax are payment to the State for the protection

it affords
;
from this it is argued that the taxing of property used

for evil purposes is of the nature of a corrupt bargain whereby the

State agrees to protect the evil in exchange for the money paid.

But it is true only in general that the money paid in taxes is an

equivalent for the protection rendered. The citizen who pays no

taxes is as much entitled to protection as if he paid. Unless there

is a specific bargain to that effect, the business that pays a special

tax is entitled to exactly the same protection as if it paid none, and

to no more. There is a sense in which the evil-doer is as much
entitled to the protection of the law as the well-doer

;
and in no

other sense than this does his being taxed bring him within the pro-

tection of the law.

The merits of the case are not necessarily changed if the special

tax be put into the form of a license. It is always a valid objection

to license, in connection with evils, that it seems, verbally, to be

approval. This objection has peculiar strength in America, at pres-

ent, from the fact that so many people are convinced that license

means approval. That this is a mistaken conviction does not change

the fact that it is a real conviction
;
and a wise legislator will not go

counter to public opinion for the sake of a mere word, when no real

principle is at stake. These considerations are a sufficient reason

for avoiding the form and name of license in legislating against evils.

But as a matter of fact, even license gives no approval to the thing

licensed, unless such approval is specifically made a part of the trans-

action. Even the licensing of something which the law had previ-
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ously forbidden would not necessarily be an approval of the thing

licensed
;

it might be merely the announcement that the law had

found a more feasible way of opposing what it formerly prohibited.

In all the usual cases, license is neither approval nor disapproval of

the thing licensed, but is simply a convenient way of collecting a

tax or of establishing restrictions.

5. Within such limits as have been indicated
,
the most feasible legis-

lation is also morally the best. Where the direct prohibition of evils

is feasible, that is the simplest thing to do with them
;
where it is

not feasible, it is morally (in its effect, not, of course, in the inten-

tion of its advocates) as bad as legislation can be. Where legislation

based on the idea of restrictive tax, or of civil damages, will best

accomplish the purpose, that is the legislation we want, especially

since all such legislation necessarily involves prohibitive local option,

in fact, at least, even if not in form. But in order to reach the best

results, we have got to rid ourselves of the idea that a restrictive tax

law, or a law for civil damages, is of the nature of a compromise

with evil, or is a mere stepping-stone to prohibition
;

if the step-

ping-stone were itself mire, it would be a poor stepping-stone. If

we are to advocate such laws, we must advocate them because they

are themselves righteous laws. We have got to come to the under-

standing that a restrictive tax law is just as distinct a condemnation

of what is evil in that which it restricts, as any form of legislation

can possibly be. We have got to recognize the fact that doing what

we can to put a stop to an evil is better testimony against the evil

than is our railing at men who have their eyes open, because they

see the impossibility of some other proposed mode of stopping the

evil. When good men see eye to eye on these points, they will be

able to effect something in the way of the legislative restriction of

evils.

Willis J. Beecher.
A uburn, N. Y.



VII.

THE APOCALYPSE OF JESUS.

HE discourse of Jesus, given by the Synoptists in Matt, xxiv.,

Mark xiii.
,
and Luke xxi., is an Apocalypse. It is intermediate

between the Apocalypse of Daniel and the Apocalypse of John. As
it depends upon the former and advances upon the Messianic idea

contained therein, so it is the prelude to the latter and the key to

its interpretation.

The discourse is enlarged in Matt. xxiv. by the insertion of two

sections (vers. 26-28, 37-41) that belong to another discourse given

in a different connection in Luke (xvii. 22-37), and by the use of two

parables (vers. 43-51), that are given by Luke (xii. 39-46) at an

earlier date. Furthermore, Matthew adds chap, xxv., which con-

tains two parables and a judgment scene which have no exact par-

allels in the other evangelists, although there are similar parables in

Luke (xii. 35, 36, xix. 11-27).

These sections have all been added by Matthew in accordance

with his custom to group the words of Jesus, spoken at different

times and under various circumstances, about a central theme. That
which remains after the elimination of these sections is, with few

exceptions, essentially the same in the three Synoptists, and is a

discourse complete in itself, a real apocalypse.

This apocalypse resembles in many respects the Jewish pseu-

depigraphical apocalypses. This resemblance and the method of

Matthew raise the question whether the critical knife should not go

deeper and eliminate also the lesser sections that are peculiar to

Mark and Luke, and even dissect the material that is common to

the three evangelists. Accordingly, Colani * proposed the theory

that the apocalypse of Jesus contained a Jewish-Christian apoca-

lypse which was used by Mark in connection with genuine words of

Jesus, and probably was the same as the oracle mentioned by
Eusebius,! which warned Christians to leave the doomed city of

* Jtistts Christ et les croyances messianiques de son temp, 2 ed., 1864.

f Hist. Eccl., iii., 5, 3.
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Jerusalem. This opinion was adopted by Weizacker,* with the

modifications that it was a Jewish apocalypse and that it had been

taken from a lost section of the apocalypse of Enoch, in accordance

with the citation in Barnabas, f Pfleiderer % and Keim § held that

it was a Jewish-Christian apocalypse. Weiffenbach
||

gave the

whole subject a more elaborate treatment, and by a very careful

analysis distinguished three parts of this original Jewish-Christian

apocalypse : (i) Mark xiii. 7-9 <z=Matt. xxiv. 6-8= Luke xxi.

9-1 1, giving the apxp coSivoov
; (2) Mark xiii. i4-20=Matt. xxiv.

15-22, giving the OXhpiz
; (3) Mark xiii. 24-27= Matt. xxiv. 29-31=

Luke xxi. 25-28, giving the napovffia. Wendt T and Vischer**

have also given their adhesion to the theory.

It is true that these three sections that have been separated by
Weiffenbach are apocalyptic in character. They resemble in many
respects the Jewish pseudepigraphical apocalypses. But this is

because they all depend on the apocalypse of Daniel, and use the

language of the judgment scenes of the Old Testament Prophets.

There is no sufficient reason why Jesus himself should not have used

the Old Testament in the same manner. We ought to expect that

Jesus the Messiah in his predictions would bridge the time between

the apocalypse of Daniel and the apocalypse of John, and give an

intermediate stage in the development of the apocalyptic prophecy,

if, as we believe, these apocalypses give us genuine prediction.

Weiffenbach’s elimination of this older apocalypse from the discourse

of Jesus enabled him to propose the theory that Jesus’ prediction

of his second advent was only another phase of his prediction of his

resurrection, and that anything in the gospels that teaches a differ-

ent doctrine does not belong to Jesus, but to the misconception of

his disciples.

The apocalypse of Jesus has been much discussed in recent years.

J. S. Russell,ff an English scholar, in 1878 proposed the theory that

our Lord’s predictions as to his napovsia were fulfilled in connection

with the destruction of Jerusalem. Israel P. Warren,^ an American

divine, maintained that the napovaia is not an event, but a dispensa-

tion, embracing the spiritual presence of Jesus during the entire period

* Untersuchungen
, 1864, S. 121-26 _

f Barnabas, c. iv.

t Jahrb. f. d. Thcologie, xiii., 1868, S. 134, 149.

§ Jesu v. Naz., iii., S. 200-206.

j
Wiederkunftsgedanke Jesu, 1873.

Lehre Jesu, 1886, S. 161.

** Die Offenbarung Johannis, 1886. See also The Presbyterian Review, 1888,

p. 112.

ft The Parousia, 2ded. (
London, 1887. ft Ibid., 2d ed., 1884.
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from the establishment of the kingdom at Pentecost until the trans-

formation of nature at the end of the world. Professor Willibald Bey-

schlag, of Halle, thinks that our Lord embraces in his conception of

his advent the reunion with his disciples begun at the resurrection,

renewed at Pentecost, and maintained in spiritual presence during

the entire period of the world, yes, even to eternity.*

These recent theories have greatly enlarged and improved the dis-

cussion, for they have been based upon a comprehensive study of

New Testament prophecy. They have all been defective in their

apprehension of the fundamental importance of the Old Testament

prophecy. The theory of Weiffenbach and his associates removes the

apocalyptic features from the discourse of Jesus and attaches them

to a Jewish-Christian apocalypse. The theories of Russell, Warren,

and Beyschlag agree in making them symbolical, the drapery or

the scenery of the prediction.

These theories will meet us in the progress of the discussion. We
have only to state here that we shall confine ourselves to the essen-

tial features of the apocalypse. We have no space for minor ques-

tions of the textual criticism or the higher criticism, of interpretation

or of theology. We shall use, for convenience, the Revised Version.

Mark.

And as he went forth out

of the temple, one of his dis-

ciples saith unto him, Mas-

ter, behold, what manner of

stones and what manner of

buildings ! And Jesus said

unto him, Seest thou these

great buildings ? there shall

not be left here one stone

upon another, which shall

not be thrown down. Mark
xHi. I, 2.

(i) THE PRELUDE.

Matthew.

And Jesus went out from

the temple, and was going

on his way
;
and his disciples

came to him to show him the

buildings of the temple. But

he answered and said unto

them, See ye not all these

things ? verily I say unto

you, There shall not be left

here one stone upon another,

that shall not be thrown

down. Matt. xxiv. i, 2.

Luke.

And as some spake of the

temple, how it was adorned

with goodly stones and offer-

ings, he said, As for these

things which ye behold, the

days will come, in which

there shall not be left here

one stone upon another, that

shall not be thrown down.

Luke xxi. 5, 6.

The Synoptists agree closely in the prelude which gives the cir-

cumstances under which the Apocalypse was given. The temple

which the disciples so greatly admired for its magnificence and

beauty was to be destroyed so utterly that there would not be left

one stone upon another. This prediction of the destruction of the

temple is similar to the prediction with reference to the city of Jeru-

salem—" The days shall come upon thee, when thine enemies shall

* Das Leben Jesu, I., S. 357-64, Halle, 1885.
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cast up a bank about thee, and compass thee round, and keep thee

in on every side, and shall dash thee to the ground, and thy children

within thee
;
and they shall not leave in thee one stone upon another"

(Luke xix. 43, 44). The destruction of the temple here is to be as

the destruction of the city there—total.

And as he sat on the

mount of Olives over against

the temple, Peter and James
and John and Andrew asked

him privately, Tell us, when
shall these things be? and

what shall be the sign when
these things are all about to

be accomplished ? Mark
xiii. 3, 4.

(2 )
THE INQUIRY.

And as he sat on the

mount of Olives, the disci-

ples came unto him private-

ly, saying, Tell us, when
shall these things be? and

what shall be the sign of thy

coming, and of the end of

the world ? Matt. xxiv. 3.

And they asked him, say-

ing, Master, when therefore

shall these things be ? and

what shall be the sign when
these things are about to

come to pass ? Luke xxi. 7.

The disciples have been deeply impressed by the prediction with

respect to the destruction of the temple. They take advantage of

their being apart on the Mount of Olives to inquire more deeply into

this matter. According to Mark, the question seems to have been

asked by four apostles only. We have first to inquire as to the

scope and matter of their inquiry. According to Mark, it is simply

as to “ these things" which the context refers to the destruction

of the temple. The same is true of Luke, save that the phrase,

“ There shall not be left here one stone upon another,” used with

reference to the temple
,
would remind them of the same prediction

made a few days before in the vicinity overlooking Jerusalem, with

reference to the city ; and the subsequent context of Luke evidently

includes the destruction of the city in the answer to the questions.

It is, therefore, probable that it was included in the inquiry, in the

minds of the apostles as well as of Jesus. Furthermore, as Weiss*
says :

“ The ravra refers primarily to the destruction of the temple,

but the plural would not have been used if it had not been regarded

as including a series of decisive events whose final accomplishment

was comprehended in the navra.” When now we look to Matthew

we find that he represents the inquiry as more specific
—

“ thy com-

i?ig" and “ the end of the ivorld." He gives us two technical terms

of New Testament prophecy, the napovoia and the GvvTs\sia rov

otLcovoS. It is necessary for us to determine their meaning and also to

earn how these events come to be included in the question accord-

ng to Matthew. These questions are entwined to some extent. It

* Marcusevangelium, Berlin, 1872, S. 411, 412.
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seems that, in the mind of the Evangelist Matthew, Jesus has been

leading his apostles through the events and discourses of the week

in Jerusalem to the climax of this discourse. He had already pre-

dicted that the nation, with its holy city and temple, would be

destroyed by armies, that all the woes for the rejected prophets and

the Messiah would come upon that generation, and that the Messiah

would come again and be greeted with hosannas. It also seems

likely that it was the mind of the evangelist that Jesus would now
give his chosen apostles an esoteric key to the mysteries of his

Messianic future as the culmination of all his discourses on the sub-

ject, and from this point of view, Matthew does not hesitate to com-

bine other discourses of Jesus with this main one, and to gather a

group of parables about the central theme.

The Ttapovaia is the technical term for the second advent of Jesus

himself.* 2vrre\eia rov aidovo

5

is “ completion of the age.” We
might think of the age of the Old Testament dispensation coming

to completion in the age of the Messiah. f This would be proper

from the point of view of the Old Testament itself, and possibly of

the apostles also. It is usually rendered ” completion of the age of

the world” or
“
end of the world.” But this involves the theory

that Jesus is here predicting events at the end of the world. This

may be so, but it is hardly proper to put this theory into the trans-

lation of a phrase which does not in itself have so definite a mean-

ing. It seems clear from the context and the parallelism of the

question that the disciples and Jesus understood in this phrase the

age that would be completed by the notpovaia, so that everything

depends upon our interpretation of the latter. The additional

feature of Matthew is an inquiry as to the second advent of the

Messiah. With regard to the matter of the inquiry, there are two

events which differ in form, if not in substance. The one is common
to the three evangelists, and relates to the destruction of the temple

;

the other is peculiar to Matthew, and relates to the second advent

of the Messiah.

There are two distinct questions as to these events given by the

* We do not see that it makes any very important difference whether we translate it

“ coming,” as in the text of the R. V., or “ presence,” as in the margin of the R. V.,

and we think that the polemic of Dr. Warren against the former, and the term “ second

advent,” as without justification
;
for it still remains to determine what is the nature of

that “ coming ” or “ presence ” or “ advent ” which is here predicted. Even a “ pres-

ence ” must have its point of beginning, and that is the real question, after all. It is not

denied that the advent is followed by a long-continued presence of the Messiah with his

people, and even if we lay the stress on the presence, we must distinguish between it and

the earthly life of Jesus, and use the term second presence. (Parousia , p. 25.)

f Russell, Parousia, p. 59.
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three evangelists: (i) "When shall these things be?” nore ravra
effrai. (2) What shall be the sign ? r\ to ffr/fxswv. The sign of

what? Mark gives, “ when these things are all about to be accom-

plished Luke, “ when these things are about to come to pass.”

This is most naturally to be interpreted of the same things as the

previous question—namely, the destruction of the temple, with the

other events that clustered about it in the mind of Jesus and his

apostles. Matthew specifies the second advent. This raises the

question whether Matthew regarded the second advent and the

judgment of Jerusalem as the same,* or whether he designs to lay

stress upon the second advent as an altogether different event. This

question will be determined as we proceed. It is sufficient here to

remark that the prediction of Jesus in the prelude favors the form

of the question in Mark and Luke
;
but the answer of Jesus to the

question in the subsequent context favors the form of the question

given by Matthew.

There are two questions which determine the answers of Jesus

and the analysis of the discourse : (1) the time, (2) the signs.

(3) THE NEGATIVE ANSWER AS TO THE TIME.

And Jesus began to say

unto them, Take heed that

no man lead you astray.

Many shall come in my
name, saying, I am he

;
and

shall lead many astray. [And

when ye shall hear of wars

and rumors of wars, be not

troubled : these things must

needs come to pass
;
but the

end is not yet. For nation

shall rise against nation, and

kingdom against kingdom
;

there shall be earthquakes in

divers places
;
there shall be

famines : these things are

the beginning of travail.]

Mark xiii. 5-8.

And Jesus answered and

said unto them, Take heed

that no man lead you astray.

For many shall come in my
name, saying, I am the

Christ
;
and shall lead many

astray. [And ye shall hear

of wars and rumors of wars :

see that ye be not troubled :

for these things must needs

come to pass ;
but the end

is not yet. For nation shall

rise against nation, and king-

dom against kingdom : and

there shall be famines and

earthquakes in divers places.

But all these things are the

beginning of travail.] Matt,

xxiv. 4-8.

And he said, Take heed

that ye be not led astray :

for many shall come in my
name, saying, I am he

;
and

the time is at hand: go ye

not after them. [And when
ye shall hear of wars and

tumults, be not terrified :

for these things must needs

come to pass first
;
but the

end is not immediately.

Then said he unto them,

Nation shall rise against na-

tion, and kingdom against

kingdom : and there shall be

great earthquakes, and in

divers places famines and

pestilences ; and there shall

be terrors and great signs

from heaven.] Luke xxi.

8-11 .

Jesus answers the first question as to the time when, and, first of

all, negatively. (a)
They are in peril of being led astray by false

Messiahs. Men will come claiming to be the Messiah, and they

will have followers. These will come with the words, “ I am the

* Russell, Parousia, p. 82.
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Messiah” (Matthew) and ” the time is at hand ” (Luke). In this

respect they will repeat the message of Jesus and John the Baptist.

This will happen in the interval prior to the time of the apostles’

question. It is clear, then, that Jesus has here chiefly in mind his

napovaia, and not the destruction of the city and temple. He warns

his disciples that they be not deceived by false Messiahs who will

come, and may mislead them to think that the napovaia of Jesus

is in them.*

(b) There will be wars (Mark, Matthew, Luke) and rumors of wars

(Mark and Matthew) and tumults (Luke). It is necessary that these

should occur in the interval. They will precede the end
;
ovnoo earl

to reXo? (Matthew and Mark)
;
ovk svdeco? to tsXo? (Luke). The

Tt\o? is the equivalent of avvTeXeia tov aidovos—the end or com-

pletion of the age. This term used by the three evangelists shows

that Matthew’s specification of this event in the question was in-

volved in the more general terms used by the other evangelists.

The time of the second advent of Jesus is therefore subsequent to

these false Messiahs and wars. It cannot take place until these

events have happened
;

it is not immediate (Luke)
;

it is not yet

(Mark and Matthew).

(c) There will be not only wars widespread and general, but also

earthquakes and famines. These are represented as ” the beginning

of travail,” apxv ooSivgov (Mark and Matthew). The time or aicov is

conceived as a woman in the pangs of child-birth, who is to bring

forth the end. These distresses are the beginning of the birth

throes
;
others are to follow before the birth of the last hour, in

which the Messiah will come.

(d) In addition to the distresses already mentioned, Luke mentions

pestilences, terrors, and great signs from heaven. By great signs

from heaven he probably means commotions in the heavenly bodies,

comets, eclipses, and the like.

All these things must come to pass, and after they have trans-

pired it will appear that the end, the completion of the age, the

advent of the Messiah is not immediate, is not yet. There are other

birth throes to follow. Thus we have a definite answer to the ques-

tion as to the time of the advent from the negative side. Jesus tells

them when it is not to be.f

* Weiss thinks that it is incredible that Jesus should have begun his answer to the

question of the disciples in this way, and draws the inference that the entire introduction,

with the exception of vers. 6, 8, g, did not belong to the apocalypse itself, which was
originally a discourse to the apostles.

(Marcusevangelium
,
S. 413.)

f It is urged by Weiffenbach that b, c, and d, enclosed in parentheses above, constitute

the first section of the Jewish-Christian Apocalypse. The disturbances here described
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(4) THE POSITIVE ANSWER AS TO THE TIME.

But take ye heed to your-

selves : for they shall deliver

you up to councils ; and in

synagogues shall ye be beat-

en
;
and before governors

and kings shall ye stand for

my sake, for a testimony un-

to them. And the gospel

mustfirst bepreachedunto all

the nations. And when they

lead you to judgment, and

deliver you up, be not anx-

ious beforehand what ye

shall speak : but whatsoever

shall be given you in that

hour, that speak ye : for it

is not ye that speak, but the

Holy Spirit. And brother

shall deliver up brother to

death, and the father his

child
;
and children shall rise

up against parents, and cause

them to be put to death. And
ye shall be hated of all men
for my name’s sake : but he

that endureth to the end, the

same shall be saved. Mark
xiii. 9-13.

Then shall they deliver

you up unto tribulation, and

shall kill you : and ye shall

be hated of all the nations

for my name’s sake. And
then shall many stumble,

and shall deliver up one an-

other, and shall hate one

another. And many false

prophets shall arise, and

shall lead many astray. And
because iniquityshall bemul-

tiplied, the love of the many
shall wax cold. But he that

endureth to the end, the

same shall be saved. And
this gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in the

whole world for a testimony

unto all the nations
;
and

then shall the end come.

Matt. xxiv.

9-14.*
*

But before all thesethings,

they shall lay their hands on

you, and shall persecute you,

delivering you up to the

synagogues and prisons,

bringing you before kings

and governors formyname's

sake. It shall turn unto you

for a testimony. Settle it

therefore in your hearts, not

to meditate beforehand how
to answer : for I will give

you a mouth and wisdom,

which all of your adversaries

shall not be able to withstand

or to gainsay. But ye shall be

delivered up even by parents,

and brethren, and kinsfolk,

and friends
;
and some of you

shall they cause to be put to

death. And ye shall be hated

of all men for my name’s

sake. And not a hair of

your head shall perish. In

your patience ye shall win

your souls. Luke xxi. 12-

19.

The evangelists differ somewhat in their statements as to time.

Mark begins with the positive statement :
“ And the gospel must

first be preached to all the nations,” and closes with :
“ He that

endureth to the end, the same shall be saved.” Matthew brings

both of these statements to the close of the section, and changes

their order
—

” But he that endureth to the end, the same shall be

saved. And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the

are such as we would expect to find in such a writing, but they are also such as we might

expect to find in an apocalypse of Jesus, and they are not at all discordant with a, but

rather harmonious with the coming of the false Messiahs. All these are woes, birth

throes. That this idea is found in Jewish pseudepigraphs amounts to nothing. It

was derived by them from the Old Testament, the common source of the Christian

apocalypses as well as the Jewish, the canonical and uncanonical as well, and there

is no sufficient reason why Jesus should not have used it. (Comp. Is. xiii. 8, xxvi. 18 ;

Jer. xiii. 21, xxii. 23 ; Hos. xiii. 13 ;
Mic. iv. 9, 10.

* Matthew here differs from Mark and Luke, because he has already used Mark
xiii. 11-13 in connection with the sending forth of the twelve (x. 17-22). It is replaced

by brief or general statements of a more comprehensive character relating to the preach-

ing of the gospel to the nations. Weiss thinks that this was an independent prediction

of the apostles' work that is not in its correct place in any of the evangelists, but belonged

to the close of the life of Jesus. (Marcusevang ., S. 416.)
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whole world for a testimony unto all the nations
;
and then shall the

end come.” These are positive statements that the end, the com-

pletion of the age, the second advent, will come after the accom-

plishment of the preaching of the gospel to the world. The end

(ro rf'Ao?) is the time when the endurance of the preachers will be

completed, when their ministry will have been accomplished. The

gospel must first be preached to all the nations is the statement of

Mark. After this preaching of the gospel has been accomplished
” then shall the end come” is the statement of Matthew.

Luke’s language is different in form, but the same in substance.

He represents Jesus as saying, “ Before all these things.” This

cannot refer to the immediate context, but goes back upon the orig-

inal question, and affirms that before all these things relating to the

advent of the Messiah, the preaching of the gospel to the world

must take place. It is similar, therefore, to Mark. The teaching

of this section is that the age prior to the second advent is an age

of the preaching of the gospel. The circumstances of this preaching

are given with considerable detail.

(a) There is the commission to preach the gospel to all nations,

naffi roli edveffi (Mark)
;
iv oXrj rfj oinovpevrj (Matthew). These

terms are general, if not universal. There is nothing in the context

to limit them even to the Roman Empire.* It is not necessary to

suppose that they are so universal as to include every nation without

exception, or the entire extent of the habitable globe, without the

omission of any part whatever. But the language is as general and
universal as possible. The gospel was to be preached to the nations

and to the whole habitable globe, that the nations and the world

might be saved and not be condemned in the judgment of the world.

This is the scope of the preaching of the gospel. Until this has

been accomplished, the second advent cannot come. So soon as

that has been accomplished the second advent will come.f
(ib

)
This preaching of the gospel is “ for a testimony,” ei? paprv-

piav—not that all the nations will be saved, or that all the world

and every person will embrace the gospel, but that the gospel may
be offered to the world, and so be the test of the world in the judg-

ment of the world.

(<c) The promise is made of the presence and power of the Holy
Spirit to direct them in their testimony. They are not to be anxious

* So Russell would have it, relying upon Col. i. 6, 23 (in 1 . c., p. 70 seq.).

f Weiffenbach thinks that this verse was inserted from another connection, and finds

a discrepancy between the thought of a speedy advent and an age of the world-wide
preaching of the gospel (in 1 . c., S. 138 seq.). This discrepancy is evident if we fail to

make the proper discriminations.
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in preparation of what they are to say, but to trust in the Holy
Spirit and utter what he speaks through them. This is a promise

of the supernatural presence and power of the Holy Spirit, made to

the apostles during their ministry of preaching the gospel to the

world.

(
d

)
The apostles will preach in synagogues, before the councils,

and before governors and kings, and suffer persecution (Matthew

and Luke).

(e) Relatives and friends will turn against them (Mark and

Luke).

(/) False prophets will arise to counteract their influence (Mat-

thew).

(g) Lukewarmness and apostasy will be found among their dis-

ciples (Matthew).

(,h)
They will be hated by all nations (Mark, Matthew and Luke).

(i) They will require eyidnrance and patience (Mark, Matthew and

Luke).

Many of these circumstances were peculiar to the work of the

apostles. The most of them represent very well the condition of

the preachers during the martyr age. But there are several features

that have always accompanied the preaching of the gospel, even until

the present time. And we can hardly say that the preaching of the

gospel to the whole world has yet been accomplished.

Jesus in this section teaches that the napovoia is to be preceded

by a gospel age, and that the whole time previous to it is occupied

by the preaching of his gospel. Inasmuch as this preaching is to be

accompanied by the presence and power of the Holy Spirit, it is

evident that the napovaia of this discourse is something different

from the gift of the Holy Spirit, and that it is an advent that brings

to an end a period which has been characterized by the presence and

power of the Holy Spirit in the preaching of the gospel.

Jesus thus far has answered the question as to the time. He
answered it negatively, that there would be false Messiahs, wars,

earthquakes, famines, pestilences, terrors, and signs from heaven,

the first of the birth throes of the end, but that then the end was

not immediate, was not yet. He then answered the question posi-

tively, and said that the end would come after the gospel had been

preached to all nations, to the habitable globe.

It is noteworthy that in these answers Jesus makes no reference

whatever to the destruction of the temple as the chief thing appar-

ently in the form of the question according to Mark and Luke
;
but

he refers entirely to the end, the completion of the age, in the form

of the question given by Matthew.
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( 5 )
THE SIGN OF THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM AND THE TEMPLE.

But when ye see the

abomination of desolation

standing where it ought not

(let him that readeth under-

stand), then let them that are

in Judaea flee unto the moun-

tains : and let hitn that is on

the housetop not go down,

nor enter in, to take any-

thing out of his house : and

let him that is in the field not

return back to take his cloke.

But woe unto them that are

with child and to them that

give suck in those days !

And pray ye that it be not

in the winter. For those

days shall be tribulation,

such as there hath not been

the like from the beginning

of the creation which God
created until now, and never

shall be. And except the

Lord had shortened the days,

no flesh would have been

saved : but for the elect’s

sake, whom he chose, he

shortened the days. Mark
xiii. 14-20.*

When therefore ye see the

abomination of desolation,

which was spoken of through

Daniel the prophet, standing

in the holy place (let him

that readeth understand),

then let them that are in

Judsea flee unto the moun-

tains : let him that is on the

housetop not go down to

take out the things that are

in his house : and let him

that is in the field not return

back to take his cloke. But

woe unto them that are with

child and to them that give

suck in those days ! And
pray ye that your flight be

not in the winter, neitheron

the sabbath : for then shall

be great tribulation, such as

hath not been from the be-

ginning of the world until

now, no, nor ever shall be.

And except those days had

been shortened, no flesh

would have been saved : but

for the elect’s sake those days

shall be shortened. Matt,

xxiv. 15-22.

But when ye see Jerusa-

lem compassed with armies,

then know that her desola-

tion is at hand. Then let

them that are in Judaea flee

unto the mountains
;
and let

them that are in the midst

of her depart out
;
and let

not them that are in the

country enter therein. For

these are days of vengeance,

that all things which are

written may be fulfilled.

Woe unto them that are with

child and to them that give

suck in those days ! for there

shall be great distress upon

the land, and wrath unto

this people. And they shall

fall by the edge of the sword,

and shall be led captive into

all the nations: andjerusalem

shall be trodden down of the

Gentiles, until the times of

the Gentiles be fulfilled.

Luke xxi. 20-24.

Our Saviour now directs the attention of his apostles to the signs.

According to Mark and Matthew, he refers to the “ abomination

of desolation,” to fideXvypat ri/S epr/yoi>ff£a)?. This is represented by
Matthew as the 0pty sipty of Daniel (ix. 27 and xii. 11). Mark
gives sgtgq? ov Ssi. Matthew is more explicit, eeroo? ev toncp ayicp.

Here Jesus gives the sign predicted by Daniel as the sign heralding

the destruction of the temple. The holy place is the holy place of the

temple which was to be desecrated by this abomination of desolation

standing there where it ought not to be. Daniel (ix. 27) represents

the desolator as a gigantic vulture, a bird of prey who comes down
with his foul and abominable wings to defile and destroy the sacred

places
;
and predicts the removal of the continual burnt-offering and

the setting up of the abomination that maketh desolate in its place

(xii. 11). Jesus uses this prediction of Daniel, and points to its ful-

filment as a sign of warning, giving little time for escape from ruin.

* This section, as given by Mark and Matthew, is regarded by Weiffenbach as the second
section of the original Jewish-Christian apocalypse which has been used by the Evange-
list Mark and taken from him by Matthew.

18
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Accordingly, the view of Weiss* that the abomination of desolation

is the Roman army, and that the holy place is the holy land, though

it brings Matthew and Mark into closer connection with Luke, is to

be rejected as not in accordance with the specific reference to Daniel

and the most natural interpretation of the passage. Pfleiderer f
rightly insists that the passages in Daniel and I Maccabees i. 54 force

to the conclusion that it was a desecration of the temple while it

was still in existence.

The days are days of extraordinary affliction, dXvf'i? pieyaXr/, so

unprecedented and so unique for future time that, in order to the

salvation of the elect, God shortened them. This shortening of the

days in connection with the abomination of desolation of Daniel

reminds us of the statement of Daniel : “And he will confirm the

covenant with many for one week
;
and in the middle of the week

he will cause peace offering and vegetable offering to cease
;
and

upon the wing of abomination will be a desolator’’ (ix. 26). “ And
from the time that the continual burnt offering shall be taken away,

and the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there will be 1290

days. Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the 1335 days” (xii.

1 1— 1 2). There is a week at the end of the Old Testament dispensa-

tion, in the middle of which the affliction culminates, the holy place

is desecrated, and the holy city and its institutions destroyed.:}:

Luke is so different here that it looks like part of another dis-

course, save that the movement of thought is essentially the same

as in the discourse given in Mark and Matthew. We have already

noticed that the question of the disciples seems to have the temple

chiefly in view. Accordingly, Matthew and Mark give words of

Jesus that have to do with a sign in the temple. But Luke gives a

sign that has to do with the city
—

“ When ye see Jerusalem com-

passed with armies, then know that her desolation is at hand." This

preparation to lay siege to Jerusalem is a sign already referred to :

“ Thine enemies will cast up a bank about thee, and compass thee

round, and keep thee in on every side” (Luke xix. 43).

Accordingly, Jesus predicts the destruction of the city, and warns

Christians to flee from it and not enter it. All that has been written

will be fulfilled upon her in Luke—takes the place of the prediction

of Daniel in Mark and Matthew. The land and people are to suffer

great distress, the people are to be put to the sword and carried away

into captivity, and Jerusalem will be trodden down by the nations.

In place of the shortened time of Matthew and Mark, Luke

mentions the times of the Gentiles. The latter is much more com-

prehensive than the former. It is no shortened time, but a time

during which the Gentiles keep Jerusalem in subjection. It corre-

* Marcuscvangelium, S. 421. f Jahr. f. d. T., 186S. S. 137.

\ Briggs’s Messianic Prophecy
, 1886, pp. 424 scq.
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sponds with the times of the gospel of the previous context, for the

times of the Gentiles are the times of their supremacy until the judg-

ment upon the Gentiles. The destruction of Jerusalem and the

Jewish nation was a judgment upon the Jews inflicted by the Gen-

tiles. The Gentiles were now to have their time until their judg-

ment came. The discourse in Luke is here much wider in its sweep

and longer in its outlook than in the parallel passages of Matthew

and Mark. Luke has essentially the same thing, but he presents it

from the point of view of the Gentiles
;
while Mark and Matthew

give it from the Jewish-Christian point of view. The latter gives

us a short time, a broken week of OXiifnS, which carries on the

thought of the apxv ooSivoov in section (3). The former gives us a

time of the Gentiles which corresponds with the preaching of the

gospel to the Gentiles in section (4). Taking the two representa-

tions together, we are taught that the time of the otpxv ooSivatv will

be followed by a short time of OXi'/nS and the destruction of the city

and temple, and that there is also a period of the preaching of the

gospel to the Gentiles and of the supremacy of the Gentiles that

will extend until the time of the Gentiles has reached its end, and

the time for the napovaia has come.*

(6) THE SIGN OF THE SECOND ADVENT, f

But in those days, after

that tribulation, the sun shall

be darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light, and

the stars shall be falling

from heaven, and the powers

that are in the heavens shall

be shaken. And then shall

they see the Son of man com-

ing in the clouds with great

power and glory. And then

shall he send forth the

angels, and shall gather to-

gether his elect from the four

winds, from the uttermost

part of the earth to the utter-

most part of heaven. Mark
xHi. 24-27.

But immediately, after the

tribulation of those days,

the sun shall be darkened,

and the moon shall not give

her light, and the stars shall

fall from heaven, and the

powers of the heavens shall

be shaken : and then shall

appear the sign of the Son of

man in heaven : and then

shall all the tribes of the

earth mourn, and they shall

see the Son of man coming

on the clouds of heaven with

power and great glory. And
he shall send forth his angels

with a great sound of a trum-

pet, and they shall gather

together his elect from the

four winds, from one end of

heaven to the other. Matt,

xxiv. 29-31.

And there shall be signs

in sun and moon and stars :

and upon the earth distress of

nations, in perplexity for the

roaring ofthe sea and the bil-

lows ; men fainting for fear,

and for expectation of the

things which are coming on

the world : for the powers of

the heavens shall be shaken.

And then they shall see the

Son of man coming in a cloud

with power and great glory.

Luke xxi. 25-27.

* The section that follows in Mark (xiii. 21-23) and Matthew (xxiv. 23-28) does
not belong to the apocalypse. It is given by Luke (xvii. 22-37) in connection with

another discourse respecting the Advent, where it is more appropriate. (Weiss, Marcus-
evangelium, S. 424.)

t This section is the third section of the original Jewish apocalypse, according to the

theory of WeifFenbach.
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We now have a second answer to the question as to the sign. As
the previous section answers the question so far as to give the sign

of the destruction of the temple and Jerusalem, this section gives

the signs of the advent of the Messiah. These signs are the usual

ones of Old Testament prophecy.

(i) The sun shall be darkened
; (2) the moon shall not give her

light
; (3) the stars shall fall from heaven

; (4) the powers of the

heavens shall be shaken (Matthew, Mark, Luke)
; (5) upon the earth

distress of nations
; (6) roaring of the sea and the billows

; (7) men
fainting for fear and expectation of what is coming (Luke). The sign

of the Son of Man in heaven, and all the tribes of the earth mourn-

ing (Matthew), are immediately connected with the advent itself.

Joel uses I, 2, and 4 with reference to the judgment of the nations

in the vale of Jehoshaphat (iii. 15, 16), and I and 4 with reference to

the mrr nr, which he represents as anp (ii. 1, 10). Another prophet

(Isa. xiii. 6) declares that the mrr r is anp, with special mention

of the judgment of Babylon, uses signs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7, and adds :

(8) “The earth will remove out of its place.’’ A prophet of the

exile (Isa. xxiv. 18) refers to the judgment of the earth, and uses

1, 2, and 8. Another prophecy (Isa. xxxiv.) uses similar language

with reference to the judgment of the nations :

“ And all the host of heaven will consume away,

And the heavens will be rolled together as a scroll :

And all their host will fade away.

As the leaf fadeth from off the vine.

And as a fading leaf from the fig tree.” *

Thus these are the familiar theophanic signs which accompany the

mm dv and the advent of Jahveh, which the prophets represent

ever as 2np.

Matthew differs from the other evangelists in giving the sign of the

Son of Man in heaven, and the mourning of all the tribes of the

earth. There is here a reference to the prediction in Zechariah (xii.

10-14) which represents Israel as bitterly wailing because of their

rejected Messiah. Herein Jesus shows that he himself is that re-

jected Shepherd. The Evangelist Matthew probably refers to some

special sign of the second advent in the clouds that would bring the

nations to mourning over the great sin of the rejection of the Mes-

siah. The original passages have in view only the house of David

and inhabitants of Jerusalem. It is possible that the “ tribes of the

land ’’ also refers to Israel alone, f but it is probable that with the

broader conception of the gospel the tribes are those of the earth

who have become equally guilty with Israel in the rejection of their

common Messiah. The context has to do with the nations, and not

with Israel alone.

* Briggs’s Messianic Prophecy, pp. 311, 312. f Russell, in /. c., p. 77.
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Having considered the signs of the advent and found them to be

the usual theophanic signs, we are now prepared to look at the

advent itself. It is here given in the style of Daniel :
“ The Son

of man coming in the clouds of heaven with great power and glory.”

The three evangelists coincide in these words. Jesus here distinctly

makes himself the “ Son of Man” of Daniel, and proclaims that he

will come in the same manner, enthroned upon the clouds. This

advent is here conceived, as in Daniel, as an advent not for Israel

alone, but also for the nations. The angels are sent forth to gather

the elect from all parts of the earth (Mark and Matthew). The redemp-

tion of the elect is in the mind of Jesus here. He passes over the con-

demnation of the nations, which is the prominent feature in Daniel.

Many scholars regard these signs and the advent in the clouds as

purely symbolical, and of the nature of drapery or scenery to set

forth more distinctly and graphically an advent which is essentially

not visible and physical, but spiritual. Russell says :
“ The moral

grandeur of the events which such symbols represent may be most

fully set forth by convulsions and cataclysms in the natural world.” *

Warren says : “It was in terms thus hallowed by association with

the founding of their own divine monarchy, and familiarized to the

Jews as the technical phraseology denoting the accession of kings

to their thrones—the court language of inauguration
,

so to speak,

that Christ described his coming to men in his kingdom.” f Bey-

schlag recognizes that Jesus had in mind the renovation of heaven

and earth, but he also insists that Jesus thought also of the spiritual

renovation of humanity, ^ and that the cosmical features are the

dress of the spiritual substance, and that both the spiritual and the

cosmical find their fulfilment in their order, although they were not

discriminated in the mind of Jesus.

This combination of the cosmical and the spiritual in the repre-

sentation of Beyschlag is tempting in some respects, but not satis-

fying. These cosmical disturbances belong not only to the the-

ophanies and the Christophanies of prophecy, but also to the the-

ophanies and Christophanies of history in both the Old Testament

and the New. They represent the response of the creature to the

presence of the Creator. They cannot be symbolical in prophecy

without destroying their force in the history. These signs are the-

ophanic signs, and they show that a Christophany or advent of the

Messiah is impending.

We are now prepared to consider the question of time. Luke
gives us nothing on this subject. Mark says : “In those days, after

that tribulation.” Matthew is more definite :
“ But immediately

after the tribulation of these days.” The statement is that immediately

f Ibid., p. 127. t Leben Jesti, II., S. 312 seq.* In /. c., p. 81.
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after that shortened time of tribulation the signs heralding the advent

appear. What meaning are we to ascribe to evOeoo?? It is certainly

no stronger than the 3np of Old Testament prophecy used in connec-

tion with similar advents to judgment. It represents that to the

mind of the prophet Jesus, as to the prophets that preceded him,

the advent was near. It was near in the prophetic sense—that is,

the event was certain, but the time uncertain.

It is noteworthy that Mark and Matthew have now given us in

their order the apxv coSivoov, the OXvfn? and the napovaia, with its

signs, which is evdeoo? to the dXvpi?. These are the three sections of

the original Jewish-Christian Apocalypse, according to Weiffenbach.

It is also manifest that the period of the preaching of the gospel to

the nations of the three Synoptists and the times of the Gentiles of

Luke are not in the same order of events as these. If they are to

be brought into chronological relation with the other series it would

seem that while the preaching of the gospel may be to some extent

parallel with the dXiifuS, it cannot be limited by that shortened time,

but must extend beyond it and be parallel with the times of the

Gentiles, which were certainly subsequent to the destruction of the

holy city, and therefore intervene between the OXitpi? and the napov-

ffia, and be covered by the expression evdeoo

?

of Matthew. To take

the evdeoo? strictly or in any other way than the apocalyptic sense of

the Old Testament advent scenes is to introduce a glaring inconsis-

tency between the two representations.*

(7) THE RELATION OF THE SIGNS TO THE ADVENT.
Now from the fig tree learn

her parable : when her

branch is now become ten-

der, and putteth forth its

leaves, ye know that the

summer is nigh ;
even so ye

also, when ye see these

things coming to pass, know

ye that he is nigh, even at

the doors. [Verily I say

unto you, This generation

shall not pass away, until all

these things be accomplish-

ed. Heaven and earth shall

pass away : but my words

shall not pass away.]f But

of that day or that hour

knoweth no one, not even

the angels in heaven, neither

the Son, but the Father.

Mark xiii. 28-32.

Now from the fig tree learn

her parable : when her

branch is now become ten-

der, and putteth forth its

leaves, ye know that the

summer is nigh
;
even so ye

also, when ye see all these

things, know ye that he is

nigh, even at the doors.

[Verily I say unto you, This

generation shall not pass

away, till all these things be

accomplished. Heaven and

earth shall pass away, but

my words shall not pass

away.] But of that day and

hour knoweth no one, not

even the angels of heaven,

neither the Son, but the

Father only. Matt. xxiv.

32-36.

But when these things be-

gin to come to pass, look

up, and lift up your heads
;

because your redemption

draweth high. And he spake

unto them a parable : Be-

hold the fig tree, and all

the trees: when they now
shoot forth, ye see it and

know of your own selves

that the summer is now nigh.

Even so ye also, when ye

see these things coming to

pass, know ye that the king-

dom of God is nigh. [Verily

I say unto you, This genera-

tion shall not pass away, till

all things be accomplished.

Heaven and earth shall pass

away: but my words shall not

pass away.] Luke xxi. 28-32.

* Briggs’s Messianic Prophecy
, pp. 52 seq.

f The parts of this section enclosed in brackets are regaided by Weiffenbach as the

close of the original Jewish-Christian apocalypse.
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Having given the signs of the destruction of Jerusalem and the

temple, and then of the advent, in their order, Jesus now answers

the question in the form of showing the interrelation of the two

questions as to the time and the signs, or of the relation of the signs

to the end in the matter of time. He uses the symbol of the fig

tree (Matthew, Mark) or trees in general (Luke). The putting

forth of leaves shows that summer is nigh. As the leaves of the

tree are to the summer, so are the signs to the advent of the

Messiah.

1. “ When ye see these things coming to pass, know ye that he is

nigh, even at the doors” (Mark).

2. “ When ye see all these things, know ye that he is nigh, even at

the doors” (Matthew).

3.
“ But when these things begin to come to pass, look up and lift

up your heads, because your redemption draweth nigh. . . . Even

so, ye also, when ye see these things coming to pass, know ye that

the kingdom of God is nigh” (Luke).

Luke is much fuller and more definite here than Mark or Matthew.

There are two questions
: (1) the reference of “ these things” of Mark

and Luke, and “ all these things” of Matthew. The context and

the parable make it clear that they are the signs oi the advent, which

are like the putting forth of leaves by the trees. “ When these

things begin to come to pass”—that is, in their order from the

beginning (Luke), or “ when ye see these things coming to pass”

(Mark)—that is, during their progress, or “ when ye see all these

things,” when they have transpired (Matthew)—that is, all these

signs from beginning to end, then it may be known that the great

event is “ nigh” (Mark, Matthew, Luke), “ at the doors” (Mark,

Matthew). (2) What this great event is, is left indefinite in the state-

ment of Matthew and Mark, so that interpreters differ whether it is

the Messiah himself, or the parousia, or “ the completion of the

age,” depending upon the question whether we are to look to the

Son of Man of the immediate context, which is most natural, or go

back to the original question in Matthew. Luke states definitely

what it is. He gives two clauses of explanation, which enclose the

symbol of the tree. The former represents that redemption draweth

nigh, the latter that it is the kingdom of God that is nigh. These
are parallel expressions, and must refer to the same event. The
redemption of the disciples is that which they are to expect at the

end of their labors in preaching the gospel. They are exhorted,

having this end in view :
“ In your patience ye shall win your

souls” (Luke xxi. 19) ;

” But he that endureth to the end, the same
shall be saved ” (Matt. xxiv. 13). It is the salvation at the com-
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pletion of the age, and not the salvation of believers by faith
;
for

it could not be said of that that it draweth nigh, inasmuch as it was

already in their possession. Accordingly, the kingdom of God is not

the kingdom of God that cometh without observation, and that was
already among them (Luke xvii. 20, 21), or the kingdom of God in any

of its stages of growth
;
but it was the kingdom of glory, the fruition

of the kingdom at the completion of the age. The expressions given

in Luke, anohvrpooaiz and fiaffiXeia tov deov, are really equivalent to

Matthew’s nupovoia. and ffvvreXeia tov aioovoi, and the 6 vioS tov
avdpconov ipxopevoi ev ve<pe\aiS, which is common to the three

evangelists. Accordingly the statement is, that all these closing

events are near and at the doors when the signs appear.

The next sentence, which is common to the three evangelists, is

of great difficulty in its context
—

“ This generation shall not pass

away until all (these) things be accomplished.” The question again

arises as to the reference of “ all these things.” Shall we give them

the same reference as the same expression in the previous verse

—

namely, to the signs ; or shall we refer them to the napovffia as well

as the signs? It is not easy to decide from the context. It seems

to me that the former interpretation is the most natural one, and that

” all these things” should have the same reference in both verses, if

they are regarded as parts of the same section. This is strengthened

by the fact that the terms “ that day, or that hour” of Mark and

Matthew clearly refer to the day of the advent and the closing events

of the previous context
;
and it would seem that we have a parallel

statement to that of the previous verses, so that the two things, the

signs and the advent, are distinguished here as there. We have

thus an advance in the three parallel statements. (1) It is said with

reference to the signs : (a) “ The tree putteth forth its leaves ;”
(b)

“ When ye see these things coming to pass (c) “ This genera-

tion shall not pass away until all these things be accomplished ;” (2)

and with reference to the advent : (a) Summer is nigh,
(
b

)

he (your

redemption, the kingdom of God) is nigh (at the doors)
; (

c
)
but of

that day or that hour knoweth no one, not even the angels in heaven,

neither the Son, but the Father.”

The signs would all transpire in that generation

;

but the event

itself, although near and at the doors of that generation, could not

be determined as to the day or the hour, even by the Messiah him-

self. With regard to that he could only say what all prophets before

him had said, It is near, evdeoo?, 3np.

The most natural interpretation of yevsa is generation, the dura-

tion of human life, the lifetime of those then living, which would

not extend beyond the first Christian century. Dr. Edward Robin-
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son * urges that it is here used for one hundred years, and thinks

that the time should then be extended to the war of Hadrian. He
bases his interpretation on his exegesis of Gen. xv. 13, 15. Accord-

ingly, he sees the advent of Jesus in his kingdom in the establish-

ment of Christianity on the ruins of Judaism :

“ Jesus first points out what was t° happcn after his departure, the trials and dan-

gers to which his followers would be exposed. Then comes the ‘abomination of deso-

lation Jerusalem is ‘compassed by armies,’ and is ‘trodden down of the Gentiles;’

all this referring to its desolation by Titus in A.D. 70. Immediately afterward the Lord

would come and establish more fully his spiritual kingdom, by crushing in terrible

destruction the last remnants of the power and name of Judaism, and this within the

general limits of a generation of a hundred years from the time when he was

speaking.” f

Dorner, in an early writing on this discourse of Jesus, follows the

Aramaic usage, and thinks of a lengthened period or age.^; But

we have no sufficient reason for departing from the ordinary mean-

ing of the Greek terms.

The closing statement of this section is very important. It limits

the knowledge of the time of the advent to God the Father. It

expressly excludes the knowledge of it from the Messiah. He could

not give his disciples the knowledge of the day or the hour
;
he did

not know it himself. This reacts upon the interpretation of the pre-

vious context. He who knew not the day or the hour could hardly

say that it would be in his own generation, for that would be a

knowledge of the day and hour within quite narrow limits.§ It

would amount to saying. It will be in this generation, before all of

you have passed away
;
but I cannot give you the precise day or

hour. It seems to me that such an interpretation greatly weakens

the words of Jesus. Jesus certainly did not mean to say, I know
not the day or hour, but I do know the time in other respects. I

can give you the week, month, year, and I choose to give you the

generation or the time within thirty or forty years. On the other

hand, the statement is very strong. It amounts to this : He did

not know the day or hour at all. He makes no restrictions to him-

self. He could not say, therefore, that it would be in one of the

days and hours of the lifetime of some of his hearers. There seems

to be such an inconsistency here, if we think that Jesus represents

that he knows not the day and hour, and yet said that it would be

within thirty or forty years, that Weiffenbach,] and those who hold

* Bibliotheca Sacra
, 1843. III., pp. 540 seq.

f Bib. Sac., 1843, p. 532.

§ Beyschlag, Leben Jesu, I., S. 353.

\ Orat. Chr. Eschat., p. 81.

I In /. c., S. 152.
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to the same theory, feel justified in ascribing the former statement to

Jesus, and the latter to the Jewish-Christian apocalypse, these two
pieces having different events in view. There can be no doubt

that the former statement accords with the representation of Mark
and Matthew that after the dpxt)

goSIvgjv and the d\ itpi?, the napov-
aia was evdeoo;, and if we had only these passages to deal with it, it

would remove all difficulty
;

for the things happening in that gener-

ation would be the otpxv codivgov and the dhiipis, and the napovaia
would then be at the doors in the apocalyptic sense here as in the

evGtoo

?

there. On the other hand, it seems impossible to limit the

gospel age and the times of the Gentiles to that ysved. And the

parable and the closing words as to the ignorance of the time on the

part of the Messiah seem to accord quite well with this larger con-

ception. Accordingly, we cannot yield to Russell,* who presses the

theory that the second advent must have occurred in connection

with the destruction of Jerusalem, or else Jesus made a false predic-

tion. We are compelled by the context to make certain discrimi-

nations. There cannot be glaring inconsistencies in such close juxta-

position as we have here. The authors of the gospels would have

seen them, and would not have left them unguarded. The indefi-

nite terms need qualification from the larger context and the general

teaching of Jesus. We must first distinguish between the events

and their signs, and then consider that in the combination of the

signs and the time Jesus is summing up and giving his final answer

to the question of his disciples. The events have been discriminated

as two : (i) the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple with its signs,

and
(
2
)
the napovaia with its signs. The parable suits both events

in their relation to the signs. As the leaves of the tree indicate the

approach of summer, these signs herald, each series of them, the

nearness of the great event that they precede. The last half of the

section now returns to the answer as to the time. There was, first,

the negative answer that it was not immediate after the apx>) coSi-

vajv, and that it was immediate after the OXitpii. Now, it is just

these two things that are connected with the signs, and it is likely

that these things were in the mind of Jesus in these words
;
whereas

the time of the preaching of the gospel and the times of the Gentiles

that follow the 0\iipi? were in the mind of Jesus as the basis of his

statement as to the napovaia itself, that “ of that day or that hour

knoweth no one, not even the angels of heaven, neither the Son,

but the Father.”

* In l. c., pp. 544 seq.
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Take ye heed, watch and

pray : for ye know not when
the time is. It is as when a

man, sojourning in another

country, having left his

house, and given authority

to his servants, to each one

his woik, commanded also

the porter to watch. Watch
therefore : for ye know not

when the lord of the house

cometh, whether at even, or

at midnight, or at cockcrow-

ing, or in the morning; lest

coming suddenly he find you

sleeping. And what I say

unto you I say unto all,

Watch.* Mark xiii. 33-37.

But take heed to your-

selves, lest haply your hearts

be overcharged with surfeit-

ing, and drunkenness, and

cares of this life, and that

day come on you suddenly

as a snare : for so shall it

come upon all them that

dwell on the face of all the

earth. But watch ye at

every season, making sup-

plication, that ye may pre-

vail to escape all these things

that shall come to pass, and

to stand before the Son of

man. Luke xxi. 34-36.

(8) EXHORTATION TO WATCH.

Watch therefore : for ye

know not on what day your

Lord cometh. Matt. xxiv.

42.

Matthew gives us a brief closing statement based upon the pre-

vious verse
—

“ Ye know not on what day your Lord cometh.” He
knows not, he cannot tell you, you cannot know

;
therefore watch.

He then adds several parables (Matt. xxiv. 43-51) which are given

by Luke (xii. 39-48) more fully in another connection. Matthew
then gives a chapter of parables and a concluding discourse. They
seem not to have been a part of the apocalypse of Jesus, but to intro-

duce other, though kindred matters.

Luke gives us a general exhortation to watchfulness, with a warn-

ing that the “ day” will come suddenly as a snare. They are, there-

fore, to watch “at every season,” and not only to watch, but to

pray that they may escape the signs, “ all these things that shall

come to pass,” and come to the advent, “ and stand before the Son

of man.” This is appropriate to the discourse, but seems to have

been an independent discourse originally given under other circum-

stances.

Mark gives a closing exhortation which has essentially the material

of Luke and Matthew. The exhortation :
“ Take ye heed, watch

and pray : for ye know not when the time is,” includes the watching

of Matthew and the watching and praying of Luke. The little

parable of Mark xiii. 34-36 enforces it. We there have a warning :

* Matthew now inserts vers. 38-41, which are given by Luke (xvii. 26-37) more fully

in another connection where they belong. They are appropriate here for giving a fuller

statement of the words of Jesus on this theme, but they do not belong to the apocalypse

itself. Weiss thinks that the closing parable of Mark is a brief form of the parable of

the talents in Matt, xxv., mixed with the parable of Luke xii. 36-38 ;
but it seems to me,

with Weiffenbach, that it was the original close of the apocalypse of Jesus.
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“Watch therefore : for ye know not when the lord of the house

cometh, whether at even, or at midnight, or at cockcrowing, or in

the morning.” Here the night is divided into four watches, from

the earliest at even to the break of day. The advent is so uncertain

that it may take place at any hour of the night
;

it may be early or

it may be late. The night prior to the advent may be a very short

one, a moderate one, a long one, or postponed till the very last

moment. These are forcible words, and exceedingly appropriate to

the statement that no one knows the advent day but God the

Father. They certainly do not mean to imply that Jesus knew the

night, but not the watch of the night
;
but they correspond with the

previous statement that he knew not the day or the hour, and they

imply that the time was as uncertain in the length of the interval to

the advent as the uncertainty whether a master shall come in the

first hours of the night, or at any time during its interval, or not till

its closing moments. This reacts upon all the previous statements

as to time, and shows that the svdeoo? must be flexible enough to

comprehend all this enormous uncertainty. And if our Lord has

delayed his advent until the closing hours of a long night of history,

and has not come in its early hours, as his disciples hoped, this is not

against the warning of the Lord that they should watch or that his

advent is evdsoo?, for he warned them of the uncertainty, and we are

to do as all who have gone before us—remain in the like uncertainty

and watch.*
Charles A. Briggs.

New Yotk.

* There are many interesting questions that we have been obliged to pass over in this

article : such as the material added to the Apocalypse by the evangelists from other dis-

courses of Jesus ;
the relation of this Apocalypse to the large number of predictions of

Jesus in other discourses, and the entire question of the fulfilment. With reluctance we

leave these important subjects without discussion with the feeling that our work is thus

far defective. We can only say that the article has been written after a careful study of

them all.



VIII.

HISTORICAL NOTE.

WOMAN’S WORK IN THE CHURCH.

Though our subject is Woman’s Work in the Christian Church, it may be

right to glance at Old Testament notices of the position of women. Miriam is

described as a prophetess in the Church in the wilderness (Exod. xv. 20),

whose chorus sang in response to the men of Israel after the Red Sea was

crossed, and whose influence in the congregation was so great that she was,

along with Aaron, a leader of sedition against Moses (Numbers xii. 1). Deb-

orah also is styled a prophetess when she judged Israel (Judges iv. 4) in the

turbulent times of the judges. Huldah, as a prophetess, conveyed to priests

and rulers the Divine message regarding the Book of the Law which had been

found. Women are the subjects of four distinct commands in the Decalogue.

The names of women occur in the genealogies
;
and they were in some cases

entitled to hold property in the Land of Promise. Women were thus recog-

nized in the Old Testament as members of society, as constituents of the body

corporate, and as the inspired and authorized transmitters of Divine oracles.

But there is, moreover, in the Book of Joel a prediction that “ afterward,”

when God’s Spirit is poured upon all flesh, the daughters as well as the sons

shall prophesy, and upon the handmaids as well as upon the men-servants this

gift of the Spirit shall come (Joel ii. 28, 29). To this St. Peter appeals as

fulfilled on the day of Pentecost, and in his appeal emphatically claims for

women a share in the prophetical as well as in the saving grace of the Com-
forter (Acts ii. r8). Except the virgin daughters of Philip (Acts xxi. 9), we do

not read of women specially prophesying, but there is no reason to suppose

those four to be the only women so honored. The distinguished function of

“prophets” in the early Church—now beginning to be more fully under-

stood—is one which we are bound both by St. Peter’s speech (Acts ii.) and by

the narrative (Acts xxi.) to recognize as having been exercised by women. No
words can add to the solemnity of the truth thus conveyed (Ephesians ii. 20).

In so far as regards the extraordinary endowments of the Spirit, women are

found to be admitted to the rank next to that of the Apostles.

The case is not so clear as regards the permanent offices of the Church.

The ordinary pastors and teachers were men. It may be supposed, perhaps,

that social considerations and customs made St. Paul order the women of Cor-

inth to “ keep silence in the churches,” lest confusion and not peace should
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result from their speaking. It may also be maintained that he was in that

injunction dealing with a disorderly practice of interjecting questions during

the service in church, and that he directed women not to converse (XaXeiv *

during worship about things they did not quite understand, but to put their

questions and acquire information at home. But no such local social or tem-

porary considerations can have prompted the strict orders in i Timothy ii.

,

where the primal relations of the sexes are the bases on which the prohibition

of teaching by women is founded. And, without controversy, the Apostle

there distinctly forbids a woman to teach in Church, but ordains that she shall

learn in silence. This, therefore, debars women from the ordinary functions

of the pastorate
;

it would not warrant the Church to silence a woman with ex-

traordinary gifts, corresponding to those with which the prophet of the first

days of Christianity was endowed.

The same passage (i Tim. ii. 12) forbids a woman to be installed in au-

thority in the Church (avdevreiv avdpo s), and among the “ rulers” there

is no trace of one having been a woman. There is, however, no reason to

exclude women from their part in a corporate assembly of the Church. There

seem to have been women among those on whom the Pentecostal gift came
;

and there were women in the other general gatherings of the disciples of Jesus.

There is no Scripture authority for the once common restriction of corporate

power in the Church to male heads of families, which is indeed more like a

regulation fitted for the political franchise than for a rule of the Christian

Church, in which there is no special account made of either male or female

any more than of Jew or Greek, bond or free (Eph. iii. 28).

If, however, woman is excluded from the pastoral office and from Christian

ecclesiastical ruling power, she is not excluded from works and offices of ser-

vice. The godly women who ministered unto Christ of their substance, who

were beside the cross, and to whom first the Saviour appeared after He had

risen from the grave, were but the forerunners of a goodly band who in all the

ages of Christianity, and in all the lands of Christendom, have been privileged

to serve in the Church, and have been honored with marks of the Master’s

favor. Dorcas has given her name to all the makers of garments for the poor
;

Priscilla shares with Aquila the honor of having instructed the most eloquent

Christian preacher; a Christian woman’s home was the first shelter to which

the liberated Peter betook himself
;
a Christian lady’s hospitality was in danger

of being abused when John wrote to warn her to discriminate between worthy

and unworthy applicants for it
;

in the long list of helpers to whom Paul

sends salutations at the close of his great Epistle to the saints in Rome, there

are about a dozen women named. In Philippi, probably the oldest European

Church, there were women who labored with Paul in the Gospel, and with

Clement and the other fellow-laborers of the Apostle.

There is thus ample proof that woman’s work in the Church was recognized

* It is not possible to give this as the meaning of Aa?.eiv in every case where it

occurs in the New Testament.
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by the Apostles. It remains that we try to discover the sphere and the conditions

of that work. We turn to the Epistle to the Romans, and we find that there

was Phoebe, a servant of the Church in Cenchrea, whom the Church in Rome
was enjoined to assist in whatsoever business she had need of help. That bus-

iness was not necessarily ecclesiastical—may have been legal
;
but, whatever it

was, she was, while upon it, commended to the Church of Rome as being an

active deaconess of the Church of Cenchrea. To minister, the Son of Man
came

;
to be ministers, He styles the chief aim of His chief servants (Matt, xxiii.

n)
;
and it is this word “ minister ” (didxovo?) which is applied to Phoebe.

She was a diaconos of the Church, and in that capacity had succored many
;

among them the great Apostle himself—perhaps on that occasion in Cenchrea

when he made a vow, and seems to have had a great deliverance (Acts xviii.

1 8). There can be no reasonable doubt that diaconos means an active servant

of the Church. It was not a name of honor, but a name of office. And in

virtue of her discharge of the duties of that office in one Church, she was com-

mended to the help of another Church. This was a doubly corporate recogni-

tion of the deaconess. The Pastoral Epistles contain notices of widows who

were enrolled by the Church. There seem to have been two rolls, the first

(i Tim. v. 3, 8) of widows needing support (as in Acts vi. ), whose qualifications

were that they were old and lone and poor
;
and the second (i Tim. v. 9, 16),

of widows who desired to be registered as workers for the Church, their qualifi-

cations being that they had formerly occupied a good position in life, and had

used it well. The former were almswomen, the latter were workers. Possibly

some of the former class were able to do some work, and some of the latter

were unable to support themselves
;
but the two classes were nevertheless in

the main distinct.

The foregoing outline shows that in the Apostolic age there were some wom-
en laboring in the Gospel without any record of a distinctive function or

office
;
others recognized as deaconesses, and others called widows, whose

work was chiefly social and charitable. There is another passage of doubtful

reference (1 Tim. iii. 11), where it is uncertain whether the persons described

are deaconesses or the wives of deacons.*

There is undoubtedly a want of definiteness in regard to the work and office

of women who were enrolled by the early Church
;

but it is not peculiarly

indefinite. It is impossible to find a systematic code of regulations in the New
Testament for the appointment or the duties of any of the officials of the Chris-

tian Church. We have no account of the first appointment of Bishops or of

Presbyters or of Deacons (for the “seven” are never called Deacons); and

their relations to each other are still subject of dispute and controversy. It is

quite easy to solve the knot by saying (as Ludlow) that all “ widows ” were

almswomen in Scripture, while deaconesses were quite different
;
or by saying

* It is not possible to found strongly upon it
;

but the “likewise” introduces a

separate order (deacons) in verse 8, and may introduce another separate order in

verse n.
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(as Bunsen) that the sisterhood of widows is nothing more than that of dea-

conesses
;
but in neither case can we accept the statement as Scriptural or

complete.

Some say that we do not depend on Scripture alone, and that we must take

tradition into account
;
but tradition means Church history, and the study of

that history does not remove the obscurity of Scripture. Ignatius speaks of

“virgins who are called widows,’’ and the Council of Epaone of “ widows

whom they call deaconesses.’’ Thus are the names mixed up. The Apostol-

ical Constitutions, dating in part from the third century, distinguish between

deaconess, widow, and virgin, while giving to each a place in the Church’s

official roll. In that document the deaconess is treated as precisely on a level

with the deacon, but as having her duties among the female members of the

Church. She was to stand at the doors by which the women entered, and to

take charge of those women who brought commendatory letters. She was or-

dained by the Bishop with imposition of hands, just as the deacon was. While

the deaconess was thus ordained, the virgin and the widow were not ordained.

The widows were an order of clergy, but they were not active workers
;
they

were the altar of God, from which prayers ascend night and day. Virgins at-

tached to a particular Church had been much honored in the West from the

end of the second century
;
they were counted the brides of Christ, and bridal

ceremonies marked their consecration. All those official women seem to have

had special seats of honor in Church, and to have had a special benediction at

the close of Divine service.

So much honor was paid to those female office-bearers by some Churches

during the fourth century, that there were popularly supposed to be female

elders
;
and in consequence a Council at Laodicea (about a. d. 364) vigorously

prohibited the installation of female elders or presidents.

From this time it is easy to trace the divergent streams of ecclesiastical

custom
;
the Western Church having “ widows’’ and “ virgins’’ as the offi-

cial names of women set apart by the Church
;
while in the Eastern Church

deaconesses were ordained in great numbers. From the days of Tertullian,

virgins and widows were the subjects of ecclesiastical legislation, and in many

cases the doers of practical work. A Council of Carthage (some time before

the sixth century), summing up previous enactments, ordains that widows and

virgins shall not be consecrated unless they are competent to instruct ignorant

women how to answer questions at baptism. But the growth of the monastic

system gradually led to the absorption of earlier offices into the ranks of nuns.

The female diaconate lingered here and there in the Western Church until the

ninth or tenth century
;
but it never had a great hold, and it was so obscure

before it quite ceased to exist that the time and place of its last struggle are

uncertain.

In the East it was far otherwise. There were so many candidates for the

office of deaconess in connection with great congregations, that it was found

necessary to restrict the numbers. In one church in Constantinople, the re-

stricted number was 80. Chrysostom struggled to make the best of the widow-
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hood and the diaconate
;
Emperors and Councils tried to prevent evils by fix-

ing the age for ordination. We see their perplexity when we find the age fixed

at 60, 50, and 40 ;
and legislators quoting St. Paul on widows as though he

were regulating the age of deaconesses ! Even in the very end of the seventh

century, the Council of Trullo kept deaconesses and widows distinct. But in

the East, as in the West, the huge organization of the convent and the monas-

tery proved too much for the sacerdotal orders of the parish and the congrega-

tion. As the priesthood became eventually monastic, so the female office-

bearers— widows, deaconesses, and virgins—disappeared, and nuns were left in

possession of the field. Though traces of deaconesses are found in the Greek

Church till about the era of the Protestant Reformation, their power and activ-

ity had come to an end some centuries before.

It is thus seen how the convent swallowed up the Scriptural organizations of

women, as the monastery absorbed the Scriptural Presbyters.

Meanwhile, however, the indestructible vitality of woman’s work in the

Church asserted itself in other forms. The times of war and pestilence—espe-

cially the Crusades—brought many wives to widowhood, and as early as the

tenth century there began to be found societies or alliances of widows and un-

married women, whose bond of union was an undertaking to give themselves

to prayer, meditation, and good works. They were under no special vow.

They were not ordained. They lived in their own homes, and found their

work near their own doors. They taught the young, they nursed the sick,

they relieved the poor. The Belgian Beguinage shows how such women
might be semi-united in a community, while yet living each in her own dwell-

ing. The Tertiarian vow of St. Francis, to which so many adhered, did not

require those who took it to leave their homes, but all of them became bound

to give themselves to charity rather than to contemplation. The Hospitallers

—

nuns of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries—anticipated the modern nurs-

ing sisterhoods of the great hospitals.

All these are the societies of the Roman Catholic Church.

We now turn to the Churches of the Reformation. It may be said in a

word that none of the Reformed Churches has by its corporate action organ-

ized the work of women. Indeed, the whole idea of practical work by mem-
bers of the Church was considerably overshadowed at the Reformation by the

great controversy which established the sound doctrine of Faith. There is

scarcely a trace of the Church’s duty in missions to the heathen to be found in

the creeds of the Reformation. These creeds show a wonderful disregard of

training either men or women in practical mission-work at home. Both Lu-

ther and Calvin expressed themselves in favor of such training, and of union of

workers for work
;
but the necessities of their position prevented the develop-

ment and application of their principles. The Churches of the Reformation

have been somewhat slow to extend their regard, and yet the horizon is vastly

enlarged even since the present century began. Foreign Missions, of which

our Confession of Faith makes no mention, are now recognized as the essential

duty of every Church. The union of members of the Church for good works,

19
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each exercising his and her special function, of which the New Testament says so

much, is now becoming fully understood. In every congregation the works of

charity and reclamation are for the most part done by the pastor and the female

members, and in almost every branch of the Protestant Church—as well as in the

Roman Catholic Church—there are now societies and associations of women
for the furtherance of the Gospel and kingdom of Christ. The goodly lists in

the Report presented to last Council show that the Presbyterian Churches of the

Alliance of Reformed Churches are not behind in such organizations.

To be more particular. Under the wing, or in the bosom, of several Church-

es are found Institutions of Deaconesses for nursing the sick or relieving the

poor. The Bishops of the Church of England approved of certain rules for the

training and consecration of deaconesses seventeen years ago
;
and since that

time Deaconess Homes and Institutions have sprung up in almost every dio-

cese. Germany has its Kaiserswerth, whose deaconesses are found in every

quarter of the globe. France and Switzerland have their Institutions, such as

those at St. Loup, and Berne, and Zurich. In London every one knows of

Mildmay and Harley House, and Kilburn and Stepney Causeway. In all

these institutions the same essential principle prevails : a course of training or

probation precedes recognition as a deaconess, and in most cases the dea-

coness thus recognized remains in connection with the institution in which she

was trained. Ten years ago there were 51 mother-houses of deaconesses, with

3272 sisters or deaconesses belonging to them—a goodly band of trained

women-workers.

It appears, therefore, that the time has fully come for the organization of

women’s work by Churches on some definite principle. We suggest
(
a
)
that in

every congregation experienced Christian women should be organized for min-

istering to the wants of the sick and the poor, and for guiding the inexperi-

enced of their own sex. After a certain time of service such experienced women

should be enrolled by the Kirk-Session as those who have purchased a good

degree by their self-denying labors.

We suggest (3) that, under the sanction of the Presbytery of the bounds,

trained women-workers should be enrolled as deaconesses. The training en-

titling a woman to this honor and designation may have been acquired in her

own sphere, and under the eye of the rulers of her own congregation, or

—

whether wholly or partially—in some Training Institution. Women offering

themselves for service as foreign missionaries, as well as women proposing to

work in their own country, might be trained and tested in such an institution.

Many will equally deserve the good degree who have done approved work near

their own homes. That work, in the latter case, being most probably done in

combination with domestic and other duties, ought to have been continued for

a considerable time before the worker received the degree of Deaconess. Many

even of such workers would like some training in a Home. There are in

Presbyterian Churches, as in other Churches, women who would gladly devote

their lives to Christian work, and who would welcome the offer of a Home in

which they could live, near which they could usually work, and from which
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they could go to any place near or distant, where they might be wanted for a

longer or shorter time.

It is not contemplated that any one would be bound or pledged to continue

in such work any longer than her continued free will prompts her. Any one

could at any time retire.

We submit that such a scheme is

—

1. Scriptural.—It is not only in accordance with the best features of the

well-known practice of the Church of Christ for many centuries, beginning

with the time of the Apostles, but it is in obedience to special and repeated

Apostolic injunctions in the New Testament. It is not a little strange that we

are familiar with venerable and still active disputes on the position and duties

of men appointed to the eldership, as defined in the Epistles to Timothy and

Titus, but have been long in obeying the commands of the Apostle in the same

Epistles to enroll and organize the women ‘
‘ who labor in the Gospel.

’
’ The

Acts of the Apostles tell of the spiritual endowment and the blessed work of

women. The salutations in the end of the Epistle to the Romans clearly show

that many women were signally successful as Christian missionaries amid the

complicated civilization of Rome
;
and Romans xvi. i shows that the Corin-

thian Church, amid its many corruptions, had a succorer of the Apostles in

Phoebe, a deaconess. It does not appear that all enrolled women-workers

were deaconesses
;
but the principle of the organization of women’s work, in

such a way as to meet the varying needs of place and time, is beyond all ques-

tion exemplified and commended in Holy Scripture.

2. It is practical. We do not suggest mere honorary ranks and names
;
but

we seek to associate an office with actual service of which the name deaconess

is significant. It is proved in the experience of Christendom in our day that,

as helpers of their ministers in parochial work, women do far more than men
;

and there is practical need of recognizing and organizing what the Church thus

thankfully accepts. In all our Churches every minister working among a large

population would be overwhelmed if the female members of his congregation

did not come to his aid. The large and rapidly growing “ Ladies’ Associa-

tions in aid of Foreign Missions” are splendid proofs of what women can do

when organized for wider purposes than parish work. Special institutions in

England and America—such as those at Mildmay, Tottenham, Harley House,

Stepney, and Kilburn
;
the Nurses’ Training Homes in great cities

;
and the

renowned Deaconess Home at Kaiserswerth—are examples of what can be done

to train missionaries at home and abroad. The work for women in the mis-

sion-field demands that the Presbyterian Church should forthwith have institu-

tions to test and train female missionaries before sending them abroad
;
and

every minister who has ever sought to engage a Bible-woman must have longed

for one who could be certified as having proved herself a competent agent in a

field similar to his own.

3. It is, therefore, within the sphere 0/ the Church' s duty. The Church of

Christ, in our day, is losing much as an organization by confining herself

within the limitations of bygone ages, and leaving new methods to be adopted
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and observed by what are called “ undenominational ” Associations. All good

work in the service of Christ ought to come naturally from the hands of the

Church, which is His Body—the organized Church. Friendly Societies, Dorcas

Societies, Deaconess Guilds, Associations for behoof of the poor, free breakfast-

tables, and so on, ought to be part of the work of each denomination which

claims to be a living branch of the Vine. If these things are needed, they are

needed at the hands of the Church
;
and that they are needed and blessed no

man who has open eyes can deny.

4 Though new
,

it is not revolutionary or novel. It is new in this respect, that,

so far as we know, there has been but one attempt—and that since the last

Council in Belfast—by a Church of the Reformation to make the organization

of woman’s work a branch of the general organization of the Church, under

the control of her several judicatories. It will be observed that the Courts of

the Church are specially called to sanction the respective grades. This, or

something like this, seems necessary if the organization is to be complete.

The Church of England has deaconesses in several dioceses, and is striving

after a more general organization. But those detatched efforts are not yet part

of a general system. The great English institutions—such as Mildmay, Kil-

burn, and the rest— are, for the most part, the outcome of the faith of one

brave spirit, and of his or her associates, who are not responsible to any

Church, and for whose work the Church is not responsible, though a clergy-

man, or a minister, or a bishop may heartily sympathize. The German Church-

es have no free corporate organization
;
and Kaiserswerth and the like are

institutions representing only those who combine to maintain them. The

Presbyterian Churches will, therefore, take an onward step if this suggestion is

adopted
;
and it is one for which the Church is ready, and for which the time

calls. It points to a permissive and not to a compulsory enrolment and regis-

tration
;
and this, too, is in keeping with the freedom of the days in which we

live.*

A. H. Charteris.

Edinburgh.

* Further and fuller information will be found in Dean Howson’s Deaconesses;

Ludlow’s Women's Work in the Church ; Uhlhorn’s Christian Charity in the Ancient

Church; Bingham’s Antiquities ; The Apostolical Constitutions; Nicene Canons (see

Hefele’s History of Councils
,
for information on those canons and other ecclesiastical

ordinances regarding Deaconesses). Thomassin, Veius et Nova Eccles. Discipl., maybe
named as containing historical accounts of the institution and progress of the orders

of female workers in the Church. See also Herzog’s Real Encyklopcedie (German

edition) for information on modern developments.



IX.

CRITICAL NOTE.

THE BABYLONIAN “LIST OF KINGS” AND “CHRONICLE.”*

These are historical documents of the first importance, and while they are

valuable chiefly to the student of Assyrian and Babylonian history, they are not

without interest to Bible students, as will presently appear. The List of Kings

gave originally the names of more than one hundred and twenty Babylonian

monarchs, arranged in nine dynasties, with the length of reign of each king.

The main tablet is mutilated, so that barely half of these names are now left,

but some gaps can be supplied
;
each dynasty is generally summarized at the

end, and the summary includes both the number of kings and the number

of years covered by the dynasty. Internal evidence, combined with other

monumental data and with the Canon of Ptolemy, makes it certain that most

and probable that all of these dynasties were consecutive, and at the same

time gives every indication of the trustworthiness of the list. We thus have

the framework of a history of Babylonia for at least fifteen hundred years.

Only the breaks in the tablet, and the lack of a statement of the number of

years in two of the longer dynasties, prevent us from being much more pre-

cise. The end of the list is gone. The last ruler whose name is legible is

Kan-tal [ana]
(
— Kirr/AaSav os of Ptolemy, = Assurbanipal—Sardanapalus,

cf. KAT 2

, p. 369, N., Tiele, Gesch., II., pp. 368 sqq.), who began to reign

(Ptolemy) b.c. 647. Pinches assigns to Sumu-abi, the first king named in the

emended list, the date of b.c. 2232.

The Babylonian Chronicle covers a much shorter time, but contains, not

only an exact statement of the accessions of kings, but also important events

in each reign. It is a tablet inscribed on both sides, with two columns on
I. II. III. IV.

each (Lines 44, 43, 50, 44), extending from Tiglathpileser III. (the Biblical

* On the List of Kings, see particularly Theoph. G. Pinches, PSBA, May, 1884

(text, transliteration and translation)
; cf. Id. Ib., Dec. 7th, 1880, and Jan. nth, 1881

;

F. Delitzsch, Sprache der Kossiier, Leipzig, 1884 ;
C. P. Tiele, Babylonisch-Assyriscke

Geschichte, I., Gotha, 1886, pp. no sqq. ; E. Schrader, Die Keilinschriftliche babylon-

ische Konigsliste (Sitzungsbericht der Berl. Akad., June 23d, 1887 (XXXI.), and Id.,

Nachtrag
,
Nov. 17th, 1887 (XLVI.) ). On the Chronicle, Pinches, /. c. ; and Journ. R. A.

Society, XIX., 4 (text and translation)
;
H. Winckler, Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, II.,

2 and 3, April and Sept., 1887 (text, autographed by Strassmaier, with transliteration,

translation, and commentary (Latin) ). Cf. also Schrader, /. c.
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king of the natne) to the beginning of the sovereignty of Samsu-sumu-

ukin, brother of Assurbanipal—or eighty years. It is dated “ in the 22d

year of Darius, King of Babylon”—probably Darius Hystaspis. This year

would then correspond to b.c. 499.

One point that has been finally settled by these inscriptions is already widely

known—the absolute identification of the Biblical Tiglathpileser with Pul

—

one name appearing in the List of Kings, and the other, in precisely the same

connection, in the Chronicle.

Among the other matters of interest to the student of Old Testament history

which arise in connection with these documents are the following :

1. The identification 0/ the kings 0/ Gen. xiv. 1.—That “ Arioch of Ella-

sar ” is the same person with Eri- ox Rim- (or Riv-) Aku of Larsa, known

from the cuneiform records as the son of Kudur-mabug, a ruler of Elamitic

origin, has been long asserted

;*

and although objections have been raised to

the reading of the name.f this remains a very probable identification. The

date of Eri-Aku is between b.c. 2200 and 2ico.

Now in the first Babylonian dynasty of the emended List of Kings occurs the

name of Hammurabi, who has hitherto been generally placed after B.c. 2000.J

He was contemporary with an Eri-Aku of Larsa, who, it has been thought, must

be another of the name.§ But the List of Kings puts Hammurabi at least as

early as b.c. 2100, perhaps a generation or two earlier. Hence the Eri-Aku

who was his contemporary was doubtless also the son of Kudurmabug. The

question then arises whether Hammurabi, a very powerful and influential

king, was not concerned in the western campaign described in Gen. xiv.

Schrader replies
||

by proposing to identify his name with the hitherto unex-

plained “ Amraphel of Shinar,” with which Gen. xiv. 1 begins. In Hebrew

letters we should have ':non= Vbiok. Schrader sees nothing impossible in the

change of n into x
;
the group to is found in each, 0 and 3 interchange often,

and S he thinks may be a copyist’s error for ', the two letters bearing a gen-

eral resemblance to each other in the old Hebrew characters. Shinar would

then denote Babylonia in the narrower sense, with Babylon its capital.

Substantially the same result, though by a somewhat different path, has been

reached by Halevy.*[ Halevy accepts, like Schrader, the identification Eri-

Aku= Arioch. He, too, raises the question why “ Hammurabi ” should not be

the Biblical Amraphel. But he objects to Schrader’s evidence for this, that

* E.g., Schrader, KATS
, p. 135.

f Most recently by Tiele, Gesch., I., 124 ;
see, in reply 10 him, Schrader, Bad.

Konigsliste, p. 23, N., and cf. J. Halfevy, Rev. des Eludes Juives, Oct.-Dec., 1887, pp.

167, 168.

t E.g., Hommel, Abriss der Gesch. in Tabellenfomt, 1879, p. 3.

§ Delitzsch, Spnchc der Kossder, pp. 68 sq., holds that Hammurabi lived before

the Elamitic invasion of Babylonia, and, of course, equally denies that he was contem-

poraneous with Eri-Aku, son of Kudur-mabug.

|
Babyl. Konigsliste, pp. 23 sqq.

Revue des Etudes Juives, Oct.-Dec., 1887, pp. 167 sqq.
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“ Ha-am-mu-ra-bi ” is not the true name of the king referred to, but that

the group of signs is a compound ideogram, with the value Kimta-rapashiu

.

We ought, then, he maintains, to seek to identify Kimta-rapashiu (the name in

its true pronunciation) with Amraphel. Kimta-rapashiu
,
however, would be

in Hebrew letters or, since w before n becomes h in Assyrian, nSinnntJ.

Now this group has the letters Sam in common with SinDK (Amraphel), which,

Halevy thinks, cannot be accidental. But actually nno (= Kimtu )
=DK (=Am-

mu), since both mean “ family,” and in proper names synonyms are often

interchanged. The king in question might therefore be called either Kimla-

rapaltu or Am-rapaltu. It is the latter form that appears in the Hebrew Am-
raphel, the final n having been simply dropped off. Now the ingenuity of

this is astonishing. But even if we grant the possibility of such an interchange

of synonyms, there are serious objections to the view that Kimta-rapashiu is the

true reading of Ha-am-mu-ra-bi *

(a) The form Kimta-rapashiu occurs but once, and that in a list of names.

In connected texts we always find the name in the form Hammurabi (with

slight variations). The signs employed in the name are simple and frequent.

Every presumption is in favor of their being truly syllabic.
(
b

)

Halevy’ s ex-

planation of the equivalence of the compound ideogram, sign for sign, with

Kimta-rapashtu is unsatisfactory, (c) Delitzsch argues f that “ Hammurabi ”

is a good Shemitic name (and to this Halevy, of all men, should not object),

and Kimta-rapashtu merely another (synonymous) name for the same person

(used, perhaps, side by side with the other
;
cf.Tiele, /. c.). But if “ Hammurabi”

was a form actually in use, then Schrader’s mode of identification is certainly

the most plausible.

In any case, the equation Amraphel= Hammurabi may stand for the present

as a working hypothesis.

Chedorlaomer, Hal6vy is almost ready to recognize in Kudur-mabug, father

of Eri-Aku, but positive grounds are wanting. It need scarcely be added that

if we can securely identify these Eastern kings of Gen. xiv.—or even one of

them—with monarchs known to have lived in the 2 2d century b.c., we at once

have the time of Abraham definitely fixed, and one point established for all dis-

cussions of patriarchal chronology.

2. The question, Who took Samaria P Friedrich Delitzsch, in a notice of

the German translation of Sayce’s Fresh Light from the Ancient Monuments

(Literarisches Centralblalt, Sept. 17th, 1887), astonished historical students by the

expression of regret that Sayce had not had the advantage of using the Chron-

icle, and hence, e.g.,
“

as has hitherto been commonly done, on the ground

* Hal6vy does not take the trouble to give a reference to the list which offers these

two names as equivalents. It was published by Pinches, PSBA, Jan. 11th, 1881, pp. 37

sqq. See also Delitzsch, Sprache der Kossaer, pp. 20, 69 :qq. ; Tiele, Geschichte, I., 126,

N. Tiele mentions the fact that Guyard, Rev. de l’Hist, des Religions, V. 2, p. 274,

holds that Kimta-rapashtu is the true name of "Hammurabi.”

f Kossaer, pp. 72 sq.
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of a text of Sargon, made Shalmaneser IV. [original from Shulmanasharid] die

during the siege of Samaria, while the Babylonian Chronicle, in the fullest

agreement with the Biblical Book of Kings [2 K. xvii.], says in plain words

that Shalmaneser Samara' in ihtepi destroyed Samaria.”
“ This remark, casually thrown out, was a bombshell in a small way. If one

historical fact derived from the monuments was more secure than another, it

was supposed to be that not Shalmaneser, but Sargon, was the actual conqueror

of Samaria. We have it stated repeatedly and at length * in inscriptions

of the latter king. Delitzsch writes, however, as if it had been a mere weak

inference, needing now no further consideration.

It becomes important to examine the statement of the Chronicle. But four

lines are occupied with Shulmanasharid IV. They are as follows (cf. Winck-

ler, ZA, April, 1887, p. 152 ;
Sept., 1887, p. 350 ;

Col. i. 1 . 27) :
“ In the

month Tebet, on the 25th day, Shulmanasharid, in the land of Assyria
(

1 . 28),
ba

on the throne sat. The city Sha-ma-ra-’-in he destroyed.
(

1 . 29). In

the 5th year, in the month Tebet, Shulmanasharid died.
(
1 . 30) 5 years

Shulmanasharid exercised the royalty of Akkad and Assyria.” L. 31 con-

tinues :
“ In the month Tebet on the 12th day Sargon in the land of Assyria

on the throne sat.”

The first question is in regard to the true reading of the name of the city de-

stroyed by Shulmanasharid. The cuneiform characters are perfectly distinct in

Strassmaier’s autograph copy (/. c., p. 165). Winckler transliterates it Sa-ba-

ra-'-in, but remarks in a foot-note on ba :
“

Sive ma, hsec signa interdum vix

alterum ab altero distinguuntur.” (ZA, Sept. 1887, p. 350, N.
,
he favors

ma more decidedly). In fact, there is little difference in form between the

two signs as used by the Babylonians, and sometimes, when the scribe has

not been extremely careful, only the connection enables us to decide. We may

practically consider the two as one doubtful sign. The Chronicle contains

this doubtful sign some fifty-two times. Only four times (including the one

under discussion) does Winckler transliterate ba, although in a dozen other

cases, at least, the sign might as well be ba as ma, if the form alone were con-

sidered. In the case of two of these, Strassmaier has thought it necessary to sub-

scribe ma in order to ensure the correct reading. It is a question whether to the

four readings of ba there should not be added at least ten more, so that in I. 9,

33, 38, 39, for Ummanigas (Winckler) we should read Umbanigas (as in Sar-

gon’s inscriptions, e.g., D. G. Lyon, Sargontexte, p. 3, 1 . 17, p. 13, 1 . 12),

and in III. 27, 30, 31, 33, IV. n, 12, f we should read for Hummahaldasu

(Winckler), Humbahaldasu. (See Schrader, Konigsliste, p. 27.) The sign in

question is clearly ba (according to Strassmaier’s copy) in I. 38, 39, III. 27,

IV. 11, 12. It resembles ma in I. 9, III. 30, 31, 33. In I. 33 it is between

the two, but is more nearly ba than ma, and can be matched almost to a hair

* Cf. e.g., KAT S
, pp. 271 sqq.

f IV. 12 the text gives Humba-an-dasu, but this is of no consequence in the present

discussion.
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by one of the instances in which Winclderhas transliterated ba (II. 22). At least

we may fairly say that ten of the fourteen times in which ba is the certain or

probable reading give the proper form of ba (accurately or approximately), and

that in only ten or eleven of the thirty-six times in which ma is demanded by

the context does the sign look more like ba. As far as this document is con-

cerned, therefore, the presumption is that the proper sign for ba is to be so

read. In the name of the city destroyed under Shulmanasharid, the Chronicle

has the proper sign for ba. In the absence of proof to the contrary, therefore,

the name should be read Sabara'in (Pinches, Sayce, Schrader) and not Sama-

ra! in (Delitzsch, Winckler). In that case, of course, there can be no question

of Samaria.

But there are other objections to Delitzsch’ s remark.

It is on the strength of the reading Sa-ba-ra- in (or Sabarahin
,
as he puts it)

that Sayce makes his first counter-argument in the Academy, Oct. 22d, 1887 :

“ The strange form of the name.” But he adds, “ Secondly, the order of

words seems to imply that the ‘ breaking to pieces ’ of Sabarahin took place

at the beginning rather than at the end of Shalmaneser’s reign.” He gives as

a foot-note what is really the third argument

—

viz., that “ he broke in pieces
”

(or “ was broken in pieces”)—the literal meaning of the word which De-

litzsch translates “ destroyed ” (“ zerstort ”)—is “ a very unsuitable expression

to be used of a city upon which, immediately after its capture, Sargon imposed

the tribute of ‘ the former king’ as well as an Assyrian governor.” Sayce

adds as his final argument, “ the express statement of Sargon.”

Winckler’s own rejoinder to Delitzsch is under five heads.

(1) The form of the name. Since Winckler is inclined to the reading Sa-

mara-’ -in, the only important point here is the which is not found in the

Assyrian form of Samaria
(
Samirina ).

(2) The fall of Samaria cannot have been of sufficient importance for Baby-

lonia to be mentioned as the sole event of Shalmaneser’s reign. The war

against Tyre (Menander) would have been more likely to be alluded to.

(3) There is no room, on Delitzsch’ s hypothesis, for the three years’ siege

(2 Kings xvii. 5). [This seems to simply the view expressed in Sayce’

s

second argument.]

(4) Sargon’ s own account.

(5) Samaria was not destroyed.

Tiele
(
Gesch

.

II. 1887, p. 614) excepts to Winckler’s 3d (Sayce’s 2d)

argument, but adopts his conclusion.

At present, then, we may regard this new attempt to shake a firmly-held his-

torical belief as a failure. What and where the city Sabara’in was we do not

know, but the evidence is against its identification with Samaria.

3. The murderer of Sennacherib.—Isaiah xxxvii. 38 a reads :
“ And it came

to pass, as he was worshipping in the house of Nisroch his god, that Adram-

melech and Sharezer his sons smote him with the sword.” 2 Kings xix. 37

gives the same, except that “his sons” is not in the consonantal Hebrew

text. It is supplied in the margin. The LXX have it in both places.
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Alexander Polyhistor, however, following Berossus, says that Sennacherib

was killed pursuant to a plot contrived “ by (his) son Ardumazanes ” (Euseb.

Chron. ed. Schoene, 27, 28 ;
Migne, Euseb. I. 118).

This agrees with the Babylonian Chronicle, which states (III. 34, 35, ZA,

April, 1887, pp. 157, 158) :
“ In the month Tebet, on the 20th day, Senna-

cherib, King of Assyria, his son in a revolt killed.”

Backed by these two witnesses, Winckler * holds that there is no sufficient

ground for believing that two sons were engaged in the murder. The question,

then, arises which one of the names mentioned in Kings and Isaiah is that of

the actual murderer. No name is given in the Babylonian Chronicle. Adram-

melech is a complete and good Assyrian name (i.e., Adar-malik), and Winckler

thinks that Ardumuzanes is a corrupted form of the same, and that this is very

likely the true name of the parricide. Schrader
(
e.g., KAT3

, p. 32957.),

Tiele
(
Gesch

.

II., pp. 309, 325), and others have supposed that Sharezer

(ivsniy) is mutilated, or abbreviated, from Nergal-sharezer, and that in the

Nergilus of Abydenus is to be recognized the former part of the name,

correspondingly mutilated (Abydenus in Euseb. Chron. ed. Schoene, 35,

4 sqq. ; Migne, Euseb. I. 123). Abydenus speaks here only, and briefly,

of what Sennacherib did in Babylonia and in Cilicia
;

in the course of the

paragraph he says :
“ Tarsus, too, he built in the form and likeness

of Babylon, so that the river Cydnus flowed through the very midst of

Tarsus as the Euphrates through the midst of Babylon.” The next words

are :
“ But then after him reigned Nergilus, who was slain by (his) son

Adramelus.” (He goes on to say that Adramelus was killed by his half-brother

Axerdis=rEsarhaddon), Now Adramelus would confirm theO. T. Adramme-

lech, if it referred to the son of Sennacherib (and if we could be sure that the

O. T. influence had not caused the insertion of the name— cf. Winckler, /. c., p.

393). At all events, a Nergilus, who, a son of Sennacherib, was himself killed

by his son, introduces an otherwise unknown person, and on this reading Aby-

denus ignores altogether the murder of Sennacherib. Gutschmid, in a note

on the passage, proposes to invert the clauses and read “ who (Sennacherib)

was slain by (his) son Adramelus. Then, after him, reigned Nergilus.”

Gutschmid, too, supposes that these were both sons of Sennacherib. The

Babylonian Chronicle does not favor this. Sennacherib, according to this

(III. 34 sqq. ; ZA, April, 1887, pp. 157, 158), was killed on the 20th day

of the month Tebet. Until the second day of Adar there was sedition in

Assyria. Esarhaddon sat on the throne on the 8th day of Sivan. It is not

likely, Winckler holds, that in the brief interval between Sennacherib’s death

and Esarhaddon’ s formal accession—less than three months—there should have

been two successive kings. The Babylonian Chronicle does not allude to it.

Winckler proposes another solution. Alexander Polyhistor gives an ac-

count of Sennacherib’s conquest of Babylonia and of Cilicia, depending evi-

dently on the same passage of Berossus used by Abydenus, but fuller. The

* ZA, Dec., 1887, p. 392 sqq.
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Babylonian portion as given by Polyhistor ends thus :
“ Having, then, over-

come the Babylonians, he [Sennacherib] established his son Asordanius as

king over them
;

but he himself withdrew into Assyria.” (Euseb. Chron. ed.

Schoene, 27, 3 sqq.j Migne, Euseb. I. 118.) Now the Babylonian Chron-

icle, II. 30, 31 (ZA, April, 1887, p. 154), gives Assurnadinsum (= Asordanius)

as the name of Sennacherib’s son whom he made king in Babylon, and Ner-

galusizib as his successor, II. 44, 45 (/. c., p. 155). Hence Winckler con-

cludes that Nergalusizib is the Nergilus of Eusebius-Abydenus, and that the

sentence containing his name is really not from Abydenus, but from Polyhistor,

and should be added to the passage quoted above (after the words “ he him-

self withdrew into Assyria ”), whence it has in some way become displaced.

This seems very plausible. It does not, however, decide the question as to the

Sharezer of Isaiah (and Kings), but only removes the argument, such as it was,

which Abydenus was thought to furnish in favor of this Sharezer, and leaves Isaiah

(and Kings) standing alone as a witness to the two parricides. In this case lytnty

and the ' of m (Isaiah) might be textual errors, and it would be next in order

to explain how the additional name came into the text. But it is worth con-

sidering that even if the testimony is exactly what Winckler supposes, two sons

may have been implicated in the plot, and hoped to profit by it, even if but

one was the actual murderer. Unfortunately, the beginning of the inscription,

in which Esarhaddon relates his fight with the rebels for the throne, is broken

away, and neither the names nor the relationships of the leaders are given in

what remains
;
but he speaks of them in the plural.* This, as far as it goes,

agrees with the plural of Isaiah and Kings, and is a ground against the sug-

gested emendation of the text, while this, and the accurate information of

Isaiah (and Kings) as to the fact of the murder and the flight of the murderers

into Armenia (on the border of which country Esarhaddon won his victory over

the rebels, as he himself tells us
;

cf. e.g. ,
KAT5

, p. 332), the direction in

which, also, Abydenus-Berossus makes them go (Euseb. Chron. ed. Schoene,

35; Migne, Euseb. I. 123), are barriers in the way of following Winckler

and imagining a possible mistake in the original Hebrew record.

Francis Brown.

* Cf. III. R. 15, i. 18 sqq. ^Schrader, KATa
, p. 332.



X.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

CHURCH UNION, OR CHRISTIAN UNITY? SOME OBSERVA-
TIONS ON “THE DECLARATION OF THE HOUSE OF
BISHOPS.”

The Declaration by the House of Bishops has challenged public attention.

The references by the press have in the main been respectful. The formal

replies have been courteous and cordial, yet at the same time critical and can-

did. In perhaps every instance official response has expressed readiness and

sincere desire to promote Christian unity.

The first official response came from the Conference of Congregational

Churches in Connecticut. The next came from the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. Others followed from

various Christian churches in the United States.

The General Assembly declared their “ cordial sympathy with the growing

desire among the evangelical Christian churches for practical unity and co-oper-

ation in the work of spreading the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
;
and

their sincere desire that the conference proposed might (may) lead, if not to

formal oneness of organization, yet to such a vital and essential unity of faith

and spirit and co-operation as shall bring all the followers of our common
Lord into hearty fellowship and to mutual recognition and affection and to

ministerial reciprocity in the branches of the one visible Church of Christ,

working together with Him in advancing His kingdom upon earth. ” This

General Assembly also appointed a committee of fifteen select men, eight

ministers and seven ruling elders, as a special Committee of Conference— in

character and number corresponding to the Committee of Conference appointed

by the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United

States (1886).

The year 1888 began, and yet no Conference occurred
;
no call to Confer-

ence had been issued, so far as we are aware, though the House of Bishops had

declared their “ desire and readiness, so soon as there shall be any authorized

response to their (this) declaration, to enter into brotherly conference,” etc.

The reasons for this delay or its purpose we do not even pause to conjecture.

The delay of “ brotherly conference” has at least given to all concerned op-

portunity for review and reflection. We trust it has not occasioned a wish to

recall the proposal for conference. While reflection should not lessen the first
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impulse to fraternal communion, it deepens the conviction that the value of

this “ Declaration” must depend upon its real import, and so must the esti-

mate of this Declaration. Hence, the propriety and the need of brotherly

conference become more apparent upon reflection—propriety as between equal

parties in mutual consultation—need to explain terms, correct misunderstand-

ing and prejudgment, consider details and conditions, and foster the spirit of

concession with which, as Bishop Lightfoot well says, such matters should

always be approached. It were, indeed, not only unfair, but repellent, to

declare inflexible terms and challenge acceptance without conference. As well

might the Papal Church declare the inflexible terms of Supremacy and Infalli-

bility, and challenge the House of Bishops to acceptance and submission.

According to the Churchman (January 14th, 1888), such a (supposed) offer

of union is (really) made
;
and this is the Churchman s reply to the offer :

“ Come and submit, is the offer, submit, and we will put you all together into

membership with that body in which alone is salvation. If we assent, then

anathema to Protestantism ! We must give up all that has been won in the

religious progress of the past three and a half centuries. We must make a

holocaust of manhood, and sink private conscience with direct personal respon-

sibility, and take up the position of mere membership in an organism.”

In the Declaration of the House of Bishops there are several things which

need official conference and explanation : First, in the introduction and the

conclusion is there not confusion or contradiction ? What is sought or pro-

posed according to these ? Is it co-operation or absorption, unity or uniform-

ity, federation or consolidation ? Rev. W. Wilberforce Newton (author of

“ The Vine Out of Egypt ”), says not only, “ Federation is the dominant

American idea
;

federation is the point toward which the Congress of Churches

has moved
;
federation is the end in view toward which ‘ The Vine Out of

Egypt’ has set its face as the sunflower toward the sun but, as lately as

January 21st, 1888, he has said in the Churchman, “ Federation is the practical

answer which the House of Bishops has made to the cry of the churches for

unity.” (Evidently the reviewer thinks quite differently from Rev. Mr. New-

ton on this matter.) From the introductory part of the Declaration, it would

seem clearly to be co-operation, not absorption. The specific statement is,

“ This Church does not seek to absorb other communions, but rather, co-oper-

ating with them,” etc. The way to accomplish this would seem to be very

simple—viz., by mutual recognition and Christian reciprocity. Already Pres-

byterians recognize the Episcopalian laity and ministry and Church as Christian,

and are ready to reciprocate Christian courtesy in the pew and the pulpit and

on the platform
;
and co-operating with them fraternally in all Christian service

and Christian endeavor, to “ promote the charity which is the chief of Chris-

tian graces.” The Protestant Episcopal Church can readily promote Christian

unity by similar recognition and reciprocity toward the Presbyterian laity and

ministry and Church. This is the simple and direct way to restore and pro-

mote Christian unity. It is difficult to see how it can be done in any other

way
;
how it can be done, if this be refused. Reasons for Christian unity and
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co-operation are so abundant and so evident to every thoughtful Christian, that

we need not pause to enumerate them. The opportunity and the duty are

present and pressing. The trend of thought and the current of feeling are

toward Christian unity and co-operation. This is manifest in the reunion of

Christian churches temporarily divided by political or social or geographical

circumstances, as in the case of Presbyterians, Methodists, Lutherans, Baptists,

and Congregationalists
;

in the growing recognition of the Christian brother-

hood
;

in the very proposals for co-operation and federation and consolida-

tion
;

in the practical methods of voluntary association for various Christian

work, as in societies of Christian endeavor, in inter-seminary conventions, in

Church congresses, in the Young Men’s Christian Association work, in evan-

gelical alliances, in co-operation in Foreign Missions
;

in a broader survey of

the field as the world and the supreme duty of the Christian Church to glorify

God in carrying the Gospel to every creature, and thus bring back the world

into allegiance to Christ Jesus the Lord
;
and especially, in the Divine blessing

as manifestly ignoring ecclesiastical limits and sectional pretensions and

Church polity. We need not go far for illustrations. According to the con-

servative estimate of a loyal churchman, “ The Protestant Episcopal Church in

the United States stands as low as No. 8 on the list of Church statistics

—

eg.,

one tenth of the Methodists in numbers, one eighth of the Baptists, and so on

in relative inferiority to Presbyterians, Lutherans,” etc. Yet she has not been

stationary. Such spiritual prosperity, though remarkable, excites no regret or

jealousy on the part of true Christians, but their rejoicing the more on this

behalf. Such prosperity among evangelical churches is in strict accord with

their growing Christian fellowship and co-operation, and is at once the pledge

of the Divine favor to Christian devotion, and of the advance and final triumph

of Christ’s kingdom in the whole earth. And who will deny that this should

be the supreme desire and purpose of all evangelical and ecclesiastical organ-

izations ?

But from the concluding part of the Declaration of the House of Bishops it

would seem that not co-operation but absorption is sought, even “ the organic

unity of the Church.” (See the concluding paragraph
;

see also the repetition

of this by the honored Secretary of the Commission, in his brief note to the

Secretary of the Presbyterian General Assembly, in transmitting the Declara-

tion.
)

This implies corporate union. How can this be effected? Not by

co-operation, but by absorption. So Bishop Doane (New York Independent,

February 3d, 1887) argues “ the necessity of one polity, one liturgy (so far as

the sacramental offices are concerned), and, of course, one confession of

Faith.” And to make the statement even still more exact, the Bishop says :

“ To allow hypothetical ordination to ministers still calling themselves by

human names and keeping up their separate organizations, or to grant the use

of different forms for the celebration of the Divine offices, is absolutely incon-

sistent with the essential thought of true unity.”

We might multiply similar quotations from prominent Episcopal writers,

clerical and lay, in the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church
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(1886), in the Church Congress (1887). Later still (see Church Review
,
De-

cember, 1887), in the line of this very thought—corporate union—Rev. Dr.

John Henry Hopkins is reviewing Rev. Mr. Newton's book, “ The Vine Out

of Egypt.” Dr. H. sharply criticises the book for contemplating merely “ the

need of a unification of Protestant Christendom” through federation, and

styles it ‘‘an absurdity to talk of the unity of Christendom,” yet give no hint

of union (not federation, but union') with the great Oriental Church, and leave

out the still greater Church of Rome. That Rev. Mr. Newton may see his

mistake in supposing that the unity sought for is only a union of Protestants,

he is invited by his reviewer “ to study carefully the scheme set forth by the

House of Bishops at Chicago” (1886). “ So far as our terms go we are ready

for union with both, so say the Bishops.” (The italics in this quotation are

Dr. Hopkins’s.)

Now, union (be it remembered) refers to polity, and is secured through

subordination to the same ecclesiastical law and a common ecclesiastical ruler
;

unity refers to principles or doctrine, and is secured by adherence to the same

common faith of the Gospel. (See Dr. F. L. Hawks in his “ Introduction to

the Constitutions and Canons of the Protestant-Episcopal Church.”) ‘‘The

union of the churches in any country,” he says, “ must be the act of man, for

man must make the regulation by which different Christian churches consent

to adopt one system of government or polity. ” On the other hand, he says :

“ Two churches may both be in the unity of the Catholic Church, though under

different systems of polity.” It is evident how deliberately Dr. Hopkins and

Bishop Doane have weighed their thought and how carefully they have

selected their language and how deliberately and carefully they have studied

the thought and the language of the Declaration by the Bishops. According

to the statement of Bishop Doane, *‘ organic unity” (proposed by the House of

Bishops) involves, and can be realized only in one polity, one liturgy (in

performing the sacramental offices), one confession of faith, one ordination

(
i.e., re-ordination) of ministers (from other Protestant communions), and one

organization (for all separate Protestant organizations).

This sternly rules out “ hypothetical ordination,” and excludes such “ hazy

compromise” as is proposed by Rector Hodge, and the undefined and undefi-

nable ordination prescribed by Professor Shields, and the facile, if not faulty,

forms proposed by Stearns and Waterman for conferring the Episcopal authority
“ upon Presbyterians, Lutherans, et id omne genus,” and the agnostic gnostic,

or magical scheme so recently proposed (February nth, 1888) by the Church -

man—“ There is unity in the Church so long as her Bishops ordain her clergy,

though the views of what ordination does for a candidate may be, and are, very

diverse.”

The House of Bishops, perhaps, read with unwonted emotions these volun-

tary (if not visionary) schemes, these hasty and versatile hints and helps gratu-

itously proffered toward solving the problem of Church reunion.

How far, if at all, these may secure the serious attention of the House of

Bishops may appear at the next General Convention. They are, at least,
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called out by the Declaration issued in 1886, and they may serve a sufficient

purpose. Whether they are to be allowed consistently with this Declaration,

it is not our province to determine. But if allowed, are such schemes feasible

or practicable ? Is it to be supposed that the multiplied millions of intelligent

earnest Protestant Christians in our land will adopt such schemes, and in any

such way enter into organic union with the Protestant Episcopal Church ?

Can they do this consistently with Christian self-respect and a good conscience ?

Is this the object and the substance of what is proposed—viz., “ There is

unity in the Church so long as her Bishops ordain her clergy ?” Is this to be

the outcome of the mountain of labor toward Christian unity ? Would the

multiplied thousands of evangelical ministers in all our land yield to such an

inflexible demand and submit to reordination by a Diocesan Bishop that they

might be received into “ organic unity” with the Protestant Episcopal Church,

and thus confess the invalidity of their previous solemn ordination and repudi-

ate the sanctity of the past ?

But if allowable and feasible, would it be desirable even for the Protestant

Episcopal Church ? If these multiplied thousands of evangelical ministers and

these multiplied millions of evangelical laymen (Methodists, Baptists, Luther-

ans, Presbyterians, and Congregationalists) should thus enter into “ organic

unity” with the Protestant Episcopal Church (with its four thousand Clergy

and its four hundred thousand Laity), would they not, in the very exercise of

their ordinary rights of suffrage and representation, revolutionize that Church ?

Not only is there need of “ brotherly conference” as between equal parties with

mutual interests and sympathetic Christian loyalty to Christ, but emphatic need

of such conference if difficulties be removed and differences be composed and

anything effective for Christian unity be accomplished. If it be said that, for

the sake of unity, differences and difficulties should not be considered, but

should be concealed, we reply in the words of a thoughtful churchman—“ It

would be hopeless to conceal them” (I would add, on either side), “ espe-

cially under the effort of some at the present time to change the Church’s name,

in order virtually to stamp the impress of the extreme view on the whole

Church
;
and, secondly, it would be dishonest if we could. If others are to

be won to unity by our Church, it must be to the churchly unity which is

comprehensive of varying views, and not to a sectarian unity which enforces

only one.” (See Dr. C. C. Tiffany's letter in the Churchman, December

31st, 1887.)

It cannot be disguised that there are differences in the bosom of the Protest-

ant Episcopal Church from the days of Archbishop Laud. At least four parlies

exist : the High Church party (starting, it is said, with Archbishop Laud), the

Low Church, the Broad Church, and the Advanced Catholic party. Now, of

thefour essential terms specified in the Declaration of the House of Bishops, all

these parties agree in regard to the first and the second—viz., the Holy Scrip-

tures and the Nicene Creed. Perhaps they agree upon the third—the two sac-

raments Baptism and the Supper of the Lord
;
though there is probably four-

fold difference in regard to this third term, ranging from supra-sacramentalism
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down to simple symbolism. But in regard to the fourth term, styled essential

by the Bishops— i.e., the Historic Episcopate, there has been and is wide dis-

agreement, from the jure divino claim of apostolic succession out through vary-

ing differences to the denial of this doctrine of apostolic succession, and

further, to the denial of scriptural authority for any theory of the Episcopate,

and further, to the assertion that Diocesan Bishops (such as compose the

House of Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States) are

the product of the third or fourth century, and not existing in the primitive

Christian Church.

The Bishops’ Declaration concerning unity included as one of its essentials

(says Dr. Tiffany, as above) the retention of the historic Episcopate. Noth-

ing could more utterly nullify the effect of this Declaration on all non-Episcopal

bodies than the affirmation, implied or asserted, that there was but one view of

the Episcopate held in the Church, and that the theory of Divine command,

instead of the theory of Divine Providence.”

We have not space in this Editorial Note to treat with any appropriate

fulness of thisfourth term—the historic Episcopate—although we may do so

hereafter.

We shall be pardoned if we include in this note three brief but representative

statements : First, a statement by the Presbyterian General Assembly (1887)

—

“ All believers in Christ constitute one body, mystical, yet real, and destined to

grow into the. fulness of Him who filleth all in all
;
the universal visible

Church consists of all those throughout the world who profess the true religion,

together with their children
;
mutual recognition and reciprocity between the

different bodies who profess the true religion is the first and essential step tow-

ard practical Church unity.” Secondly, a statement by the Conference of Con-

gregational Churches in Connecticut (1886)
— “ We are glad in the full belief

that all our churches are substantially in agreement with our Episcopal brethren

as touching the first three of the four essential terms named, etc. As touching

the fourth—the Historic Episcopate—although we are unable to agree with

our Episcopal brethren, and are far from a conviction of its scriptural deriva-

tion—yea, and are accustomed to regard it as a note of division rather than of

unity in the Church, yet we do not despair of some sufficient reconciliation of

diverse opinions on this point.” Thirdly, a statement in Phillips Brooks’s

“ Two Lectures on Tolerance”—“The unity of Christendom is not to be found

at last in identity of organization, nor in identity of dogma, . . . nor is the

promise of the future to be found in the idea that some day one of the present

forms of faith, etc., shall so overwhelmingly assert its truth that every other form

of faith shall come and lay its claim before its feet, and ask to be obliterated

and absorbed.” Truth has not anywhere been so monopolized.

R. B. Welch.
Auburn Theological Seminary, February 22, r888.

20
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A PLEA FOR AN AMERICAN ALLIANCE OF THE REFORMED
CHURCHES.

The Alliance of the Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian system is

to meet in London in August of the present year. This Alliance has accom-

plished great good in bringing the Presbyterian and Reformed forces of the

world into union for the accomplishment of world-wide objects. But there

are matters of interest common to the Reformed and the Presbyterian

Churches of America that cannot be brought before the International Alliance.

It seems to me that an American Alliance is needed for the accomplishment

of these purposes. It is true that there is an American branch of the Executive

Commission of the Alliance, but it is doubtful whether this Commission could

undertake the work that is proposed.

There are imperative reasons why the American Protestant Churches should

enter into closer union. I am in favor of the organic union of all the Churches

of Protestantism, so soon as such a union can be accomplished in an honorable

manner on the basis of historical achievements, and in the mutual recognition

of the various legitimate types of doctrine, government, and worship of the

great Protestant bodies. I am prepared to sacrifice everything that is not essen-

tial in order to accomplish such a union. But there seems little hope of its

accomplishment at the present time. It is all the more important, therefore,

that we should set our forces toward something that is in the same direction

and is easier of accomplishment.

The Presbyterian and Reformed Churches are so near to each other that it

would seem easy to bring them into closer union. I would advocate the

organic union of all of these bodies
;

I think that such a union is feasible, and

that it will certainly be accomplished in a not very remote future. If the sev-

eral branches of Presbyterians can be united in one great body', and the two

great branches of the Reformed Church should combine as the result of the

conferences now in progress, we might hope for the organic union of the Pres-

byterian and the Reformed bodies at a date not far ahead. But in order to

accomplish any of these desirable things considerable changes are necessary' in

the Forms of Government and Orders of Worship of the different bodies. Much
greater liberty in the mode of worship and in the construction of Presbyteries

and Synods will be required, and a different mode of representation in the

supreme courts, if not the establishment of Provincial Assemblies, and triennial

or biennial National Assemblies. All this will take time, even if the spirit of union

should pervade and control all of these bodies and induce them to become

more generous and tolerant, and willing to recognize a considerable variety of

doctrine, government, and worship, in order to accomplish the much-desired

unity.

But leaving for the present these more comprehensive plans for organic

unity, there seem to be no sufficient reasons why the Presbyterian and Reformed

Churches of the Continent of America should not combine in an Alliance,
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meeting once in two or three years. Such an Alliance should be constructed

alter the model of the International Alliance now in such successful operation.

It is an interesting fact that an Alliance was made between the Synod of New
York and Philadelphia, the Associate Reformed Synod, and the Reformed

Synod in 1786, and it accomplished great good for some years. But unfor-

tunately it was not continued. The difficulties in the way of such an Alliance

do not now exist.

Such an Alliance should be composed of the official representatives of the

several Presbyterian and Reformed bodies. I have little confidence in the un-

denominational and unsectarian conferences, which are organized by small com-

mittees of good and zealous men, but who have no more authority to call such

conferences than any other set of men. Such conferences can never be re-

garded as representing any one except the committees that call them together,

and those who take part in them. They do not carry much weight in the

community or the nation. But an interdenominational Alliance, composed of

the official representatives of all the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches in

the United States and Canada, would have greater weight and more influence

upon the public mind in America than any body now in existence. Its pro-

ceedings would attract great attention, would absorb public interest, and its

deliverances would have a powerful influence upon the faith and the morals of

America.

Such a body should not have any executive or judicial power. It would

not be the supreme court of the Churches adhering to it. But it would afford

a centre of unity and a basis for co-operation in many a good work.

The matters of common interest to the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches

of America are very many. A conference and a discussion of them would not,

perhaps, lead to definite action in such an Alliance, but might lead to com-

mon action in the supreme courts of the Churches that would constitute the

Alliance.

The meeting together of brethren so close to one another in their views of

doctrine, Church government, worship, and morals, would have the effect of

strengthening them all by the sense of the greater weight of influence behind

them. It would also have the effect of broadening them, removing narrow,

sectional, and denominational prejudices, and imparting a more tolerant tem-

per and catholic frame of mind.

The most important practical works of the International Alliance have been

three
: (1) A quickening of the interest in Presbyterian History

; (2) com-

bined efforts to sustain the feebler Reformed Churches on the Continent of

Europe, and (3) the movement for co-operation, union, and consolidation of

Presbyterian and Reformed missions in foreign lands. These are three great

practical achievements of the International Alliance of the Reformed Churches.

There is work of a similar kind that an American Alliance may do.

(1) Special effort should be made by the combined forces of the Reformed

Churches in gathering and preserving the sources of the history of the Churches

in America. No one can appreciate the need of such a comprehensive move-
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ment who has not himself engaged in historical search and observed how the

most important documents have narrowly escaped destruction, and how many
irreparable losses have been made. Moreover, the cultivation of the historical

spirit is the pathway to catholicity and reunion.

(2) The American Churches have a special duty to Mexico, the West India

islands, and South America. There should be a combination of our forces,

not for the establishment of a dozen or more rival missions in the same field,

but for the establishment of a Reformed Church in these southern parts of our

Continent which might receive the combined support of all the bodies that

should constitute the Alliance.

(3) But the most important work of such an Alliance would be the co-oper-

ation of all of these Churches in the great work of Home Missions in its vari-

ous phases. It is a waste of energy for any one of the Churches that should

enter into the Alliance to come into competition with its fellows in the organ-

ization of rival churches in the mission fields of our country. The field is so

vast that there should not be the slightest waste. Co-operation in Home Mis-

sions is as important as Co-operation in Foreign Missions. It is my belief if

the matter could be fully and freely discussed in such an American Alliance,

and a Committee of Conference should be appointed as the fruit of such a

discussion, that a plan of co-operation could be devised that would remove the

most, if not all of the difficulties, in this field.

There ought also to be co-operation in the establishment of institutions of

learning, academies, colleges, and universities, so that they may not conflict

with one another by being too thickly planted in one region, while other

regions are left destitute. Co-operation through such an Alliance would lead,

in many cases at least, to a better distribution. Our Churches will soon have

to endow and sustain academies and classical schools for boys and girls, and a

co-operation of all the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches is of great impor-

tance before we enter upon this great work.

The work among the Germans now carried on by the Reformed (Dutch) and

the Presbyterian Churches seems to fall more properly to the Church which is

German in origin, as the work among the recent Dutch settlers belongs to the old

Holland Church. Co-operation through an Alliance would prevent friction,

and put all this work in a better shape. It may also in the future be found

wise to commit the work among the Freedmen to the Southern Presbyterian

Church, while the other branches of the Church sustain them with contribu-

tions, instead of establishing rival congregations. Doubtless there are diffi-

culties here as in most other things, but it is certain that free discussion in an

Alliance might pave the way to considerate action that might greatly improve

the situation. The work among the American Indians and the Chinamen

needs similar measures of co-operation. I believe that such an Alliance might

accomplish a work of blessing exceeding our highest hopes and dreams.

In the present condition of our country, it is often necessary for the Church

to express its convictions upon great moral and religious questions that have

social and political bearings. The deliverances of the religious bodies lose
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their effect on account of our divisions. But if all the Presbyterian and Re-

formed Churches could be united in such an Alliance, the effect of such deliv-

erances upon the public mind, the press, the Legislatures of the States and the

Congress of the United States would be greatly enhanced.

Such an Alliance to my mind would also be a step in advance toward the

better thing, organic union. It would mediate and prepare the way, and pre-

vent those abrupt transitions and hasty, inconsiderate unions which are gener-

ally only productive of new divisions and schisms.

We raise the question whether the time has not come to establish an Ameri-

can Alliance of the Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian system.

C. A. Briggs.
New York.



XI.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Neuer Commentar uber die Genesis. Von Franz Delitzsch. 8vo, pp.

554. Leipzig, 1887 ;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.

•

This is a fifth edition, thoroughly revised, and in large part rewritten of this

standard commentary. The venerable author, who has for a generation been
one of the foremost biblical scholars of Germany, and who is revered alike for

his learning and his piety, has here stated with evident care his latest and most
matured opinions. The first edition was issued in 1852, and was based upon
lectures which he had delivered in the preceding year as professor at Erlangen.

Its chief significance lay in two particulars. The first grew out of the fact that

he, like his intimate friends Baumgarten and Kurtz, was an enthusiastic adherent

of the views shortly before propounded by Hofmann in his Weissagung und
Erfullung. Their common aim was to establish a scientific basis for typology

by tracing the intimate progressive relation of history and prophecy, and thus to

avoid alike the extravagant excesses of the allegorizers and the opposite extreme

of discrediting all typical study and interpretation. Hofmann, though original

and striking, was, unfortunately, not free from fanciful conceits, and the corre-

spondence which he maintained between the prophetic germs of the history and
the disclosures of the prophets was too mechanical and rigid. Baumgarten, in

his Commentary on the Pentateuch, Kurtz, in his History of the Old Covenant,

and Delitzsch, in his Biblico-Prophetical Theology and his Commentary on

Genesis, chiefly contributed to give currency to these views while discarding

their objectionable features.

A second characteristic of this commentary, which seemed of less consequence

on its first appearance than the subsequent course of events has shown it to

possess, was its attitude to the critical partition ot the Pentateuch. No distinc-

tively evangelical scholar had previously accepted the hypothesis of the com-
posite origin of the books of Moses. Delitzsch from the outset objected to

Hengstenberg, the most strenuous defender of the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch, that he did not allow their full weight to the arguments of his oppo-

nents. He had himself shown his readiness to make concessions and to yield

traditional opinions, where this could be done without prejudice to the essentials

of the faith, in his treatment of the Song of Solomon, in which he not only sub-

stituted the typical for the allegorical view, which may be done with eminent

advantage, but likewise adopted a modified form of the shepherd hypothesis with
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the shepherd lover left out. And now, though he expected that it would awaken

the surprise of Kurtz and the dismay of Caspari, who was reckoned the most

conservative of his early associates, he felt constrained to admit that the Penta-

teuch consisted of an original Elohist document with supplementary additions

by a Jehovist. The authority of this portion of Scripture and the reliability of

its historical statements seemed to be sufficiently protected by the assumption

that Moses had written just what he is explicitly declared to have written, par-

ticularly Ex. xix.-xxiv. and Deuteronomy
;
that after the settlement in Canaan

Eleazar, the son of Aaron, or some such person, wrote the Elohistic narrative,

including the laws which were given orally by Moses, but not committed to

writing by him
;
and that Joshua or one of the elders on whom Moses’ spirit

rested made the Jehovist additions, having formed his style upon that of Deuter-

onomy. The whole Pentateuch was thus Mosaic, though not in all its parts

immediately Mosaic
;
and it received its present form in the age next succeeding

that of Moses. Since the Elohist and the Jehovist were, according to von Leng-

erke. contemporaneous respectively with Solomon and with Hezekiah
;
according

to Tuch, with Saul and Solomon, and according to Stahelin, with the Judges

and Saul, he claimed the right to take one step still further back and make them
contemporaneous with Moses and with Joshua. In confirmation of this view he

urged that traces of the law and proofs of its existence were to be found through-

out the whole of the post-Mosaic history and literature. Kurtz, who had pre-

viously combatted the supplementary hypothesis, now gave in his adhesion to it

as thus presented.

Dr. Delitzsch has not been unaffected by the changes of opinion which have

since occurred in the critical world. Nevertheless, he has not shifted his position

hastily, nor without the utmost deliberation. In the third edition of his com-
mentary, in i860, he still stood substantially on his original ground, and con-

tended that Hupfeld was in error in his Quellen der Genesis
,
published seven

years before, in maintaining the existence of a second Elohist and of a Jehovist

document, which was originally separate from and independent of the work of

the first Elohist, but subsequently combined with it by a redactor. This he

conceived to be a retrograde movement, carrying the analysis back to a stage

which it had already outgrown.

In his fourth edition, in 1872, he concedes the existence of a second Elohist,

but still holds that the Jehovist passages were only supplementary additions to

the Grundschrift, not a self-contained, continuous document, and that the

Jehovist was the redactor by whom the first and second Elohist were combined
;

and that in maintaining the contrary, Hupfeld had so directed his analysis as to

seek just what he had found. Graf’s Geschichtliche Bitcher had appeared six

years before, but had as yet made no impression on Dr. Delitzsch. He still

contended that the post-Mosaic history shows no trace of development in the

legislation
;
that the existence of the law, which yet was in some instances dis-

regarded for centuries, proves it not to have been a mere embodiment of usage,

but a written law, which might be forgotten and thrust into a corner, and then

produced again, read once more, and its divine authority acknowledged
;
and

further, that the Thora is as necessarily presupposed by the whole post-Mosaic
history and literature as the roots of a tree may be inferred from the tree itself.

The sudden revolution wrought in critical opinions by the appearance of

Wellhausen’s Geschichte Israels in 1878, and the amazing popularity of the

views so ingeniously framed and skilfully advocated, led to the preparation of a

series of articles in reply by Dr. Delitzsch, in Luthardt’s Zeitschrift for 1880 and
1882. He had meanwhile become convinced that the Jehovist constituents of

the Pentateuch were prior to the Elohist. This of necessity carried with it the

conclusion that the former were not supplementary additions to the latter, as he
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had previously maintained, but were originally a separate and independent pub-

lication, and that the two were subsequently combined by a redactor. As a

natural sequence, he now accepts substantially at least the analysis of Well-
hausen, Kuenen, and Dillmann, without, however, committing himself to their

principles or conclusions.

The potent weapon with which Wellhausen gained his victories is his assump-
tion that statutes and institutions cannot have existed until distinct traces of them
are discoverable in the history

; and that not in the history in its present form,

but purged of what he considers interpolations added in (he interest of later

views, which amounts practically to everything that is inconsistent with his

hypothesis. The tables are thus cleverly turned. The presumption in favor of

the Mosaic origin of the legislation' as accredited by unanimous and uncontra-

dicted tradition is converted into the contrary presumption that nothing is Mosaic
which cannot be independently proved to be so

;
and the voice of tradition goes

for nothing. In this change of attitude nothing can be taken for granted, noth-

ing is conceded, everything must be rigorously proved, and that when all avail-

able materials for proof have been put under the ban of critical suspicion. If

Wellhausen is thus suffered to prescribe the conditions of the contest, and is

challenged squarely on his own ground, and is nevertheless vanquished and his

weapons are wrested from him, the victory will, of course, be more signal and
complete. This is the task which Dr. Delitzsch has proposed for himself and
for evangelical criticism. It is venturesome and has its risks

;
but it is a noble

one if it can be successfully achieved. The measure of success which he has

himself attained is of great value, and reflects the highest praise upon his

learning and intrepidity
;
and it awakens hope that others may yet accomplish

more in the same direction who build upon his results. At the same time one

cannot but be painfully impressed by his altered tone from confidence to

hesitancy, by the extent of the surrender which he has felt compelled to make,
and by the evident disadvantage of his present compared with his previous

position in his struggle to maintain a scientific basis for his faith, which he is

determined not to renounce.

The following is a brief summary of his views respecting the authorship of the

Pentateuch : The law of Moses was contained in the Pentateuch, but was not

identical with it. They are identified in the tradition of the synagogue and of

the church, but never in the canonical writings of the Old Testament. Our Lord
and his apostles attribute the Pentateuch to Moses, this being the current belief

of their nation. The inquiry whether Moses was immediately or only mediately

the author lay outside of their exalted practical aim, and was, besides, foreign

to the character of their age. The Decalogue, as the fundamental document of

the Sinaitic legislation, is held to furnish a specimen of Moses’ style of thought

and expression. The idea that there was a more primitive form of the Decalogue

than that which is yielded by a comparison of the texts in Ex. xx. and Deut v. is

rejected, as is also the notion of Wellhausen and Dillmann that the former has

been interpolated from the latter. The style is Jehovistic-Deuteronomic. This,

and not the Elohistic, is the Mosaic type. The reason annexed to the fourth

commandment (Ex. xx. 1
1 )

is drawn from the seven days ot creation, not from

the Elohistic narrative in Gen. i. i— ii. 3, but from a traditional account which
was current in Moses’ time.

There are no decisive grounds against assuming, further, that the Book of the

Covenant (Ex. xx. 22 ff.
;
ch. xxi.-xxiii.

;
always excepting here and elsewhere

later redactional additions) is from the pen of Moses. At any rate, this and the

Decalogue exhibit the peculiar Mosaic type of writing, and that in what is rela-

tively its oldest and purest form. The sentence pronounced upon Amalek (Ex.

xvii. 14) is attributed to Moses
;
there is nothing characteristic in its language,
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but its historical reality is confirmed by Deut. xxv. 19 and 1 Sam. xv. Moses
wrote a list of the stations successively occupied by the children of Israel in their

journeyings (Num. xxxii. i. 2), but not the list contained in that chapter which is

at variance with Num. xxi. 12-20 and Deut. x. 6-9. This is noted as indicating

that the Biblical historians repeat even conflicting traditions with all fidelity, and
refrain on principle from violent attempts to harmonize them.

Deuteronomy in its present form is not from the pen of Moses. Moses is

introduced as speaking. But the discourses are of the same style with the his-

torical remarks and connective passages, which are introduced, and are simply

conceived in the spirit of Moses, though resting on traditional memoranda. The
laws (ch. xii.-xxvi.) Moses is said to have written, but they are in the same style as

the rest of the book. As we now possess them, they are based on the Mosaic
statutes given in the plains of Moab

;
but these have been reproduced by the

author of the book in the period of the later kings of Judah in such wise as the

moral and religious needs of his time required. His style is a close approxima-
tion of that of Moses

;
the discourses attributed to Moses are with consummate

art adapted to the situation
;
several laws are retained which are only explicable

in the time of Moses, and are without an object at a later period ;
the statute

ordaining the exclusive unity of the altar is stoutly affirmed to be Mosaic
;
and

the explicit statement that Moses wrote this law of Deuteronomy in the form in

which it was enacted by him, is accepted as historically true. Without disre-

spect to the honored commentator, the question might here be raised whether
his arguments and conclusions from these same data in 1872 are not sufficiently

cogent to set aside the critical concessions which he makes now.
In regard to the Elohistic constituents of the Pentateuch, it is claimed :

(1) That the preliminary history of Israel as found in Genesis was recorded in

early pre-exilic times, for it is to be presupposed that traditions and memories
of it were in existence, and that they in general had the same form as in Genesis

can be learned from pre-exilic writings. (2) That the historical form given to

the legislation is not a dress invented by the writer, but is drawn from tradition,

which is not in all cases of a uniform tenor. (3) That allusions to the Elohistic

law found in Deuteronomy show that when that book was written, portions of

the Elohistic code were already in existence. (4) The division of the land

recorded in Joshua was based on written documents
;
that this must have been

settled from the earliest times is shown by the fact that no controversies ever

arose between the tribes respecting boundary lines. It is an arbitrary assertion

that the priestly narrator of the division of Canaan was subsequent to the Jehovist

and the author of Deuteronomy
;
the latter may, in fact, have composed the book

of Joshua from Jehovistic and Elohistic materials.

As the Jehovistic-Deuteronomic type of language was founded by Moses, so

the Elohistic type must be traced back to some prominent priest in early times,

after whom this language of law and history was cultivated within the ranks of

the priesthood, as the prophetico-historic style in the prophetic schools. The
priest code

—

i.e., the Levitical law, is the result of successive development and
formation, which, even supposing that it continued into the post-exilic period,

nevertheless had its roots in the time of Moses
;
which, by the way, is a state-

ment that Wellhausen himself does not contest. This process continued still for

some time after Ezra. And the inference is drawn from a comparison of the

Septuagint and Samaritan Pentateuch that the text was still in a fluctuating state

when they were prepared, chief reliance being here placed upon Popper’s argu-
ment from the last chapters of Exodus.
The separation of the Pentateuch into the documents, which are its constituent

elements, is claimed as certain. But the date to which they severally belong is

unknown. Inspiration attaches not to the individual documents, which are
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severally defective and one-sided, but to the completed whole, which is a unit in

spirit, meaning, and aim in all that affects our salvation. This is lifted above
the results of critical analysis as well as all scientific views and discoveries. It

is of no essential consequence whether Adam lived 930 years, whether the

ethnological statements of Gen x. can be verified in every instance, whether the

chronology should be expanded, whether some of the narratives are doublets,

varying traditions of one and the same event. But there are some things that

Dr. Delitzsch cannot concede. If it he affirmed with Lyell that man has existed

for myriads and millions of years upon the earth, or with Darwin that he has
been developed from the lower animals, or if the cannibalism of a semi-brutal

humanity is to be substituted for the innocence of the primal pair, or a self-

culture advancing by stages of ten thousand years is to take the place of God’s
lifting up fallen man, then, indeed, the Christian view of the world and Chris-

tianity itself must be abandoned. W. H. Green.

Die Bucher Samuelisund der Konige. Ausgelegtvon D. August Kloster-
mann, ord. Professor der Theologie zu Kiel [Strack and Zockler, Kurzge-

lasster Kommentar, Abteilung III.]. Pp. xl., 504. Nordlingen : C. H. Beck,

1887 ;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.

The books of Samuel and the Kings have long stood in need of a critical com-
mentary, but it was hardly to be expected that an attempt to supply it would be

made in the series in which Klostermann’s work appears. The utility of the

series, it has been supposed, would consist in the compactness and skill with

which the results of recent exegetical study were put before the reader or stu-

dent, in a form available for immediate use, and intelligible to educated people

who were not Hebrew specialists. In this third division, however (the second in

order of appearance, Orelli’s Isaiah and Jeremiah having been the first), we find

a highly technical, original, often acute and ingenious investigation, directed

chiefly to the fundamental but extremely difficult questions of textual criticism.

By itself it would be most welcome to scholars. In its present connection it

seems, to say the least, a little incongruous. This aside, however, the book is

certainly an important one. The problems with which it undertakes to deal are

intricate, and its treatment of them fresh, bold, and independent. Little or no
attention is paid to other commentaries. What the author really undertakes to

do is in substance to give us a new (German) translation of these books, based

upon a critical revision of the text, with an introduction and with notes to justify

and explain the textual emendations. On all other points except the text the

notes are meagre. The question naturally arises as to whether by this method
the author lufils the duty of a commentator. He himself claims that he does

;

that in historical narrative the main requisite is to be assured that we know what
the historian really said. The fact, however, that he has felt himself obliged to

insert a few notes on a variety of historical, geographical, and kindred questions

seems to show that he has not been able to realize his own theory, while the

thebry has prevented him from doing justice to the other points which, in the

ordinary and, we cannot doubt, more just conception of the functions of a com-
mentator, claim a much larger relative share of space and care than has been

here granted them.

The Introduction covers substantially the ground usual in critical commen-
taries, but is marked by exceptional virilty of style. Of noteworthy details we
mention only the theory that the books treated of are parts of one work entitled
“ Book of the Dynasties,” and the connected hypothesis that the early chapters

of 1 Samuel originally formed the conclusion of the Book of Judges. The argu-

ment here is ingenious, and opens up a line of interesting inquiry.

As already indicated, it is really as a critical study of the text that the work
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makes its principal claim upon our attention. The author’s postulates here are

uncompromising. He does not hesitate to say that while the authoritative divine

word is to be found in the primitive text, as distinguished from the versions,

“ the Hebrew text of the Old Testament which the synagogues recognize belongs

to the category of versions” (p. ix.). He represents the Massoretic text and the

LXX as two parallel lines of textual development, both at a considerable remove

from the original documents, and illustrates this by a diagram (p. xxxvi.). He
works, then, with these two as his principal witnesses, resorting, however, quite

freely to conjectural emendation. As a result, the text underlying his transla-

tion shows constant and marked variations from that printed in our Hebrew Bibles.

No criticism is to be offered upon the author’s textual work on the ground that

it is too radical. Radical it undoubtedly is, but Old Testament scholars are

coming more and more to see that we shall not recover the original text of our

Hebrew Scriptures until its traditional form has been dealt with as unsparingly,

in accordance with rigid canons of criticism, as the New Testament text has

been. We welcome the new and emphatic testimony which Prolessor Kloster-

mann offers us to this fact. His book will serve to impress this lesson afresh.

It is more thoroughgoing than Thenius’ work in the same field, and covers more
ground than Wellhausen’s examination of the text of Samuel. Its aim and scope,

as a work in textual criticism, are admirable. In many instances it points the

way to a reading much preferable to that of our Massoretic text. The treatment

of the parallel passages is often keen and adroit. The distinction is carefully

drawn between parallels which are mere variant copies of one and the same text,

and those which show independent working over of such a text— i S. xxii., e. g.

(= Ps. xviii.), falling into the first category, and I S. xxiv. (= i Chr. xxi.) into

the second. The author’s method of dealing with considerable LXX variations

is amply illustrated in i S. xvii., xviii., which it would take too long to examine
here.

It cannot be denied that Dr. Klostermann’s work has grave defects. Judged
as a commentary, we have already expressed the opinion that its path is a far too

narrow one. In this connection a reference will suffice to the chronological ex-

cursus, which the author evidently could not satisfy himself to omit. It contains

a system so constructed as to bring the royal lines of Judah and Israel into

accord, but it makes some havoc with the accredited results of cuneiform study,

as well as with the text. In general, the author rather holds aloof from the As-
syriologists. Some of his criticisms are keen and well worth considering, but it

may be doubtful whether, in the matter of chronology at least, his own positions

are so secure that he can interpret Assyrian tablets on the basis of them. As a

work in textual criticism, some of the defects of the book are : the want of clear

and discriminating statement in regard to the real value of the LXX as a witness

to the text of these books
;
a very imperfect apparatus criticus (contrast Cornill’s

Ezekiel)
;
considerable arbitrariness in dealing with the witnesses

;
and a lack of

the rigid tests imposed by sound judgment upon all conjectural emendations. His
proposals are often brilliant, but lack sobriety.*

* We give a very few of the minor illustrations : I Sam i. 25, "PS may be a cor-

ruption of DX (LXX), but it does not follow that 1X3’1 (Hiph.) is to be retained rather

than tom (Qal, LXX)
;
vv. 24, 28, the supposition of mistakesarising from abbreviated

proper names lacks support
;

xiii. 1, xiv. 48, the hypothesis of intentional change of

text by a zealous tlieocrat is quite uncalled for
;
Saul’s wound “ between the thighs”

(1 Sam. xxxi. 3); the “flight” of all his men, instead of their death (v. 6); ’^3 for

''5H.5 (v. 7) and SlXtif for SxitSP (ib.) are all more or less skilfully thought out and ad-

vocated, but all more or less clearly unnecessary and some unlikely. The assertion that

1 Kings i. 1 must have been preceded by the statement that David had become ill is not
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The book is, then, one to be used by specialists, except so far as others may
be interested in reading the translation without searching into its underlying

critical foundation—and by them with great care. It is, however, to be hoped
that Old Testament scholars will study it thoroughly, and not allow a superficial

judgment to make its failings the text of an argument against textual criticism.

With whatever faults, it undertakes a labor which is imperatively called for
;

and when due allowance is made tor the idiosyncrasies of the author, it will be

found extremely suggestive and stimulating. Francis Brown.

Theologie de l’Ancien Testament. Par Ch. Piepenbring. Paris : Librai-

rie Fischbacher
;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.

This is an excellent treatise by a thorough scholar and a brilliant writer of the

school of Reuss. It is built on the principles of the Higher Criticism of that school,

and assigns the theology of the documents of the Hexateuch to those periods of

history to which this school ascribes them. The first period is the theology of

Mosaism, from the beginning to the eighth century b.c. The sources are the

earliest document of the Hexateuch, which he numbers A, the books of Judges,
Samuel, and earlier chapters of Kings, with the exception of the editorial

additions to them, and the Song of Songs. This period is characterized by the

domination of traditional ideas and customs. The second period is the Pro-

phetic, from the appearance of the earliest prophetic writings until the close of the

exile, in which the prophetic spirit is dominant. Its sources are all the prophets

except those which appear in the next period, Deuteronomy and the work of the

Deuteronomist in Joshua, the editorial additions to Judges and Samuel, the

books of Kings, Lamentations, Job, and Ruth.

The third period extends from the exile to the first century before the Chris-

tian era, and is marked by the extraordinary influence of the written law and the

priesthood. Its sources are Haggai, Zech. i.-viii., Malachi, Jonah, the priestly

document of the Hexateuch, the Chronicles, and possibly Joel and Obadiah,

Esther, Ecclesiastes, and Daniel.

The books of Psalms and Proverbs are collections of poetry of different

periods, and are used where they seem more properly to belong
;
but the larger

part of Proverbs goes to the second period, and of the Psalms to the second and
third periods. The apocryphal books are also used as sources in the third period.

This system of Biblical Theology, as a system, stands or falls with the theory

of Higher Criticism that underlies it. That theory is at fault in its undue use of

the doctrine of development and its neglect to recognize the different parallel

lines of development of Biblical doctrine. The prophetic and the priestly types

are parallel types springing from the most primitive times, and extending until

the close of Hebrew literature, and unfolding side by side. We find the pro-

phetic type prominent even after the withdrawal of inspiration in those pseud-

epigraphical apocalypses that were so numerous and influential in the centuries

in the midst of which our era began. There is no sufficient warrant to remove
the priestly type from the pre-exilic literature and make it a post-exilic develop-

likely to convince many scholars. The author is too ready to assume that passages have

fallen out. The insertion of
"
13.P Sixty, i S. xxi. 12, has a certain plausibility (no proof),

but that of
"
13 .lt, 2 K. xv. 19. would be arbitrary and unjustifiable. The proposal to ex-

punge “ Rezin” from 2 K. xxxv. 6, and read “ Edom” throughout is attractive, but

questionable, without more conclusive grounds. 2 K. xviii. 4, the change in pronunciation

of Nlp’l is not necessary. 2 K. xxii. 8, tntOp'l is omitted without sufficient reason ;

v. 14, ruy’ty is a subjective notion of the author, and the text he here prefers is by no

means clearly given. 2 K. xxiii. 3, miiT ’JUb is groundlessly substituted for niiT ' 32*7
;

etc., etc. The discussion of 2 K. xiv. 21 sqq. shows astonishing ingenuity.
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ment. This defect also prevents the recognition of the importance of that ethical

type that is presented to us in the Wisdom Literature, which arises, it is true, at

a later period than the prophetic type ; but it was very influential in the develop-

ment of Old Testament Theology. The book is also deficient in its use of the

Psalter. It is a matter of grave difficulty to assign the Psalms to their proper

dates, and yet this may be done with some degree of success in the larger

periods such as our author distinguishes, and no Old Testament Theology can

be regarded as successful that does not give the theology of the Psalter its place

and importance.

The author gives considerable attention to the religion of Israel and the doc-

trines of faith, but the Old Testament ethics are very inadequately treated. This

arises, as we think, from a neglect of the Wisdom Literature.

Notwithstanding these defects, and not a few others to which we might call

attention if we had space, we must say that the work is an admirable one. Its

spirit is excellent, its exegesis is sound, and there is unusual tact in the con-

struction and in the comparison of the different religious ideas. On the whole,

we must regard it as the best theology of the Old Testament that has yet been

published. It is very suggestive and stimulating, and will do service in prepar-

ing the way for better things when the numerous questions now in dispute shall

be solved, or at least brought into a more stable condition, where there shall be

more concord among scholars than there is at the present time.

C. A. Briggs.

WlSSENSCHAFTLICHER UND PRAKTISCHER COMMENTAR UBER DEN ERSTEN
Petrusbrief. Von Dr. Theol. Joh. Martin Usteri. 8vo, pp. viii., 348.

Zurich : S. Hohr, 1887 ;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.

The author of the above commentary has made some valuable contributions to

Historical Theology in his work on Ulrich Zwingli (see Presbyterian Review,
188 s, PP- 1 61—3). The present volume was preceded by a monograph on “ Hin-
abgefahren zur Holle

;
eine Wiedererwagung der Schriftstellen 1 Pet. iii.

18-22
;

iv. 6.” It is probable that the preliminary essay led to the preparation

of this commentary. The most marked peculiarity of the book is the publica-

tion of the part containing prolegomena at a later date than the exposition.

The author defends his method, which has its advantages, it must be admitted,

in dealing with the questions of genuineness and authorship in this instance.

So much depends on internal phenomena that he holds these should be carefully

investigated before summing up the results as bearing on the mooted points of
“ Introduction.”

No Greek text is printed with the commentary, but textual questions are fairly

discussed. The exegetical problems are well stated, but the style is the ponder-

ous one German theologians employ, we might say, affect. The results of other

men’s labors are cited and approved or disproved, as usual. The polemic tone

is frequently apparent, but is offset by some attempt to introduce “ practical
”

comments. For this attempt Dr» Usteri apologizes, and he has not successfully

combined” wissenschaltlich ’’and” praktisch.” But the first part is well done as

a whole. Naturally the author’s views on the obscure passage (iii. 18-22) de-

serve special mention. He regards the preaching as that of Christ himself, the
” spirits in prison ” are the antediluvians, the purpose was one of mercy, and
the result probably a saving one. All this is not new, but Dr. Usteri presses

with much force the contrast, in verses 20, 21, of the use of water : in the days
of Noah for destruction, now as a symbol of salvation. This, he thinks, is the

reason the ” disobedient ” in the days of Noah are singled out. But he careful-

ly guards against any too extended dogmatic inference, insisting that the pas-

sage does not assert an offer of salvation to the worst sinners among the dead in
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Hades, nor imply the universality of the saving work of Christ. In general, the

positions taken are those of Alford, though there are differences in exegetical

detail, especially in regard to the reason for referring to the days of Noah.
It will be necessary to pass from the exposition to the prolegomena. Here

Dr. Usteri has fully discussed the date of the Epistle, which he thinks was
during the latter part of the lifetime of Peter. Every other opinion he reviews

with great minuteness. The relation of the Epistle to other New Testament
writings, to sub-apostolic literature, its connonicity—all these are carefully

treated. But in the last chapter he reaches the somewhat remarkable conclusion

that Silas (v. 12) wrote the Epistle under the influence of Peter, intimating in

his closing sentence that the day will come when these questions of authorship,

in necessary antithesis to a profane negative criticism, will fall more into the

background in the presence of “ the testimonium Spiritus Sancti which is

yielded by the contents.” Yet the author rejects the second Epistle, and uses its

late date as an argument for the genuineness of the first. Due praise must be

given him for the patient method he has pursued in the latter part of his volume.

Many details might be mentioned, to show his faithful work, exegetical skill, and
earnest purpose to save what he can from a “ sometimes profane, negative criti-

cism.” We fear he will not convince his opponents, and prefer to believe that

the Apostle Peter wrote the letter, without the intervention of Silas.

M. B. Riddle.

Apologia ad Hebr^eos. The Epistle (and Gospel) to the Hebrews. By
Zenas. i2mo. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark

;
New York : Scribner & Wel-

ford, 1887.

This is a book evidently written with the best of intentions, but by a person

possessing none of the special qualifications that might have rendered those in-

tentions of advantage to the world. The Epistle to the Hebrews has exercised

the scholarship of many of the most learned men of past ages, and, despite

their labors, still presents difficulties of no small magnitude. It could not be

expected to yield its secrets to the unpractised hand of a lawyer, who does not

conceal the fact that his knowledge of the Greek language is very meagre, and

freely admits that he has ” profited little from the labors of his multitudinous

and learned predecessors in research.” The whole book consists, so far as it

offers anything new, of conjectures and haphazard guesses, in which the most
absurd results are reached. Two specimens out of many that might be instanced

must suffice. On page 350, when commenting on Heb ii. 16, translated in the

Authorized Version, “ For verily he took not on him the nature of angels,” etc.,

the writer remarks: “I have ventured to read the word rendered '6rjnov ’ as

‘ dfjvov ’ for ‘ 6t/veoi the current rendering, * ov yap 6rjnov,' seems singularly

cumbrous
;
moreover, the use of the genitive in * on-eppaToe ’ leads us to look for a

genitive in the antithetical word.” Consequently he translates :
“ For he doth

not lay hold of the wit of angels.” It troubles Zenas as little to suppose the

author of the epistle to use a word never found in the singular in any extant

work of antiquity, as to alter that word from the third to the second declension.

On page 394 (ch. x.) he observes: “The word ‘ evEKaiviae
’

of verse 20, ren-

dered ‘ consecrated,’ is one which sorely puzzles my defective scholarship : I do

not remember finding it elsewhere. The root seems to be ‘ venag,' ‘ a corpse
’

(comp, the phrase ‘ avenafiiaev 6 veupSq ’ of Luke vii. 15), and I would look fora

word ‘ veiuuv%o,’ ‘to acquire by death, or devote by death.’” But enough re-

specting an utterly valueless book that would have no claim to attention were

it not brought out by a Scotch publishing house to which we are indebted for

much of our best theological literature. Henry M. Baird.
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The following works in Exegetical Theology may be briefly noticed :

Parallel-Bibel, Oder Die Heilige Schrift Alten und Neuen Testaments
,
in der

Verdeutschung durch D. Martin Luther
,
nach der Originalausgabe von 1545,

mit nebenstehender wortgetreuer Ubersetzuiig nach dem Grundtext. Erster

Band : Die Geschichtsbiicher des Alten Testaments. Pp. viii., 941. (Giiters-

loh : C. Bertelmann, 1887 ;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.) The first vol-

ume of this Parallel Bible, of which some parts were noticed in the January

Review (p. 145), is now completed, the tenth and last part containing the usual

preliminary matter. Further examination of the earlier and later parts confirms

the opinion already expressed that the new version, which is placed side by side

with Luther’s, is much nearer the original than his, and we are glad to observe

frequent though conservative recognition of the present condition of the Masso-
retic text. The text will have to be dealt with much more radically, however, and
such work will assuredly be done by others in the near future. Care has been
given, in the version before us, to the form of proper names, and where the

translators have not ventured to displace familiar names by more correct forms,

they have often indicated the true pronunciation by diacritical marks over or

under the letters

—

e.g., in Jehovah and Jacob. On the whole, the book is a step

forward, if not a very long step. Perhaps it is not too far in advance of popular

intelligence to serve as a preparation for something yet more thorough. The

Catnbridge Bible for Schools and Colleges. General editor, J. J. S. Perowne,

D.D., Dean of Peterborough. The Book of fudges. With Map, Notes, and
Introduction, by the Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A., late Professor at St. David’s College,

Lampeter. Pp. 220. (Cambridge, University Press, 1886.) This is an intelli-

gent and careful exposition of a difficult book. The author has no new light to

throw upon its chronological, historical, and literary problems, but he has taken

pains to make his notes both brief and full. His appreciation of poetry is shown
not only by repeated quotations from Samson Agonistes, but also by his intro-

ductory paragraphs on the Song of Deborah and his strophical version of the

song. The Second Book of the Kings. With Introduction and Notes by the

Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity. (Same Series.)

Pp. lii.
, 267. (Cambridge, University Press, 1887.) Like the foregoing, this com-

mentary shows care, faithfulness, and sobriety of judgment. The part of the

introduction which is devoted to “ The Hebrew Text and the Versions” is

meagre and inconclusive, but we are glad to see some notice taken of the insuffi-

cient character of the Hebrew text. In a number of cases we could wish for

greater sharpness of statement and more thorough grasp of the questions at

issue. But the book bears comparison with the author’s previous volume
(1 Kings), and there is no better commentary on these books for popular use.

foma. Der Mischnatraktat "Versohnungstag." Herausgegeben und
Erklart von Hermann L. Strack, Doct. Phil. u. Theol. Pp. 40. (Berlin : H.
Reuther, 1888.) The learned editor of the Pirke Aboth (1882) now issues

another Mishna tract, that on the Day of 'Atonement, a ceremonial treatise

matching the ethical treatise just mentioned. It is carefully edited from the best

sources, furnished with vowel points, thorough notes and a vocabulary, and will

be of great service to students desiring a nearer acquaintance with the Mishna,
and to all who need to consult the tract in an accurate form. The same scholar

publishes also Ubungsstucke zur Hebraischen Grammatik (zum Ubersetzen ins

Hebraische). Pp. iv., 51. (Berlin -. H. Reuther, 1887.) This will be an indis-

pensable aid in the use of Professor Strack’s Hebrew Grammar, to which it is

adapted. An English edition of it would, together with the Paradigms already

issued as a supplement to the Grammar, make this a very complete and useful

text-book. Bibliotheca Samaritana III., IV. Die Samaritatiische Liturgie
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(Auswahl), von Dr. M. Heidenheim. Zweites u. Drittes Heft. Pp. 57-136,

137-230, i.-vi. (Leipzig : Otto Schulze, 1887.) These parts contain Nos. xviii.-

cxxvi. of the liturgical texts selected by the editor, printed in the Hebrew
character as before. At the end of the fourth part is a list of these texts with

the titles (in German). Two more parts will be needed to finish the first volume
of the Bibliotheca Samaritana . Part V. is announced to contain extracts from
Markah’s writings, and in Part VI. are promised the notes to the series and
some translations. Francis Brown.

II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
The Shrine of Saft el Henneh and the Land of Goshen (1885). By

Edouard Naville. Fifth [fourth published] Memoir of the Egyptian Explo-

ration Fund. London : Triibner & Co., 1887. Pp. 26 and 11 plates.

Many have been looking for Naville’s “ Goshen ” for a considerable time, but

its publication has been long delayed. A part of the reason for the delay is to be

found in the fact that the author has been most busily engaged in bringing out a

work which will cause, his name long to be remembered in the annals of Egyp-
tological research— the two large volumes of the original text of the “ Book of the

Dead ” and variant readings collated in all the museums of Europe. Mean-
while we are waiting as patiently as possible for the second volume of Petrie’s

“ Tanis,” the manuscript of which is understood to have been for some time

past in the hands of the Committee of the Fund.

The subject treated of in the present Memoir is one in which all students of

the Old Testament history are interested. Bible dictionaries of recent date and
the various commentaries and hand-books contain the current views as to the

location and extent of Goshen. It does not seem necessary at the present time to

do more than to present a brief statement of the results given by Naville as his

conclusions, and leave the matter of comparison to the reader. Those who wish

to go behind the results and to learn the grounds and reasons on which they

rest, we can only refer to the Memoir itself.

In the preparation of the present work, the author has drawn from the

works of others and from the inscriptions which he himself turned up. In

large part he uses the work of Brugsch, and some of the results of the Memoir
are restatements of what Brugsch said long ago ; but with this difference, that

whereas those results were based on probabilities, these rest on something
tangible—no less so than blocks of granite with their everlasting record. The
foot-notes showing the amount of reference that was necessary to prepare the

comparatively few pages which contain the discussion, evince the fact that the

work has not been hastily thrown off. Another fact cannot but be of interest in

connection with the plates which accompany the letter-press. These are signed
“ M. N.,” having been executed by the wife of the author, and are of a perfec-

tion of outline and detail to vie with that of the famed Weidenbach, who helped

to immortalize Professor Lepsius.

The work of excavation which is here presented was done in the winter of

1884-85. Some digging was done at several other places, but without any very

important results. The main topic of the Memoir is of interest, but the discov-

eries recorded are not as striking and revolutionary as those of the first of the

series, “ Pithom.”
The locality to which attention is called is just south of the railroad from Za-

gazig eastward toward the Red Sea, and about half way from Zagazig to the

station of Abbaseh. The region is very fertile. The modern settlement, Saft
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el Henneh, is situated on and about a huge mound which appears to mark the

site of a city that must have been large and important. The monuments found

were numerically few. but they were large and weighty in contents. The main

objects discovered, though by no means all, were some fragments of a naos,

which belonged to the same original as some other fragments that have been in

the museum at Bulak for some time. That such huge stones are found in such

shattered condition is due to an idea which has taken possession of the minds of

all classes of rural Egyptians : that large inscribed stones contain hidden treas-

ures of gold. To this we owe it that the stones which have stories to tell pre-

sent them to us in such disjecta membra.

Saft el Henneh was Goshen, the capital of the Arabian nome, the land of

Goshen, which in turn was a subdivision, a part, of the land of Ramses. Such

is the brief statement of the Memoir. The sacred name of the place as shown

by the geographical lists and by the blocks dug up by Naville was Pa-Sopt

(the Pi-Saptu or Sapto of Assurbanipal), and its civil name was Kes, or Kesem.

Kesem is found in the monumental writing in a double form (exactly as Theku—
Succoth— is) so far as the “ determinatives ” which follow it are concerned, being

in one place thus designated as a “ land ” or “ district ” and again as a “ city."

This means that the city Kesem gave its name to the district in which it lay.

That the Hebrew jtSU and the Egyptian Ksm are one and the same is incapable

of doubt. We have, then, a fixed centre from which to proceed in our study of

the geography of the district.

Thus is set at rest an error which has been widespread, but which had

no better foundation than an outward and apparent phonetic likeness. Ebers

(Durch Gosen, 2d ed., p. 519) tells us that Phacusa is the modern Fakus,

and that it is composed of the article (pa)
and Kos (Ksm). In both parts

he was wrong, and certainly so in localizing the name
;

still, he speaks of

the identification as an ‘‘entirely certain result.’’ But statements about mat-

ters Egyptian, fully as positive as this, have before now been proved ground-

less. Attention may be called in passing to an interesting fact. Strabo says

that the canal which led to the Red Sea left the Nile at Phacusa. If Phacusa and
Fakus were the same, this statement was false, and the weight of the error was
calmly put on Strabo rather than where it belonged—namely, with those who in-

sisted on the identification, for the lay of the land about Fakus is such as to

make a canal thence to Timsah a physical impossibility. But the canal then ran

and runs to-day near to Saft el Henneh, Phacusa, Goshen, proving that ere we
conclude that Strabo has made a mistake, we shall need very carefully to “ ver-

ify our references.” The statements of Herodotus and Strabo agree remarkably
well, and only upon superficial examination can any disagreement be found.

Naville advances the opinion and fortifies it with a considerable amount of

evidence, that Goshen was a comparatively small district and that it was only a

small part of the “ land of Ramses.” His contention is that previous to the

time of Ramses Goshen was not an organized district. This he concludes on
the ground that under Seti I. the nome was not mentioned in the list which re-

fers to the Delta. In later lists it is included. It was probably a region where
water was plenty enough to afford forage for cattle and one suited to a shepherd-
people. If it was not included in any organized district till the time of Ramses
II., it could have been assigned to the children of Israel at the time that they

entered Egypt, without disturbing any of the organized districts of the land.

According to the Septuagint, the land of Ramses included Pithom, and the

text plainly implies that when that translation was made there was a current
distinction between the land of Ramses and the land of Goshen, though there is

nothing to show that Goshen may not have been the western portion of that

called after Ramses II. Naville’s statement of his view is in the following

21
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words (p. 17, 2d col.) :
“

. . . I fully agree with the majority of Biblical scholars

on the equivalence of the name of Goshen and Ramses, with this slight differ-

ence— I consider Ramses as covering a larger area than Goshen.” “ ... at

the time when the Septuagint made their translation, Kesem was a definite dis-

trict of the nome of Arabia. ...”
There is only room for a single point in addition to what has been said. Na-

ville has found at various points in the Delta a large number of immense buildings

and monuments of great size, which date from the XXX Dynasty. It is remark-
able that such should be the case if the reports of ^Diodorus as to the unsettled

state of affairs at that time are to be received. Revolution and revolt, uncertain

tenure of the throne, and instability of the nation do not well agree with the

erection of enormous piles of buildings, fortifications, and temples. The re-

mains of the latter now stand over against the records handed down to us by the

Greek writer, and we are left to chose as to which record is more worthy of our
confidence.

In conclusion we may refer to a question raised by Naville. Where was the

city of Ramses, which, like Pithom, was erected by the children of Israel ?

While not insisting upon his theory, the Swiss explorer thinks that he has found
it at Saft el Henneh. This view he bases upon certain expressions in the
‘‘ Papyrus Harris,” which certainly point in that direction, but as yet no evi-

dence has been found in situ which adds corroborative strength to the position.

C. R. Gillett.

Des h. Eustathius Erzbishofs von Antiochien Beurtheilung des Ori-

GENES BETREFFEND DIE AUFFASSUNG DER WaHRSAGERIN, I KON. (SAM.) 28,

UND DIE BEZUGLICHE HOMILIE DES ORIGENES AUS DER MuNCHENER HDS.

331 ERGANZT UND VERBESSERT, U.S.W. Von ALBERT jAHN.

Die Ouellen der sogenannten Kirchenordnung nebst einer Unter-
SUCHUNGUN UBER DEN URSPRUNG DES LECTORATS UND DER ANDEREN
niederen Weihen. By Adolf Harnack. New York : B. Westermann
& Co.

The first treatise occupies Band II., 4, of Texte und Untersuchungen zur
Altchristlichen Literatur, by Oscar von Gebhardt and Adolf Harnack, of which

the first three Heften, containing the Teaching of the Apostles and Die Offen-

barungJohannis als eine judische Apokalypse (by Eberhard Vischer), have al-

ready been noticed in the Review. The introductory matter is chiefly critical

and bibliographical, very learned, keen, and careful, with some spicy remarks,

fortified by quotations from the philologists, about the wrong notions of those

who cultivate the classic and secular Greek to the exclusion of the patristic. The
texts consisting of the Greek original of Origen de Engastrimutho and the op-

posing homily of Eustathius certainly show excellent work, and doubtless are far

better than those printed in the former editions—which are mostly in works inac-

cessible outside of the larger libraries. The copious text-critical notes show very

lax editorship in the former editions, and that although the present editor says that

he has passed by unnoticed the countless misprints in the editio pri7iceps of Al-

latius. The second work is done in Harnack’s usual style, and with the same
measure of judgment and copiousness as his other works. His view of the age of

the compilation of the canons is that it was about the year 300 or a little earlier,

though the sample of data he gives for his conclusions is in itself rather meagre.

His conclusion as to the country of their origin is that it was Egypt. Whether
any different views would be obtained by consulting the commentaries of the

fathers on the canons, of which Beveridge, for instance, left a whole thesaurus, it

is not easy to say in a hurry. It is noteworthy that very early translations of
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them from the Greek into the Syriac exist, in manuscripts generally far older

than any written in Greek, and the oldest manuscripts of these translations

came to the British Museum from the Nitrian Convent of Maria Deipara. But

on the other hand, those manuscripts were written in Eastern Mesopotamia,

and then carried to Egypt
;
while almost all the early Syriac versions of such

matters came to the Syrian churches via Constantinople, and not from Egypt.

It would seem that these stories of early manuscripts of very early translations

should be made to give their testimony before the last word is said respecting

the composition of the Greek originals. Band III., Heften i and 2 of the

same series, contain the Erstes Buck of Leontius von Byzanz, und die gleich-

namigen Schriftsteller der Griechisclie7i Kirche, by Professor Friedrich Loofs

of Leipzig. This first book treats of the life and polemical works of Leontius

of Byzantium
;
the second will treat of Leontius of Neapolis

;
and the Leon-

tius, presbyter and monk, who composed the life of Gregory of Agrigentum.

This is a work of worthy purpose, and though only to be followed up with

difficulty unless one can examine in their setting the patristic passages cited or

referred to, appears to reach several sound conclusions in separating the hither-

to confused persons who severally bear the name of Leontius. This Leontius

of Byzantium, certainly, as we know from Oriental sources, was a great writer

against the Monophysites
;
and Professor Loofs is doubtless correct in most of

his conclusions respecting him. The work cannot be read without much profit,

though it needs much more than the average amount of a scholar's patristic

reading to test all its arguments. Isaac H. Hall.

The Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers. First Series, Volume VI., St.

Augustine. Sermon on the Mount. Harmony of the Gospels. Homilies

on the Gospels. New York : The Christian Literature Company, 1888.

With great promptitude is this American enterprise pushed forward by the edi-

tor-in-chief, Dr. Schaff, and by the Christian Literature Company. Already,

within about the compass of a single year, six volumes of the first series have

been issued.

The mechanical execution reflects much credit upon the publishing house,

while the literary work performed is of the first order.

The editor’s preface assures us that the seventh volume will be finished by
April 1st, and that the eighth volume will appear in July, 1888. This will

complete (in about 5000 pages) the Augustinian portion of this Patristic Library.

This sixth volume opens with an admirable essay by Rev. David Schley Schaff

on “St. Augustine as an Exegete." His exegetical writings, his reputation

among the critics, his exegetical equipment, principles, and method are carefully

stated and fairly estimated. This introduction is noticeable both for its excel-

lence and its brevity, occupying only one hundredth part of the pages.

The contents of the book include : First , 65 pages devoted to Our Lord’s Ser-

mon on the Mount
;
secondly, 170 pages on the Harmony of the Gospels

;
thirdly

,

300 pages assigned to Sermons on Selected Lessons of the New Testament.
The first part is translated by the Rev. William Findlay and revised and

annotated by the Rev. D. S. Schaff.

The second part is translated by the Rev. S. D. F. Salmond, D.D., and edited,

with notes, by the Rev. M. B. Riddle, D.D.
The third part is translated by the Rev. R. G. MacMullen, and edited by Dr.

Philip Schaff.

The introductory notices are written by Dr. Riddle, Dr. Salmond, and Dr.
Pusey. Every part of the work combines home and foreign scholarship, and
furnishes twofold security of its value.

The annotation is always serviceable and is often highly instructive and inter-

esting
;
and the volume is a real treasure. R. B. Welch.
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Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands. Von Dr. Albert Hauck, Professor

in Erlangen. ErsterTheil. Leipzig: 1887. New York : B. Westermann & Co.

It is somewhat surprising that the Germans, who have investigated every nook
and corner of ancient and mediasval church history, and given to the world in

the Monumenta Germania a rich storehouse of the documentary sources of the

empire and the papacy, have not yet produced a complete critical history of

German Christianity. Forty years ago Rettberg began it, but died before he had
half finished the task (.Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands

,
Gottingen, 1846-48, 2

vols). Professor Kraft of Bonn (Kirchengesch . der germanischen Volker) pub-
lished only his first volume (1854). Friedrich, the old Catholic Professor of

Munich, who followed Dollinger in the protest against the Vatican Council in

1870, wrote a Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands from the Roman Catholic stand-

point, but stopped with the second volume (1869), perhaps in consequence of his

controversy with Rome.
Professor Hauck of Erlangen, the only surviving editor of the second edition

of Herzog’s Encyclopaedia of Protestant Theology, and a scholar in the prime of

life (he was born 1845), has resumed the great task, and recently issued the first

volume of a work which will be completed in four till the Reformation. It comes
down only to Bonifacius (he spells him Bonifatius), the real Apostle of Ger-

many. In the first book he discusses the scattered missionary operations on the

Rhine and in Gaul
;
in the second book, the French Church from Chlodewig to

Charles Martell
;
the third book is chiefly devoted to the labors of Bonifacius

(680-755). The last book is the most interesting. In it we pass from the twilight

of legends into the daylight of solid dates and facts. We find here a full account

of the birth ana training of Winfried (or, as he spells him, Wynfrith), his early

missionary labors, the introduction of Christianity in Thuringia and Hesse, the

organization of the Bavarian churches, his intimate relations to Rome, and his

closing years and martyrdom in Friesland.

Bonifacius has been of late the subject of much controversy. His just claim

to be the Apostle of Germany has been hotly disputed by Dr. Ebrard and others

who represent him as an apostle of popery, with all its corruptions. Undoubted-
ly he was an obedient servant of the pope, but from the well-grounded convic-

tion that the church among the Northern barbarians could not flourish except in

close connection with what was then generally regarded as the mother church

of Western Christendom. A strong organization with a centre was necessary to

keep those feeble missions alive. It is vain to discuss dreams and possibilities

in history, instead of dealing with things as they are and finding a good reason

for the actual course which history has taken under the guidance of Divine

Providence. Professor Hauck takes the right view of the matter, and while he

admits the defects in his character and mission, he gives him full credit for his real

greatness and abiding merits as the most devoted and most successful missionary

and ecclesiastical organizer among the German barbarians of the eighth century.

The book is provided with a good alphabetical index, a convenience which is

missing in many theological works of Germany. Philip Schaff.

The Papacy during the Period of the Reformation. By M. Creighton,
M.A., Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Cam-
bridge. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

These volumes are the third and fourth of a work in progress. Not a history'

of the Church, nor of religion, they are properly limited to the papacy. The
Pope is head of the Latin Catholic Church, but the difference between his life

and the Christian religion is sometimes generic. A Pope is a ruler whose duties

comprehend a vast round of business, and the history of his official life cannot
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be other than largely secular. The conduct of a pious man will be marked with

piety whatever he does, but a worldly-minded man will be worldly even in the

exercises of religion. In some cases, the business of the Pope being chiefly of

religion, his official history has become a record of earnest piety. But from the

accession of Paul II. to the maturity of Leo X. there was little of that element in

any incumbent of the pontificate. Professor Creighton’s narrative is therefore

appropriately secular. Great religious changes were taking place during that

time, but in them the Popes took little or no concern.

From the end of the eleventh century to the fourteenth papal ambition was to

rule over all Christian nations. Realized for a time in Western Europe, it strug-

gled long in vain to secure similar dominion in the East. The removal to

France, with the subsequent schism in the fourteenth century, undermined the

foundation of that enormous claim, which the restoration of papal unity could

not reconstruct. General councils, in reducing papal dissension, asserted their

own supreme authority. The new line of Popes, proceeding from the election

at Constance, found it difficult to adjust their office to the altered state of things.

Naturally, the first occurring thought was to revive their standing as it was in

the thirteenth century. But seventy years of separation from Rome, followed by

forty years of a papal schism, brought to an end by the superiority of a great

General Council, had materially changed the practicabilities of the papacy.

Meanwhile the civil powers had greatly augmented their strength, and were

advancing from step to step in confidence of monarchy. After the middle of the

fifteenth century there was no lever wherewith to overthrow the growing com-

pactness of Spain, of France, of England, or the enlightenment of Germany,
while the dismembering politics of Italy exposed that whole peninsula to the

plunder of invaders. Instead of subordinating kingdoms and the empire, the

most urgent papal necessity was a policy for the protection of Italy.

Controversy with the succession of Councils appointed at Constance occupied

the efforts of Martin V. and Eugenius IV., and attempts to revive the Oriental

crusades vainly wasted the energies of Pius II., as the hopeless loss of Constan-

tinople had broken down the superior gifts of Nicholas V., and disgrace had
terminated the expedition of Calixtus III. The final lack of all effective response

to calls for a crusade evinced also the dying hold of the papacy upon the civil

powers in the West.

Paul II. saw that an interest nearer to himself was endangered. Some states

of the Roman Church were already alienated. Before aspiring to restore the

Oriental empire, he felt constrained to secure his footing as an Italian prince.

Nor was that attained without creating trouble with other Italian princes greater

than his resources were equal to. In pursuing his rights and duty as Pope, he

came into conflict with Ferdinand of Spain and George, King of Bohemia, while

the Turks were threatening him by sea. In attempting to unite his native land

by securing a general peace among the Italian governments, he died ere his

purpose was accomplished. His moderating policy was not continued.

Sixtus IV. found the papacy “ without friends in Italy,” and, instead of taking

shelter behind its traditional claims as an institution, preferred to assume his

place in Italian politics, and establish his temporal sovereignty as other princes.

And the officers in whom he most confidently trusted were his nephews and
other kindred, upon whom Ije lavished ecclesiastical preferments and wealth.

Wars, negotiations, and alliances with Italian nobles and free cities became the

arena of papal business, and the popes descended to a corresponding grade
among the civil and military powers. They were chiefs over ecclesiastics, but

in ecclesiastical affairs they needed the support of temporal powers. Sixtus IV.

died from effect of fever aggravated by a paroxysm of indignation provoked by
intelligence that his allies had submitted to make peace with Venice. Of his
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pontificate the supreme purpose was to consolidate the States of the Church. To
the spiritual condition of Christendom he seems to have paid but little attention.

His patronage of art was in no respect at variance from the moral lowering of

his office, the papacy in his hands being narrowed to a mere Italian power.

Secularity descended to indulgence of vice. The empty chair was filled by

bribery. A large majority of the Cardinals were thus persuaded to vote for a

candidate whose large family of illegitimate children had made him notorious

in the cardinalate. Innocent VIII. was a moral offence to the office he held, and
went far to degrade the reverence which had in former days been paid it. He
sought peace on all hands, but chiefly from his incapacity for war. When be-

sieged in Rome by the rebellious Orsini, he could not think of what else to do

than to order all the malefactors, who had been banished, to return and protect

the city. They complied, but only to increase the popular disorder and the

terror of the Pope. More warlike men among the Cardinals assumed command.
But the Pope settled the affair in his own way, by a humiliating peace, at the

sacrifice of his allies, leaving the city in a state of anarchy, in which all kinds of

crime that the basest men can be supposed as lusting to commit were indulged

to extravagance by the Holy Father’s inactivity. His easy good-nature was, in

itself, appreciated, but it rendered him at once a benefactor and the occasion of

unspeakable wrong to provinces over which he ought to have administered jus-

tice. In the language of Professor Creighton, “ the best that can be said of him

is that in politics he was too indolent to do anything mischievous, and he was
pacific because he shrank from effort.” Innocent VIII. died peacefully on the

25th of July, 1492. Sixteen days later his vacated place was filled by one whose

vices were not fewer nor more concealed. Rodrigo Borgia was a native of

Spain. His uncle, Pope Calixtus III. (Alfonso Borgia), who had aided his edu-

cation, created him Cardinal at the age of twenty-five. Thenceforward he

enjoyed an interval of thirty-six years in accumulating wealth, adding to his

pleasures, and adapting himself to the moral changes then making progress in

the papal court and the city of Rome in general. The immorality of Cardinal

Borgia was well known to the public, and could not have escaped the knowledge

of the Cardinals. And yet his election was made with facility, not so much, per-

haps, from immediate payments as from what was promised and expected of his

riches. It was also popular with the multitude. He chose the papal name
Alexander VI., which he left branded with the deepest stains of guilt. The
author of these volumes has moderated some of the worst charges against him

and his family. But, after setting all things in the most favorable light, and

calling them by the least offensive names, the pontificate of Alexander VI. will

be counted morally the lowest of all that the historian of that period has to

record. The Borgia was good-humored if indulged in his pleasures, but other-

wise capable of deadly cruelty. The relations of Savonarola to his policy were

too antagonistic to be tolerated in the powerful city of Florence. The Pope had

little concern about preaching theological doctrine, but the politics of Florence

were of some importance at Rome, especially if they favored a French invasion.

Savonarola must, therefore, be silenced for some cause justifying death. The
Florentine magistrates, in council, resolved to enforce the papal excommunica-

tion of Savonarola by suspending him from preaching. The devout and elo-

quent monk took farewell of his congregation on March 1 8th, 1498. Afterward

put to trial by torture, and his answers reduced to what the examiners wished

them to be, he was represented as contradicting much that he had preached, and

was accordingly, with two others, executed on the 23d of May, 1498, first by hang-

ing and then by burning. Their ashes were gathered and thrown into the Arno.

Like some other men notorious for vice, Pope Alexander VI. in the early part

of his career was not marked so much by violent temper as by a gay and unre-
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strained love of pleasure. Only as his desires, his ambition, and his cupidity

were thwarted did the fearful passions of jealousy and revenge darken the

shadows of his character. The Borgia family were certainly profligate, father

and sons alike
;
and yet it seems that wanton scandal assigned to some of them

the guilt of crimes they never committed. Professor Creighton is charitably in-

clined to take the most favorable view of their case, and makes a very prepos-

sessing defence of Lucrezia, and a plausible one of her mother—the happy and

yet unhappy mother of the papal family born in Rome. The common rumor
that Alexander VI. died from drinking poisoned wine, which he, or his son

Cassar, had prepared for another, although false, may be taken as evidence to

the popular estimation of his moral nature. Why did the public accept it as

credible ?

At the death of the Pope, August x 8th, 1503, his son Caesar was sick, but in

command of the army at Rome. The historian continues the narrative of the

succeeding career pursued by that most gifted member of the papal family until

his death in battle.

Pope Pius III. reigned only twenty-five days, a man of reputation for learning,

and who had contented himself with a quiet and retired life, but to the obliga-

tion of celibacy had paid as little respect as any of his predecessors.

The election of Julius II. was settled mainly between Caesar Borgia and the

Spanish Cardinals
;

the formal process barely occupied an hour. Julius II.

adopted the policy of the last four Popes who preceded him, but despised their

personal inactivity or self-indulgence. He resolved to conduct his military move-

ments himself. Without pretension to learning or piety, his ambition was that

of a soldier and a statesman, and he succeeded in recovering some cities which

had been alienated from the papal States, but failing in retaking Ferrara, sank

under sickness, and died February 20th, 1513. Julius II. cannot be called a very

successful general, but what he did in that capacity was the best he effected for

the Roman Church. His successor, Leo X., was elected on the eleventh of

March following. The son of Lorenzo de Medici had no vices laid to his charge,

but neither did those who recorded his life claim for him the qualification of

Christian piety. He was refined in his tastes, elegant in his manners, and an

eminent patron of the fine arts, and restored a decent decoium to the papal

court. His merit as a ruler was the peaceful settlement of his dominions, with

an unprecedented freedom to all who thereby became his subjects, apparently

at Rome all that could be desired of a Pope, until the outbreak of the Ref-

ormation.

Such is the period of papal history included in these two volumes. With the

exception of Leo X., none of its Popes have hitherto borne a good reputation.

Professor Creighton treats them with an unusual degree of leniency, not that he

fails to record the general bent of their vices, but he refrains from the severe

terms of reprobation ordinarily discharged upon them, nor is he blind to what
can be said in favor of the worst of them. A similar manly moderation marks
his style throughout. It is not declamatory nor oratorical nor speculative, but

a fair historical statement of events. In balancing merit and blame, no passion

lor antithesis leads into extravagant magnifying or belittling for rhetorical effect.

All has the appearance of an earnest purpose to elicit sober truth, and this alike

in reference to virtue and to vice. Upon the whole, the work is the best papal

history of the period between 1464 and 1518 that has appeared in the English

language. J. C. Moffatt.

Prime Family Records: Notes Genealogical, Biographical, and Bibli-

ographical of the Prime Family. By E. D. G. Prime, D.D. Printed

for private use, 1888.

Dr. Prime has done a good service and done it well in the preparation of this
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handsome volume. It is not an ordinary genealogical record crowded with

names and with dates of no general interest. The volume begins with a brief

sketch of “ The Puritan Exodus” and of the “ Milford Plantation,” which

belonged to the ” Old Jurisdiction-of New Haven,” and among whose settlers

in 1646 appears the name of James Prime, and then follow brief biographies of

twelve representatives of the family. All of these have interest and value. In

conclusion we are told of the “ Prime Family Library.” a collection of books

published by those bearing the name of Prime. This collection was begun

some years ago by the late Dr. S. Irenaeus Prime, and now contains ” a copy of

every book and important pamphlet known to have emanated from any member
of the family since the settlement of the country.” This library is to be handed

down as an heirloom in the family. Many will be glad to know of the printing

of these “ Prime Family Records,” containing matters of such general interest.

T. S. Hastings.

We notice briefly the following books in the department of History:

Manual of Biblical Archeology. By C. F. Keil. With alterations and addi-

tions furnished by the author for the English translation. Translated by P.

Christie and edited by Frederick Crombie. Vol. 1 .
(Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark ;

New York : Scribner & Welford.) This well-known manual has many features

of excellence, and we are glad to welcome it in an English translation which

seems to be, so far as we have been able to examine it, quite well done. Keil’s

conservative and traditional standpoint is well known, and it often warps his

judgment in matters of Biblical Interpretation and Biblical Theology
;
and some

of his opinions are rather antiquated
;
but he is a conscientious writer, and can

always be used to advantage. There is no better book, on the whole, on this

subject. The Book of Jubilees. Translated from the Ethiopic. By George

H. Schodde. (Oberlin : E. S. Goodrich.) This is a useful and good translation

of a pseudepigraph which has great importance for the textual criticism of the

Old Testament and for the contemporary History of the New Testament. Dr.

Schodde has earned the thanks of Biblical scholars by this difficult and pains-

taking work. Die Kirche des heiligen Grabes zu Jerusalem in ihrer altesten

Gestalt. Von B. Manssurov. (Heidelberg : G. Koester
;
New York : B. Wester-

mann & Co.) This is a very interesting attempt to reconstruct the ancient Church

of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. The plans that accompany the book are

very instructive. We are pleased to see this evidence of Russian interest in the

archaeology of Palestine. A Manual of Church History. By A. C. Jennings.

Vol. I. (New York : Thomas Whittaker.) This little book of one hundred and

thirty-four pages tries to tell the story of eleven centuries of Church History. The

divisions are by centuries. The author does not claim much for his book, but

thinks it will be useful to candidates for examination. It seems to us that the

training of candidates must be very slender if they cannot use a text-book of a

higher order than this. Students of Church History of any grade ought to have

a little of the philosophy of history and the genesis of doctrine, organization, and

life in the Church. An Exposition of the Apostles Creed. By John E. Yonge.

(New York : Thomas Whittaker.) This is a serviceable handbook that ought

to have a wide circulation, especially among laymen. Zur Geschichte der

altevangelischen Gemeinden. Vortrag von Ludwig Keller. (Berlin, 1887.)

This is a valuable address. All Keller’s work is worthy of attention. He tries

to show that there has been a sort of apostolical succession in the sects of the

centuries of genuine apostolic principles and customs that were abandoned by

the great historical Churches. These apostolic Christians perpetuated them-

selves by means of various guilds and secret societies until the Reformation,

when they became more aggressive in the numerous bodies of Anabaptists.
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There is an apostolic succession of bishops in the prelatical churches, of presby-

ters in the Presbyterian churches, and now we have an apostolic succession of

congregational government in the sects of the Christian centuries. It is an inter-

esting theory, but the links of succession are difficult to discover in very many
cases, and the connection can be traced only by means of not a few hazardous

conjectures. Histoire des Vaudois D' Italie depnis lews originesjasqu a nos

jows, par Emile Comba. 1. Partie, Avant La Reforme. (Paris : Librairie Fiseh-

bacher
;
Turin : Librairie Loescher.) We thank Professor Comba for this very

important and much-needed work. He has studied the sources with great care

and has used them with excellent judgment, and has given us a reliable and in-

teresting history of the origin and early fortunes of the Waldensian Church.

He gives up any attempt to trace a succession to apostolic times, and in this re-

spect is to be commended over against the author of the treatise mentioned

above. There can be no doubt that the Waldensians had their origin in the

preaching of that noble Christian layman Pierre Valdo, of Lyons, in the twelfth

century. The book is well constructed. I. The Question of their Origin
;

II.

The Poor Men of Lyons
;

III. The Dispersion
;
IV. The Retreat in the Alps

;

V. The Literature
;
VI. Religious Life. One finds in all of these chapters in-

formation that can be found nowhere else, and at the same time healthful stim-

ulus from the study of the fortunes of that brave, patient, and self-sacrificing

people. Whatever may be said of their origin in a band of laymen and of the

defective character of their early theology and ecclesiastical organization, none can

deny that they had a supreme reverence for the sacred Scriptures, and that they

endeavored to preach the simple gospel of Jesus Christ. In this respect they did

an important service in preparing the way for the great Reformation in many
ways, and in countries wheie their influence has only recently been traced.

They are now a branch of the great Presbyterian Reformed family that is soon

to meet in council in London. They are still a feeble flock, but are increasing in

numbers and influence in the midst of great discouragements. They ought to

receive the support of the combined forces of Presbyterians as our sister Church of

Italy. We shall look forward to the second part of the history, and we hope that

it will not long be delayed. The Triumph of the Presbytery of Hanover. By

J. H. Patton. (New York : A. D. F. Randolph & Co.) This is a good little book
so far as the first title given above is concerned. But the author appends a
“ Concise History of the Presbyterian Church in the United States from 1705-

1888,” which is a rather large supplement to such a small subject, and which has

evidently been hastily prepared, without a sufficient grasp of the history and
with an evident lack of knowledge of the more recent investigations.

C. A. Briggs.

III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Religionsgeschichte. Geschichte der Entwicklung des religiosen Bewusstseins

in seinen einzelnen Erscheinungsformen, eine Geschichte des Menschen-
geistes, herausgegeben von Dr. Hermann Preiss, u.s.w. Abth. I., II.

Large 8vo, pp. 256. Leipzig : Maeder & Wahl, 1887
;
New York : B. Wester-

mann & Co.

The author is known to the general public as the editor of Vatke’s Introduc-

tion, and of his Philosophy of Religion. We know of no important independent
work of his own before the one just issued in the first two of its four parts. It

is a history of religion from a naturalistic point of view. This is his conception

of the nature of man, and, of course, of the nature of religion. Heathenism is

not a falling away from original truth and holiness
;

“ only when one regards
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the heathen religions as modes of revelation in process of development, can

unity of plan be found in the course of the world’s history
;
only so can the

heathen world be brought under the conception of a divine training.” Of course

the ” religions of nature” will supply the only proper starting-point for a history

of religion— or, as the author expresses it, “ the immediate unity of the spiritual

and the natural ” (p. 18). From the grosser forms of spirit-worship and sorcery,

the author passes (p. 33) to the religion of the Aztecs and the Inkaperuvians
;

(p. 37) to the religion of the Chinese and Japanese
; (p. 51) to the religions of

India
; (p. 96) to the religion of the old Iranian peoples

; (p. 128) to the old

Semitic religions
; (p. 232) to the Egyptian religion. His treatment is methodi-

cal, his references minute and abundant, his work a storehouse of information

that may well be found useful by one who utterly repudiates the author's funda-

mental conceptions of man and of religion.

He has not yet reached the Hebrew religion
;

but from his numerous Old

Testament citations .and references in the section devoted to the old Semitic

systems it is manifest that in external and formal matters he will assimilate the

religion of the Hebrews as closely as may be to the faiths that surround it.

Charles A. Aiken.

Mohammedanism a Pseudo-Christianity. By Rev. John C. Clyde, D.D.

This monograph of 50 pages is timely in its appearance, and is made doubly

so by the present attitude of Mohammedanism toward Christianity in the East,

and by recent references to this relation called forth by the remarkable letter of

Sheik-ul-Islam to a German convert just published in the Constantinople papers

and reported by President Washburn of Robert College in the New York Inde-

pendent, February 9th, 1888, and elsewhere.

This monograph by Dr. Clyde is thoughtful as well as timely. It traces the

comparison of the Koran with the Bible ” as to History, Theology, Soteriology

and Eschatology.” In each direction the comparison is careful yet concise,

while it is put so clearly and simply that any reader, professional or non-profes-

sional, may follow it with ease and growing interest and real profit. It is espe-

cially adapted to serve those who have not the opportunity or the time to

traverse the twofold field of Mohammedan and Christian teaching and then to

review and compare the Koran and the Bible. R. B. Welch.

Darstellung der Christlichen Glaubenslehre auf Reformirt-Kirch-
licher Grundlage. Von Eduard Bohl. Leipzig : Rud. Siegler, 1887.

New York : B. Westermann & Co.

This is a remarkable treatise. It is a statement and defence of the Reformed

or Calvinistic creed from a professor of theology in the University of Vienna.

Vienna is more celebrated for luxury and materialism than for dogmatic strict-

ness and the maintenance of the five points of Calvinism. But here is a doc-

trinal system written and delivered in the nineteenth century and in the heart

of a sceptical civilization, which is substantially the same as that of Ursinus

and Olevianus, as embodied in the Heidelberg Catechism. St. Paul’s theory of

salvation as presented in Romans ix.-xi. is enunciated with exactness and with-

out qualification. Faith and repentance are the product of effectual calling, not

its cause and condition.

This is very uncommon, nowadays, in a theological system emanating from

Germany. For while there are many able and earnest defenders of the evan-

gelical creed in the different branches of the German Church, nearly all hesitate

or refuse to adopt the Augustino-Calvinistic form of statement, so far as the

application of redemption is concerned. Theologians like Tholuck, Muller, and

Dorner, while doing excellent work in many directions, cannot be relied upon

for the defence of the doctrine of unconditional election.
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But this treatise of Bohl is clear, strong, and fearless, on this side of the evan-

gelical creed. It is constructed with calm, conscious power, lucid, close reason-

ing, and admirable diction. Occasionally therp is a keen sarcasm that cuts to the

quick into error. If rendered into English in the same sharp and conclusive

style in which its author has written it in German, it would make a manual of

theology agreeing substantially with the standards of the Presbyterian Church,

and also combining with the old faith all that is of material value in the modern

criticism. W. G. T. Shedd.

Augustinische Studien. Von Hermann Reuter. Gotha : Perthes, 1887.

New York : B. Westermann & Co.

This is a careful analysis of Augustine’s system on the following subjects :

1. The doctrine of the Church in relation to the Pelagian Controversy. 2. The
doctrine of the Church in relation to that of Predestination. 3. The idea of the

Church as the kingdom of God. 4. Augustine’s relation to the Catholic faith as

developed in the Eastern Church. 5. The Church as related to the Episcopate.

6. Augustine’s influence on secular and monastic life, and upon secular and

ecclesiastical science. 7. An estimate of Augustine’s general position in the

History of the Church.

These are all of them cardinal points, and the treatise is the result of a careful

study of Augustine’s writings. The positions are supported by ample quota-

tions and references. It is a good aid to the study of Augustine—a system

which during the last half century has come once more into the foreground, and

is probably destined to stay there for some time to come. The great body of

Augustine’s writings are now being made accessible in good English, and at a

low price, by the publishers of the Nicene Library, and it is to be expected that

the great Latin father, by this and other means, will influence the coming the-

ology more than he did in the eighteenth century. W. G. T. Shedd.

The Scripture Doctrine of the Church Historically and Exegetically
Considered

;
the Eleventh Series of the Cunningham Lectures. By

the Rev. D. Douglas Bannerman, M.A. 8vo, pp. 584. Edinburgh : T. &
T. Clark. New York : Scribner and Welford.

Those who were present at the Philadelphia Council in 1880 will recall the

instructive paper presented by the author on a kindred topic, Grounds and
Methods of Admission to Sealing Ordinances. However widely any of his

hearers may have differed from the somewhat formal or external view of church
membership advocated, all were agreed in appreciating the general scholarship,

the wide acquaintance with the literature of the subject, and the practical skill

exhibited in the discussion.

The present volume, delivered last year on the Cunningham foundation, is in

general a thorough and able presentation of the Church, as brought into view
in the Scriptures from its distinct organization under Abraham to its latest de-

velopment in the Christian form both Hebrew and Gentile. The first main divi-

sion treats of the Church as it grew out of antecedent germs into definite shape
under the Abrahamic covenant, and was set up with its peculiarities of worship,

ordinance, and spirit in the house of the first among the Hebraic patriarchs.

We are inclined to think that more should have been made of these antecedent
germs, as they are revealed in most interesting aspects in the sacred history

backward to the flood, and backward still to the earliest hints of a division

among the sons of men on the basis of piety. Such a survey would justify, at

least in part, the synchronizing of the origin of the Church with the origin of

redemption itself immediately after the fall. Still, it is in the home of Abraham,
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and under the specific covenant which made him the father of the faithful, that we
find the Church first assuming its distinctive character as a supernatural organ-

ization. At this point, as never before, it becomes—as the author well describes

it
—“ a fellowship of believing men, together with their children, gathered

together on the ground of God’s Word and in obedience to His call, brought
into a gracious covenant relation with Himself, which has a divinely-appointed

sign and seal, with special promises vouchsafed for all who are in this fellow-

ship, special responsibilities laid upon them, and special work given them to do
for God in the world.”

The second and third general divisions discuss in an interesting and instruc-

tive manner the development of this divine organization from the time of Abra-
ham to the Exile, and from the Exile to the time of Christ. The leading char-

acteristics of the Church under the training of the law and of the Mosaic
economy, its growing vigor and fruitfulness and spirituality, and the gradual

concentration of its hope and faith around the coming Messiah, Prophet and
Priest and King of the chosen people of God, are set before the reader in graphic

for m and method. The appointment and growth of the Hebrew eldership, as a

body of both civil and religious rulers, are concisely described
;
the author,

while recognizing in this process a prepayatio evangelica for the exigencies of the

Church under the gospel, still guarding against the sweeping and unwarrantable

inferences too often drawn from this characteristic feature of Hebraism. He
next discusses the dispersions during the exilian period, with their important

consequences in the development of Hellenism, in proselytism, and in the growth
of that synagogue system which was destined to exert, after the advent, so power-

ful an influence upon the structure and administration of the Church under the

apostles. Still, we question whether the facts named, interesting and suggestive

though they are, justify in full the claim based upon them in favor of the Presby-

terian polity, as that polity has taken shape under the new and complex exi-

gencies of more modern life.

The Church as our Lord Himself sketched and framed it constitutes the cen-

tral theme of the volume, as it must ever be the central topic of inquiry in all

sound Soteriology. It has been a mistake as frequent as it is serious to study

this divine organism from a Pauline or a Petrine point of observation primarily,

as if the massive foundations of the Church, both Hebrew and Gentile, had not

been laid by the Master Himself. These foundations appear in the three grand

and crucial passages in His teaching (Matt. xvi. 13-19 ;
Matt, xviii. 15-20

;
John

xx. 21-23), and also in the illustrative passages touching the Church scattered

through the Gospel of John, and in His exposition of the two cardinal sacraments

appointed for the use of His people through all coming time. We cannot com-
mend too highly the discussion of these decisive texts, or the special presentation

of the apostolic commission, particularly as related to the figment of the apostol-

ical succession. The definition of the Christian Church, as thus constituted by

the Lord Himself, may well be compared with that already quoted. In this

Messianic form the Church becomes” a fellowship of believers gathered together

in the name of Christ, one with each other because one with the common Lord

and Saviour, built by Him upon a rock-fast foundation, finding guidance from

His teaching and His gifts of the Spirit, drawing strength and courage from His

unseen presence in the midst of them, and receiving all needed wisdom and

light from above as to present duty in answer to united prayer.”

The growth of this Church, as recorded in the Acts and as exhibited in the

Epistles in its two main forms, the Hebrew and the Gentile, is next discussed at

length. We see this supernatural organism, thus planted in the earth, growing

out into life and action under the deep consciousness of the presence of Christ

and under the stimulations of His Spirit, until it takes on certain permanent and
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typical shapes, according to the exterior conditions amid which it receives its

remarkable development. We see the teaching and personal example of Christ

dominating everywhere, and the strong sense of unity in and through Him hold-

ing the organization together, even amid the severest collisions of opinion, of

interest, of race. While the author takes full account of these incidental occa-

sions of diversity, especially as seen in the inevitable contrasts between Hebraism
and the Gentile world, he gives no countenance to the notion of two churches,

the Petrine and the Pauline, living as in antithesis to each other, and but inade-

quately merged into one during the apostolic century. He rather justly empha-
sizes the spiritual unity of the sacred organism, amid all such variations in form

or tendency, and sets forth in strong light the religious ties and ligaments which,

through all conflicts of judgment or feeling, still hold the one Church together.

We have not space to follow through the interesting account of the evolution

of the Church, in its two great aspects or varieties, in the apostolic period. The
terms of membership, the position of children in the household of faith, modes
of worship, baptism, and the Supper, and the developing organization, govern-

ment, and discipline, are all passed under careful review—not always, indeed,

according to our interpretation of the biblical teaching, but always with thor-

oughness, reverence, fidelity to the divine oracles. The argument for a New
Testament Presbyterianism is very strongly put, though not in exactly the old

form when men believed in a Presbyterianism by exclusive divine right. All in

all, this volume is one of sterling worth
;

it deserves very high praise. While
American Presbyterians would not in general accept its teachings entire, its

main positions cannot fail to commend themselves to the judgment and con-

science of all who read. The form of the book, its table of contents, its index

and references are admirable. E. D. Morris.

We notice also the following works in this department :

Die Wahlfreiheit des Willens in ihrer Nichtigkeit, dargelegt von Waldemar
Meyer, Pastor. (Gotha : F. A. Perthes, 1886, pp. viii.

, 218, 8vo
;
New York :

B. Westermann & Co.) The “ freedom of the will,” the unreality of which it is

Pastor Meyer’s purpose to demonstrate in this little book (the essential contents

of which have already been given to the public in the Theologische Studien nnd
Kritiken for 1885, pp. 67-127), is its asserted freedom from or independence of

all else in the willing subject, by which the will is thought to stand among the

motives as a monarch stands among his counsellors, free to choose with, with-

out, or against any or all of them. Against this liberty of indifference, accord-

ing to which man would not possess a will, but his will would possess him, the

author defends the common Augustinian theory of self-determination or free

agency. In successive chapters he examines the matter from the psychological,

the religious, and the ethical standpoints, and shows that the dependence of the

will on motives is included in all experience, is implied in the image of God in

which we were created, is taught in Scripture, and is the necessary basis of

moral character and of moral responsibility. The book is intended for general

reading, and is in places rather wordy
;
but it is rich in matter, always acute in

reasoning, and eminently satisfactory in outcome. Die Gewissheit des

Glaubens und die Freiheit der Theologie, von Dr. W. Herrmann, ord. Pro-

fessor der Theologie an der Universitat Marburg. (Freiburg in B., J. C. B.

Mohr, 1887, 8vo, pp. vi. 64). Hermann’s rejoinder to Luthardt’s sharp attack

on his former book on The Communioti of the Christian with God, naturally

presents the same grund idea which was developed in the former publication,

only drawn to a sharper polemic point. With true Ritschlian concentration on
“ the historical Christ,” Hermann insists that it is only in the fact of Christ’s

appearance that we can walk with our God
;
but that he, by the fact of his his-
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torical appearance in the world, does bring God into our field of view, and by a

realization of this great fact we have the thought awakened in us that there is a

power above all things earthly which works in the world, that there is a God
who really forgives sins and cares for us in a saving way. Therefore all comes
to this, that we should understand this manifestation through which God draws
near to us, and let ourselves be inwardly strengthened by it. “ Only in such an

understanding have we communion with God.” The new element in the present

book is the emphasis that is placed on certainty of faith, the contention being

that it is only by the same pathway that it can be obtained. Natural reason

cannot give it to us, nor faith in the word of Scripture, now that the old dogma
of inspiration is given up. Nothing can give it to us but the experience of this

fact in the world of reality—Jesus Christ
;
and the birth-hour of our faith has not

struck until this fact comes forward in our lives (though we should not seek it

” in the narrow limits of the individual life, but rather in our life as enlarged in

its historical connection”), and forces us to the conviction that its presence in

our lives is God’s hand upon them. The devoutness of much of Hermann’s
language brings great pleasure to the reader, and his polemic against certain

elements of the Lutheranism to which he is opposing himself—as, e.g., its

doctrine of the “ means of grace,” is both sharp and successful. But the bald-

ness of his own system is fully uncovered by Luthardt’s sharp questioning. Is

this great wonder-working fact of Jesus Christ a memory or a presence ? Was
his appearance in the world a mere occurrence (Thatsache), or is it an abiding

reality (Thatbestand) of satisfaction and forgiveness ? Are we to preach a his-

tory which took place eighteen hundred years ago, and call on men now to do
their part under its inspiration, or may we preach an ever-accessible Saviour,

who helps us to-day by his personal Holy Spirit shedding forth love into our

hearts? In one word, shall we say of Christ vixit or vivit? No doubt our

certainty of faith and our communion with God alike are dependent on the one

fact—Jesus Christ. Only it must be the real Christ, the God-man, whom we
grasp with our faith, and that Christ in his real, sacrificial work. The System

of Theology Contained in the Westminster Shorter Catechism Opened and Ex-
plained. Part I., by Rev. A. A. Hodge, D.D., pp. 1-78, and Part II., by Rev.

J. Aspinwall Hodge, D.D., pp. 79-160. (New York : A. C. Armstrong & Son
;

Philadelphia: J. A. Worden, 1886 and 1887, i2mo.) This is the best exposi-

tion of the Shorter Catechism extant. It is also full, rich, and adequate for all the

purposes for which it is intended. The late Dr. A. A. Hodge had carried it up to

Question 38, and since his death it has been admirably completed by Dr. J. Aspin-

wall Hodge, of Hartford. An Exposition of the Shorter Catechis?n, Part
First ( Q. 1 to 38), Containing the Summary of Christian Doctrine. By Pro-

fessor S. D. F. Salmond, D.D., Aberdeen. (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1887,

pp. 92, i6mo.) An excellent, primary summary, intended for young students in

the Bible-classes, and therefore less packed with strong meat than Dr. Hodge’s
pamphlet noticed above, and more expository of the language of the Catechism.

Apologetics s or, the Scientific Vindication of Christianity. By J. H. A.

Ebrard, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Theology in the University of Erlangen.

Translated by Rev. John Macpherson, M.A. Vol. III. (Edinburgh: T. & T.

Clark, 1887, 8vo, pp. vii.
, 406.) The value and general characteristics of the

great work of which this volume forms the completion have been fully exposed

to readers of this Review in Professor Salmond’s valuable review of the first

volume, published in the number for July, 1887. The third volume continues

(pp. 1-314) the examination of the civilizations and religions of all races of man-
kind, designed to show that all alike bear witness to a deterioration of these

races from a previous higher religious state. This review results also, in the

author’s opinion, in proving the unity of the race, and in establishing the common
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possession by all peoples of a body of traditions of the primitive history of man,
reaching down to, and only down to, the building of the tower and confusion of

languages. The work concludes with a brief enumeration of God’s redemptive

acts and their effects (pp. 317-402). Christianity and Evolution : Modern
Proble7tis of the Faith. By the Revs. George Matheson, D.D., T. W. Fowle,

M.A., Sir George W. Cox, M.A., Professor Momerie, D.Sc., LL.D., Professor

Chapman, M.A., P. W. Darnton, B. A., J. Matthews, W. F. Adeney, M.A.,

A. F. Muir, M.A., and J. J. Murphy, Esq. (Nisbet’s Theological Library;

New York : T. Whittaker, 1887, 8vo, pp. 276.) Unevenness of execution is the

natural vice of books of the “ symposium” class, and this volume forms no

exception to the rule. Of the dozen papers here collected, less than half can be,

with any justice, called able, while only two are of permanent value—the two
really masterly papers by Professor Chapman on “ Evolution and the Biblical

Doctrine of Sin and Redemption,” and ‘‘ Evolution and the Biblical Representa-

tions of God.” Mr. J. J. Murphy pleads ably for the inclusion of mind under
the law of evolution, but only renders it the more plain that in order to do so

we must give up the natural immortality of the soul and transmute the doctrine

of life after death into the one formula of "God will raise the dead"—an
inevitable result, as Dr. Dallinger has already taught us in his Fernley Lecture.

Is theology ready to make this sacrifice ? To judge by the general tone of the

present volume, theology is ready for any sacrifices, if, indeed, the crude driftage

which passes for theology here can be called by that name. Nothing is so char-

acteristic of the volume as the unsettled, unreasoned, uninstructed attitude of

the writers, as a body, toward theology. Non-Biblical Systems of Religion.

A Symposium. By the Venerable Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., Rev. Canon Raw-
linson, M.A., Rev. W. Wright, D.D., Rabbi G. J. Emanuel, B.A., Sir William
Muir, Rev. Edwin Johnson, M.A., T. W. Rhys Davids, LL.D., Ph.D., the Hon.
Rasmus B. Anderson, Rev. William Nicolson, M.A., etc. (Nisbet’s Theological

Library; New York: T. Whittaker, 8vo, pp. 243.) As good a book, on the

whole, as the symposium on Evolution noticed above, is mediocre. Every paper
included in this volume was well worth preserving, and, though Archdeacon
Farrar opens the discussion with a characteristic piece of brilliant confusion,

the reader obtains pleasure and profit from every page, and will not lay down
the volume without a sense of much gain. The only pity is that all the non-
Christian religions could not be included, in an equally able, popular survey.

Benjamin B. Warfield.

IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

The Story of the Psalms. By Henry Van Dyke, D.D. New York : Charles
Scribner’s Sons.

This is a series of discourses designed to bring “ The Hebrew Hymn-Book,”
or the Book of Psalms, into close connection with the lives of the men who wrote
these ancient and sacred poems. The author is right in the conviction that the

historic setting will give the Psalms “ the touch of reality.” There are seven-
teen of the Psalms before which Dr. Van Dyke has built a historic porch. That
this passage-way to the sacred lyric has in each instance been admirably adapted
to give the one on his way through it a deeper interest in the Psalm itself is beyond
question. The author has made capital use of his materials. He has not over-
loaded the porch with undue details of instruction and ornament. Every lover

of these old and precious lyrics will have his heart thrilled with new sense of joy
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and appreciation, as he catches the music of the singers in the very circum-

stances in which that music first bro.ke on the air.

The one serious defect of this “ Story of the Psalms” is that it leaves the im-

pression that the author has been more absorbed in the story than in the Psalms.
The setting is none too fine

;
but it should have been made to give a greater

lustre to the gems it encloses. The glory of the Introduction should have been

shot into the Psalm with far more wealth of color, or rather a far more exceed-

ing glory should have been gotten out of the bosom of the Psalm, by reason of

the glory of the historic prelude. In other words, the author’s road down
through the Psalm itself is not made so attractive and beautiful and welcome to

our willing feet as we were led to think it would be, by reason of the path he

made for us up to the gate of this Psalm country. The promise made to the ear in

almost every case is broken to the hope. We feel a certain sense of disappoint-

ment in passing out of the porch into the temple. Surely Dr. Van Dyke could

have swept with a finer and more soulful touch the harps of these old singers

of Israel, after he had so admirably given us the conditions in which their music

was born. Herrick Johnson.

Evangelistic Work in Principle and Practice. By A. T. Pierson, D.D.
Pp. 340. 9 Bond Street, New York City : Baker & Taylor Co.

This book is divided into two parts, the one dealing with the principles under-

lying all true evangelistic work, and the other giving concrete instances of suc-

cessful Evangelists. The whole book is written in the nervous and concise style

for which the author is already noted, and is animated by a most laudable spirit

of aggressive zeal for souls. We commend especially the chapters on “ Power in

Preaching,” “ The Service of Song,” and “ The Evangelistic Era.” They are

full of suggestiveness to the worker in the field of effort for souls.

In Part II. are given brief accounts of the labors of the more noted Evan-
gelists of modern times. The list is a notable one, and runs as follows : Whit-

field, Howard, Finney, Chalmers, Spurgeon, Shaftesbury, Moody, Bliss, McAU,
and McAuley. Some of these men were of course not Evangelists in the techni-

cal sense of the word, but they all had the spirit of evangelism deeply rooted in

their hearts. The mere reading of a record of work like that which they per-

formed has a tonic influence on the reader, and cannot fail to stimulate in him
all that is wholesome and helpful. A. F. Schauffler.

Modern Cities and their Religious Problems. By S. L. Loomis. With
an Introduction by Josiah Strong, D.D. Pp. 219. 9 Bond Street, New York :

Baker & Taylor Co.

The importance and difficulty of Church work in large cities is steadily im-

pressing itself on the public mind. More thought is being given to this subject

year by year. As a help in this direction, this book is valuable. No one inter-

ested in urban work can well afford to be without it. It is written from the

standpoint of personal experience, the writer having spent considerable time in

London, looking up the work done there, somewhat in detail. The chapter on

the growth of modern cities will be a revelation to many a reader. The thoughts

suggested there are full of importance to all whose lot is cast in an urban com-
munity. The next two chapters, one on the social composition of American cit-

ies, and the other on the threat of the cities, are full of information and stimu-

lus, and well repay perusal. Then follows a somewhat detailed statement of work
done in London and Paris, and the book closes with some suggestions for work
in our own land. It is a pity that the writer was not able to spend a longer time

in London, so that he might have given us a more detailed account of the multi-

farious work carried on there. What he has recorded only whets our appetite
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for more. For unquestionably our English brethren are most indefatigable in

their endless variety of philanthropic work. The instances cited are only a few

samples of much more that is being done in that bee-hive of humanity.

As regards the suggestions for work in this country, there is nothing which

has not already been adopted in some of our Mission stations. There are chap-

els in New York that are as effectively managed as any in London. Much of

our work here differs by necessity from that possible in the Old World. The con-

ditions are so different that new ways of working have to be adopted. In other of

our city chapels, however, it would be well if the suggestions of the writer were

heeded. The book will well repay a careful perusal.

A. F. SCHAUFFLER.

Autobiography of William G. Schauffler, for forty-nine years a Missionary

in the Orient. Edited by his sons, with an Introduction by Professor E. A.

Park, D.D., LL.D. New York : Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

Dr. Schauffler was born at Stuttgart, Wiirtemberg, August 22d, 1798, and died

in New York, January 26th, 1883.

In reading this volume one gets the impression of a man wholly devoted to his

work from the beginning. His was more the internal than an external call.

He felt called to leave his business, his trade, and give himself to the service of

Christ in the Jewish or heathen world. He was then a citizen of Odessa, South

Russia. He was a maker of musical instruments and a master of the flute.

Roused by the enthusiasm of the Rev. Joseph Wolf, he forsook all and came to

the United States to obtain an education. His sketch of this part of his life is

profoundly interesting and instructive.

His life here developed not only enthusiasm, but genius. In languages he

already had command of the German, French, and Russian. With amazing
rapidity and apparent ease he added English, Hebrew, and Greek. In following

years he added language to language in the polyglot East, until it is said he

could hold communication with men in twenty-six languages and dialects, and
could preach in six. He had “ the gift of tongues” granted here and there to

men by peculiar personal endowments. But in all his varied life he was conse-

crated to one purpose. He was a soldier of the cross. In danger, cholera,

plague, persecution, sickness, and sore bereavements he faltered not, he wavered
not. His faith brought him so near to infinite wisdom and love that both he

and his noble wife marched on with calm and fearless front.

One attribute of Dr. Schauffler's character, testified to by all his personal

friends, cannot appear in this autobiography—his singular charm in conversa-

tion. Here he reigned supreme. He had no contemporary in his fields of labor

who in this respect was his equal. His accurate memory, his wide reading, his

wonderful acquaintance with persons of all ranks, his knowledge of European
events from the French Revolution onward, and of all missionary history, with

his quick and brilliant imagination—all contributed to make his conversation the

centre of every circle.

But in all this he was the minister of Christ, and the interests of his kingdom
were always predominant.

“ The Lord worked with him.” In all his visits to his own people, whether
in South Russia or Austria, wherever he found Germans, he was a messenger of

salvation to them. Revivals followed wherever he went. Rationalism disap-

peared before him. The reader will perhaps wonder that his labors seemed to

be so peculiarly effective among Germans. It was not from any new law in the

spiritual kingdom. He had a very deep and tender sympathy with German
Christians, and with the difficulties and dangers of the German Church. He
spoke to them out of a full heart. Wherever he went they crowded to hear him.

22
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He would sometimes preach to them lor two hours, and seem to melt all hearts
into one.

His work as a missionary was very varied. He labored for the Jews, the
Armenians, the Greeks, the Turks. His autobiography gives only an imperfect
sketch of his life’s work, and leaves much untold. But no one can read this

imperfect record without a deep impression of what a consecrated young man,
beginning his preparatory course at the age of twenty-seven, can accomplish.

Cyrus Hamlin.

Memorials of the Rev. Charles W. Baird, D.D., for twenty-six years
Pastor of the Presbyterian Church of Rye, N. Y., with a few selected Sermons
and Sacred Poems. New York and London : G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1888.

This volume, we learn by the Preface, has been published in response to a
widely expressed wish for such a memorial. The graceful biographical sketch
which begins the volume, prepared by Professor Henry M. Baird, D.D.

,
LL.D.,

has only these faults— it is too modest and too short. The funeral services of

Dr. Charles W. Baird are next described, and the addresses of the late Dr. Ros-
well D. Hitchcock and of others on that sad occasion are given in full. Then
follows the Memorial Sermon by Dr. Dwight M. Seward. Interesting tributes,

personal, ecclesiastical, and official are here grouped and preserved. Ten
sermons, in spirit and style quite characteristic of the beloved and lamented
author, are included in this legacy to his many friends, and the volume con-

cludes with eight “ Lays of the Cross.” It is good to have such a memorial of

such a man. How sweet and gentle, and yet how scholarly and manly he was !

Always he was the Christian gentleman, courteous to every one, catholic, con-

scientious
;
he won and held the affectionate and thorough respect of all who

knew him. He led the way in the revival in this country of interest in liturgical

literature by careful and scholarly researches given to the public in his ” Eu-
taxia,” 1855, and in his ” Book of Public Prayer,” 1856. His great work, which
fairly entitled him to the rank of a historian, is his ” History of the Huguenot
Emigration to America,” the permanent value of which has been generally

recognized not only in this country, but also in Europe. An excellent engraved
likeness of Dr. Baird accompanies this memorial volume.

Thomas S. Hastings.

Books for Practical Edification :

The Best Bread and Other Sermotis. Preached in 1887. By C. H. Spurgeon.

The Golden Alphabet of the Praises of Holy Scripture, settingforth the Be-
liever's Delight in the Word of the Lord; being a Devotional Commentary
upon the One Hundred and Nineteenth Psalm. By C. H. Spurgeon. (New
York : R. Carter & Bros.) Two more volumes from the unwearied pen of the

great evangelical preacher. They are both marked by his usual characteristics.

There is nothing particularly profound or original or striking, but abundance of

evangelical truth put forth with great simplicity and directness, so that readers

of all classes can gain by the perusal. Nor does there seem to be the repetition

which one would expect in the writings of a man who has given two thousand

sermons to the press. It is pleasant to think of the good done by the wide circu-

lation of these unadulterated statements of the Gospel’s essence. The second of

the volumes whose title is given is mainly extracted from ” The Treasury of

David,” and is worthy of special commendation. We need devotional litera-

ture, and of the whole class none is so good as that which is closely linked to

“ the words which the Holy Ghost teacheth,” and draws its inspiration directly

from the living oracles. To a worldly-minded man the 119th Psalm is unspeak-

ably tedious and wearisome, but to a believer it is marrow and fatness, and it is

a good test of one’s spiritual state to learn what relish he has for this profound
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record of religious experience, this “ singular commingling of testimony, prayer,

and praise,” which Mr. Spurgeon well likens to an incense of many spices

wonderfully compounded and worked together. The Crisis of Missions ; or,

the Voice out of the Cloud. By the Rev. Arthur T. Pierson, D.D. {ibid.). This

is a cheap edition in paper covers of a work which in a more permanent form

attained a large circulation. It cannot be too widely diffused. It is remarkable

for its skilful presentation of the leading facts in regard to the whole field of

missionary effort. Dr. Pierson knows how to seize the salient points and present

them in a fresh and vivid manner. The great difficulty in all the churches is

the non-acquaintance of multitudes with just such facts as are stated in this

book. Nor will the liberality of the people come up to the demands of the time

until this ignorance is overcome. Hence the importance of bringing before men
such a bird’s-eye view of the object proposed and the extent to which it can be

reached as the author has here assayed. The last chapter dwells upon the

desirableness of a World's Missionary Council. It is pleasant to know that just

such a council has been arranged for, and will meet in June next in the city of

London. It is with reason anticipated that under the divine blessing this con-

ference of brethren of many names and from many lands will give a mighty

impetus to the cause, not only by stimulating enthusiasm, but by the comparison

of views and by promoting genuine and hearty co-operation among all the true

servants of the Lord Jesus. Both Sides j or, Jonathan and Absolom. By the

Rev. R. S. Green, D.D. (Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication.)

This book belongs to a class that is very excellent, that which takes up the per-

sonages of the Bible and interprets their record in the light of the present day.

Dr. Green has taken a hint from Plutarch, and given us two parallel lives whose
course offers a most suggestive contrast. Both belonged to young men, con-

spicuous in position and positive in character. And though they were sons of

kings and heirs to a throne, yet their history furnishes useful instruction to young
men in any station of life. The author writes in a pleasing style, and has pro-

duced a book eminently readable, one very well fitted to be placed in the hands

of young men. The "Come" and "Go" Family Text-Book. Compiled by

John Strathesk. (Carter & Bros.) This beautifully printed volume contains

texts for every day in the year—the word Come appearing in those on one side

of each page, and the word Go in those on the other. Beneath these are spaces

for the record of Births, Deaths, and Marriages. The conception is a happy
one, and it is skilfully carried out. The People' s Bible : Discourses upon Holy
Scripture. By Joseph Parker, D.D. Vol. VI., Judges VI. -I Sam. XVIII. (Funk
& Wagnalls.) This new volume of Dr. Parker’s Commentary so closely re-

sembles those that have gone before that nothing need be added to our notice of

the previous volumes. Fresh and vivid light is often thrown upon familiar

truths, and the selected notes occasionally given are well chosen
;
but the prayers

are useful only as showing by example how this part of public worship ought
not to be performed. The Victory of Faith and Other Sermons. By the Rev.

John Ker, D.D. (Carter & Bros.) This volume, although published after the

death of the lamented author, is not exactly posthumous, since most of its con-

tents were selected by him for publication. Dr. Ker had a high reputation in

his own country, and it was deserved. These discourses are far above the com-
mon. They are thoughtful, spiritual, suggestive, and edilying. They are

written in a lucid and graceful style, and show that the author had the rare

faculty of being natural without being obvious. Would that there were more
such preachers ! Lights and Shadows of Human Life. By the Rev. John
Philip, M.A. {Ibid.). This is a volume of sermons with a graceful prefatory note

by President McCosh. They treat of life in its various phases, such as its sweet-

ness, its burdens, its compensations, its value, etc., with great good sense, and
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in a style which, without any special grace or vigor, is yet fluent and correct.
The sentiments are always scriptural and wholesome. Livingfor the Master.
Sermons by Lewis H. Reid. (A. D. F. Randolph & Co.) These are good
sermons, riveted to the texts upon which they are based, and adapted to interest

and impress and instruct. The author has a happy faculty of illustration and of

concise, forcible expression. A better title for the discourse on “Joining the

Church’’ would be “ Confessing Christ." Each sermon is preceded by a quota-
tion in prose or poetry, in the selection of which wide reading and a fine taste

are shown. Come Ye Apart. Daily Morning Readings in the Life of
Christ. By the Rev. J. R. Miller, D.D. (Carter’s.) This is an excellent volume.
Each page contains devotional and practical hints on the text at the top of it,

and they extend through the entire year. There are other manuals of much the

same nature as this, but Dr. Miller’s work will not suffer by comparison with
any of them. It is uniformly characterized by good sense and a spiritual tone,

and we doubt notwill fulfil the author’s purpose in preparing it. Sermons
for Children. By Dean Stanley. (Charles Scribner’s Sons.) This handsome
little volume shows the Dean in a new light. He could speak in Westminster
Abbey in a way to interest and profit young hearers as well as a mature audience.

These discourses might have a more distinctively evangelical tinge, but so far as

they go are simple, sound, and effective, and we do not wonder that, after having
been privately printed, there was a call for their publication.

T. W. Chambers.

V.—PHILOSOPHY.

The Reign of Causality : A Vindication of the Scientific Principle
of Telic Causal Efficiency. By Robert Watts, D.D., Professor of

Systematic Theology in the General Assembly’s College, Belfast. Edin-
burgh : T. & T. Clark, 1888. Crown 8vo, pp. x., 414.

By the phrase, “ a vindication of the scientific principle of telic causal effi-

ciency,” Dr. Watts means that the fundamental assumption of all science and
philosophy that “ every effect must have a cause,” involves, first, that we must
assign an adequate cause for every effect, and that is “ a cause that will account

for the production of all the phenomena under investigation in the particular

instance;” and secondly, that we shall find “that within the sphere of the

phenomena with which science has to do, adequate-Causality is invariably telic”

—that is to say, that a thorough analysis of all the phenomena reveals adapta-

tions of means to ends, and conducts the investigator back behind the phenomena
and the ordered array of ends and means to an antecedent presiding intelli-

gence. With this simple wand of an adequate cause, he proposes to exorcise

all the demons of recent unbelieving thinking. The main point which he insists

upon and admirably illustrates from the writings of Professor Huxley, Dr.

Tyndale, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Mill, etc., is that scientific theory can be made antag-

onistic to Christian truth only “ at the modest cost” of stifling what Dr. Tyn-
dale has happily termed “ the questioning impulse that materialistic and

agnostic thinkers, in a word, avoid reaching theistic conclusions only by resting

satisfied with causes which the constitution of the human mind assures us are

insufficient to account for the phenomena under investigation. They consider

themselves, for instance, to have accounted for a crystal when they have laid

bare the immediate and proximate causes of its formation, whereas the “ ques-

tioning impulse” is not satisfied until the crystal is made to give as full an
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account of itself as an Egyptian pyramid. It will not do to stop with the dis-

covery of the forces used in crystal building, to rest in the slaves without the

architect
;
we must still ask why these blind slaves build so deftly, on so ex-

quisite a plan, and with such perfect results
;
nor can we believe that the more

perfect the result and the more exquisite the agency, the less need is there for

supposing the intervention of mind. So again it gratifies but does not satisfy

the mind to be told that Kepler’s laws are referred to the principle of gravita-

tion
;

it still asks, “ Whence this principle of gravitation ? How comes it that

matter is possessed of this marvellous gravity ?” Dr. Watts writes with ade-

quate learning and vigor, and fairly carries his point, showing that all the fash-

ionable anti-theistic forms of reasoning are alike sinners against the scientific

fundamental on the acknowledgment of which alone can any science or phil-

osophy exist. The book is made up of a number of essays, written at intervals

during the last fourteen years, and suffers somewhat in continuity and unity in

consequence. It must be read, therefore, more as a cumulative than as a con-

tinuous argument
;
but every chapter is made to bear witness to the correctness

of the key position, and everywhere the clear and trenchant style and telling

illustrations conduct us over agreeable paths to the one ever more and more
certain goal. BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD.

The Science of Thought. By F. Max Muller. New York : Charles Scrib-

ner’s Sons, 1887.

Professor F. Max Muller’s latest work is spoken of in the preface as though it

might be his last. The subject of it is a grand and comprehensive one, as well

as a natural and worthy one for the opus magnum of its illustrious author. He
identifies thinking with speaking, thoughts with words, and proposes to estab-

lish the Science of Thought by an inductive study of language. By a study of

the words of the earliest period he would establish the elements of human
thought. By studies of successive epochs the thoughts of advancing man are to

be learned and the laws of the evolution of his thought. A scientific history

or an inductive evolutionary science of human thought is thus to be built upon the

data of human speech.

It is a familiar thought with our essayists that words are individuals, a kind

of living beings with a thought for soul and a sound for body, having a birth, his-

tory, and death, and successors springing from them by a kind of ordinary gen-

eration. We call the words of ancient languages fossils— fossil poetry, perhaps,

or fossil history. Our historians of Greece and Rome begin their histories with

chapters of prehistoric history constructed from the study of fossils of Greek or

Latin speech. The historians of the Indo-European race go a long way further

back to the time of the Parent tribe from which the nations of the race sprang,

and from the data furnished by their languages make out the story of this pri-

meval period. They have furnished their hypothetical tribe with character,

utensils, institutions, and environment, and prepared a dictionary and grammar
of their language, picking all this out item by item from the roots and fossils

of speech.

Students working in such fields as these see that the facts and laws of lan-

guage are facts and laws of mind and of the history of man. They are prepared

for a psychology which shall recognize history and growth, and in place of

abstract discussion of supposed constant faculties shall apply itself to classify-

ing the thoughts of successive generations and finding the laws of their succes-

sion and development.

Professor Max Muller has led the van in introducing studies from language of

the early Aryans and of ethnology and mythology to the English-speaking na-

tions. And so he is the man to lay before them the new Science of Thought.
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The primeval fossils with which Professor Muller begins his study of primitive

mind and incipient thought are the roots of the Indo-European speech. These
he makes out mainly by a study of the apparent roots of Sanscrit. They are about
two thousand in number when gathered from the works of Sanscrit grammari-
ans. Professor Muller reduces them by literary and phonetic criticism to about
six hundred independent vocables. Further study of their meaning leads him to

classify them under one hundred and twenty-one types of thought. These are the

original cells, or protozoa, from which have been developed all Indo-European
words

;
and that means, according to Professor Miiller, all Indo-European

thoughts as well as all Indo-European vocables. The two hundred and fifty

thousand words of the English language, for example, are all descendants of

these old protozoa. The million of meanings, of thought combinations, which
are the life of these words, are of the same descent.

Each of the roots stands for a kind of act, according to Professor Muller.

Number one means “ Dig two means “ Plat, Weave, Sew, Bind three

means “ Crush, Pound, Destroy, Waste, Rub, Smooth four means “ Sharpen,”
and so on.

Supporting himself on these meanings, Professor Muller suggests that the ear-

liest words are names of common social acts which excite the senses and strain

the muscles, and are naturally accompanied by sounds to relieve the effort.

When peasants dig together or thresh, when women spin, when sailors row,

they keep time with the voice, with “ almost involuntary vibrations of the voice,

corresponding to the more or less regular movements of the whole bodily frame.”

This sound, therefore, and the act of digging have a common origin in the effort

of the digger, and become one in his thought
;
and since the digging is the work

of a company of diggers, the common sound is familiar to them all, and thus be-

comes a proper word, a vocal sign of a true thought or concept.

This is the theory of Professor Noird. These are the elements of primeval

thinking, according to Max Miiller, and the new Science of Thought.

From these roots words are made by adding syllables expressing relations.

Khan (dig) is a root from which grow khan-aka (digger), khan-ana (dig-

ging), khan-itra (spade), khan-a (hole), and so on ; -aka, denoting an agent
;

-ana, act
;
-itra, instrument

;
-a, result. The problem is now presented to

classify all these relational syllables so as to establish by induction the whole

system of relations known to the Indo-European man. Professor Miiller finds this

induction to give the well-known categories of Aristotle. His current of thought

thus flows into the great river which runs through our books of logic. He points

out briefly and illustrates with felicity how the application of the categories

gives rise to the parts of speech and other forms of words described in gram-
mar and logic

;
how also accumulated applications of different categories to

roots and words build up the whole fabric of speech. This means with him the

whole fabric of thought. He dwells, however, at considerable length, on a move-
ment of thought by which the meanings move without vocal changes, a move-
ment which he calls metaphor. The roots are originally expressions of human
acts. By metaphor they are transferred from man to animals and to material

objects, and in the progress of language several classes of transitions occur,

such as are dealt with in our books of rheloric.

In this division of the “ Science of Thought ” is found the growth of mythol-

ogy. It is declared to be a necessary stage in the growth of language. All

roots are at first expressive of the action of man, and when they are used to ex-

press the phenomena of the material world, they personify material objects.

The sun rises. The dawn passes away. The Vedas sing it “ The dawn,

Dakand, flies before the sun,” Dahana, the shining one, is young and beautiful,

the sun loves her, she flees and is transfigured.
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By and by, in far countries, perhaps, as the language changes, new genera-

tions no longer know the original meaning of the words. In Greece the old Da-
hand, shining one, is known only as daphne, the name of the laurel-tree, and

the far-darter, Apollo, is no common name of the sun.

The old Vedic expressions then seem to tell the story of a nymph, Daphne,

pursued by a lover, Apollo, and changed into a laurel-tree as the lover embraces

her.

There is a stage of man’s development when language is full of such out-

grown metaphors, filling the imagination, as yet wild and uncritical, with the

monstrous beings and adventures of mythology. Mythology is therefore to be

studied as a branch of comparative philology. It will be remembered that this

is one of the fields of thought in which Professor Max Muller won some of the

brightest laurels of his early manhood. He mentions in his preface that he has

long since prepared another book not yet published on “ The Science of My-
thology.”

Professor Muller advances from words to sentences, to discourse.

He defines thinking as addition or subtraction. But that implies combination

of things, concepts or percepts, and is expressed by a proposition. If speech

is thinking, the elements of speech are propositions. That is the doctrine of

Professor Muller. He says that words are propositions : digger is dig here,

mortal \s decay here. The formal proposition ” the digger is mortal ” asserts

that the same person has two names, digger and mortal. Professor Muller in

this agrees with Hobbes. He touches upon the topics which usually come up in

logic in dealing with propositions and the syllogism, and he adjusts the defini-

tions and puts the old statements in new light, applying his axiom that thinking

is naming. One might have imagined that he would arrive at Aristotle's doc-

trine of the syllogism by an induction from coherent propositions in Sanscrit,

just as he did at the categories from the relational particles. But his theory of

the proposition emasculates the syllogism, and so brings the book and the

Science of Thought to an impotent conclusion, in the judgment of all good logi-

cians of the old school.

It will be noticed that the real inductive investigation of the book moves with-

in narrow limits compared with the possibilities suggested by the leading idea.

A historical science, or scientific history, such as is proposed, would include all

human experience which has been uttered or described, sensations, emotions,

aesthetics, morals. But Professor Muller limits himself to thought proper or

reason.

His linguistic material is also limited. The only complete induction is that

of the Sanscrit roots. As the new Science of Thought is to be a science of the

development of thought, it would be desirable to present several epochs and
demonstrate the laws of development from one to another. We are just having
a more thorough scrutiny of modern English than any language has before re-

ceived. The results in the great historical dictionary show that many new
words and new roots have lately grown in English. What laws of development
lead from the old Sanscrit roots to these ?

On the other hand, when Sanscrit roots are presented as the primeval ele-

ments of human thought, we hesitate. Sanscrit is a modern affair. The Noire

theory that men began to think alter they had been accustomed to weave and
row in companies, presupposes a late awakening of thought. How did they

make their tools ?

The range of materials which Professor Muller proposes to use for his science

seems to fall far short of its necessities. It is to expound human thought.

But the thought recorded in single words is elementary in relation to the ad-

vanced thought of the race. Systematic thought is attained by combination of
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verbal elements. What advance thought has made in any generation is to

be learned from the combinations of thought which they have made—that is to

say, it is to be learned by reading their connected discourse, their treatises,

their books. We could never combine a vocabulary of Plato into his dialogues

or a lexicon of Euclid into the Greek geometry. Processes of reasoning are not

stored in vocables.

Propositions are elements of thought, are data for this inductive science of

thought. The science needs, then, to collect and classify all the propositions as

well as all the words of each epoch. Each proposition is in fact a sort of com-
pound word. Not only so, but each combination of propositions, each sentence,

must be considered as a compound word in this collection of data. And fur-

ther, each combination of sentences must be regarded in the same way, and so

we come round at last to the old books in manner and form as they were
written.

A large part of the book is occupied with discussions of the views of Kant
and Darwin, and with enforcing the view that thought is impossible without

language. It has for a motto :

“ No Reason without Language,

No Language without Reason.”

Professor Muller sometimes deals with this maxim as though it referred

merely to the beginning of reasoning
;

as though it meant that, as a matter of

fact, mankind was first excited to thought by a sensible sign becoming connected

with certain mental states which had been indefinite intuitions before. This

is only stating Noire’s theory of the origin of language in another form. And
one might easily accept it, if there were any evidence in its favor. Such a proc-

ess does take place with children and others.

But generally Professor Muller seems to apply his maxim to all thoughts of all

men.
It is true that reasoning deals with classes of objects, and that we handle

classes in thought by signs. But the natural primary sign of a class is a mental

picture, more or less perfect, of one of the class. A vocable is a secondary

sign. A written word is a tertiary sign. The secondary and tertiary are never

essential to thinking, and sometimes are mere arbitrary tags. A good geome-
trician thinks of angles by mental pictures, and steadies himself by visible draw-

ings of these pictures. If as he combines angle with angle with his eye he

also says to himself, “ this + this= this,” it is a mere ancillary accident of associ-

ation and does not aid the thought. In work or investigation a material object

or percept is very generally the centre, or sign, if you please, to which the con-

notation is attached. In playing chess, for example, the connotation of the

word king attaches itself to the king which stands on the board. We think out

the moves without use of the vocable
;
the percept takes its place. Often in the

arts a percept is well known to a skilful workman, for which there is no name,

which he never names. A click in a machine tells its story without vocables to

the engineer
;
so does the look of the ore to a furnace-man.

The study of words tells us what has been thought about things
;

it does not

put the things before us for fresh investigation.

It is admitted, however, by every thinker that the rational processes cannot

be carried far without the help of record, and of course all recorded or com-
municated or uttered thought is in words or other sensible signs, such as paint-

ing, statuary, architecture, institutions. The materials for the great inductive

Science of Thought would be the same, whether the elementary movements of

rationality prior to expression were or were not accompanied by voice.

F. A. March.
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The Ethical Import of Darwinism. By Jacob Gould Schurman, M.A.,

D. Sc., Sage Professor of Philosophy in Cornell University. New York :

Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1887.

After learning from Kant how to defend the doctrine of Ancient Philosophy

that the three fundamental sciences are Logic, Ethics, and Physics, it is not

pleasant to be told by Dr. Schurman that ethics is not a science at all. The
burden of the first chapter in this book is the maintenance of this affirmation,

and the faults we find with it lies mainly in the first chapter. We must claim a

place for ethics among the sciences, although we agree with Dr. Schurman that

much remains to be done in the cultivation of the historical side of ethical inquiry.

The author is evidently using the word “ science” in a very restricted sense

when he says, “ Given the earliest morality of which we have any written record,

to trace from it through progressive stages the morality of to-day—that is the

problem, and the only problem, which can fall to a truly scientific ethics.” But
we welcome Dr. Schurman ’s book, and are confident that the cause of truth

will be served by its publication. The author accepts the general doctrine of

natural selection as a working hypothesis in explanation of the origin of species,

and then shows how inadequate it is as an explanation of ethical experience. Dr.

Schurman sees as plainly and confesses as positively as Dr. Charles Hodge did

that the doctrine of natural selection as held by Darwin himself— that is, the

doctrine of indefinite variations in all directions— is simply a doctrine of chance.
‘‘ The whole tone of the ‘ Origin of Species ’ implies that organic nature has been

blindly shaped by the mechanical operation of physical agencies
;
that instincts,

functions, organs, and constitutions are but special instances of order that sur-

vived after the collapse of innumerable instances of disorder, which the reckless

gambling of natural forces has been continuously producing since the first dawn
of life upon our earth.” Limit the tendency to variation, however, by subjective

conditions, and at once you introduce teleology into the process of evolution.

Dr. Schurman sees as clearly as Janet does that evolution thus interpreted, so

far from being fatal to teleology, cannot dispense with it.

In Chapters IV. and V. are to be found the discussions that justify the title of

the book. The author shows, as Sorley has also done, that evolution does not

help us to bridge the chasm between “ its psychology of self-seeking and its ethics

of self-sacrifice.” The criticism of Darwin’s attempt to give a naturalistic ac-

count of the genesis of the conscience is very acute, and is, in our judgment, the

most valuable part of the treatise. F. L. PATTON.

VI.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

A History of Elizabethan Literature. By George Saintsbury. London
and New York : Macmillan & Co.

Histories of English literature have of late become somewhat common.
Taine's great work, despite all its faults, has quickened this historical study of

literature, and specially English literature. The demand for guides and helps

in this department of training has been answered by various attempts in the con-
struction of manuals. But they have hardly won success. They have failed in

the endeavor to cover so much ground in so brief compass, failed also because
the critical faculty and, in some instances, any close knowledge of authors
treated, were wanting. At last, however, we are promised a history of English
literature which promises to meet these demands. It is to be constructed on a
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true principle—that of division of the labor. The history is to be divided into

four main periods. The first

,

Early English Literature, is to be treated by Mr.
Stoplord Brooke. The third, Literature of the Eighteenth Century, by Mr.
Edmund Gosse. The fourth. Modern Literature, by Professor Dowden. The
second, the work now under notice, was entrusted to Mr. George Saintsbury.

Four scholars more competent to the special work assigned to each could not

have well been found. Mr. Saintsbury has in his Dryden (English Men of

Letters Series) given proof of his ability to fulfil “ the main purpose of this vol-

ume, which is to show the general movement at the same time as the individual

developments of the literature of 1560-1660." In carrying out this design, the

author in his Preface states his course thus :

“ I have endeavored to criticise each author from a uniform and independent stand-

point, and I have never (unless in some very rare case specially indicated) delivered on
any author mentioned a judgment based on second-hand information, whether I may
agree or not with that of some previous writer. In regard, however, to what some
moderns call the ‘ Bio-Bibliographical ’ side of the matter, I have made much less at-

tempt to be complete, and I do not pretend at all to first-hand information. ... In

other words, I will warrant every critical judgment and description, general and partic-

ular, in the following pages to be, unless the contrary is stated, based on original read-

ing and thought.”

Thus constructed, the work consists of twelve chapters. We give their titles,

because they will indicate the scope and, to some extent, the method of the work.

Chapter I., From Toltel’s Miscellany to Spenser. Chapter II., Early Elizabethan

Prose. Chapter III., The First Dramatic Period. Chapter IV., “ The Faerie Queen"
and its Group. Chapter V., The Second Dramatic Period—Shakespeare. Chapter

VI., Later Elizabethan and Jacobean Prose. Chapter VII., The Third Dramatic

Period. Chapter VIII., The School of Spenser and the Tribe of Ben. Chapter IX.,

Milton, Taylor, Clarendon. Browne, Hobbes. Chapter X., Caroline Poetry. Chapter

XI., The Fourth Dramatic Period. Chapter XII., Minor Caroline Prose.

As indicated in the above summary of headings, the period covered by the

volume is thoroughly traversed, so as to show the general movement as well as

the individual developments in the literature of the period. The interdependence

of authorship is a fact in the history of literature which is constantly coming to

light. There can be no true philosophy of literature which fails to note it, as well as

the manner in which literature is affected by its environments. Mr. Saintsbury has

kept this in mind, and has traced, at times with uncommon skill and subtlety,

those finer connections which run like golden threads through warp and woof of

our literature. Hence, he has done full justice to minor authors. After all, our

literature is not made up of a few great names. The perfection of a great mountain

range depends not on the few towering summits, but as well on the hundreds of

less exalted summits. We owe much—far more than is sometimes conceded— to

the less conspicuous men of letters. And there is not a name among those

worthy of mention—so far as we can recall—which Mr. Saintsbury has failed to

notice, and to notice well. Of his critical judgments, it is simple justice to say

that they are marked by catholicity and a firm discriminating taste. Mr. Saints-

bury brings no literary partisanship to color or distort his criticisms. In some
instances there seems a tendency to over-praise, as in the case of Donne

;
but

this is not at the expense of any other poet or school of poetry. The extracts

given in illustration of the points made are happily chosen, and add greatly to

the value of the book.

The " Bio-Bibliographical" element in it is nowhere made prominent. The
author does not seem to rate it very highly, judging by the following extract

from the Preface :
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“ My dates and my biographical facts I take for the most part from others, and though

I shall be glad (after verification) to make any correction, I shall not feel deeply con-

vinced of sin if it turns out that I have dated this poet’s Tears of Melancholy in March,

1593, when the true date is May, 1595. . . . These things, interesting perhaps and

sometimes valuable in their own way, are but auxiliary, if even that, to the history of

literature in the proper and strict sense.”

We commend the book heartily to all engaged in teaching literature. Pro-

fessor Dowden has made it abundantly clear in his essay on the “ Interpretation

of Literature,” how necessary it is for students to have some competent and
skilful guidance in this direction. Such guidance during the period treated will

be found in Mr. Saintsbury’s volume. It will not supersede the necessity of

lectures treating more fully the great authors. But as a guide through the whole
period it will prove a valuable help such as can be found nowhere else. On
some points our judgment would not be in accord with the author. We should

not name Shelley as one of the two poets challenging Spenser for the primacy,

putting Shakespeare aside. Nor can we accept the view that “ it is in Comus
that Milton’s poetical power is at its greatest height. It would have been better,

also, to have given less space to the Martin Marprelate controversy, and have ex-

panded the notices of such men as Marlowe and Webster. But the admirable

execution of the work, as a whole, seems to forestall any strong insistance upon
points like these, in which at last it comes, perhaps, to difference of individual

judgment. J. O. Murray.

Greek Life and Thought, from the age of Alexander to the Roman Conquest.

By J. P. Mahaffy. Crown 8vo, pp. 600. London and New York : Mac-
millan & Co., 1887.

We cannot wonder that the King of Greece more than ten years ago decorated

Professor Mahaffy with the gold cross of one of the national orders. He had
brought out in quick succession his “Greek Social Life,” his “Greek Antiq-

uities,” and his “ Rambles and Studies in Greece.” He has added to these

his
“

L
Greek Education,” his “ History of Classical Greek Literature,” his

“ Story of Alexander’s Empire,” and now his “ Greek Life and Thought.” He
is such a man as the old Greeks would have delighted to honor

;
for he is not

only an expert and an enthusiast in matters pertaining to Greece and to ancient

history generally. He has written on Kant, on Preaching, on Education, and has

won honors in music and with the rifle, the rod and the bat. May we not reason-

ably look to him for a sympathetic presentation of the many-sided life of Greece ?

Side-lights are constantly falling across his pages, sometimes from the West and
anon from the East

;
now from the diplomacy and intrigue of Alexander’s suc-

cessors upon the methods of modern European courts, all looking to the main-
tenance of some balance of power

;
and again from Dublin and the realm of the

Irish Question upon the agitations that prevailed in some Grecian State more
than twenty centuries ago. The professor has not so buried himself in that dis-

tant and tangled past in his effort to comprehend and expound it as to forget, or

suffer us to forget, the oneness of our humanity, and the solidarity of its interests

not only across the continents, but along the centuries.

The five editions of “ Greek Social Life from Homer to Menander” that have
been issued since its first appearance in 1874, stamped it as a marked success.

The period covered by the present volume, although not so long, is more in-

volved. The centres of interest are more numerous, and shift from time to

time. We no longer cling so closely to the shores of the 4£gean, and even while

there are drawn, it may be, to Rhodes or Pergamum rather than to the old

centres. Alexandria and other cities of the East that spring up in the train of

Alexander’s conquests challenge the all-usurping glories of Athens.
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The Epicurean and Stoic philosophies with practical men take the place of the

more speculative systems. The art of the age now passing before us seems very

real to us who have seen or can so easily see the Apollo and the Artemis of the

Vatican, the Dying Gladiator, the Laocoon, and the Toro Farnese. In painting

this was the age of Apelles and Protogenes. In literature this was the Alexan-

drian period, and to its characteristics and products Professor Mahaffy devotes

two chapters.

In many different connections the Jews come into notice, a new phenomenon
in the Greek world. The favor shown them by Alexander and his successors

opens a new career to them, and puts new influences at work in the heathen

world. The version of the LXX. receives due notice, and also the transforma-

tions wrought in Palestine by the extension of Hellenism, preparing us the better

to understand the first century of the new Christian era. Dr. Mahaffy, as “ the

result of a careful study of the question,” assigns Ecclesiastes to the interval

between the return from the Captivity and the time of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Daniel he seems to assign in part to the same time. He comes upon the ques-

tion of these books in discussing the philosophical and literary developments of

the age, of which he says :
“ The Aramaic parts of Daniel and the Hebrew

book of Ecclesiastes are literature of a very high order
;
among the Greek books

and fragments left us from this period there is nothing that does not set the teeth

of a good Grecian on edge with its violation of classical form.” His book is

one full of interest to the classical student in many ways, and treats of a period

and a region which the Biblical student needs to understand better, if he would
appreciate the providential preparations for the new dispensation.

Charles A. Aiken.

Reminiscences by Thomas Carlyle. Edited by Charles Eliot Norton.
Two vols. in one. Crown 8vo, pp. 277, 325. London and New York :

Macmillan & Co., 1887.

It will not be soon forgotten what expressions of surprise and what unfavor-
*

able criticism met the first edition of these Reminiscences when they appeared

from the hands of Mr. Froude in 1881, soon after Mr. Carlyle’s death. The
feeling was universal that the discretion given him in the matter of their publica-

tion had been most indiscreetly exercised. This impression will be only deep-

ened when we read (Vol. I., pp. 257-8) :
“ In which event (viz., that the thing

—this book—may be left behind me, etc.) I solemnly forbid them, each and all, to

publish this bit of writing, as it stands here j and warn them that withoutfit
editing no part of it should be printed (nor, so far as I can order, shall ever be) ;

and that the ‘ fit editing ’ of perhaps nine tenths of it will, after I am gone, have
become impossible . ” How Mr. Froude could so mercilessly publish all that he

did, and so inaccurately withal, must remain one of the marvels of friendship

and of conscientiousness.

After the mischief was done it was, of course, idle for Mr. Norton, or any later

editor, to apply the pruning knife, as he would surely have done in the first

instance. Mr. Norton has, however, omitted some passages, the reproduction

of which was “ calculated to give pain and likely to be of no interest to the

reader.” He has also been far more scrupulous in reproducing the very forms

of expression, punctuation, and the like which were so characteristic of Mr.

Carlyle. How much need there was of revision appears from the statement that

on the first five pages of the printed text, which were not exceptionally inaccu-

rate, one hundred and thirty corrections and more were required.

The little group of volumes relating to Mr. Carlyle which Mr. Norton has

given us is greatly to his praise as editor, and will be prized by all who are

interested in their theme. Charles A. Aiken.
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Obiter Dicta. Second Series. By Augustine Birrele. Elzevir i6mo, pp.

291. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1887.

The first series of Mr. Birrell's brilliant papers was issued anonymously. The
American reprint appeared early in 1885, with a graceful bow of greeting from

the author, in recognition at the same time of his new publishers and his new
circle of readers. This second series bears the author’s name, and confirms and

gives new impulse to the favor which had been awarded to its predecessor, while

by its greater breadth and maturity it would have been sure to make its way on

its own merits. Mr. Birrell, a young English Barrister, was not as successful in

the late elections in wooing the parliamentary constituencies of Walton and

Widnes in Mr. Gladstone’s train as he has been at home and with us in his

literary ventures. His success is the more marked in view of the fact that his

longest papers are on subjects as trite as Carlyle and Browning (in the first

series), Milton, Pope, Johnson, Burke, Lamb, and Emerson (in the series before

us). These essays are fresh and vigorous in their thought, polished and incisive

in style, abounding in evidence of the author’s familiarity with the best liter-

ature, while winning for him a worthy place of his own. Many of his sentences

are epigrammatic and sparkling.

We fear that Mr. Birrell will not be popular in Boston. He is no worshipper

of Emerson, criticises Dr. Holmes’s memoir of him, and speaks in doubtful

tones of Boston itself. “ If one were required to name the most non-sequacious

author one had ever read, I do not see how we could help nominating Emerson.

. . . You never know what he will be at.” “ It is of small avail to write, as

Dr. Holmes does, about ‘ brilliant circles ’ and ‘ literary luminaries,’ and then

to pass on and leave the circles circulating and the luminaries shining in vacuo.

. . . Over all these pages of his hangs vagueness, and we scan them in vain

for reassuring details.” These sentences will show that Mr. Birrell judges for

himself, and gives pithy expression to his thought. Charles A. Aiken.

A Short History of Architecture. By Arthur Lyman Tuckerman.
i2mo, pp. viii.

,
168. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1887.

To many people the writing of a popular book seems easy, but to those who
know something about their subject a scientific treatise is but child’s play as com-
pared to the difficulty of producing a well-written and suitable work that will

supply the need of the mass of general readers. Unity of plan, clearness of pres-

entation, selection of the essential, elimination of technicalities—these are but a

few of the requisites. And yet how many who have hardly begun to tread the

path will rush into print in the shape of a popular hand-book of some sort ! Mr.

Tuckerman’s history does not sin from lack of comprehensiveness
;
starting with

Celtic, Egyptian, and Asiatic monuments, he leads us to the present age of

“ galvanized iron ” through Greece, Etruria, and Rome, the early Christian and
Byzantine styles and the Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance periods, with a

side dash at Mohammedan architecture. It is evident that the author is most at

home in the later periods of which he treats, and his Romanesque and Gothic

chapters are the best in the book, showing less evidence of unfamiliarity and
an approach to a grasp of the principles and development of these styles. It

makes one regret that Mr. Tuckerman did not consult a few more works on the

subject—some of the late standards. Why confine himself to our friend Vitru-

vius, to poor Fergusson, with an occasional dash of Viollet-le-Duc ? The plans
” drawn by the author ” are a study in themselves: the impossible angles of

the piers of our English cathedral and of Rheims, poor vaultless Strasburg,

the solitary columns of Santa Sophia, for whose arches we look in vain, lead us

to ask if it is possible that the author is a practical architect or knows what the

parts of a ground-plan signify.
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In such a book condensation is a necessity, and yet at every turn we meet with

the most useless asides
;
clearness is a necessity, but one of Mr. Tuckerman’s

invariable characteristics is that whenever he makes a statement he is careful to

contradict it on the same or the following page. Sometimes, of course, the state-

ments are so obvious, as, for instance, that “ Etruria was peopled from remote
ages by the indigenous inhabitants,” that it is considered unnecessary to con-

tradict them. It is astonishing to reflect on the breadth of knowledge required

to write even so elementary a book as this. One must know some geog-
raphy, for instance, and avoid placing Trfeves in France and Baalbek and Pal-

myra in Asia Minor
;
some classics, lest one should say that the Parthenon

means ‘‘virgin some history, lest one call the Akropolis the city proper of Athens
or confound Asshur-nazir-pal with Asshur-bani-pal, or place Justinian a half

century after Mohammed. Though Constantinople is called Byzance and Benedict

XIV. Benoit XIV. by Viollet-le-Duc, it would not have taken much ingenuity

to discover the English forms. Mr. Tuckerman takes especial delight in airing

his familiarity with the early Christian period and with the Christian religion in

its artistic and liturgical forms. He evidently feels it his duty to instruct the

ignorant public that the presbyters were the “ fathers of the Church ” and that

the mosaic figure of Christ in the dome of Santa Sophia was “ a painting of the

Holy Father.” Who would have believed it, Mr. Tuckerman ?

If the author should ever bring out a second edition, perhaps he will choose

between one of his two statements, that Assyrian buildings had stone vaults and
wooden ceilings, will make up his mind whether the cubit equals io or 20 inches,

will confess that Tiryns and Orchemenos have been excavated by Schliemann,

and that there are more reasonable theories of the origin of the Greek orders

than deriving them from a man named Dorus or a man named Ion, the Ionic

column imitating the delicacy of a woman’s form “ whose volutes represented

the hair falling in ringlets.” It is also to be hoped that Mr. Tuckerman will

reconsider his assertion that the Christian basilica is derived from the classic

temple, that he will not confound the Catacombs with the crypts of Mediaeval

churches, nor call the Gothic Church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva and the

cloister of St. Paul’s in Rome buildings of the early Christian style. Of his two

contradictory statements, ” the first basilicas had double aisles,” and that double

aisles were occasionally substituted for the original three, I would suggest that

the first be retained. It is also considered rather necessary in giving examples

of a class of buildings to include a few correct instances
;

it is a pity that all the

early baptisteries which Mr. Tuckerman used to exemplify his remarks are not

baptisteries at all, and never were, but churches. In reading the chapter on

Byzantine architecture one is assailed by a mournful realization that Byzantine

architects, those creators of domical architecture, did not understand the dome
at all, for Mr. Tuckerman tells us that they failed completely to grasp the prin-

ciple of the pendentive. If Mohammed could have foreseen what would be said of

him on pages 105 and 106, he would have been both pleased and shocked. He
would have learned with joy that he built the Kaabah at Mecca, and then

with what dismay would he have found that the mosque which he erected at

Medina was “ not so much a house of prayer as a dwelling-place for his

family !”

Mr. Tuckerman takes pride in catering to both opinions on the relations of

Gothic architecture
;

in one breath he says ” there is virtually no point where

Romanesque ends and Gothic commences, while in the next he calmly places the

two styles in opposite battle arrays, the Romanesque in the classic camp and

the Gothic over against it. As the uninitiated reader finishes the book he may
wonder why he has obtained no very clear idea of the history of architecture : this

could be explained by the old stager, who would tell him that where there is a
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lack of preparation, of accuracy, of grasp of the subject in the author, the reader

must expect to feel the effects of these qualities.

A. L. Frothingham, Jr.

Porta Linguarum Orientalium inchoavit J. H. Petermann, continuavit

Herm. L. Strack. Pars VIII. Chrestomathia Targumica, quam collatis

libris manu scriptis antiquissimis Tiberiensibus editionibusque impressis cele-

berrimis e codicibus vocalibus Babylonicis instructis edidit adnotatione critica

et glossario instruxit Adalbertus Merx. Pp. xvi., 300. Berlin : H.

Reuther, 1888
;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.

The importance of this reading-book from the Targums is indicated in the

title. Not only is it edited from MSS., a work which has not been done since the

times of the Complutensian Polyglott and the Bomberg Bibles, but it rests upon
mss. of a new character. They are those acquired in recent years by the British

Museum from Southern Arabia, dating from the twelfth and later centuries,

and vocalized in the Babylonian, instead of the Tiberian system. Professor

Merx has therefore had an abundance of fresh material. It is also material of a

much higher degree of trustworthiness than that heretofore available. In a

valuable paper read at the Oriental Congress in Berlin (1881)
—“ fiber die Vocalisa-

tion der Targume”—Merx had already traced the history of the printed Tar-

gumic text, indicated its conflicting and unsatisfactory vocalization, and appealed

for aid in securing the materials for the present book. The result abundantly

justifies the labor which he and the scholars who have helped him to make his

collations have assumed. Merx is a thorough scholar, independent and vigor-

ous, and perfectly at home in the minute details of textual criticism. His book
is a book for scholars as well as students. It contains the Aramaic paraphrase

of Gen. i.-iv., xxiv., xlix.
;

Ex. xv., xx.-xxiv.
;
Lev. ix.-xi.; Num. xx. 12-xxv. 9 ;

Deut. xxvi.-xxix. 8, xxxii.-xxxiv.
;
Judges v.

;
2 Sam. xxii.-xxiii. 7 ;

Isa. lii. 13-liii.

12; Jonah and Micah entire, and Hab. iii.
;
also the “Dream of Mordecai.”

All these selections are pointed with the super-imposed Babylonian vowel-signs,

except the Somnium Mordechasi, which is unpointed. It is needless to say that

they are edited with conscientious accuracy ; their sources are fully and care-

fully indicated
;
critical notes and variants are appended— in the case of one

passage, Deut. xxxii., the author has taken pains to give, besides his London
codex on this passage (twelfth century), the St. Petersburg Cod. 132 (a later MS.

with Babylonian points) as an interlinear, and also to add the same verses from

a cod. of A.D. 1311, punctuated in the Tiberian system, but on the basis of a

Babylonian antecedent.

Besides the critical notes, we have also two considerable extracts from the

elder Buxtorf’s Babylonia, a critical commentary (MS.) on the Targums, which
was never published and is now preserved at Basel. (Merx has treated of this,

and given fuller extracts in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschrift, 1887, III., IV., and 1888,

I.). Last, but by no means least, of the 300 pages in the book 145 are devoted

to the glossary, which is a most valuable addition to our lexicographical helps.

It is evident that Merx has furnished not merely a school book, but an instru-

ment for the learned as well.

Primarily, of course, it is a fundamental aid to the understanding of the Tar-
gums in their precise meaning. It affords, also, a trustworthy, though still

incomplete, basis for the grammar and lexicography of the Targumic Aramaic.
It is a means, of revived value, to the textual criticism of the Hebrew Old Testa-

ment. It proves and illustrates the superiority of the Babylonian system of

punctuation, which Merx has already (Abh . Orient. Congr. zn Berlin (1881), II.,

165 sqq., 188 sqq.) shown reason for thinking earlier than B.c. 650. It thus indi-

cates to which system we are to give the preference in Hebrew MS. In all
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these and other ways it supplies us not only with a well-preserved Jewish com-
mentary on the Old Testament, but also with some trustworthy ground from
which to start in emending the Hebrew text. For all this work here referred

to is to a large extent preliminary and superficial, a clearing away of rubbish,

and a laying bare of the true surface of the ground. The work of excavation
must follow if we are to find the real treasures. We must go far back of B.C.

650 and revise our consonantal Hebrew text by the great versions. Lagarde,
Cornill, and Merx himself are among the prominent leaders in this work. It

will go on and be accomplished as far as the necessarily imperfect materials

admit. Meantime, such a work as that before us is of great service to the

textual critic as well as to the Aramaist, by helping him to see exactly what it is

with which he has to deal. We hope these Targumic studies will not be inter-

rupted until we have the entire text of the Targums edited with the same thor-

oughness. Francis Brown.

We notice more briefly :

Orjnsby MacKnight Mitchel, Astronomer and General. A biographical nar-

rative by his son, F. A. Mitchel. i2mo, pp. 392. (Boston and New York :

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) Twenty-five full years have elapsed since the lamented
death of General Mitchel, on the 30th of October, 1862, and we have now for the

first time an adequate memoir of him from the loyal hands of a son. An admir-
able self-restraint has kept back his filial hand until the slow publication of

official documents and semi-official memorials of many kinds should let in the

full light of day upon many of the mysteries of that fateful year, 1862. The
same excellent judgment is shown in the biographer’s selection and presentation

of the facts that needed to be brought out. The volume is about equally divided

between science and war. The genius and the administrative ability of the man
in both fields of action, his intensity, his power of inspiring other men with a

confidence and enthusiasm like his own, his ardent faith and his self-forgetful

patriotism, stand out, as they ought, on all the pages of the memoir. “ To what
purpose was this waste ?” But we should have read the story of this life to little

purpose if we had not been taught to lay the hand of a sterner self-repression

upon the regrets and indignations that stir within us as we recall many of the

events of those opening years of the war. The Story of a Dedicated Life. By
the Rev. James C. Moffat, D.D. i2mo, pp. 190. (Princeton, N. J.. C. S. Rob-
inson & Co., 1887.) Rev. Dr. Joseph Owen, the subject of this memoir, was no
less a Christian soldier than was “ Old Stars,” whose biography we have just

laid down. The field of action to which he gave his strong and manly life was
the missionary field of our Church in Northern India. The story of Dr. Owen’s
life is so told by his college classmate and intimate friend, as to include an

admirable survey of our missionary work in that field throughout a third of a

century. The sketch has suffered in form and charm by the compression to

which it was necessarily subjected. As it is, it pays a worthy tribute to one of

the strongest, wisest, most learned of the good men whom our Church has given

to India. The Physiology of War. Napoleon and the Russian Campaign.

By Count Leo Tolstoi'. Translated, etc. i2mo, pp. 190. (New York : Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co.) Tolstoi has two ends in view—to show his estimate of Napo-
leon, which he does with characteristic vehemence and biting contempt

;
and to

pour ridicule upon the idea that battles, wars, and the like are planned and

guided by the leaders, who imagine themselves and are imagined to shape the

destinies of men. The real power and control are in the people. All coincides

with the laws of* the progress of events. Charles A. Aiken.














